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Problem
Educators in the 1970s and early 1080s identified 
characteristics of effective schools. 3ut researchers had 
not addressed the problem of identifying what strategies 
exemplary schools used to make the characteristics effec­
tive, nor how the strategies were implemented.
Method
Administrators and teachers in selected exemplary 
private secondary schools responded to the duality Schools 
Index for Private Schools 'OSIPS!. Key strategies for
r
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school effectiveness were ranked on the basis of mean 
weighted scores for: (a) extent of use of the strategies
within the school; and (b) their importance to quality 
schooling. Selected personnel were interviewed in six 
schools to determine how strategies were implemented.
Results
The 12 top ranking strategies for school 
effectiveness were: faculty (1) showing they care about 
the students as people; (2) being proud of school and 
student successes; (3) providing an all-round quality 
program for student benefit; (4) believing "We are an 
effective school"; (5) showing personal interest in each 
student; (6) taking time to lister to students; (7) 
providing a curriculum that meets the school's purpose;
18) addressing the needs of the whole child; (9) 
developing a total school program students are proud of; 
(10) setting a positive example for students; (11) 
communicating regularly to parents about their students' 
progress; and (12) making clear to students >w they are 
expected to behave.
The major findings on how schools implemented key 
high use/high importance strategies were: the schools 
selected willing trainable staff; provided continuous 
professional improvement; provided care and respect in 
positive relationships and example; communicated openly 
and freely with each other; were consistent; constantly
K
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evaluated programs against student needs and the school's 
philosophy; treated each student individually; listened, 
talked with, and gave students positive recognition; 
corrected them with positive redirection, time out, and 
interactive guidance as needed; and kept the environment 
attractive.
Conelus ions
School effectiveness was achieved as faculty 
showed consistency in loving, personal care toward 
students, high academic professionalism, and cooperation 
in extracurricular activities with positive, open, two- 
way communication.
r
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I h'Ti'.Gu CCT Io!i
The national Commission on Excellence in Education 
119; 2'. m  A Sat ion at Risk focused the attention of hot;; 
scholars and the American public on the state of secondary 
education within the country. The result qenerated an 
increased focus on eoucational discussion and criticism 
throughout the nation. The "effective schools movement" 
■.hawkins, 1984, p. 52) of the late 1570s to early 19ius 
crovideu an immediate oackground for research into school 
effects that the lo.raissicn's report stimulated.
The Equality of Educational Opportunity report of 
1956 'Coleman et al.;~ focused on concerns of the 1960s 
relating to educational cncortunities of the poor and 
minority groups. Coleman and his associates found that 
family background was a major factor contributing to 
scnool achievement. Their findings showed that children 
from notes of the middle and upper classes did oetcer in 
scnool than children from the poorer homes, even when 
sc.nocls varied in wuality of resources.
'This puolication will be referred to throuchout 
as the Coleman deport :1966).
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These findings by Coleman and colleagues were 
widely misrepresented to mean that '"schools don't make a 
difference'--that schools can do nothing to overcome the 
educational disadvantages produced by minority group 
status and poverty" (Cohen, 1983, p. 19). Studies by 
Jencks et al. (1972), and Av^rch, Carroll, Donaldson, 
Kiesling, and Pincus (1972) did little to change this 
"widely held, though not firmly believed, interpretation 
[of the Coleman study that] . . . still persisted" (Cchen, 
1983, p. 19).
In the 1970s, studies began to focus on the 
school as an effective institution. Weber's study i19 71) 
of four ir.ner-c.Lty elementary schools showed that success 
in reading achievement was possible for lower class, poor 
children. This was counter to the findings of the Coleman 
Report H966), and marked the beginning of further studies 
on school effectiveness. Weber (1971) identified eight 
common characteristics for effectiveness within these four 
schools: "strong leadership, high expectations, good 
atmosphere [or school climate], strong emphasis on 
reading, additional reading personnel, use of phonics, 
individualization [or willingness to adjust a child's 
program because of concern for his/her progress], and 
careful evaluation of student progress" (p. 26).
Weber's work was taken up by Edmonds, whom 
Viteritti '1984) referred to as "the father of the 
effective schools movement" (p. 4). Edmonds began his
F
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research while directing harvard University's "boarch for 
effective Schools" project 'Sweeny, 1932;. lie recognized 
the work of Brockcver, Lezotte, Frederiksen, hotter and 
others and their demonstrations that schools do influence 
learning, and hence upheld the thesis that "all children 
are eminently educable" Edmonds 1979 , and 1934'. .
In his research Edmonds '1579’ identified six 
'tangible and incispensible characteristics of effective 
schools" :p. 22;: strong administrative leadership; a
climate of high expectations; an orderly, quiet atmosphere 
conducive to learning; a priority for pupil acquisition of 
basic skills; a willingness to focus school energy and 
resources to furthering fundamental objectives; and the 
frequent monitoring of pupil progress by testing.
Like Weber's, these findings also conflicted with 
the findings of the Coleman Report 1966'. Edmond's 
research had revealed that children of poor families were 
performing well academically in certain schools. The 
findings showed that even the poor were "educable"-- 
schools did make a difference.
Curing the 1970s, school-effectiveness studies 
nad mostly focused on elementary schools. Cut, as the 
decade merged into the lSGOs, growing concern for 
education at the secondary level prompted different 
government research bodies into action. The result was 
the publication of A Cation at Risk, the report
E
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cf tr.e Rational Commission on Excellence in Education 
l.CIi’:., 19g 3 ' ; and Action for Zxceller.ee, from the
Education Commission of the States, Task Force on 
education for economic Growth 1193 3). Boyer ■ 1913 • , 
looclad <19S4>, Peterson (19S3), Sizer ‘ 19134 * , and others 
contributed to tne national dialogue these documents 
evoxed.
Studies by Xadaus, Xellaqhan, Bakow, and King 
■ 1975; , Rutter, Xaugnan, Xortimer, ouston, with Smith 
'19 7 9' , .-.ynne ! 1981» , Raywia i 198 3 f , ana others 
contributed to the c.oange of attention from the elementary 
to the junior high and hign schools. Soon after one h'CEE 
oegan making its inquiry into the national scene of 
education in 19G1, the U.S. Department of Education 
estabiisr.ed the Secondary Schools Recognition Program.
The aim of this program was to identify 
exemplary schools and their characteristics. President 
Reagan '1933! cited five outstanding traits of the 152 
secondary schools honored on September 2a, 198 3:
1. Practicing team effort
2. Sharing common beliefs lr. leadership, teacher 
dedication, nomewcrk, testing, time efficiency, anc firm 
tiscipline
3. being resourceful
4. Promoting and rewarding good teaching
5. Demanding excellence by requiring nigh 
standards from both teachers and students.
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The search for exemplary puulic schools has 
continued. Beginning with the second year cf the public 
school program, cne Department of Education funded the 
Exemplary Private School Recognition Prcjecc iEPSRP).
This became the responsibility of The Council for American 
Private Education (CAPE) which in turn identified 
exemplary private secondary schools throughout the nation.
A review of the literature relating to scnooi- 
effectiveness research demonstrated that both effective 
schools and effective teaching did axist (Austin, 1979; 
Edmonds, 1979; kawkins, 1934; Labaree, 1934; Eavitch,
1934; Reagan, 1933; Sergiovanni, 19341. Thus the 193us 
generated growing interest m  school effectiveness, 
exemplary schooling, and excellence. These became the 
watchwords of the mid 1930s and the thrust for the 
numerous improvement projects m  government school systems 
around the country.
Statement of the Problem
Researchers such as Weber <1971), Erookover,
Ready, Flood, Schweitzer, and Wise.nbaker ! 1977 • , 3rcokover 
and Lezctte <1979i, Edmonds '1979), and others had 
identified a numoer of characteristics of effective 
schools in association with their studies. Wynne 1193 1'- 
identified further characteristics and added to the body 
of knowledge about good schools by describing factors that 
contributed to the effectiveness of these characteristics.
r
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In 1932-1935, soon after the reports of the uoov-. 
stucies had received wide circulation, recocr.ition 
projects began 'within coth the public ar.d private sectors 
of secondary schooling. These instigated further reports 
and aescriptions of what made these schools exemplary 
■ lieatty, 1934: Corcoran & Wilson, 19S5; Howard, 1935i.
Yet Larry Cuban iL934i stated, "No one knows how to grew 
effective schools. . . . Road signs exist, out no maps ar? 
yet for sale" (pp. 13 1-132).
Since there was no systematic analysis identifying 
kev strategies for effectiveness within exemplary schools 
nor hew key strategies were implemented within the 
schools, a study was needed to provide such knowledge. In 
this way other schools could come to learn how exemplary 
schools performed their tasks effectively.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to provide 
administrators and teachers in private secondary schools 
wit.n information concerning key strategies for 
effectiveness and how selected exemplary schools 
implemented them. The intent was that this information 
would contribute to the planning cf school improvement 
programs for increased school effectiveness. The purpose 
of the study did not include planning directives for 
scnool improvement, nor did it assume that schools could 
take the results of the study as a formula for certain
r
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success. kather trie pur cose was rc g rov i the: k i no of 
ir.formatxon that faculty ar.cl staff could use as selective 
resource materia 1 for school improvement, knowing tr.at it 
ias cor.tributeo favorably toward effective scr.colmg m  
selected exemplary schools.
Rationa le
No one curriculum or instructional netnod that may 
be practiced over time or in a variety of classroom,s 
■Austin, 1979) makes for excellence m  private schools or 
any other school. It is not money that makes the 
difference, but people 'Cuban, 1 934) —  what they c;o ar.c how 
t h e v o c r f o r .
Ctucies on school effectiveness have revealed the 
presence of specific characteristics m  effective schools. 
The Illinois f.uaiiiy Schools Index ( ICS I- Illinois 
department of Sducat.on, 1984! evaluates the presence of 
tr.e following effectiveness characteristics in schools: 
leadership, mission, expectations, time on task, 
monitoring, basic skills, climate, anc parent, community 
participation. These characteristics largely represent 
tr.e what cf personnel contribution to effective scr.colmg. 
The how has to do with strategies that attempt to bring 
about the effective presence of these characteristics.
A review of schoo1-effectiveness stucies showed 
tr.at where differences in school-effectiveness 
characteristics existed, differences in school achievement
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'"aiious et dl., 1979) also existed. If a oroau 
improvement in school effectiveness ana student 
'.enlevement was in any way possible, it would first 
"occur best on site at individual school?" d-ipple,
.(apian, and Kavwell, 1934, p. 24). To share conditions 
that exist in exemplary schools and how they are 
maintained is what will help these individual schools 
identify needs, plan goals, select appropriate strategies, 
and strive for improvement.
Educators recognize that each school is unicue.
Its culture, its climate, its environment, and many other 
facets weave together to make it unique.
The results of this study are not intended to 
stereotype any school into a predetermined meld. Rather, 
the faculty may select what may test meet their needs and 
contribute to the strengthening of the unique educational 
environment of their school.
The administration and faculty would still be 
maintaining control over the unique character of the 
school, and that would enable it to fulfill its specific 
purpose or mission. What is anticipated is that the 
scnool would be able to perform these functions with 
creater effectiveness.
F
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Limitations and Delimitations 
In most research projects there exist limitations 
that are beyond the control of the study. Three wore 
recognized for this study.
First, it -was necessary to recognize tr.at 
environmental and personnel changes occurrec within the 
two year time-lapse from the beginning of the Exemplary 
Private dchcols Recognition Project cf 1984-1985 to the 
collection of data for the present study. Such changes 
•were beyond the control of the study, and therefore must 
be considered as a limitation.
A second limitation was the confusion in 
educational circles with the loose usage of the terms 
"effective schools" and "exemplary schools." Within the 
literature these terms often referred to tr.e level a 
senoo i attained or. standardized test results. Cn other 
occasions they referred to ill-defined measures of how the 
schools met their own goals and expectations, anc those 
the community set for them. Although these terms are 
defined in this study in relation to the delimitations cf 
tr.e study, there was an over-riding limitation regarding 
the general understanding of the terms by the responcents 
within the participating schools.
A third limitation was the potential bias of self- 
c•z:3o l w oy z . £ lscuity of t,̂ £ various 3cnoo 1 s .
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P.ecocnizinc these limitations the following 
tel imitations applied to the stuoy:
1. The study was aelimited to an investigation
of ‘-.hose schools choosing to participate from toe croon of 
■54 private secondary schools receiving recognition in the 
Exemplary Private School Recognition Project, 15S4-1335, 
as announced by the United States Secretary cf Education, 
•■.'ill ism J. bennett, on June 21, 1925 .
2. "within these schools, the study was delimited 
to an investigation cf strategies for effectiveness 
related to the presence in the schools of effectiveness 
c.naracteristics of: leadership, mission, expectations,
time on task, monitoring, basic skills, climate, and 
parent, com muni ty participation.
2. Primary source material for the study was 
delimited to each school's application report sent to 
CAPE, the site evaluators' reports for each scnool, the 
data from the school personnel responses to the 
questionnaires, and the on-site data obtained from 
.nterviews in selected schools.
Definition of Terms
A l m : A long-range projection of what the 
institution plans to achieve for the students or specific 
members of the community it serves as it works toward the 
fulfillment of its mission.
basic skills: Skills of reading, writing,
w
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arithmetical computation, listening, and oral 
communication combined with trie skills of the social 
studies, sciences, and computer sciences that provide a 
preparation for being lifetime learners in a socio- 
technological society.
Characteristics of effectiveness: The major common 
qualities contributing to school effectiveness.
Effective schools: Schools that function witn a 
nigh level of consistency in meeting their school goals 
and objectives.
Effective schools movement: The collective 
interest and professional activity that has contrioutec to 
a growing body of research and specific projects designed 
to study "effective schools"1 and to promote the 
development of a greater number of these scnools.
Exce1lence: The level of educational quality at 
which a school as a whole is functioning, including a high 
rating on both quantitative and qualitative variables.
Exemplary school: A school that is judged against 
a predetermined set of criteria, and is found to be 
meeting its own goals and objectives through operating a 
program geared toward consistent improvement while 
maintaining above average academic attainment for its 
s tudents.
■'Effective schools" within the "effective schools 
movement" were mostly successful inner-city elementary 
scnocls that achieved above the national average for 
minority poor students.
K-
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Goals: Meaium-range targets set by the institution
on behalf of its clients in order to facilitate the 
fulfillment of its long-range aim and mission.
Mission: The all-important purpose of the 
institution in relation to the needs of the community it 
serves, and the philosophical principles, beliefs, and 
values for which it stands.
Monitoring: Checking and evaluating student 
learning and development by the teacher/administrator 
using a variety of approaches— e.g., observaton, 
discussion, questioning, assignments, teacher-made tests, 
standardized tests, etc.
Objectives: Specific short-term targets for staff 
and students to facilitate the fulfillment of the mission, 
aim, and goals of the institution.
School climate: The social and educational 
atmosphere which permeates the school environment, and 
which provides an intuitive measure of the conduciveness 
to learning that exists in the school.
School effectiveness: The level at which a school 
is functioning, first, in relation to its own mission, 
aim, goals, and objectives, and within the bounds of its 
educational philosophy; and second, in relation to the 
expectations of the community or constituency it serves.
Strategies for effectiveness: The professional 
activities and procedures that the school personnel use to 
achieve their overall purposes.
r
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Time on task: The allocation and use of time
during the school day when teachers and students are busy 
in successful teaching and learning activities.
Basic Assumptions
It was assumed that:
1. Administrators ana staff are interested in 
improving school effectiveness within their institution
2. Administrators and staff can contribute to the 
improvement of school effectiveness
3. Students are net only educable but education 
toward their potential can be minimized or maximized 
dependent upon the effectiveness of their educational 
environment
4. Although eacn school, administrator, and 
teacher functions differently, certain strategies are 
oasic within the learning environment of schools that 
contribute to school effectiveness
5. Exemplary schools use strategies that are 
directly related to scnool effectiveness.
Objectives of the Study
Withir. the delimitations, the objectives of the 
stui-y were:
L. To determine the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness perceived to be used within the schools
w
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2. To determine the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness perceived to be important to quality 
scr.oo 1 ir.c
3. To determine the top 2C high use,high 
importance strategies for effectiveness within the schools
4. To determine the top-ranking strategy 
perceived <1, to be used within the schools and ■ 2• to be 
important to quality schooling for each of the eight 
effectiveness characteristics
5. To determine the order of importance for the 
eignt school-effectiveness characteristics regarding the 
use of strategies within the school and their importance 
to quality schooling
5. To determine now the top 20 high use.’high 
importance strategies are implemented within the schools.
3v meeting these objectives, the purpose cf the 
study would be accomplished. Key strategies and examples 
for their implementation would be identified, and the 
accompanying information of ranked importance of the 
remaining strategies would provide a further resource for 
schools to use in their school improvement planning 
procedures.
Organization of the Study
Chapter i contains an introduction to the study 
and includes statements of the problem, the purpose, the 
rationale for its development, ar.d the limitations and
E
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-ieli'itaticns of the study. Ir. audition, dof init ions of 
terms, basic assumptions, and objectives of the study are 
included along with an overview of the organizational 
presentation of the study.
Chapters 2 and 3 present a review of literature 
related to school effectiveness and exemplary schooling. 
The two chapters provide insight into scnoo 1-effactiveness 
developments from the later 19th century to 1937. They 
include the trends within the last eight to ten yearn that 
have resulted in school improvement projects in various 
schools and school districts, and the study of exemplary 
scnoo1ing.
Chapter 4 describes the methodology of the study, 
outlining the way the information on strategies for 
effectiveness was obtained and analyzed.
Chapter 5 provides a general description of 
the 54 exemplary schools invited to participate in tr.e 
study, with a more detailed description of those wr.ich did 
taxe part.
Chapter 5 presents the taouletion and analysis of 
the data obtained in relation to the first five objectives 
of the study. The chapter includes discussion cf the 
findings and trends relating to that part of the study.
Chapter 7 is a descriptive report of the 
findings regarding the implementation of the xey 
strategies within selected schools. The chapter includes 
discussion relating to these findings.
15
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Chapter G provides the summary, conclusions, and 
recommendations for further research.
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE— PART A 
Introduct ion
Educators with vision down through the years have 
kept in sight goals for better standards and mere 
effective teaching practices. These goals have sometimes 
oeen overshadowed by economic and political upheaval, but 
the literature reviewed demonstrated that the vision has 
never died. This chapter provides a background review 
to the Coleman Report 11966), a landmark educational study 
of the 1960s. The next chapter reviews the literature of 
the 20 years beginning with this report, anc provides a 
particular focus on school effectiveness, school 
improvement, and exemplary schools.
The Search for More Effective Schooling 
to the Early 1940s
Experiences from the Late 19th Century
Charles 'William Eliot began his presidency of 
Harvard University in 1869 at the age of 35 years. ilis 
approach to educational reform was distinctive, based on 
establishing clear educational policies.
One of the major policies Eliot introduced wdt> tu
17
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provide stiff entrance requirements into college. Keller 
(1982), reporting on Eliot's requirements, stated that 
m  turn they demanded rigorous academic skills and 
knowledge at the secondary level of education, and thus 
focused the attention of secondary school teachers and 
pupils on academic achievement and performance. Eliot's 
40 years cf office as president reinforced txhe confidence 
of Harvard's constituency and Eoard of Governors in his 
continuing reforms affecting education throughout those 
years.
T.he need for excellence in schooling influenced 
another educational system in Massachusetts. The Quincy 
schools committee (Patridge, 1883) recognized they needed 
to change their educational program. They realizec it 
was not any worse than the average, but they decided 
something must be done to change their discovery that 
'"children could neither write with facility nor read 
fluently; nor could they speak or spell their own language 
very perfectly'" (p. xvi).
Francis W. Parker was appointed Superintendent of 
Schools for Quincy, and for five years provided 
inspiration and leadership that "transformed" (p. xvii) 
their public schools. Patridge (1883) quoted from the 
report of Adams:
Out of five hundred grammar-school children, taken 
promiscuously from all the schools, no less than four 
hundred showed results which were eitxher excellent or 
satisfactory, while its advantages are questioned by 
none, least of all the teac.hers and parents. . . . The
E
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quality of the instruction given has been immeasurably 
improved, (pp. vii-viii)
The Early 20th Century 
In the first decade of the 20th century, there was 
confusion centering around the major purpose of high 
schools. Colleges increased their entrance demands 
through examination, and even inspection of schools 'Cary, 
1909). The college preparatory purpose influenced the 
educational approach to "work to a highly specialized 
end— that of passing a more or less stereotyped set of 
entrance examination questions" (p. 223). But Coulter
(1909) promoted the view that the nigh school must exist 
"primarily for its own sake; and secondly as a preparatory 
school for college. . . . The high school must be regarded 
as an autonomous, not a subordinate institution" (p. 73).
Although Coulter described educational growth 
around the turn of the century in terms of "tremendous 
progress" (p. 74) , the interest in school improvement was
overshadowed by the confusion surrounding the role of the 
developing high school. School effectiveness was not 
discussed in the literature reviewed for this era. But 
particular subject area specialists gave evidence of 
concern: first, regarding curriculum content— what 
should or should not be included; second, regarding 
how to introduce new material into a curriculum; and 
third, whether the change would better help students to 
think independent!y (Brookman, 1910; Crow, Broadus, &
^  - 3 6 * ^
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Hosic, 1909). Karpinski (1909) reported on progress in 
the humanizing of the curriculum, making it "real to the 
child at his stage of development" (p. 270). Thus, 
elements that later contributed to effective schooling 
were discussed and reported in the journals of the day.
In the article "A Good Way to Teach History,"
Clark (1909) stated:
The thing which children lack nowadays is the power or 
desire to take even a small part in the 
responsibilities of life. They have been brought up
to receive, and have lost sight of the blessedness of
giving. . . . (p. 261)
The author went on to report:
One man asks, "Why is it that boy after boy that I try 
in my office can neither talk, write or reckon with 
any degree of accuracy? What have they been doing in 
school for thirteen years?" (p. 216)
The challenge of these conditions led Clark to 
innovate in an endeavor to improve the effectiveness of 
the class. A social-group approach under a class- 
appointed committee operating under a simple constitution 
changed the formal teacher-question-student-answer 
approach to a very active student-organized learning 
situation that involved all the class members in a variety 
of learning activities. They performed at a level of 
demand where "pupils were very careful not to make 
mistakes" (p. 261). This report indicated that at least 
one teacher made an effort to change the status quo and to 
develop more effective and more successful learning 
approaches concerning student growth.
w
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The war years of the second decade influenced 
professional thinking in education. Cary (1919), the 
State Superintendent of Public Instruction of Wisconsin, 
stated in his address to the National Education 
Associat ion:
A year ago, and two years ago when we met, we were in 
serious and stern mood, filled with determination to 
see the war through to victory. It has been finished.
. . . But in the midst of our rejoicing 1st us not 
forget that the fight for humanity is not ended. . . .
Our schools, our children are not safe from the 
clutches of industrialism. We shall have to fight an 
insidious foe to real democracy, to equal opportunity 
for all which is the principal meaning of 
democracy. . . .
Our nation needs in its teaching body good 
fighters, valiant men and women who know no fear, and 
who will never play the slacker's part in the 
educational army. (p. 180)
Cary's call for committed teachers was to fight off "the
effort of big business to get as many children as posible,
not to go beyond the grades," (p. 180) anc if they did
enter high school, to stop them taking courses tnat would
lead to college entrance.
This report emphasized the power of public 
opinion, and especially big business, on the direction of 
effective schooling at the time. The influence of the war 
years in Cary's report indicated that the major 
educational emphasis was a need for commitment by teachers 
to fight a public attitude. Hence few opportunities 
occurred to place emphasis on school effectiveness within 
the school and classroom. Fighting the broader issues for 
democracy and educational ambition was the prime concern.
w
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United effort focused on a legislative program for "a 
department of education with a secretary in the 
President's cabinet, and for federal aid in support of 
public education" (Magill, 1919, p. 270).
Research was conducted into the social sciences in 
Ohio (Stowe, 1920) but "no attempt was made to investigate 
either the actual content of the courses or the character 
of the instructional work" (p. 599). Interpreting
achievement was investigated in terms of intelligence 
(Madsen, 1921). Almack and Almack (1921) studied gifted 
children, and of the nine conclusions reported from the 
study, one focused on a school effectiveness related 
need— "There is need of educational reorganization adapted 
to the needs of individuals" (p. 228). The stage was 
being set for a major contribution to effective schooling.
The Eight-Year Study 
In April, 1930, the Progressive Education 
Association launched a major longitudinal study of public 
and private schools in the United States. The main 
question at the annual convention of that year was, "How 
can the high school improve its service to American 
Youth?" (Aikin, 1942, p. 1). In time the study came to be 
known as The Eight-Year Study.
In October, 1930, a Commission on the Relation of 
School and College was established with two major 
purposes:
f
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To establish a relationship between school and 
college that would permit and encourage reconstruction 
in the secondary school.
To find, through exploration and experimentation, 
how the high school in the United States can strve 
youth more effectively. (p. 116)
After just over a year of study into secondary 
education, the Commission identified particular areas of 
the traditional high-school curricula and approaches to 
teaching that needea exploration anc improvement. Aikin 
reported that "it seemed to the Commission that secondary 
education was clearly inadequate in certain major aspects 
of its work" (p. 4). In summary these were as follows:
Secondary education in the United States did not 
have clear-cut, definite, cent-^1 purpose. . . .
Schools failed to give students a sincere 
appreciation of their heritage as American 
citizens. . . .
Our secondary schools did not prepare adequately 
for the responsibilities of community life. . . .
The high school seldom challenged the student of 
first-rate ability to work up to the level of his 
intellectual powers. . . .
Schools neither knew their students well nor 
guided them wisely. . . .
Schools failed to create conditions necessary for 
effective learning. . . .
. . . the creative energies of students were seldom
released and developed. . . .
The conventional high school curriculum was far 
removed from the real concerns of youth. . . .
The traditional subjects of the curriculum had 
lost much of their vitality and significance. . . .
Most high school graduates were not competent m  
the use of the English language. . . .
¥
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The Commission found little evidence of unity in 
the work of the typical high school. . . .
The absence of unity in the work of the secondary 
school was almost matched by the lack of 
continuity. . . .
Complacency [that] characterized high schools 
generally ten years ago . . . was still holding to 
tradition. . . .
Teachers were not well equipped for their 
responsibilities. . . .
Only here and there did the Commission find 
principals who conceived of their work in terms of 
democratic leadership of the community, teachers, and 
students. . . .
Principals and teachers labored earnestly, often 
sacrifically, but usually without any comprehensive 
evaluation of the results of their work. . . .
The high school diploma meant only that the student 
had done whatever was necessary to accumulate the 
required number of units. . . .
. . . the relation of school and college was
unsatisfactory to both institutions. (pp. 4-10;
Aikin's introduction to the Commission's report 
clearly stated that secondary education had come a long 
way since the beginning of the twentieth century. With 
his enumeration of inadequacies and no specific positive 
characteristics identified in the report, there would 
appear to be incongruity between what was appraised of the 
30 years of educational development and the condition of 
education when it was assessed in 1930 and early 1931.
The schools needed to take positive action.
To begin with, the Commission chose 28 schools 
or systems and later acded two more. Each was chosen 
because it seemed "well qualified to promote the purpose
r
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of the study1' ip. 14). The Commission included "both 
privace and public schools, large and small schools, and 
schools representing different sections of the United 
States" (p. 14i.
Aikin did not report specific criteria for 
selection of these schools, but he made it clear that the 
Commission's chief concern was "to choose competent 
schools which were dissatisfied with the work they were 
doing and eager to inaugurate exploratory studies -which 
could not be undertaken without the freedom granted by the 
colleges" !p. 14).
In 19 32, the Sommission sought and obtained the 
cooperation of over 300 colleges and universities to 
accept students from these schools without restriction of 
intake regulations. The schools began their planning and 
program renewal in 1933.
The total program -was a learning experience for 
all involved. Some schools found themselves out of favor 
•with the community, others were in financial difficulty 
because of -withdrawal of regular sources of private 
funding, others had leadership problems to overcome. It 
took four years before a "sure sense of direction was 
expressed in the philosophy of the member schools"
! p . 30), and staffs and communities became supportive of 
each other in their new approaches to schooling. Thus 
Aiki.n reported that the experiences of the eight years 
demonstrated to teachers, administrators, and members of
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the program that "effective secondary school 
reconstruction requires thorough preparation" (p. 127).
The Thirty Schools,1 in accordance with their 
local situation, independently planned program changes. 
They learned that parental and community participation in 
the planning procedure enabled mutual understanding that 
led to meaningful support. Teachers shared in the 
decision-making process and were involved in the total 
life of the school. The principal acted as the 
educational leader within each school. Curriculum 
revision occurred only after the high-scnool's function in 
the community it served was considered both thoughtfully 
and cooperatively. The faculty respected the students as 
individuals so they could be known well and guided wisely. 
Some large schools reorganized to establish a number of 
smaller schools as functional units within the larger one. 
A number of schools operated core programs for two hours 
daily under one counse1lor/teacher to enable greater 
opportunity for that individual to become more acquainted 
with the students and to deal with their common concerns 
and problems.
Students worked with teachers in cooperative
-̂The literature reviewed for The Eight Year Study 
showed that the "Thirty Schools" were in fact many more 
than 30 schools, because many represented a whole system 
of schools. The name "Thirty Schools" came to be a 
nomenclature that described the project rather than a 
numerical total of schools.
E
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government rather than student government, and 
participated in numerous responsibilities around the 
school. Student sharing included classroom program 
planning, so that student interests and community needs 
were considered. Career needs of the majority of students 
were given carefui planning and active participation. The 
gifted students were challenged and stimulated, and all 
students were involved in critical and reflective 
thinking.
Thus the inadequacies identified by the Commission 
early in the study were addressed. The freedom and 
creative opportunities available to the schools had 
enabled them to develop unique programs that more directly 
met the needs of their students. The study showed that 
some schools could do something about the problems. Were 
these changes effective? The Commission proceeded to 
answer this question.
The project planners matched 1,475 college 
graduates from the member schools with students from 
traditional schools who attended the same college. Sex, 
age, race, scholastic aptitude scores, home and community 
background, interests, and probable future provided the 
bases for matching which resulted in the following 
f indings:
. . . the graduates of the Thirty Schools were not 
handicapped in their college work.
. . . departures from the prescribed pattern of 
subjects and units did not lessen the student's
E
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readiness for the responsibilities of college.
. . . students from the participating schools 
which made most fundamental curriculum revision 
achieved in college distinctly higher standing than 
that of students of equal ability with whom they were 
compared. (p. 117)
This major cooperative effort had facilitated the 
search for greater effectiveness in schools. It had made 
The Eight-Year Study a national landmark in educational 
research, yet very few writers on school effectiveness 
have made reference to it. Its wealth of characteristics 
and strategies that led to the more effective results in 
terms of the college graduate successes were a major 
contribution to the early literature on secondary-schoo1 
effectiveness research.
School Improvement in Michigan 
Educators of the 1940s had their vision focused 
on quality in education in preference to quantity (Grace, 
1942), with practical solutions for enabling teachers to 
do "the best job of teaching their professional skill and 
talent . . . [would] permit" (Burkhard, 1942, p. 340).
The vision of the educators reflected the changed attitude 
of Americans since the early 1930s when the community had 
no jobs for the youth and there were few places for them 
in the economic community at all (Aikin, 1942, p. 66).
'..'or lc War II had done more than focus on international 
conflict, it had helped the people of America to accept 
their youth as a vital and much needed part of society.
■ ̂Ufh
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havinghurst reinforced this concent wr.en ne wrote in 1944, 
"Ten years ago young people were an unnecessary segment of 
our population. . . . Today, to oe young means to be or. 
the center of the American stage" (p. 65-. Therefore, it 
was very important to give them the best in education.
"Leads to 3etter Secondary Schools," a caption in 
an editorial by Reavis ‘1944, p. 263), reflected the 
desire of educators to enable their young people to be 
better trained and educated. In this article Reavis 
reported six principles and 14 procedures recommended for 
school improvement in the preschool conferences for public 
schools throughout Michigan.
The principles and procedures were presented as 
guides for planning. They had been "found, through 
experience, to contribute to the success of such 
conferences” 'p. 264).
?rincip les:
1. It should be planned co-operatively. It 
snould be conducted in such a way as to insure the 
full participation of all persons involved in the 
educational picture (teachers, administrators, 
pupils, parents) in planning, carrying out, and 
evaluating the conference.
2. It should employ the problem approach; it 
should originate from the general recognition of real 
problems needing collective attention.
3. The plan should be flexible and clearly 
adapted to the interests, needs, and problems of the 
participants.
4. The conference should be indigenous to the 
community and school, and closely allied to those 
agencies which can carry through on its results.
r
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5. The conference should be evaluated in terrr.s of 
the personal and professional qrowth of the 
participants, not merely in terms of the decree to 
'.;hich problems have been "solved."
6. The conference should utilize all available 
materials and resources which are related to the 
problems under construction.
Procedures
1. Planning the groundwork on a basis of problems 
listed by teachers.
2. Using a steering or planning committee at the 
conference representative of and responsible to, the 
entire group.
3. Planning the exact program on the spot in 
terms of the expressed needs of the participants.
4. Pull salary status for the staff for the 
period of the conference.
3. Using three to five days as a reasonable 
minimum conference period.
6. Seducing administrative routine to a minimum 
and presenting it in mimeographed form.
7. Discouraging speech-making; encouraging 
informal discuss ion.
8. Providing definitely for recreation.
3. Using administrators and supervisors as 
resource persons, not as master-planners or chairmen.
10. Planning definitely to draw new teachers into 
planning ana leadership roles.
11. Providing a wide variety of appropriate 
instruction materials for examination and use by 
participants.
12. Providing adequate time for groups and 
individuals to work on actual instructional problems 
ar.c materials.
13. Planning for definite implementation of the 
results of the conference.
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14. Planning the conference evaluation 
co-operatively and in terms of personal and 
professional growth. (pp. 264-265)
This feature in The School Review paved the way 
for the Conference for Administrative Officers of Public 
and Private Schools held July 17-21, 1944, when one full 
day’s program was spent discussing "Equality of 
Educational Opportunities for Everyone" ip. 263).
Summary
Over the years the search for more effective 
schooling demonstrated, first, that traditional curricula 
and approaches to teaching were not the only way to 
prepare students for success in college. The Eight- 
Year Study demonstrated that curricula and teaching 
procedures geared more directly to student needs and 
interests resulted in students well able to cope with 
college courses and even surpass their peers who had 
received the traditional schooling of the 1930s.
Second, the focus on quality in the 1940s in 
Michigan opened up a cooperative venture in planning that 
involved interaction and decision making by all members of 
the school community— teachers, administrators, pupils, 
and parents. This planning included implementation 
procedures within each school.
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Quality of School Services and Optimistic
Developments from 1945 to the Early 1960s
The desire for quality education during the 1930s 
and 1940s set the stage for positive educational research 
for the next 20 years. As Collard f19 8 4) has stated,
"The research studies of the Fifties and early Sixties 
were largely optimistic, in that they concluded that there 
was a direct relationship between the quality of school 
services provided to a pupil and his subsequent 
achievement" (p. 146). Thus higher quality services meant 
higher quality achievement.
The optimism of the late 1940s to the early 1960s 
was reflected in the keen desire to find answers to 
educational problems that would help schooling to improve, 
educators were looking for what would make better 
secondary schools.
Mort 1945
Mort t!945) crystallized four overall 
characteristics of good schools that were present in the 
Metropolitan School Study with which he was associated.
The study involved schools of 60 communities spread 
through Mew York City, Mew Jersey, Mew York, Pennsylvania, 
and Connecticut. From "6,000 descriptions of striking 
practice" there were 101 patterns catagorizea as well 
established, "rather generally established," and, those 
that functioned just "here and there" (p. 99).
K
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The first of the four overall characteristics of 
the good schools rnav be stated as an extended academic, 
life-related curriculum. For this curriculum the teachers 
taught more basic academic and real-life skills for :• 
longer span of school life (e.g., oral communication to 
audiences and among group members was added to reading, 
writing, and arithmetic, plus real life experiences or 
simulations). The second characteristic was an enriched 
curriculum through wide reading and facilitative teac.oers. 
This enriched curriculum provided greater breadth and 
depth in the mastery of knowledge, history, and character 
of the surrounding world through wide reading experience 
and effective teaching. "Effective teachers are 
gardeners, not carpenters," was Mort's description 
p. 100). The third characteristic featured enriched 
school environments with resourceful, talented teachers. 
These teachers recognized students' potential and 
demonstrated remarkable ability in drawing out and 
developing their talents. The fourth characteristic was a 
positive classroom learning climate.
Teachers set a good classroom climate because they
both had and used
the good sense tc observe the slow unfolding of the 
gross behavior patterns which we speak of as 
intelligence, personality, character, citizenship, 
ability to work with others, and, seeing this slew 
evolution, to lend a hand at critical times in the 
broadening of individual horizons, in helping boys and 
girls and young people to build 'more stately 
mansicns' for their lives, 'p. 101)
r
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Mort saw this characteristic as a major positive in 
contrast to "the typical negative approach which punishes 
the individual when he fails to achieve something at least 
approximating mediocrity in his behavior" (p. 101).
To these characteristics of good schools Mort 
added three qualities of teachers describing those who 
supported the educational behavior that was found within 
the classrooms of the good schools— they must be "born" 
teachers; they must be richly experienced, not only 
academically, but in life; and they must be masters of the 
tools of their trade.
Earlier studies by Mort (1942) identified some 
67 factors relating to "the liveliness of education," and 
of these, two particularly stood out: the financial level
of a school and public expectancy. Stating it in Mort's 
own words, he said, "It becomes increasingly clear from 
these studies that the schools hardly rise above the 
expectancy of the community" (p. 260).
With positive community expectations, and the 
characteristics of good schools identified by Mort, the 
potential for more effective schooling was present. As 
the years passed the turn of the mid-century the 
enthusiasm for more research continued to grow.
Individual School Research of the Early 1950s 
Smith (1953) and ner colleagues engaged in what 
thev labeled "action research". This involved formulating
E
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and testing two "action" hypotheses, one relating to 
change in leader behavior, and the second to change in 
group member procedures. Smith attempted to make the 
teacr.er planning meetings within the school mere effective 
by introducing on-going evaluation and adjustment.
The study covered three semesters with very 
positive results. The group assumed more responsibility 
for the success of the meetings, as well as engaging in a 
nigher quality of responsibility. Evaluation sheets used 
at meetings instigated discussion concerning better 
working methods within the meetings, plus sensitizing the 
group members to the importance of carrying through on 
decisions :p. 60). Thus their overall school planning and 
operation benefitted with increased effectiveness.
Another action research study was conducted at 
3attie Creek High School by a group of social studies 
teachers :Eanks et al., 1953). Their study did not 
confirm their belief that if they put special emphasis on 
the desirable characteristics of American historical 
personages their students would incorporate some of these 
characteristics into their own behavior patterns to a 
measurable degree. nevertheless, their motivation and 
intent to determine the effects of their effort reflected 
the interest and optimism of the 195Cs for the purpose of 
oettermg education.
3otn examples of action research were productive.
K
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3oth focused on positive attempts to make schooling more 
effective. Both contributed to the better understanding 
and functioning of their schools. The first was a micro 
application of administrative principles similar to those 
associated with the pre-conferences in the Michigan high 
schools of 1944; the second evaluated curriculum effects 
on students.
Mollenkopf and Melvil le--1953 
Dyer (1968} reported that Mollenkopf and Melville 
studied a cross-sectional representative sample of 100 
United States high schools to determine characteristics of 
schools that related to pupil achievement. The school 
principals supplied data per questionnaire from which 
34 different school characteristics were identified 
!p. 42!. '-.'hen correlated with school averages on
achievement and aptitude tests given to 9,600 pupils in 
grade 9 and 3,400 in grade 12, four characteristics 
showed relatively high relationships. These were: 
geographical location (whether or not the school was in 
the South/,- cost of instructional support per pupil; 
urbanism (whether the school was in an urban, suburban, or 
rural community!; and, number of specialists on the school 
staff .psychologists, guidance counsellors, and similar
c r rC <5 i 5 i •
Thus, a situational factor came across as the most 
mfluencial overall characteristic relating to school
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achievement. Ic was the situation surrounding the 
school's geographies, finance, and professional support 
staff.
The first and third characteristics were factors 
which an established school could do little about because 
their locations were already fixed. The second factor 
supported two sets of findings cited by Caswell <194 6:, 
one in which Mort showed that elementary and secondary 
city schools spending $150 or more per pupil in the 19 40s 
were better than those spending less. The second finding 
cited was of the Regent's Inquiry. In this Caswell 
indicated that for high-school education at the time of 
the inquiry, the best schools spent from $135 to $244 per 
pupil. The financial factor could well have related to 
the fourth characteristic in the Mollenkopf and Melville 
study, namely, the number of specialists on the school 
staff, because with each additional specialist, costs 
increased. To determine whether or not, or how much 
overlapping occurred in these results reported would 
require further investigation.
Quality Measurement Project—  1957-1953
This project, by the Mew York State Education 
Department, was directed by Goodman (1959), and involved 
a sample of grades 3, 7, and 10 in 103 school systems. To 
ensure a widely representative sample, the choice was 
finally governed by size of the school system.
¥
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The purpose of the study was two-fold, to 
develop techniques for assessing the quality of 
education provided by a school system, and, to provide 
school administrators with effective procedures for 
identifying ways in which improvement might be achieved.
Goodman defined the measure of effectiveness as 
"hov.1 well a system performs in terms of its potential"
'p. 1;. For Goodman, the community set the limits of 
potential for a school system by their inherent wealth or 
lack of it, and the level of professional endowment 
through education.
The major problem then was "to identify 
effectiveness in relation to potential" (p. 1). To do
this three factors were considered to assess school 
cuallty:
Institutional potential, or the input factor.—  . . . 
factors in the community and school settings that are 
related to school system effectiveness but are not 
controllable by school administration and teaching 
staff. . . .
Educational process.-- . . . what the schools do with 
pupils— to the instructional program, to methods, to 
pupil-teacher relationships, and to the kinds and 
level of expectations of pupils that are implicit in 
what the schools do.
Outcome or output.—  . . . changes in pupils that have 
been effected by schools. !p. 41!
Controls by grouping and regression equations led 
to a number of findings:
1. Socio-economic status was a strong indicator 
of achievement
K
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2. 1.^. was a strong indicator of achievement
3. The typical school system aid not develop 
equally well the educational potential of each different 
category of pupils
4. For grade 7, expenditure per pupil, and, 
teachers with five or more years of training, were two 
factors which correlated strongly with achievement
5. For systems closely matched on institutional 
potential, greater teacher emphasis upon subject matter 
led to higher achievement on skills
6. In lower achieving systems, the tendency of 
teachers toward careful preparation did not seem to pay 
off in outcome results
7. Positive attitudes of pupils toward parents 
and life related to higher achievement at ail 
socioeconomic levels, as compared with pupils naving more 
negative attitudes towards parents and life.
Goodman expressed disappointment at the finding 
concerning the tendency of poor results after the careful 
effort of teacher preparation within the lower achieving 
systems. But there was no indication in his study to snow 
chat Goodman had considered the possibility that had the 
teachers of lower achieving svstens not shown these 
characteris tics as strongly as they did, the lower output 
results could -.veil have been lower still. This 
possibility would need further research to substantiate it 
or.e way or another.
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As a major conclusion to the research, Goodman 
reasoned that schools served differing communities with 
different local cultures. Some communities were v/here 
typical adults had only 7 to 3 years of formal schooling, 
and others had 13 to 14 years as well as professional, 
managerial, or ownership capacity. These communities 
differed in institutional potential or input. Thus 
Goodman concluded that the relative effectiveness of 
school systems for the purpose of comparative assessment 
should be measured against the achievement of like 
sys terns.
Finally, in answer to the second purpose of the 
study relating to effective procedures for identifying 
ways to improve schooling, Goodman concluded, ''the way 
toward improvement is in the identification of the systems 
that excel and in the search for the reasons for their 
excellence" (p. 45).
This suggestion by Goodman provideo a practical 
solution for the organization that could finance such a 
major operation, but for the principal or superintendent 
of a school system such a possibility would be limited to 
the few schools, units, or classrooms within his or her 
control.
'.'ASS? Experimental Study--1956-L960
Always there has existed in the United States a 
continuing quest, not only to provide equality of 
educational opportunity for all citizens, but also to
K  -
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improve constantly the quality of education made 
available to all of the people." (Michael, 1961,
?. 11)
With this dual quest constantly driving the 
American educational scene, and with a dilemma of a large 
teacher shortage facing the educational system in the 
United States at that time, the National Association of 
Seconcary-Schoo 1 Principals (MASSPi, a department of the 
National Education Association (MEA), set out to solve the 
problem. On January 21, 1956, the MASSP established "The 
Commission on the Experimental Study of the Utilization of 
Staff in the Secondary School." Its responsibility was to 
implement "A Proposal Designed to Demonstrate How Improved 
Teacher-Utilization Can Help to Solve the Problem of 
Teacher Shortage in the High Schools of the United States" 
■Sanford, 1953, p. 16).
The proposal stressed "the improvement of quality 
of instruction through the improved use of staff resources 
while meeting the teacher shortage" (p. 17). Schools were
invited to submit proposals of their participation plans, 
and almost 100 junior and senior high schools became 
involved (Tompkins, 1961; Trump & Baynham, 1961). In the 
1959 MASSP Bulletin, writers encouraged schools to engage 
in more experimentation. Trump (1959) urgently stated 
that the "only" -way to improve the quality of secondary 
education and to take positive steps for staff utilization 
improvement was through the avenue of school 
exoer im.entatior..
r
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By giving an open invitation for individual school 
or team proposals, the Commission expected new techniques 
and creative possibilities to surface (Trump & Eaynham 
1961':. Schools recorded their experimentation and 
disseminated it via the MASSP Bulletin each year to 
stimulate and motivate further experimentation.
Trump and Saynham reported one characteristic they 
observed to be common to schools that were improving.
This was "flexibility in all school arrangements"
>pp. 23-24). It included such areas as scheduling, 
facilities, architecture, staff use, and organization of 
instruction.
Trump and Baynham presented the concepts learned 
from the MASSP school studies as suggestions for "Schools 
of the Future," recognizing that "unforeseen events" 
p. 24) to come could invalidate some of the ideas.
The concepts for better schooling that these educators 
drew from the project and presented as future scnocl 
improvement possibilities were seen as follows:
1. Some classes will be smaller (15 or fewer for 
small group discussion'
2. Teachers of small groups will tend to become 
consultants instead of being center stage
3. In depth independent study opportunities will 
be increased
4. Some classes will be larger (100-1.50 or more 
students1 and team taught
■ l.
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5. Small-group discussion, large-group 
instruction, and independent study will be related to 
different students' needs
5. Professionalization of teaching will improve 
by using teacher assistants and team teaching, and by 
including staff specialists, community consultants, 
general aids, clerks and instruction assistants on school 
staffs, thereby increasing the number of staff available 
to work with students and reducing the need for so many 
professional teachers
7. The building architectural design will support 
the educational plan, and other facilities will reflect 
accommodation for educationally technological needs and 
purposes
3. Schedules will be more flexible
9. Individual differences will be provided for 
more effectively by interaction and planning directly with 
students on both personal and professional bases
10. Teacher individual differences will be 
recognized
11. Teacher education will be a shared purpose of 
secondary schools, colleges, and universities
12. More comprehensive vocational data will be 
available to high-school students
13. Schools will add to basic knowledge both 
skills and practice of intellectual inquiry
14. Svaluation will be more complete
w
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15. Principals' roles will move from mechanics of 
administration to provide more instructional leadership.
The ideas of Trump and Eaynnam (1961; reflected 
concepts that worked successfully in some schools. The 
search for educational change was important to development, 
to answer major problems, and to open the way to improved 
quality of instruction in the schools. At the same time 
the MASSP experimental study was in progress, the Quality 
Measurement Project focused on school effectiveness in Mew 
York State (Firman, 19 661 , and the Pennsylvania Plan 
Dyer, 1966> went into action in the early 1960s.
Experimentation by Schools and the 
Institutions of Higher Learning
The university-initiated emphasis of research on 
teaching from 19 45 to the 19 60 s tended to focus on 
what happened in the classrooms, what was evident in the 
schools .Brehm, 1964), and what methodologies were relevant 
to studies of different aspects of the very complex art of 
teaching <Gage, 1963). School effectiveness per se did not 
come into consideration. The scientific investigation 
into education as a social science was just gaining 
foothold and the multitude of studies conducted pooled a 
large resource of segmented information. Although the 
majority of the studies could not be described as 
descriptive, the body of information they provided tended
r
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to be the beginnings of a scientifically supported 
description of teaching and teachers.
Whereas in the 19 30s and 1940s the focus had been 
on active experimentation by the school personnel for 
improvement, the post World War II era was a search by the 
specialist scholars for what is in education. The 
studies by Smith (1953), Banks et al. (1953), and the 
MASSP four-year project of 1956-1960 involved just over 
100 schools. It was during this time that the scholars of 
the higher educational institutions and professional 
organizations became very involved in research (Brehm,
1964) .
This shift of focus of involvement raised a 
question for which no answer was found in the literature 
reviewed. The question was whether or not school 
improvement and school effectiveness would have 
gained greater interest and success if the academic 
strength of the higher institutions had encouraged and 
assisted the schools to plan and conduct their own 
research.
As it was in practice, the universities largely 
functioned separately, but used the personnel and the 
school as subjects and settings for their research 
projects. The involvement by the schools was minimal. It 
seemed as though most schools were happy to leave the 
research to the specialists while they just went about
r
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their job of teachitq. Did this have an effect c.o 
hindering the advance of more effective schooling? The 
answer is factually unavailable, but the effectiveness of 
The Fight-i'ear Study would suggest that had the 
opportunity been taken for the schools to continue their 
research with specialist academic help, the in-schccl 
cnange for improvement and more effective schooling may 
nave increased considerably.
Summary
The literature reviewed for the period 1945 to 
the early 1960s demonstrated a change of emphasis from 
what happened in the years prior to it. In the latter 
era, t.ne literature reviewed was of tun interests, those 
by the schools focusing on experimentation for better 
schools, and the a c a d e m e  studies involving specialists 
from higher educational institutions focusing on the 
what is of education ;3rehm, 1964; Dyer, 1963; Gage, 1963; 
Mort, 1945). From the numerous studies available, this 
dichotomy seemed to leave the schools minimally involved 
in educational research.
Dy the 1950s, the work of The Eight-Year Study 
seemed to have been forgotten. /.'as it because of the 
national upheaval of World War II? Was it because of the 
concern of teachers to get on with the business of 
teaching? .-.as it because the scholars and researchers 
w'a.nted to practice their profession on the what is m
r
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education, with little regard by the school personnel tc 
take notice of t.oeir findings? The answers to these 
questions were net directly evident in the i iteracure of 
the tines. 3ut the next major educational study, led by 
Coleman et al. . 196<o' , did open up issues that would 
stimulate a creator focus on the effectiveness of schools 
and schooling for more than 20 years.
f
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CHAPTER 3 
EEVIE'.v OF LITERATURE— PART 3
Introduction 
The literature reviewed in chapter 2 has 
portrayed definite interest in improving standards and the 
effective outcome of schooling. Eliot's influence, as 
referred to by Keller (1982), and Parker's influence, as 
referred to by Patridae (1883) had a direct impact on 
the effectiveness of schooling for their eras. From their 
time tc the N’ASSP study of 1956-1960 , schools, teachers, 
ana researchers constantly tried to improve the quality of 
schooling (Michael, 1961;.
here they making any progress? Or were their 
efforts futile? Did learning happen with the teacher's 
help or in spite of the classroom impact? Questions such 
as these were raised and challenged after 1966 brought a 
change of attitude about the contribution of scho^'s 
toward acnievement.
Effective Schooling and Achievement— 1965-1932 
The Coleman Study of 1966 
In 1966, the Coleman Report, was published m  
response tc Section 402 of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
4 3
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Sec. 402. Che Commissioner shall conciici a survc-y 
and make a report to the President and tne Ctt'-jrosu, 
-within two years of the enactment of this title, 
concerning tne lack of availability of equal 
educational opportunities for individuals by reason, of 
race, color, religion, or natural origin ir. public 
educational institutions at all levels i.n the dsited 
States, its territories and possessions, and the 
district of Columbia. ■p. iii;
This study particularly addressed the situation of 
minority groups in relation to each other and the majority 
whites. The four major findings of the study -were: 
a: when the socioeconomic (or family! background of
students was taken into account, schools related very 
similarly to achievement; (b the school's influence was 
greater on minority than on majority students when related 
to acnicvement; ;ci teac.ner quality influences achievement 
more for minority students tnan for majority; a.nc, ■ c, the 
aspirations and backgrounds of other students in the class 
appeared to nave a strong influence on achievement. These 
f inclines were a result of analyses set veer, schools ar.c 
supported some previous findings by Goodman <19 51> ■ and 
Mort (1945).
Coleman 11S66’ and his colleagues made a 
comparison of pupils witnin schools also, and found 
variability to be four times as large as that betv/eer. 
schools. They also found that a pupil attitude factor, 
where students felt they had some control over their 
destiny, appeared tc relate to school achievement more 
tnan all the school factors together. Throughout 
t.aese considerations, questions about individual ne-_-<.;s,
F
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cognitive growth rates, and factors that could heir. 1 •
acliic-vers at admission time become high achievers by 
graduaticn, remained without answer .'Dyer, 1972; 3.mth, 
1972'. To begin to look at t.nese ana other questions 
relating to school effectiveness would call for more 
subtle measures of both inputs and outputs i hosteller & 
o y n i n a n, 1 9 7 2).
Following the release of the Coleman Pepcrt 
.1966!, the educational community at large misconstrued 
tCohen, 1983' a major finding to mean that family 
background, including the socioecononic status, was what 
made ail the difference for acnievement, and that schools 
made no difference !Dossert, Dwyer, P.owan, -l Lee, 193 2;
Col lard, 1984; Klitgaard s. hall, 1973 ; Shoemaker i Fraser, 
1931 . This misconception sent some educators to search 
for effective schools, and what it was abcut the schools 
that made the difference.
Shaycoft and Project Talent 
In 1967, Shaycoft published the retest study for 
Project Talent. Analyzing the data of the 196C grade 9 
battery of tests and the 1963 grade 12 retest, Shajccft 
reported, along with other findings, that her study 
showed: successful gains in student growth; sex 
differences in score gain; high correlation between grade 
9 and grade 12 scores on the same test, particularly 
for areas not regularly a part of the high-schcol
E
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curriculum; and, acme schools did belter than others at 
educating their students.
v.:as this an attempt to answer the query of whetner 
schools made a difference toward achievement or net?
Based on significant results from covariate 
analysis of among scnools data m  her study, Shaycoft 
concluded that "students in some schools learn more, or 
improve their ability more, than in other schools"
■p. 7-li). This factual description was appropriate to 
her study, considering that she immediately followed up by 
stating, "3ut this does not imply that the schools 
themselves are necessarily responsible for this outcome"
(p. 7-il). She broadened the responsibility to include
"school-plus-community-plus-the-pecple-in-it," leaving 
open the question of which aspect played the greatest 
responsibility. Using her findings, which showed 
significant gain for grace 12 results ever grade 9, 
especially for school-taught subjects, sne concluded that 
some schools did better than others at educating their 
stucents.
iier longitudinal study identifying variations in 
achievement was an important contribution to the growing 
body of knowledge on school effectiveness. Her finding 
that schools did make a difference contributed positively 
to help clarify the confusion that followed the 
uuolication of the Coleman Report (1966; .
F
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Me Dili, Meyers, and Rigsby, 1967 
In the summer following Shaycoft’s report, McMill, 
Meyers, and Rigsby t15 6 7; shared findings from their 
investigation of 20 public high schools. Their 
results showed that a positive relationship existed 
oetween conformity to social norms of the majority and a 
higher achievement level. They saw by this that "academic 
competition, intellectualism and subject-matter 
competence" 'p. 199) were important to both faculty and 
students, and social pressures in these areas added to the 
motivations of horns environment, scholastic ability, and 
academic values to increase academic achievement. Thus, 
for McOill and colleagues, school climate contributed to a 
difference in achievement. Mow much this difference was 
tney could not tell.
Conant and the Comprehensive High School 
Conant (19 5 9) nac assumed that school contribution 
was important, but could not be considered apart from that 
of the community. Then, in a report of his (Conant, 1967) 
later study, sponsored by the MASSP on the contribution of 
the comprehensive high school for the American educational 
scene, he stated that his conviction had not chanced from 
10 years before.
His conviction was to induce vocational word in 
this comprehensive high-school program, so that -whether a 
young person intended to become a professional, a
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craftsman, a manager, a salesman, or, to aspire to some 
other career, there would be something in the school 
program that related to those needs and aspirations. That 
something vculc provide a meaningful goal. It would 
influence student attitudes, a concept supported by 
Coleman et al. ; 1966i, because what was being studied 
would have relevance to the students' future, and their 
attitudes and commitment would contrioute positively to 
their development and preparation for life.
Conant did not purpose to tie his research on the 
comprehensive school to school or community contribution 
to achievement. He did intend to tie the research to what 
the school could provide for its future citizens. Ether 
researchers began looking at achievement and what related 
to under- and overachieving schools.
Elementary Schools and School Effectiveness
Fetters, Collins, and Smith '1958) were interested 
m  identifying characteristics that cifferentiated 
overachieving from underachieving schools.^- They 
investigated the Equality of Educational Opportunity data 
that had resulted in the Coleman Report (1966) and the 
results of their own quest Lonnaire for two groups of
-Fetters, Collins, and Smith defined overachieving 
and underachieving as the top 100 and bottom ICO of 2,392 
schools for adjusted values of achievement differentials 
for sixth grade students in these schools. The 
differentials were based on data from a verbal ability 
test and a vocabulary test measuring verbal skills.
E
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schools— overachieving and underachieving elementary 
schools. In the process of their study tney idor.tified 
r.anv characteristics between the two groups, out were 
careful to state that the differences, although 
statistically significant, were not necessarily causal in 
relationship. When compared with the underachieving 
schools the overachieving schools showed: greater parental 
interest in their students' school work, and the schools 
tr.emse Ives; better quality equipment, and more basic 
supplies including textbooks; fewer pupils per classroom; 
greater availability of art and music instruction; fewer 
pupils that were culturally and economically 
iisacvantagec; higher ratings for teacher opinions on 
pupil effort and academic abilities; higher teacher and 
atministrator perceptions of school reputation among 
educators outside the school; and, the presence of more 
white versus non-white teachers.
Over the next 10 years, numerous studies in 
elementary schools attempted to answer a variety of 
questions. V.'ere there specific schools that were different 
and successful (Austin, 1981; lldrr.onds & Frederiksen,
197b; Klitgaarc, 1575 ; Klitgaard & Hall, 1975; .\eber,
197l,i? here academic environmental systems and social 
systems in schools related to school achievement? And 
nence, could schooIs make a difference iOrookever & 
Sc.ineider, 1975; Brookover et al., 1977; Irookover et 
al., 157s) ? •.•:hat were the distinguishing characteristics
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of outlier, or exceptional, schools (Austin, 1978)? And, 
adding to the work of Dyer <196£>, how could quality 
schooling and school effects on achievement be examined 
<2owxan & Fillos, 1973: Eurstei.n, 1930)?
v/ellisch il978) and colleagues made an in—depth 
study of 22 elementary schools with students who 'were 
generally disadvantaged and low-acnieving. Of the 22 
schools they identified 9 as successful and 13 as 
unsuccessful, success being related to raising reading and 
mathematics achievement. They found five factors of 
school management and organisation in the successful 
schools. The edministrators: "were more concerned with 
instruction: communicated their views about instruction; 
took responsibility for decisions relating to instruction; 
coordinated instructional programs; and, emphasized 
academic standards" (p. 219;. During their research tr.ev
noted that administracor-uecis ions incorporated teacher- 
input, out did not analyze the administrative influence on 
choice of instructional techniques in the classroom -where 
the learning occurred.
If some schools could provide well for their 
students, Edmonds (19 7 9 > realized that others had limited 
opportunities. His query focused on what could be done in 
the regions of the urban poor. His research took him into 
scnocls of tins type, and led him to state that "one of 
tne cardinal characteristics of effective schools is that 
they are as eager to avoid things that don't work as they
r
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are cor..nitted to imp lorr.ent ir.g things that uc" !g. 22'. :.o
sur.rr.arlzeu his research into six characteristics cf 
effective schools: strong administrative leadership; high 
expectations; orderly and quiet learning cl irate; 
attention to ’cas.c skills; focus cf resources to 
furthering objectives; and frequent monitoring of pupil 
progress. These were the characteristics that he found 
present in those inner-city schools that succeeded in 
lifting their low achieving students to exceed the 
national norm in the basics.
In L9oC, Phi Delta Kappa organized a two-part 
study, the first, case stucies of exceptional urban 
schools, and the second, a comprehensive search for, 
ana analysis cf, studies relevant to exceptionality in 
uroan elementary schools. 2lark, Lotto, ana McCarthy 
■19SC summarized 12 factors associated with success from 
their extensive investigation in part two:
1. The behavior of the school or program leader
2. The leader's attitude toward, or philosophy 
cf, uroan education and expectations determining the 
leader's impact on tne school and its success
2. L’se of staff development and inservice 
training to realize school objectives
4. Increased specificity or focus cf the training 
program, m  terms of goals or processes
5. ..enaction in adult, child ratios
K
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C. Support from. special project funds (federal, 
state, and local-
7. uecognitior. that resource and facility 
•manipulations alone were insufficient for success
8. Clearly stated curricular coals ano objectives
5. Structured learning environments
lu. Frequent use of individualized instruction
11. ..or.dependence on particular curricular 
organization -e.g., open classrooms, nomocenecus grouping, 
or a specially selected teacning strategy such as language 
experience, or programmed instruction,
12. High parental contact vitn tne school and 
involvement with school activities.
Hoff i1981 studied one school of young 
adolescents that involved net just parents m  planning, 
out actually planned involvement cf cciocnties naving 
national and international success. These successful 
people were invited to participate in a special assembly 
program called "Encounters with Excellence." The program 
was viewec by students, parents, and teachers as a 
positive enrichment for the students and the school as a 
wncle, and the speaker personalities were viewed as 
"significant m.ocels" 'p. Ill; by the program participants. 
If this study's conclusions inferred anything accut 
excellence, it was that modeling examples cf excellence to 
thesc- who may desire it or benefit from it ecu 1 b on 1 y 
enm.ar.ee t.oeir aroiticn and motivation to wcrk tcwaru it.
E
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The analogy for education is to provide exposure 
to model schools as scnools of excellence, so that others 
car. see wnat can be done, how it can be done, and the 
benefits that accrue. The research does not validate 
effects of exposure to models of excellence, but if the 
experience of this one school is any indication, the 
response from parents, students, and teachers was very 
positive. It adds meaning to the claim of Klitgaard 
and Hall ; 1975) that "investigating the existence of 
unusually effective schools . . .  is a necessary 
foundation for a rational public policy toward educational 
improvement" ip. 92). To verify whether, and how 
much schools would benefit front models of excellence, 
would require considerable research and investigation both 
across schools and longitudinally. The beginnings of this 
research are discussed in the review of the 198 3 to 
1986 period.
Secondary Schools and School Effectiveness
The impact of the Coleman Report (19 6 6) not only 
attracted tne interest of inquiry into elementary school 
achievement, as with Fetters, Collins, and Smith '1963;, 
but also in the findings :-s they related to both 
elementary and secondary schools. Among other findings 
supporting the impact of social background on school 
achievement, a major aspect of tne original Coleman study, 
Haveske et al. ; 1972i found that "attributes of tne
¥
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school most heavily involved in school outcomes, both 
independently and in common with the students' social 
background, are those concerned with the school's 
personnel" (p. 111).
The study of Jencks et al. (1972) supported the 
family and social background factor relating to school 
achievement identified by Coleman et al. (1966', and 
concluded from the available data that if everyone's 
genetic heritage could be equalized "inequality in test 
scores would probably fall by 33 to 50 percent" (p. 10 9);
if equalization of the environment occurred, test score 
inequality would drop a further 25 to 40 percent. When 
the equalizing was applied to elementary schools, they 
indicated cognitive inequality would drop by 3 percent or 
less, and for high schools, by 1 percent or less. Thus, 
according to Jencks et al. (1972), school contribution to 
effectiveness in achievement was almost nonexistent in 
high school, a conclusion that was contrary to Shaycoft's 
(1967) findings.
The study by Averch (1972) and helpers reviewed
research on the effectiveness of schooling, concluding
with six major policy implications:
Research has not identified a variant of the existing 
system that is consistently related to students' 
educational outcomes. . . .
Increasing expenditures on traditional educational 
practices is not likely to improve educational 
outcomes substantially.
K
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There se=m. to be cp:.crtun:tiss for significant 
reduction or redirection of eoucaticnal expendsfares 
without deterioration in educational outcomes. . . .
Innovation, responsiveness, and adaptation in school 
systems decrease with size and cepond on exoos.neus 
s h o c r t s  t o  t h e  s y s t e m .  . . .
Educational research, is seriously deficient in terms 
of the size, scope, and focus of research efforts and 
in the integration cf research results. . . .
Research tentatively suggests that improvement in 
student outcomes, both cognitive and r.or.cogni t ive, may 
require sweeping changes in the crnanization, 
structure, and conduct of educational experiences, 
pp. 154-1 5 3'
These policy implications questioned the direct 
oenefit of schooling to student acnievement, and even 
suggested that considerable reduced financial input would 
not lessen the results of schools. On the basis of the 
research, the suggestions for improvement of outcomes 
through "sweeping" organizational structural and 
procedural changes offered potential for creator scnccl 
effectiveness. but rnagcr nationwide changes in education 
m  these areas would affect total education systems within 
tne state. To make wide sweeping cnanges tc the extent 
suggested would be much more difficult t.nan making major 
curriculum chances. And doing even this, according to 
Hefferli.n 1969 i "is like moving a graveyard" p. 13;. 
Email changes are mere easily accepted, arc if they 
consistently happen, can produce major c.nange ever time.
Tne study into organization occurred 
u n v o t e  sector because of the a cm ir.istrecive
F
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many diocesan school systems. These changes suggested a 
need that stimulated the research by Munroe (1973) 
producing an "Exemplary Model for Regulatory Diocesan 
hoards of Catholic Education.” Her exemplary model 
purposed to influence goals, curriculum, finance, and 
personnel. Thus, if the findings of hayeske et al. : 19 7 2) 
relating to personnel influence on achievement could be 
accepted, then Munroe's model had some justification for 
making a definite contribution to Catholic educational 
organization in planning for better and more successful 
schools. Other much more comprehensive studies into 
Catholic education are reviewed in a later section of this 
chapter.
Ritter '1979! conducted a study of a different 
sector of school organization to identify responsibilities 
to which high-schcol departmental chairpersons should be 
assigned, as perceived by exemplary principals. The 
principals who participated in his study were from these 
identified by the MASSP '1973) study using criteria that 
closely resembled certain characteristics of the effective 
or exemplary schools (Austin, 1979; Edmonds, 1979; Green 
et al. 1973). Ritter (1979) identified 36 responsibil­
ities within the areas of planning, supervision, 
scheduling, curriculum and instruction, communication, 
personnel, evaluation, advising, clerical activity, one 
budgeting. Decause strong leadership has been recognized 
as a characteristic of effective schools (Erookover £
E
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Lezotte, L979; Cdmonds, 1979; hACSP, 197u; .;ecer, 1971i 
the application of Ritter's findings could potentially add 
to high-school effectiveness.
Two overseas studies relating to school 
effectiveness demonstrated that schools differed in 
effects on student behavior and achievement (hadaus et 
al., 1979), even when family background and personal 
characteristics at entry to high school were taken into 
account 'Rutter et al., 1979'. Madaus and associates, who 
conducted their study in Ireland, considered that 
curriculum-sensitive measures were important in the 
process of determining achievement cifferences oetween 
schools rather than using conventional s tar.dard ized tests. 
The reason for this was because they considered that 
results of the curriculum-sensitive tests wore more 
dependent on "characteris tics of schools and what gees on 
m  them" i p. 224). On the basis of their findings, the 
research team considered that reliance on standardized 
curriculum-insensitive tests, as used by Coleman et al. 
'1966! and others who used his data, was to be questioned. 
This stand raises the question whether the standardized 
curricu1un-sensltive tests, because of their inherest 
nature and leveling effect across schools, lose the 
effects of specific differences in characteristics of 
curriculum and now it is handled. The averaging effect of 
tne national norms could overpower the differences that
r
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are being sought, and, that possibly may only be found in 
a few schools described as exemplary.
The Irish study strongly upheld the idea that the 
classroom should be the unit of comparison rather than the 
school. In this setting the team members identified what 
they concluded "seemed important" for affecting 
achievement: "the academic demands of courses; the 
students' concern for and commitment to academic values; 
the amount of time spent on study and homework; and, in 
general, a climate of high expectations on the part of 
students and their teachers" (p. 225).
In the Rutter et al. (1979) study in London, 
longitudinal data upheld the finding that school 
processes, during the years of secondary schooling, were 
associated with pupil outcomes. The study claimed that 
the combined effect of the school processes “as "much more 
powerful than that of any individual factor considered on 
its own'' (p. 182).
These studies showed that schools did make a 
difference. What was new in the Rutter study was that 
differences remained even after taking into account 
student differences at the time of intake. On the basis 
of both the Rutter study and the Irish study, school 
effectiveness, in relation to achievement, should be 
investigated apart from outside influences and home 
background, for what happens in schools, they claimed, was 
related to students' achievements.
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School test scores were not the only criteria for
determining whether schools were effective or
ncneffactive, successful or unsuccessful. Wynne (1981!
avoided emphasizing test scores, but in his 10-year study
of 140 schools he focused on other factors that identified
tne schools as different. In his study the characteristic
most commonly associated with "good" schools was coherence.
In highly coherent— or good--schoo1s , the vitality 
of the total environment stifled the occasional 
surges of inefficiency: Students kept peers from 
breaking rules; teachers went out of their way to 
help colleagues solve professional problems; 
things seemed to work out without obvious conflict 
and stress. (p. 377)
Th;.s finding supported the value of the theory of
cooperation over competition in relation to the concept of
excellence presented in 1962 by Afshar.
In order to achieve coherence in the letter 
schools, Wynne found that the staff as a whole 
'administrators, teacners, counsellors, cafeteria workers, 
custodians, security personnel, and others) needed to work 
hard on the immediate job, and at the same time "strive 
to relate that work to the aims of the -whole school"
'o. 377, .
In addition to coherence, which v.'ynne described as 
"the key," he identified eight other characteristics 
asscciateu with "good" schools:
1. :i ir ing--pr inc ipa 1 recruiting, often with 
staff help
1. Conceptualizmg goals— ensuring clarity among
t
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staff, students, and parents and recognizing that caring, 
enthusiast, anu professionalism were all part of the 
observable conduct
3. Keeping informed— through frequent snort 
classroom visits, observing teacher/student interaction, 
ensuring information flow up and down, including school to 
home, and student to teacher, supervisor, and acrr.mistrator
4. Supervising staff— where supervisors clearly 
defined staff performance and effectively interacted with 
them to achieve the desired performance
5. Creating incentives for learning— using a wide 
variety of tangible, visible approaches with energy and 
resourcefulness, and maintaining a system for identifying 
and helping students who performed below desired grade 
levels
6. Discip lining--us m e  clearly and firmly written 
rules, a staff unitedly consistent in rule enforcement 
and standing fully behind the discipline policy
7. Providing extra curricular activities-- 
schoolv/ide for high schools, classroom-oriented for 
elementary, with systematic staff cooperation in 
encouraging success of the activities
3. Fostering a school spirit--staff believed m  
this as an important element of coherence.
Wynne reported further that the staff maintained 
scr.ool spirit by: enforcing physical campus boundaries; 
maintaining symbolic boundaries such as dress codes;
E
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heigr.tening a sense of collective identification with 
school mottos, symbols, school soncj, colors, and extending 
to ceremonies, assemblies, parades, pep rallies, and flag 
salutes; publicizing well all school athletic activities, 
staff and student effectiveness anc scholarships, and 
faculty student fun activities; providing quality control 
for the student newspaper to enhance school life; 
promoting periodic student and often student, faculty 
collective community projects; and, establishing vital 
subgroups (e.g., schools within a school, special 
programs, home roomsj that helped as smaller units to 
unify the whole school.
Wynne's area of inquiry moved into that of 
qualitative rather than quantitative research. As a 
result his substantive observations provided insight into 
aspects of the reality of school operation and 
functioning. As was common to many qualitative study 
reports W-iiles & Kuberman, 1934!, the procedures and 
underpinnings of analyses were not discussed. To gain 
further insight into these procedures it was necessary to 
refer to Wynne's 'I960! publication Looking at Schools: 
Qocd, dad, and Indifferent. Lut even then there ’./as no 
clear description of methodology, because, as v.'ynne stated, 
"the reports were researcned and written according to an 
outline and instructions gradually refined over time" ‘p. 
xvi , and although certain quantifiable data were 
induced, the study was "concerned with topics different
e
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from tne focus of most educational research on school 
effects on pupils’ (p. xviiil . Thus, ’Wynne's stuay 
focused on people— he considered their feelings and values 
were the roots of human conduct.
Although much of the schoo1-effectiveneso 
research up to 1930 had concentrated on achievement in 
the three E's, Wynne saw wnat he considered were more 
important factors that needed to be researched for school 
effectiveness. This focus was clarified more specifically 
when he stated:
Parents are concerned about manners and diligence 
of their children; students are concerned about the 
kindness and tact of their fellow students; teachers 
and administrators want their students to be honest 
and obedient; and the future employers, coworkers, and 
spouses of the students want them to grow into adults 
who display what we call good character. In sum, most 
of the virtues other human beings display to us, and 
most of the deficiencies they visit upon us, nave 
little to do with their literacy or computational 
skills. They have to do with their character, and 
character is largely a medley of learned traits . . .
formed not through lectures but through the social 
learning structures maintained around us as children 
and adolescents." ip. xxi)
Wynne's study attempted to tackle sensitive and 
extremely complex areas related to school effectiveness, 
areas where school effected change in the character 
behavior of students, the school, and the community. Such 
change might be illustratec by the experience of George 
Wingate High School of Brooklyn, h'ev; York .Savage, 19791. 
This high school was describee as an ’irr.poss ible" school, 
cut under the cuicance a m  effort of its ori.ocigal,
E
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Robert L. Schain, it became a "model of urban development" 
i p. 5 41).
Other schools received public attention by Jackson 
(1981a; 1981b) and Lightfoot 11981a; 1981b; 1981c). Thus
the public could identify with the visual evidence that 
there were good schools, and these good schools were 
producing results.
The Private School Sector
The majority of research from 1930 to 1980 focused 
on the public schools, even though a considerable 
proportion (Cooper, 1984) of American high-schcol students 
have chosen and continue to choose to enroll in private 
schools (Gratiot, 1980). But in 1981, the Chronicle of 
Higher Education ran two summary articles presenting the 
basic findings, first, of Coleman, Hoffer, and Kilgore, 
from their draft report, and second, of Greeley, whose 
study of minority students in Catholic secondary schools 
showed that success with minority group students seemed to 
be related to family educational expectations. But 
Greeley claimed that background factors could not "explain 
fully either the disciplinary or instructional excellence 
which appear to be characteristic of Catholic secondary 
schools" (pp. 15-16). He inferred that schools did 
influence academic outcomes of students.
The study of Coleman et al. (1981) initiated 
numerous critical reviews (Braddock, 1981; Bryk, 1981;
E  - t o
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Catterall & Levin, 1982; Goldberger & Cain, 1932; Heyns, 
1981; H u m a n e ,  1981; Page & Keith, 1931), many of which 
Coleman responded to. Critics attacked matters of 
methodology (Goldberger & Cain, 1982); the effect of aid 
through tax credits (Catterall & Levin, 1982); and, the 
influence of selection by choice— parents could choose to 
send their students to private schools, but, if this 
choice was not considered, there was only the public 
school system which had to accept all who applied (Finn, 
1981; Murnane, 19 81).
The major findings of the study emphasized the 
comparison of private schools with public schools, stating 
that private schools: produced better cognitive outcomes; 
were safer, more disciplined, and more ordered, thus had a 
better climate; and sent more of their students on to 
c o 1l ege.
The concept of school climate was studied in the 
1960s by Halpin and Croft (1962), and Marcum (1968), and 
more recently the special focus of study and service to 
each of 208 schools by Erickson (1931) in which he 
orovided a systematic assessment of the school's climate, 
a full report detailing each item measured, and 
suggestions for improvement. In 1981 he planned a similar 
but more extensive follow-up project called CLIMATE/8 3.
For each participating school, the report was confidential 
to that school.
In relation to achievement, Coleman, Hoffer, and
E
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Kilgore .1902) found that academic demands and disci.:! m e  
were she two major factors that contributed to 
effectiveness of private schools over public. They 
measured academic demands by taking account cf completed 
homework and advanced or standard courses taken, and they 
measured discipline by noting details of absenteeism, 
cutting classes, threats to staff, and incidence of 
student fighting.
In 19 32, '..'illms r eported on a closer look at 
private ana public school relationships from the "High 
School and Beyond" data. He found a small significant 
difference in favor of private schools for minority 
groups, disadvantaged students, and these in general 
track. But for the wealthier whites and students in the 
academic track Hi 11ms found no public.-private school 
differences. Did this mean that private schools were more 
effective for the less privileged but not for the 
advantaged and more able? W i l m s  suggested that test 
scores for the disadvantaged and minority students might 
increase if there were more of them attending private 
schools, or if large inner-city public schools emulated 
contributive features of the private schools. Thus, 
Willns was saying that private schools die have something 
that o u d lie schools did not seem to have. Further 
researe.n is needed to clarify the issues of school 
effectiveness m  relation to the financially advantaged,
i.
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the more able, and to those specific features that ether 
school systems could well do to emulate.
School Improvement Endeavors 
Reported from 1979-19S2
Educators in the role of being responsible for 
inservice education and school improvement were genuinely 
concerned with the task (hood, 1932' and decided to move 
into a definite program based on the work of Edmonds 
;1979i and Rosenshine (19321. The concerned educators 
developed the Institute for Development of Educational 
Activities, and as a part of their program they developed 
the School Improvement Program ''SIP) based o" the 
Readiness, Planning, Training, Implementation, and 
Maintenance iRPTIM’ Model (V.ood, 1932'. The program 
included 3 8 model practices spread through these five 
RPTIM stages. The SIP addressed five ''critical" needs for 
school improvement:
1. the need to develop and r e m a i n  c o m m i t t e d  to 
a vision of what our schools should become;
2. the need to build school improvement through 
sustained long-term efforts;
3. the need to identify and retain that w h i c h  is 
valuable and effective in schools and should not be 
discarded in the name of change for change's sake;
4. the need for active involvement of students, 
parents, community, and all school staff members m  
school improvement efforts;
5. the need for schools and their communities to 
acnieve excellence through positive relationships 
character i z g c  by mutual support, constructive response 
to varied needs, and interdependence. p. 4i
K
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Informal reports from some schools in their second 
and third year of implementation of SIP showed positive 
improvement in the areas cf: high-school achievement 
scores; reduction of high-school dropouts; fewer 
disciplinary problems; reduction of staff and student 
absenteeism; increased voluntary staff and student 
involvement in clubs and extra-curricular activities, and 
selection of additional classes; less vandalism (one 
school reported a drop in vandalism-related expenses from 
3 15,000 to zero in three years) ; and, increased completion 
cf homework.
The SIP was having its d e s i r e d  effect in the 
participating schools. How far-reaching similar projects 
would go throughout the nation was yet to be discovered.
iluberman and Crandall (1982! reported the summary 
findings of a major study on dissemination efforts for 
school improvement. The study involved 146 schools and 
school districts in 10 states. Their findings 
demonstrated a wide variety of effectiveness and 
ineffectiveness that led to their final conclusion which 
stated that "the infrastructure for school improvement is 
fragile at this time; changes in federal and state roles 
and in funding priorities threaten future improvement 
e f f o r t s ” ^p. ix'.
Thus throughout the nation there -were areas where 
development of school improvement was in progress, but in
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others, there was little emphasis or encouragement for any 
innovation.
Summary
The Coleman Report (1966) introduced a new surge 
of research and critical inquiry into school effects 
versus family background and socioeconomic influences in 
school achievement. In the late 1960s and the 1970s, 
studies by Fetters et al. (1960), Weber (1971),
Brookover et al. (1975; 1977; 1978), Edmonds and
Frederiksen (1978), and Edmonds (1979) all focused on the 
elementary schools and their efforts. Edmonds' 
characteristics for school success were: strong 
leadership; high expectations; orderly, quiet learning 
climate; focus on basic skills; applying resources to 
objectives; and frequent monitoring of pupil progress.
The positive indicators were that schools did influence 
learning outcomes.
In the studies concerning effects in high schools 
in the 1970s and early 1980s, Madaus et al. 119 79), Rutter 
et al. (1979), Wynne (1981), and others showed that 
curriculum, teaching-learning procedures, and the within- 
scnool interpersonal relationships contributed to 
effective schooling and student achievement. Wingate was 
one school where these factors were practiced effectively.
The focus of school effectiveness in the early 
1980s broadened to include research into private schools
r
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and the comparison of their effectiveness with public 
schools. Erickson (1981), Coleman, (1981); Coleman et al. 
(1982), and Willms (1982) all supported the concept that 
private schools were better than public schools in most 
aspects of student academic achievement.
Finally, school improvement programs, such as the 
SIP, began practical attempts to improve the effectiveness 
of individual schools and school systems. These were like 
a spearhead for the future.
In looking back^ over the 16 years from 1966 to 
1982, school effectiveness had experienced a gradual 
building of confidence that schools could make a 
difference (Edmonds 1979). But this measure of confidence 
was not universal. As has been shown, definite research 
evidence supported greater success in student achievement 
for certain inner-city schools and among the private 
school sector. These inner-city and private schools were 
minority groups. Was United States' schooling in the 
1980s coming anywhere near to being as effective as 
research was indicating it could be? The review of the 
1983 to 1986 literature provided insight into this issue.
^For systematic reviews cf school effectiveness 
literature up to 1982 see bibliographical references for 
Bossert et al. (1982); Brophy (1979); Green et al. (1973); 
Johnson (1981); Murnane (1981); Passow (1977); Purkey and 
Smith (1982a; 1982b); Rowan, Bossert, and Dwyer (1982);
and Sweeney (1982).
W
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American Schools at Risk, School Improvement, 
and the Search for Exemolary Pu.olic Schools,
1983-1936
The hation at P.isk 
The growing confidence in schools and schooling 
among some educators was not enough to quell an even 
greater growth of concern that: there was something wrong 
with American education. To begin to answer this concern, 
Secretary Bell created the h'ational Commission on 
dxceller.ee in education (h'CEE) on August 26 , 1931, to look
into the question of quality of education in the United 
States.
The report, A Cation at P.isk CiCEZ, 198 3' , was 
brief and to the point. Among other concerns it revealed: 
13 percent of 17-year-olds in the United States v:ere 
considerec functionally illiterate; average high-schocl 
achievement on standardiied tests was generally lower than 
in 19 57; more than 50 percent of gifted students were not 
achieving to their level of measured ability; College 
Board Achievement Test scores in verbal and mathematics 
tests, and ir. physics and English, had declined; nearly 
40 percent of 17-year-olds could not draw inferences from 
written material; only one-fifth could write a persuasive 
essay, end only one-third could so 1ve a mu 1 tiple-step 
m -schema n c s  prooiem. line lov: productivity of students 
reported in A. Cation at P.isk C.’CEE, 19S3! v;ere comparable
r
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•.•.'it.; rdjalts of The Eight-Year Jtudy i.Mkio, i?42i of 
the 13 3 0s.
In comparing these two reports, it would appear 
that rnucr. of the research and expe r i e n c e  of 5G years has 
not benefited students of the 1930s and their practical 
use of scnooling much more than those of the L32Qs. Cr, 
if it had ever the years, some aspects of schooling must 
have regressed again. When both in the 19 3 0s and the 
13 a Os there were proportionally so many students who were 
not able to interpret or draw inferences from written 
material, or write a persuasive essay, it would suggest 
that schooling did have a lack. Educators could have been 
approaching education the wrong way or providing the 
wrong emphasis. Certainly, the literature suggested that 
the problems of student outcome were similar for tno 
;_umcy schools (Patridge, 1883:, the schools of The hignt- 
Year Study i Aiken, 1942:, and the hCEE >198 3:.
The hCEE (1983) assessed their finuings anu toe;: 
t.ne position that everyone was born w i t h  an urge to learn 
and could learn; that the urge to learn could be nurtured; 
and, that a good high-school education could be attained 
by almost every student. The Commission looked upon the 
individual as being most important in the educational 
nrocess, that everyone had a right to the tools of 
learning; that the maximum potential of mine and spirit 
w a s  the goal for each, individual; that the nature and 
content of lea m i n e  were to be individually r.eed-cr i-.-r.tod;
K  ^
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anu that past knowledge anc all pros-r.t b:-arr.:nq 
uovelopn:ents, especially in science, were to be available 
as part of each individual's learning heritage.
The Commission declared that schools and taach-.-rs 
were to provide knowledge: tools of learning with special
emphasis on language ski 1Is— comprehension, interpreting, 
evaluating, writing effective papers, listening, anc 
iiscussing--and, applying knowledge and skills to 
imagination, ethics, customs, ideas, and values; need 
related learning opportunities and experiences; and 
increased standards for educational attainment. Liy 
implementing tr.ese practical goals the Commission expectec 
that schools could produce younc adults -with knowledge, 
skill, and maturity of judgment for both gainful 
employment and benefit to society.
The first three major recommencatior.s of the 
Commission focused on increasing academic content and 
skills, standards and expectations, and time. The fourth 
focused on teacher education and professional regard for 
teachers, and the final one expected the national leasers 
to be responsible for effecting the recommendations.
Although the report presented the bare facts, it
conveyed very positively that American education could
meet the dilemma successfully.
he are confident that the Aaiencar. people, properly 
informed, will do what is right for the!*- children 
= nc for the venerations to cere. *p. 6
¥
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studies of A.iericar; education. This ;:rcl i.’oraticr. of 
:ia jcr research into American schooling v;as evicier,r. in 
itself that there was a "context of widespread 
•disaffection with school ing” 'Gcodlaa, 1584, p. .
.oyer 1283* stated cper.ly concerning the bread evidence 
of educational iisaqreesent that existed in the early 
19 3 0s. he upheld that American high schools wore 
'severely buffeted by changes ir. the community, m  family 
life, and in student attitudes. They had also been 
weakened by reduced support, declining public confidence, 
and confusion over goals. ’he could not ignore these 
signals of distress" (p. xi:. Sizer wrote in i934, 
describing the distress signals as "focuses of 
:or.troversy:' p. 1).
These studies confirmed the findings of the nCIIE. 
Each made recommendations that indicated there must oe 
more flexibility in high-school organization, with mere 
attention to its mission and goals, and to individual "use 
of the mind" 'p. 216), especially for its students.
In 1982 the Illinois State Board of Education 
released findings of their Decaae Study 'Severer, 19f.3i.
In reporting the results, Severer stated that cecline in 
student achievement was "traced more to the students' 
attitudes and their family life than to the schools"
.c. 2 1 , a finding that somewhat supported those of Coleman 
st a 1, i I 9 6 6 ' and Jer.cks et a 1. '1972). Severer 1933' 
further resorted from the Cecade Study findings that
r
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students had to w ant to learn if the-/ were to do well, 
and those students who communicated with their parents 
about their schoo lv/or k ’performed better than their peers 
who did not.
Although the Decade Study focused on the student 
and family associations as contributors to achievement, 
Lipsitc : 1984!, in a more descriptive study for the 
.national Institute of Education, concluded that "despite 
the insufficiency of schools in compensating for social 
inequities, miridle-grade schools can be effective in 
releasing the stranglehold of social class on academic 
performance" ip. 202).
School Improvement
'.Chile the NCEE, Boyer, Gochlad, Sizer, and otners
ware making their investigations, the Task Force on
Education for Economic Growth (TFEEG) sponsored by the
Education Commission of the States <ECS) was working on
the challenge described as "not simply to oetter educate
our elite, but to raise both the floor and the ceiling of
achievement in America" (ECS, 1983, p. 9). The TEEEG
report, Action for Excellence (ECS, 198 3), like the h’CEE
1933) report, expressed positively that .Americans cculd
improve public education nationwide. Eight
recommendations provided the framework for action:
1. Develop— and put into effect as promptly as 
possible— state plans for improving education in the 
public schools from kindergarten through 
trade 12. . . .
K
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2. Create breeder and more effective partnerships 
for improving education in the states and communities 
of the nation. . . .
3. Marshal the resources which are essential for 
improving the public schools. . . .
4. Express a new and higher regard fcr 
teachers . . . .
5. Make the academic experience more intense and 
more productive. . . .
G. Provide quality assurance in education. . . .
7. Improve leadership and management m  the 
schools. . . .
8. Serve better those students who are now 
unserved or undeserved. . . . (pp. 10-11!
P.eports began to circulate through the educational 
.media outlets describing schoo 1-improvement programs in 
different parts of the nation. Some of these reports 
included: Mew York City's School Improvement Project 
scanner i Guttenberg, 1954: Clark & McCarthy, 19S2;
Eubanks s Levine, 198 3'; Project P.ise in Milwaukee, the 
Effective Schools Project of Chicago, the Local School 
Development Project of Mew York, and Project DUAL m  
St. Louis Eubanks s Levine, 1933, 1934;; the Academic 
Excellence Program of Florida 'Gclhhiner, 1934i; an 
"effective schools" project for the Pasco 'V.ashington! 
schools (Myland, 1984.; the Mew Orleans Effective Schools 
Project ’David, 1985); Saginaw Successful Schools Project 
■Claus, 1985;; and the Philadelphia School District School 
Improvement Plan ‘Kopplc, 1285'.
Professional interest m  the promotion of school
r
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improvement led the- I llir.ois State 2oarc; of education
ISC 4: to develop the Illinois -Quality Schools Index
IvSI!. This document stated that:
A school and. or district v/hicn co~ple*--s tne
Illinois Quality Schools Index has moved closer no
excellence by surveying the current operation ar.d 
planning appropriate school improvements. Applying 
the indicators from the Illinois duality Schools 
Index to actual practice is a reacy-maue formula 
for quality eoucation. !p. 43’
The IdSI analyzed the school's program in relation to
eight school-effectiveness characteristics: leadership,
mission, expectations, time on task, monitoring', basic
sxills, climate, and parent.'community participation.
Schools throughout Illinois were encouraged to make use of
this Index, and the Department offered to analyze each
participant school's responses and return a complete
report of their profile.
The example of the Illinois Stace Scare of 
education's IQS I program, along with the numerous other 
school improvement programs around the country, indicated 
that at least the first recommendation of the TFEEG (ECS, 
19 3 2) report was widely implemented across the United 
States. Schools and school systems had taken action ar.d 
were working toward improvement.
Furtwengler (1985>, of Vanderoilt University, 
had outlined an organizational development strategy for 
an overall school-effectiveness development program. This 
resulted from a study of 14 schools selected from 121 that 
were imp lamenting school-improvement protects enuer
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Fur t-ueng lcr' s guidance. Fur tv/eng icr outlined the g ::cess 
of chance in 13 steps:
1. Administrators accepted responsibility for the 
overall schoc1-effectivencss level
2. A team of teachers v.-as appointee to determine 
needea changes for effectiveness improvement
3. The teacher team reported recommendations and 
action plans to the full faculty
4. The teacher team established a student 
leadership group (50 to 100 students) based on 
recommendations from teachers, students, and 
administrators
5. The teacher team and representatives f:<_>m the 
student leadership group planned a retreat for leadership 
training and problem-solving activities
5. The entire student-leadership group, the 
teacher team, and the school administrators took part in 
the retreat, helping some people to adjust to role changes 
for increased responsibility
7. At the retreat the teacher team and the 
student leaders joined to become the school-leacership 
team, dividing according to interests into several task 
forces, purposing to solve specific school problems v/ith 
plans to involve the student body as much as possible
3. An executive committee of the school- 
leacership team held four half-day meetings of the tosh 
forces throughout the year to assess progress, ar.d to
r
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roducicate the task force members to the mission of 
improving the school
?, The teacher team with ether interested 
faculty planned inservicc training cased on the needs of 
the entire faculty
10. Task forces documented and presented school- 
ef fectiven.ess changes to the whole school family in 
special celebrations as the year progressed
11. The executive committee of the school 
leadership team organized the procedure for electinc new 
members to the team each year
12. An overall end of the year evaluation 
assessed the year's achievements
13. The next yearly cycle started at step tv;o.
Of the 14 schools using the program, four had
originally been classified as effective, five as 
moderately effective, and five as less effective-. All 
schools but one iwhich 'withdrew from the program after the 
first year) improved in effectiveness, with the greatest 
growth being among those classified at the start as the 
less effective schools.
Furtwencler indicated that in each of the five 
less effective schools in particular, improvement 
occurred in socialized behavior, school climate, school 
culture, involvement in school activities, and independent 
1 earn m e  an.one both teachers and students. Of these five 
sci.ools, four were high schools and one a junior hign.
r
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Although F u r tv;or.clc-c did r.ot havi conclusive •.•videnca 
rirjar^ing academic achievement, no reported that it nine 
was ccr.siierc-o tc have improved, a projection m a t  really 
needed further support to bo of any ccr.sequor.ce.
In 1986 bancon and Eniror reported on the 
voluntary, cooperative approach to school improvement.
Inis program ’./as ceveloped in '..'isconsin anc included a 
diagnostic em.pnasis. Cc.oocls elected to participate in 
the ‘..'isconsin School Evaluation Consortium :SlC program, 
an outreach of the University of ..'isconsin-hadisor. Sc.nool 
of Education. From 1979 to the time of writing their 
report, 1,100 public and nonpublic elementary, micdle ar.d 
nigh schools in '..'isconsin were members of the Consortium. 
Voluntary membership growth v;as attributed to "the genuine 
desire of school personnel to examine their programs and 
uo something special with the results'' .p. 73..
The major purpose of an SEC evaluation was to 
stimulate active improvement of instruction. Although 
m e r e  has been no study to establisn that the SEC does 
improve instruction, Landon and Shirer claimed that "the 
staying power m  member districts" 'p. 75' and the 
referral cf the program cy members to nonmembers because 
of its usefulness in their schools, indicated that 
improvements 'were taking place. This is one example of a 
cooperative fiscal anc programmatic effort between a major 
~r.ivers i*:v m i  schools and school districts as clients.
¥
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L’he Search fcr Effective Public jc!;ools
Jn September 28, 1983, the President spoke to
prmc_pais of 152 outstanding secondary schools of the 
'iniced States, announced by Secretary tell for their 
programs of excellence '.Reagan, 1983). The Education 
Department of the United States had established the 
Secondary School Recognition Program (Corcoran a '..'ilson, 
1935> as one answer to the N'CEE of 198 3. The 14 criteria 
against which each school's effectiveness was evaluated 
adcressed the issues of: goals; expectations; order and 
discipline; rewards and incentives; monitoring of pupil 
progress; student involvement; teacher effectiveness; 
teacher recognition; time on task; school climate; 
ioacersr.ip; curriculum; self-evaluation; and community 
m v c  1 Yemen t.
The method of this study was qualitative anc 
selection of exemplary status was the result of 
interaction between professionals cased on school 
applications, site visitations, ar.d evaluator's reports m  
relation to the criteria set for the total program. Tver 
tne following two years, the number of recogr. ited public 
secondary schools rose from 152 in 1983 to an ail 
inclusive total of 517 in 1935. In 1935-1933 the program 
turned their focus to elementary schools. The search had 
net ceer. fcr tne best scnools cut rather examples of
r
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distinctly effective schools according tc she criteria of 
evaluation.
iu~nary
The two documents, A hation at T.isk bCld, 13 T 2: 
and Action fcr excellence ,T1C3, 1983', alone v;ith 
numerous other studios, emphasized that American secondary 
educa t ion needed over ha u linq. P.ec om "ends t ion s for school 
imprc-'ement programs encouraged those states that had 
begun, and motivated others to begin. The study by 
Zdrr.onds ' 1S731 , in v/hich he identified characteristics of 
school effectiveness, spurred program developers to 
incorporate these ideas into their planning. The effect 
of these programs resulted in observable improvements in 
achievement and student behavior in both school and 
community.
Tl'ic ?mph2s-s or. r.coci fcr scrtccl ir.'.rDrcvoiT.srî
sparked the search for exemplary schools under the 
Secondary School Zecocniticn Program in v/hich 517 public 
secondary schools had been identified as schools of 
excellence by 1985. These schools exemplified 
characteristics of good leadership, climate, order and 
discipline, high expectations, planned goals, student 
involvement, rewards and teacher recognition, monitoring 
of student progross, need-crlented curriculum, time on 
task, se1f-eva1uation, and community involvement. Schools 
•.:ith active progressive programs demonstrated that schools
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.-.’ere not just active communities, but were also effective, 
performing their tasks in an exemplary manner. If seme 
schools were doing what they were expected to :e doing, 
and doing it -well, the intent of the p r o g r a m  was tc convey 
that others could do it too.
School Effectiveness in the Private dchool 
Sector, 1933-1986
Catholic Schooling
The National Center for Research in Total Catholic
Education published an executive summary report ;cryk,
Holland, Lee, and Carriedc, 1554; of a field study of
seven effective Catholic secondary schools, and a survey
research of the Catholic sample of schools in the
High School and Beyond dlS&E) data 'Peng, 1981.-.^
The purpose of the study by Sryk. et al. '1954'
was to open up the effective schools research into the
Catholic schools of America "to seek out the distinctive
features of good Catholic schools" -'p. 3 ‘. The
distinctive features identified included:
1. The religion curriculum, liturgies, and
special religious activities 'e.g., retreats as
opportunities for students tc take time in a relaxed
atmosphere to think about, share concerns, and listen to
otners on relation*!- i os with -••arenf s, f r ienos . .-»>*<■; god i
~The HE S3 was a national longitudinal study of 
::i rh-sc.ncc 1 sophomores and seniors in the United States, 
turpcsod tc observe educational and occupational 
enter ier.ee-s from teenage tc adul thcod.
f
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2. Social action prccnr.s involving outreach to 
the ::oor ar.d needy, the sicii, and ether community
projects
3. Religious bo.iavicr of parents, teachers, and
students
4. Teachers as role models for personal ctuaont 
oenavior, anc as ministers
5. Academic reputation and conf 1 icas between 
religious anc academic purposes .some parents crerisp. are 
academic strength of the school above anything else, while 
oarers consider the religious and community service 
activities of consideraole importance— the area of 
conflict is in administrators balancing ''emphasis on 
academics with commitment to Catholic values and action"
a . 13 ' i
•3. Increasing enrollment of r.on-Cathc 1 ic students
7. The Catholic character reflected in "social 
interactions among students and faculty, the roles toat 
teachers assume and the ways ir. which they view their 
wor.<, and the commitment of students, parents, and faculty 
to a snared set of humanistic values" p. 15 .
The aspect of the study comparing Tatr.clic ar.d 
public scnools oy using data from tne CCiC study snowed 
that for students' reports on discipline, Cathe 1ic schoc1s 
rate- nig nor t a an outlie scnools tor tairr.ess, strictness, 
ana af f ectiver.ess. Ter student reports on te-scners,
t
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Catholic schools rated higher on teacher qualities of work 
enjoyment, respectfulness, and patience.
The authors analyzed the character of classroom, 
instruction as: occurring in a clean, orderly environment 
conducive to learning; using traditional instructional 
materials and equipment; employing methods of lecture, 
discussion, review, practice and drill, and evaluation, 
with regular homework assignment and testing procedures; 
engaging, with a high level of time on task, positive 
student attention, and absence of negative and disruptive 
behavior in the classroom. They stated that the strong 
sense of community found in the Catholic schools was due 
m  part tc the smaller size of these scnools. 2ut a 
m g h e r  annual teacher turnover for Catholic schools, 
compared to public schools, was considered to ce largely a 
result of low wages and had contributed to staff 
m s  tabi i i ty.
The National Catholic Educational Association 
•1935), funded by the Ford Foundation and St. Mary's 
Catholic Foundation, conducted a major study into Catholic 
secondary schools in the United States. In this study the 
authors identified four patterns of commonality covering 
the areas of mission, programs, climate, anc people. 
Patterns of diversity related to: special mission-- 
acaaenic versus vocational, and those few schools serving 
a majority ncn-Catholic enrollment; kinds of students 
serves— i n c l u d m n  those with a student majority m a t  was
r
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Asian, native American, black, Hispanic, cr or lew inccn.--; 
and, schools with characteristics where there was greater 
variability than commonality— in "areas of teachers, 
students, governance, social content, programs, and 
development and finance" ip. 16!.
One real benefit of this study was the 
researchers' identification of schools having programs and 
activities regarded as "significant achievements" p.
225;. The ^njdy presented the schools as models to be 
emulated. The report included a 26-page directory of such 
schools and their area of special excellence and 
achievement so that others who wished could contact them 
for assistance and ideas. The report included 62 areas of 
special achievement spread through the broad categories of 
administration, faculty, students, curriculum, spiritual 
climate, parents, development, finances, and religion.
This provided Catholic schools throughout the nation 
practical source contacts with peers to enable more 
effective planning of school improvement within their own 
schoo1s .
As part of another more recent study concerning 
tne impact of Catholic high schools on 1cw-income 
students, the national Catholic Educational Association 
. i5C6 i reported that, of those variables considered 
alterable by the school, the choice of subjects and 
academic emphasis of school climate were two factors that 
shsweu higher amounts of explained variance fcr academic
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outcomes in mathematics, reading, and vocabulary. For 
religion outcomes, the variables relating to school 
climate ‘.academic emphasis, student morale, and emphasis 
cr. religion- had a strong influence on faith and church 
commitment. For values outcomes, climate caring 
teachers, academic emphasis, discipline problems; showed 
up again as the major alterable factor, this time relating 
particularly toward responsible behavior.
Eased on this study's findings, school climate 
could influence social behavior and spiritual commitment; 
and selection of courses and academic emphasis of climate 
could influence the academic outcomes. Among the 55 
variables examined in the study, none included different 
instructional approaches or the impact of teaching styles. 
A 1 though the researchers included "academic expects tic.ns" 
as a variable, it did not show up as a strong indicator in 
the results. The question of why expectations were not a 
strong indicator in this study and yet have been reported 
by other researchers (Austin, 1981: 3rookover et al.,
1977; Canner & Guttenberg, 1934; Edmonds, 1579; Levine, 
Levine, 1 Eubanks, 1934 ; Eadaus et al., 1979; Murpr.y l 
Eellinger, 1535; L'eber, 1971, would be a major research, 
topic ir. itself.
The Exemplary Private School F.eccgnition Project
As another o u t r e a c h  of the work of the ..'CEE and 
7FEES- to encourage school improvement, Secretary Sell's
r
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initiative to locate distinguished schools within the 
nation led to the formation of the Exemplary Private 
School Recognition Project (EPSRP) under the management of 
the Council for American Private Education (CAPE) (Beatty, 
1984). Of the 6,975 private secondary schools invited to 
participate in the first year of the project, 1983-1984, 
CAPE received 358 completed applications, representing 
"secular and denominational, traditional and 
nontraditional, coed and single sex, day and boarding 
schools, in urban, suburban, and rural areas" (p. 4). In 
the first year of the EPSRP, 60 schools were selected as 
distinguished exemplary secondary schools. The next year 
the EPSRP selected a further 64 secondary schools. In 
1936, 60 private elementary schools received exemplary 
recognition (see Appendix A).
In the 1983 program the project steering committee
chose 15 criteria for the selection process, these were
redrafted for the following year's program as 13 criteria,
omitting only one concept— the provision of financial aid
for admitting a broad range of students to build a diverse
student body. The criteria for the 1984-1985 EPSRP
(Howard, 1985) were:
The school has a clear statement of philosophy, which 
is periodically reiterated by the school's governing 
body.
The school provides experiences consistent with its 
mission.
The school maintains rigorous academic standards and 
stresses the development of each student's talents.
r
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The school is able to demonstrate its quality by 
student achievement consistent with its philosophy and 
the needs of the community it serves.
The school takes its measure of teachers both from 
their effectiveness as instructors of academic 
subjects and from their capacity to affect student 
growth.
The school promotes values and ethics for complex as 
well as simple situations.
The school encourages staff members to take an active 
part in counselling students and helping to give them 
a sense of perspective on personal and ethical 
concerns.
The school stresses and practices social and community 
responsibility.
The school strives to maintain a multicultural and 
multi-racial environment.
The school regularly evaluates itself, involving 
teachers and other staff members in the process.
The school's continuing commitment to staff 
development is reflected in its annual budget.
The school evidences sound and prudent financial 
management and is candid with regard to the use of its 
resources.
The school regularly and substantially involves 
parents in school affairs. (p. 6)
The approach for analysis and evaluation was very 
similar to the Secondary School Recognition Program for 
the public schools. The major difference was that each 
program selected its own set of criteria. Although this 
occurred, and there was considerable overlap of issues 
addressed within the two sets of criteria, the private 
schools did include issues that distinctly focused on 
their specific differences from the public schools. The 
major differences included: a statement of philosophy,
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focus on mission, attention to values and ethics, evidence 
of a multi-cultural and multi-racial emphasis, and 
finance.
The procedure for selection began with constituent 
organizations screening the applications from their own 
schools. This review by a panel of peers confirmed that 
each applicant school passed on to the steering committee 
met the criteria of the project. Any that did not were 
not passed on. The next step was site visitation. Two 
site visitors, "one familiar with schools of the 
applicant's kind, the other from a different segment of 
private education" (p. 6), and both sensitive to the 
issues included in the criteria, reported on each school. 
Finally, the project's steering committee, with 
representatives from all constituencies of the private 
sector, and three "experts," reviewed the site visitor's 
reports along with the schools' applications to make the 
final selection.
As an evidence of sense of identification and 
belonging, one student responded to a site visitor's 
question, '"What’s the best thing about your school?'" 
with the reply, '"We are!"' (Beatty, 1984. p. 9). Site 
visit reports for the EPSRP 1984-1985 also revealed a 
variety of student and staff comments that reflected the 
attitudes and spirit that existed within the schools.
The site-visitor reports were packed full of 
observations concerning the characteristics of operation
K
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and functioning within these schools. Throughout the 
site-visitor reports there were many references to: strong 
leadership; faculty commitment; a supportive and caring 
climate; student involvement with positive respect and 
caring regard for teachers, administrators, and one 
another; community involvement in the school, and the 
school in the community; attention to academic excellence; 
and a mutual understanding and practice of the philosophy 
and goals of the school (see Appendix B for samples of 
site-visitor comments). One site visitor reported the 
following 14-point summary and follow-up description 
of one school, that would represent the pattern of many, 
perhaps less financial, of the 64 schools in the EPSRP,
1984-1985:
A) Outstanding academic program beyond what most 
high schools dream about presenting;
B) Requirements that demand a thorough preparation for 
college or university work;
C) AP1 courses for over 60% of the senior class;
D) Extraordinary amount of formal writing in all 
classes as preparation for college;
E) An average of four hours per day homework plus two 
formal papers per weekend;
F) Outstanding music and art programs that are shared 
with not only the community, but the world;
G) Teachers that are not only outstanding classroom 
instructors, but each being a personal counsellor;
lnAP" is an anacronym for Advanced Placement, 
which describes the opportunity for more challenging 
course work for the more able students.
E  -
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H) Community service involving almost one half of the 
student body;
I) The strong "family" ties that are foremost in 
responses from students, staff, parents and Board;
J) An exceptionally strong Endowment Fund that 
provides over one million dollars per year for 
added staff, special programs, and student 
financial aid;
K) The commitment of the school to academic rigor, 
moral integrity, spiritual principles, and 
individual concern;
L) Vision for the future that a school, now
exceptionally strong, may become even stronger and 
better;
M) A school small enough to know everyone, but 
intensive in its academic demands;
N) And a school, even though academics are primary, is 
concerned that every student is involved in some 
way in non-academic activity.
When you consider where this school was less than 
fifteen years ago and the exemplary status it now 
owns, it is outstanding! The sustaining heart of the 
school is its faculty. They bring a unique blend of
caring and expertise to _________ . The entire school
is united by the common dedication to excellence in 
education and love for young people. In formal
language, ___________  attempts to reach all students in
ways that will enhance their lives in directions 
peculiar to themselves. An important part of this is 
the attainment of educational goals such as inquiry, 
learning to think abstractly, learning to synthesize, 
learning to train memory, and learning method as well 
as fact. Add to this the caring of an exceptional 
staff, a strong parent support group, and an 
appreciative community and you have the formula for 
success. Here is a school, in this visitor's opinion, 
that practices its philosophy and has vision for even 
greater achievement. (Washington, D.C., 1984-85)
^■Throughout this document, for the purpose of 
respecting confidentiality, a blank represents the name 
of a school or person occurring within any direct 
quotation from either Site Visitor Reports or School 
Applications for the EPSRP data.
E
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Within the literature reviewed for this 
research, the EPSRP was the largest reported research 
project into the private school systems of the United 
States. Both the Secondary School Recognition Program 
and the EPSRP were qualitative research projects.
The EPSRP involved "personal visions" (Miles & 
Huberman, 1384, p. 28) during the analysis of schools (see 
Appendix B for selected site-visitor insights), and 
considerable sharing (Howard, 1985) during the process of 
visitation and the steering committee reviews.
Could it be that quantitative research can provide 
valuable authoritative factual data, but is unable to 
measure the sensitive qualities associated with 
interpersonal relationships and their diverse impacts on 
different children and youth? This question remains still 
to be answered, and is outside the delimitations of this 
present research.
Summary
The private school sector had been virtually 
neglected by researchers on school effectiveness until 
Coleman et al. (1982) and Greeley (1981) completed their 
controversial studies. Then the Catholic school system 
began their first intense studies into their school 
system. These provided a meaningful insight into their 
national portrait of Catholic schooling for secondary 
schools. Out of the National Catholic Educational
F
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Association (1985) study, came the listing of schools with 
exemplary programs and activities in special areas of 
expertise. This has provided a valuable resource for the 
Catholic schools of the United States. The 1986 study 
reported by the same Association provided insight into 
contributing factors toward school achievement for the 
low-income students of Catholic secondary schools.
The Exemplary Private School Recognition Projects 
'EPSRP) of 1983-1984 and 1984-1985 identified 124 
exemplary private secondary schools from a variety of 
systems throughout the country. The schools chosen had 
met the selection criteria. They had satisfied the members 
of the Steering Committee of each EPSRP that they were 
exemplary, performing well what they had set out to do.
Concluding Summary
From the time of Eliot and Parker, through to 
the Secondary Schools Recognition Program and the 
Exemplary Private School Recognition Project, research 
into school effectiveness had moved through a complete 
cycle of research approacn. The cycle began with 
intuitive observation and qualitative investigation.
Later, various approaches of quantitative investigation 
led tc the combination of both quantitative and 
qualitative investigation, until major studies in the 
1980s, when almost complete qualitative investigation 
approaches were used.
E
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Through the years, much has been identified, 
questioned, and clarified about school effectiveness1, but 
there is still a wide field of untapped truth about 
schools and what they really do to be effective. It is 
encouraging that certain schools have been identified as 
exemplary because they are doing an effective job in 
relation to their stated goals. Yet it raises more 
questions for consideration— questions that ask: How did 
the people in these schools do it? Are they maintaining 
it still within the changing economic and political 
crises? Would the same exemplary features of each school 
be recognized by replication?
One further question seems very appropriate to the 
whole setting of research on exemplary schools— If the 
exemplary schools are really being effective in their 
total programs, and if the characteristics that have been 
identified by studies such as Edmonds (1979), Brookover & 
Lezotte (1979), Weber (1971), Wellisch, MacQueen,
Carriere, and Duck (1978), Wynne (1980), and others are 
relevant, what strategies do the administrators and 
teachers in these exemplary schools use to develop and 
maintain their school's effectiveness?
1For reviews of literature on school 
effectiveness ard available in publications between 1983 
and 1986, see the bibliographical references for Austin 
and Garber (1985); Clark, Lotto, and Astuto (1984);
Cohen (1983); Collard (1984); Cuban (1984); Good and 
Brophy (1986); Joyce et al., (1985); McKenzie (1983); 
Murnane (1984); Odden and Odden (1984); Rutter (1983); 
Tanner (1984); and Wilhelms (1984).
E
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It is this last question that this study has 
attempted to investigate— a question that has not been 
addressed by any study reviewed above, but a question for 
which answers are needed.
w




The study utilized both quantitative and 
qualitative approaches within a descriptive design. The 
total population of exemplary private secondary schools 
recognized in the 1984-1985 EPSRP were invited to respond 
to a questionnaire to identify key strategies for school 
effectiveness. Ratings were based on how administrators 
and teachers perceived each strategy in relation to both 
use within the school and importance to quality schooling.
Based on analysis of the results of this 
questionnaire, the researcher identified the top 20 
high use/high importance strategy items and grouped them 
rationally into clusters according to relatedness of 
content emphasis. The researcher then conducted 
interviews in six schools selected by predetermined 
criteria for school selection and the school-effectiveness 
strategy cluster(s) allocated to each school. Qualitative 
analysis of the site interviews provided corroborative 
evidence on how the administrators and teachers perceived
101
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that each key strategy grouping was implemented within 
the school .
The study addressed strategies for effectiveness 
within the eight categories of school-effectiveness 
characteristics that formed the structure of the Illinois 
Quality Schools Index (Illinois State Board of Education, 
1984). These characteristics were: leadership, mission, 
expectations, time on task, monitoring, basic skills, 
climate, and parent/community participation.
To obtain the necessary data to rank strategies 
and identify the key examples, the principal, the 
assistant principal (if available), and four teachers, 
chosen by the principal according to criteria for a 
stratified selection provided, were requested to respond 
to the Quality Schools Index for Private Schools (QSIPS). 
The development of this instrument is described later in 
this chapter.
Responses to the QSIPS instrument provided 
perceptions from the administrators and teachers on 
strategies for effectiveness relating to each of the eight 
effectiveness characteristics forming the structure of the 
Quality Schools Index. The analysis of the data obtained 
included:
1. Combined administrator/teacher perceptions on 
ratings of the extent of use within the school for each 
strategy
2. Combined administrator/teacher perceptions on
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ratings of importance to quality schooling for each 
strategy
3. Combined administrator/teacher perceptions on 
ratings of the extent of use within the school added to 
ratings of importance to quality schooling for each 
strategy.
The first two approaches tc analysis led to the 
third which provided the high use/high importance 
strategies for school selection and interviewing. The 
reason for this was because a higher rating on both use 
and importance would indicate greater power than high 
importance/lower use, high use/lower importance, or low 
use/low importance as perceived by the school personnel.
The key strategies identified were in two 
groupings:
1. The top 20 strategies for the total set of 
results of all the effectiveness characteristic categories 
considered together
2. The top ranking strategy for each of the eight 
categories of effectiveness characteristics.
The eight categories for effectiveness were ranked 
in order of importance, first, based on perceptions of 
ratings on use of strategies within the schools, and 
second, on perceived importance of the strategies to 
quality schooling.
The researcher then grouped the top 20 strategies 
of high use/high importance by rationally grouping them
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into clusters as described later in this chapter.
These clusters provided the strategy groupings for the 
second part of the study— identifying how the 
administrators and teachers perceived their school 
implemented the key strategy or group of strategies for 
school effectiveness within their school.
The study of each key strategy grouping was 
confined to one school site. The selection of the school 
for site interviews depended on the QSIPS weighted score 
ratings of individual schools for each strategy grouping; 
location of the school; the confirmation of the presence 
of the strategy within the school by the 1985 Site Visit 
summary reports (Washington, D.C., 1984-85) and/or the
1987 Principal's Fact Sheet report; and availability of 
the school for participating in the interview program.
The details of methodology for this overview are 
set out under the following sub-sections— questions 
addressed by the study, instrumentation, selection of the 
schools, and data collection and analysis.
Questions Addressed by the Study 
The questions set out below provided the means to 
accomplish the purpose of the study which was to provide 
administrators and teachers in private secondary schools 
with information concerning key strategies for school 
effectiveness and how the faculty in selected exemplary 
private schools implemented them. The first five
r
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questions provided ratings for analysis based on 
administrator and teacher perceptions for each item within 
the QSIPS instrument. The analysis of each item, as a 
strategy, placed them in rank order from highest to lowest.
?or questions one and two, the analysis procedure 
produced two sets of rankings, (a) a rank order of all 
strategies included in the QSIPS instrument but without 
regard for the eight effectiveness characteristic 
categories; and (b) a rank order of the strategies for 
effectiveness within each of the eight effectiveness 
characteristics— leadership, mission, expectations, time 
on task, monitoring, basic skills, climate, and 
parent/community participation.
Question 1
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness ranked when their extent of use within the 
school is considered?
Question 2
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness ranked when their importance to quality 
schooling is considered?
Question 3
Which 20 key strategies for effectiveness rank 
highest when ratings on their extent of use within the 
school added to ratings on importance to quality schooling
r
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are considered together, without regard for the eigr.t 
categories of effectiveness characteristics?
Question 4
Which key strategy for effectiveness ranks highest 
for each of the eight categories of effectiveness 
characteristics, first, for ratings on extent of j s » 
within the school, and second, for ratings on irnpornance 
to quality schooling?
Question 5
In what order of importance are the eight 
categories of school-effectiveness characteristics ranked?
Question 6
!iow do administrators and teachers in selected 
schools perceive t.neir school has implemented the <ey 
strategy or group of key strategies selected for 
investigation within their school?
Instrumentation 
The development of an instrument which could oe 
used to identify strategies for effectiveness as perceived 
by administrators and teachers within schools was 
essential to the success of the study. It was necessary 
that the instrument was also applicable to the purposes 
and ideals of the private schools to be studied.
In the process of reviewing the literature related 
to effective schooling, the researcher located the
E
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Illinois iuaiicy Schools Inclon .Illinois department of 
fJucacion, 19E4i. Th.is Index was the basic instrument fcr 
a schoo 1-istrovement orotrar. primarily fcr elementary and 
secondary schools in the public sector. It was divided 
into eight categories of effectiveness characteristics —  
leadership, mission, expectations, time on tas.-c, 
monitoring, basic skills, climate, and parent.community 
participaticn. decause it was prepared for public schools 
and covered use by both elementary and high schools, there 
were a number of strategies for effectiveness not really 
applicable to private secondary schools. There were also 
seme strategies not included within the instrument that 
would be appropriate to these schools. 2ut the overall 
structure directly coincided with the y>urpcse of this 
study. It focused on use within the school and im.r.crtanca 
to quality schooling of particular procedures and 
activities that research has found contribute to tr.e 
effective running of good schools. In this study these 
procedures and activities have been defined as strategies.
Therefore, the Illinois Quality Schools Index 
IQSIi provided the basis for design in developing the 
Quality Schools Incex. for Private Schools ydlPS., the 
instrument used in this study.
dove 1 sonant of the "Quality Tcm.cc 1 c Index 
for Private Schools"
The literature on school effectiveness supported 
t..e framework of effectiveness char ac t a r is t ics that the
r
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lyd I useci —  Leadership, h ission, Lnpec Cations,
Time or. task, monitoring, Basic Skills, Cl i m a t e ,
Parent Community Participation* .
The steps of procedure to adapt the I id I anc 
develop the id IPS .:ere:
1. To uncergo an intensive review of the 
literature cn school effectiveness and i.~.;:rov2 .:,er.t, 
including that relatinq to private schools, to iuentify 
strategies that researchers found did contribute tc ycou 
schools or effective scnools*1
2. To select items and rephrase seme for clarify 
and consistency with seen effectiveness characteristic, 
based on suitability to private schools, and f^e overall 
content pattern within each section of the IySI
2. To adjust format for added clarity
4. To include two repeat items using slightly 
cr.ar.ged wording for a reliability chech on responses by 
participants--.analysis for reliability was calculated by 
Pearson's product moment correlation1'
^Sse Append i:< E for a listing of references 
m  support of these eight categories of school- 
ef fectiveness characteristics .
^Strategies were located within studies, review's 
and other educational 'writings, and catagorized under the 
same eight categories of effectiveness characteristics as 
found in the ICS I. This -was done rationally by using the 
content of the items within each category of that 
instrument as a basis for making the necessary judgment 
for classification of the r.ew items.
E
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5. To have an evaluating panel of seven judges 
conipriseu of experienced educators, researchers, and 
research designers analyte the instrument for format and 
content
5. To pretest the instrument with two 
administrators and one teacher to determine any need for 
preliminary adjustments considered necessary
7. To conduct a pilot study in six. of the 
exemplary private secondary schools recognized in the
1983-19S4 EPSRQ—  two schools for administering the IQ3I, 
tv.o schools for administering the fSIRS as it was prior to
the pretest, and two schools administering the iSIPd
following adjustments made after the pretest*
i. To adjust content, structure, instructions, 
testing procedures, and data analysis eased on the pilot 
study resuits in relation to the literature review and the 
review by the judges.
This procedure established the validity of the 
adapted instrument within the design of this study. The 
new instrument was called the Quality Schools Ir.de::
fcr Private Schools ■ IS IPS■-- see Anocndix C .  It was
-The purpose of the triple approach within the 
pilot study was to justify the inclusion or omission of 
items for tno final draft of the instrument. This was 
dene by tailing approximately the top 4C percent cf 
ranhed items or. importance to cuaiity schooling fcr each 
instrument cased on natural cut off points within the 
ra.nhed listir.es cf items.
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used to obtain the desired data for analysis to provide 
answers for the first five questions addressed by the 
study as outlined above.
Development of Semi-Structured Interview Guide 
A guide for recording interview data during the 
school visitation interviews was prepared and submitted to 
the judges along with the QSIPS. Their evaluations and 
the researcher's practice experiences in using it fcr 
interviewing provided the necessary detail for adjustment 
to prepare it for pilot study purposes and use wi thin the 
study (see Appendix H • .
Selection of Schools 
The schools invited to participate m  the study 
were the full population of the 64 private secondary 
schools receiving exemplary recognition in the 1934-1985 
EPSRP. Within each of these schools, the principal, 
an assistant principal if available), and a group of four 
teachers, to be selected by the principal on the basis of 
stratified criteria supplied, were invited to complete the 
9SIP3. The stratified criteria for teacher selection 
were: a) at least three years experience within that
school; and ib) inclusion of both male and female 
participants m  relation to the staff composition.
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Clustering the Top 20 Strategies
Schools for site visit interviewing depended on 
results from the QSIPS questionnaire (see Question 3 
above). Mean weighted scores were ranked by considering 
ratings for perceived extent of use within school added to 
ratings on perceived importance to quality schooling. The 
researcher clustered the top 20 high use/high importance 
items identified by using a rational basis according to 
relatedness of emphasis of the items. Where items were 
unrelated or not closely related they were left as a 
cluster of one item. The purpose of clustering was to 
simplify the interview procedure by keeping closely 
related strategies for questioning within the one school. 
Calculation of the means of the mean weighted scores of 
the strategies within each cluster for each school 
provided the data to identify the top level schools for 
each cluster.
Criteria for Selection of Schools 
for Interviewing
1. Identification of the top ranking 
participating school for each key strategy grouping based 
on means of the mean weighted scores of strategies within 
each grouping calculated for each school^-
^Where a top ranking school for any one strategy 
grouping or cluster did not also meet the remaining 
criteria, the school with the next highest mean for the 
strategy grouping was selected for consideration, and sc 
on, until a school was found which met all the criteria.
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2. Location of the school on mainland U.S.A. and 
situated east of the Rockies
3. Confirmation of the presence of the strategy 
grouping within one or both of: (a) the 1985 summary Site 
Visit Report (Washington, D.C., 1984-85) for the school, 
and (b) the 1987 Principal's Fact Sheet report of major 
emphasis in operation and planning for maintaining 
excellence in the school from 1985-1987
4. Availability of the school for site visitation 
and interviewing— including interviews with the principal, 
an assistant principal (if available), four teachers 
having three or more years experience within the school 
and including male and female teachers in proportion to 
the staff composition, and four senior students (male and 
female students for coed schools) with three years 
experience within the school.
Data Collection and Analysis
The executive director of the Council for American 
Private Education, Robert L. Smith, wrote to the 
principals of the 64 exemplary schools of the 1984-1985 
EPSRP requesting supportive participation in this 
research (see Appendix D). The researcher followed up 
with a letter to the principal of each school (see 
Appendix D) introducing the purpose of the research and 
the extent of involvement of each school in the study.
The initial communication to the schools from the research
112
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cor.ter notified the principals cf the approximate tiro of 
cr.o arrival of the instruments to the school. The 
principals were encouraged tc plan to have the i r.strurcencs 
completed an a returned before January 25, Lob 7. Zcuoclo 
w m c h  delayed the return of the completed instru.-.ento ..ere 
reminded cither by letter or telephone.
To ensure a greater livelihood of immediate 
resoense, the researcher forwarded the gSITD instruments 
to the schools so they would arrive during the second week 
of January 19 5 7 rather than during the school holiday 
break. A fact sheet requesting demographic and school 
planning information from the school, and a letter to the 
principal see Appendix D' v/ere enclosed with the 
instruments. The letter provided instructions regarding 
selection of the people to complete the instrument, its 
distribution, collection, and return tc the research 
renter .
The researcher telephoned the principal of each 
sc.oocl selected for visitation and interviewing to arrange 
permission tc conduct the mterviev/s and to arrange a time 
for visitation.
Analysis of Data
Data analysis for the first five questions -./as 
p r oces se d across all of these schools cf the 5 4 whicn 
c.oose to participate in the study. Analysis procedures
c '* v” ~ C ~ * r". <- g- ^ *“• a O LI *” 1 i I'. 3Ci IDG 1 OV; •
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„.uestion I
In '.-.Mat order are t:ie top 2 0 stratay ies for 
effectiveness ranked, v.hen their extent of use 
■within the school is considered?
The data processing ranked the strategies from 
hi ghost to lowest according tc tie an weighted see r-s on the 
oerceived extent of use within the school. The ran!;in'-; 
induced the overall list of strategies m  the •'ICIPS 
disregarding the eight categories of school effectiveness. 
From this ranking, the top 20 strategies were identified.
The top 20 strategies were then listen within each 
of the eight categories of school-effectiveness 
cr.aracter is tics to which they related.
l o c a t i o n  2
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
affectiveness ranked, when their irr.portar.ee to 
guality scncoling is considered?
The data processing ranked the strategies from 
highest to lowest according to mean weighted scores or. the 
perceived importance to guality schooling. The ranking 
included the overall list cf strategies in the I2IP2 
disregarding the eight categories of school effectiveness. 
The toe 20 strategies we re identified from t m s  ranking.
The top 20 strategies were then listed within each, 
of the sig.nt categories of school-ef fectiveness 
cr.arac ter is t ics to which they related.
w
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Question 3
'•.'hic'n 20 k e y  strategies for effectiveness ran'; 
highest when ratines on their extent of use within the 
school added to ratines on importance to quality 
schooling are considered together, without regard for 
she eight categories of effectiveness characteristics?
The data processing ranked the 135 strategies fcr 
effectiveness from highest to lowest according to the mean 
weighted scores for ratings of perceived extent of use 
within the school added to perceived ratings fcr their 
importance to quality schooling. The top 20 strategies 
for effectiveness were identified and listed.
Question 4
Which key strategy for effectiveness ranks highest 
for each of the eight categories of effectiveness 
characteris tics, first, for ratings on extent of use 
within the school, and second, for ratings on 
importance tc quality schooling?
First, the data processing ranked mean weighted 
scores for items on perceived extent of use within the 
school for each of the eight effectiveness characteristic 
categories. The strategy for effectiveness having the top 
ranking mean weighted score was identified and listed.
Second, the data processing ranked mean weighted 
scores for items on perceived importance to quality 
schooling for each of the eight effectiveness 
characteristic categories. The strategy for effectiveness 
having tne top ranking mean weighted score was identified 
and listed.
r
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fuostion 5
In order of importance arc the eight
categories cf schcol-effectiveness character 1stics 
r a r.ked ?
The eight categories cf the school-effectiveness 
characteristics cere ranked from highest to lowest 
according tc the means of the mean weighted scores 
calculated for each cf the eight relating to:
1. The perceived use in schools cf the strategies 
for effectiveness
2. The perceived importance to quality schooling 
cf the strategies for effectiveness.
Question -5
i'ow do administrators and teachers in selected 
schools perceive their school has implemented the key 
strategy or group of strategies selected for 
investigation v/itnin their school?
To answer this question, each key strategy 
identified under question 2 was grouped into clusters as 
outlined above. lach strategy grouping was studied 
separately within schools selected on the basis of the 
criteria outlined above. Interviews with the principal, 
an assistant principal • if available:, a.nc four teachers 
provided written field data on hew each key strategy for 
effectiveness grouping was perceived to he implemented 
within the selected school. The 1925 Site Visit .\epcrts 
.■.ashing ten, 2.C., 1934-35' and interviews with four
r
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senior students provided validation data ir. relation to 
each strategy grouping under study.
The information received was analysed and 
categorized by qualitative analysis procedures based on 
recommendations by Miles and iluberman <19S4a; 19S4bi.
These procedures involved:
1. A contact summary description of each day's 
interview as a first run data reduction process— no mere 
than one page
2. A document summary list— itemizing the name cf 
each document collected, its relevant significance, and a 
code fcr matching it with the relevant field note
3. Initial clustering of items contained in field 
notes 'ey photocopying them and then cutting and mounting 
each separate item into natural clusters based on rational 
recisicn of similarity of item content 'each item tc be 
labeled for easy reference back to original data sneetsi
4. kemounting each cluster into sub-groups on a 
.new wide sheet of card or paper 'e.g., continuous computer 
printout paper' to allow further coding on the left of 
each item and marginal remarks m  the space on the right 
of each item
5. Generating data reduction tables, figures,
-ur.u or matrices appropriate tc each strategy grouping
6. bribing a descriptive discussion of the 
findings presented in the tables, figures, and or matrices
r
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7. Drawing and verifying conclusions for eacn 
strategy grouping studied.
The analysis led to a synthesis of a listing of 
v/ays teachers and administrators perceived now the key 
strategies within each strategy grouping were implemented 
within the schools. The reader must recognize that the 
conclusions may not always be genera 1izable to every 
private school. Eut how particular strategies were 
perceived to be handled in specific schools could apply 
appropriately to many school improvement programs.
In Summary
This chapter has outlined the questions addressed 
by the study, instrumentation, selection of the schools, 
and the procedures for data collection and analysis. 
Chapter 5 provides a brief descriptive overview of the 
schools included within the study, and is followed in 
chapter 6 with tabulation and analysis of the data 
relating to questions 1 to 5 of the study. Discussion 
of the resultant findings and trends that this part of the 
study revealed are also included. The tabulation and 
analysis for question 6 relating to the implementation 
of the key strategies within the schools along with 
relevant discussion of the findings is provided in chapter
i
F
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CHA P T E R  5
THE EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
In 1983, the Department of Education extended the 
concept of their Secondary School Recognition Program, 
which began in 1982, by offering sponsorship for a 
similar program within the private sector. They chose the 
Council for American Private Education (CAPE), under the 
leadership of Robert L. Smith, to direct the program.
CAPE directed the 1983-84 and 1984-85 Exemplary Private 
School Recognition Projects, which focused their attention 
on the private secondary schools of the nation. On June 
21, 1985, the Secretary of Education, William J. Bennett,
announced the 64 successful schools receivinq the honor of 
exemplary recognition for the 1984-85 program.
These 64 private schools comprised the group 
irvited to participate in this present study. They are 
referred to in the following pages as the 64 Schools. Of 
these, 49 elected to complete the Quality Schools Index 
for Private Schools questionnaire, and they are referred 
to as the 49 Schools. A brief comparison is made of the 
64 with the 49 Schools, followed by a more detailed 
account of the latter group.
119
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The 64 Schools and the 49 Schools Compared 
Geographical Distribution 
Cf the 257 private schools entering the project, 
the 54 selected were widely dispersed throughout the 
country and its territories, involving 27 states and 
Puerto Rico. The 49 Schools followed a similar 
distribution (see Table 1).
TAELE 1
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE 64 AND 
THE 49 SCHOOLS BY SCHOOL TYPE
Region = Coed if Male # Female Total
Schools Schools Schoo1s Schools
64 49 64 49 64 49 64 49
Ncrth East 3 6 4 3 3 7 20 16
Midwes t 3 7 5 4 6 5 19 16
North West 1 1 - 1 i 2 2
South Centra 1 5  4 3 2 1 1 q 7
South East 5 4 - - 5 4
South West 2 1 1 3 6 1
Islands and
Territories 2 2 1 1 - 2 3
Total 31 24 14 11 19 14 64 49
An overview of the school types classifi ed by sex
of enrollees showed minor variations isee Table 1' . T'he
first variat ion that stood out was that only coed schools
E
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represented the South East. The second variation 
concerned the South West region where only one of the six 
exemplary schools responded to the invitation to complete 
the Quality Schools Index questionnaires sent to them. 
Apart from these variations, the spread of responding 
schools represented a wide distribution throughout the 
country.
One further geographical comparison was the 
proportion of urban, suburban, and rural schools. The 
64 Schools included 33 urban, 23 suburban, and 3 rural 
schools. The 49 Schools compared very favorably with 25 
urban, 21 suburban, and 3 rural schools. An interesting 
feature of the three rural schools w is their common 
geographical regicn--the Midwest.
Thus, on the basis of geographical distribution, 
the 49 Schools were representative of the larger group of 
64 Schools spread throughout the nation.
Ethnic Composition of Student Enrollment
The application forms submitted in 19S4 to CAPE 
revealed one school with 100 percent black enrollment, 
and one school with 100 percent 'white enrollment. There 
were 25 schools which reported from 90-99 percent white 
enrollment, one school had 99 percent black enrollment, 
and another 99 percent hispanic enrollment. Of the 
remaining 35 schools, 30 included a majority of 60-39 per­
cent white enrollment. In three of the other five the
*
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whites were quite in the minority, and a close equal to 
the larger minority group for the remaining two schools. 
Thus, within the 64 Schools, the enrollment pattern was 
predominantly a white student population.
The 49 Schools repotted very little change in 
percentage of ethnic composition for the two years 1985 to 
1987. Eight schools reported slight increases of minority 
groups, and one school a 4 percent decrease in black 
student population. Hence, majority white continued to be 
the pattern for the exemplary schools that reported data.
Nevertheless, some of the schools were
predominantly black, hispanic, or asian. One 1985 site
visitor described a 99 percent black school as serving a
poor, inner-city community "marked by disintegrating
family structure, rapidly changing value systems and
extremely strong gang influence" (Washington, D.C., 1584-
35). The Site Visit Report for this school recognized
that the school was dedicated to accepting low academic
achievers, supporting them by good role modeling, a strong
tutoring program, and both moral and ethical instruction.
The reporter stated—
Recent figures show that 96% of the most recent 
graduates have gone on to college, about three-fourths 
of chem to four-year colleges. . . . Since the school 
v/illingly accepts students that some other school 
might call "not college prep material," it is clear 
that much work goes on during the four years to ready 
. . . [the] students for college. (Washington, D.C., 
1984-85)
A site visitor to a hispanic school reported—
r
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The overall quality of education offered is truly 
superb. The impressive test scores, the 100% 
acceptance at fine universities, the poise and conduct 
of the students, the honors bestowed on math and 
science groups, the involvement of parents, the 
devotion of the alumni, and the extensive 
participation in community affairs is all ample 
evidence of this quality. (Washington, D.C., 1984-85)
Reports of college preparatory programs just 
described demonstrated that exemplary schools were not 
confined to the majority white population. Just as 
Edmonds (1979) and others found that the poor minority 
students in inner-city elementary schools could do well, 
so the Exemplary Private School Recognition Project of
1984-85 found the same result at the high-school level.
But more research is needed to determine degrees 
of influence, if any, of the various ethnic patterns and 
ethnic combinations on the exemplary qualities of the 
various schools. Issues of this nature open the door to 
another very complex field for research that is beyond the 
delimitations of the present study.
Church or Organizational Affiliation
The 64 Schools represented 11 different private 
school groups (see Table 2). The 49 Schools were well 
distributed through each of these groups. The largest 
number of private schools in the group were Catholic 
schools, a comparison that paralleled the pattern of 
private schooling in the United States. The remainder 
were distributed through a number of different churches
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and organizations, or were functioning on their own as 
independent schools.
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF THE 64 AND 49 SCHOOLS 3Y 






The 4 9 
Schools
American Association of 
Christian Schools 1 1
Association of Military 
Colleges and Schools 






Jesui t 7 5
Lutheran 2 2
National Association of 
Schools for Exceptional 
Chi ldren 2 1
National Society for 
Hebrew Day Schools 1 1
Seventh-day Adventist 1 1
In Summary
The comparisons of the 49 Schools with the 64 
Schools on geographical distribution, ethnic composition
E
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of student enrollment, and church or organizational 
affiliation show that both groups were comparable, and 
the 49 schools which participated in the Quality Schools 
Index questionnaire were representative of the 64 Schools.
The 49 Schools 
Enrollment and Enrollment Trends 
The 49 Schools represented a wide range of school 
size for each of the three types of schools— coed (75— 
1,694 students), male (225-1,600 students), and female 
(304-1,074 students). Within these schools, 17 reported a 
gain in enrollment for the two-year period 1984-85 to 
1986-87 (see Table 3). For the same period, 28 schools 
reported a drop in enrollment, and four schools provided 
incomplete information. For the 45 schools included in 
Table 3, the enrollment trends showed that the majority of 
schools were faced with a dropping enrollment of from 1-29 
percent for the two-year period. A search into the data 
revealed <:hat six schools suffered 52 percent of the 
total losses.
In comparison, the six schools with the greatest 
enrollment gains represented 87 percent of the total 
enrollment gains. Thus whereas the majority of schools 
were feeling the pressure of lower enrollment and 
the financial burdens that accompany it, six of the 45 
grew rapidly, with three of them showing far greater 
growth than the others. Of the three schools, two were
E
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TABLE 3
ENROLLMENT TRENDS WITHIN THE 49 SCHOOLS1 
FROM 1984-85 TO 1986-87
Catagories for 
Percentage Gain 














180-240 3 1734 - -
120-179 - - - -
60-119 - - - -
30-59 2 699 - -
16-29 1 114 6 707
8-15 4 226 6 513
1-7 4 123 14 455
0-1 3 20 2 4
Total 17 2916 23 1684
1Of the 49 Schools, 45 provided complete 
information for enrollment comparison, hence this taole 
reports only on those 45 schools.
coed schools, and one a school for girls. One was 
located in urban New Orleans reporting a 93 percent white 
student enrollment. For another in suburban Baltimore, 
approximately three quarters of the student enrollment was 
white, but they reported a slight percentage increase in 
black students for the two-year period. The third school 
was an all-girl school in suburban Philadelphia with 
approximately 80 percent white student enrollment.
F
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From the information provided, there were three 
definite trends:
1. A decline in enrollment for over 60 percent of 
the exemplary private secondary schools
2. A large enrollment increase in a few selected
schools
3. An overall net gain in enrollment.
The second trend indicated that parents in some 
areas were turning to the exemplary private school for 
their children's education. The sudden enrollment growth 
of particular schools was not accounted for within the 
data obtained, and such a trend may be short-lived. But 
it did have a resultant influence on the overall net 
enrollment gain reflected in Table 3.
further longitudinal study would need to be done 
zo verify whether these trends were short-term trends 
or whether they were part of a larger trend not visible 
within just a two-year span for the exemplary private 
schools studied.
Student/Teacher Ratio Trends
In 1934 one school reported a student/teacher 
ratio of 30-35:1, and two schools each a ratio of 2:1. 
These ratios were the extremes of the range for that year 
for the 64 Schools. In 1987, these three schools were 
also included within the 49 Schools. The lower end of the
r
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range remained the same, but the upper end was now taken 
over by another school reporting a ratio of 24.5:1. This 
school two years before had reported a 17:1 student 
teacher ratio, but a staff reduction of 18 percent with a 
student enrollment drop of only 8 percent accounted for 
their student/teacher ratio increase. The majority of 
schools showed either no change or up to one or two points 
of decrease or increase in students per teacher (see 
Table 4).
TABLE 4
STUDENT/TEACHER RATIO TRENDS IN 
THE 49 SCHOOLS
Range of Chanae
Number of Schools with





2 to <4 11 4
4 to 6 2 -
>6 3 1
Total 12 25 12
The student/teacher ratio for the 64 Schools in 
1984-85 showed a mean of 16.4:1 with a standard deviation 
of 6.3. For this same group of schools the median rating 
•was 16.3:1 and the mode was 17:1. In 1987, the 49 Schools
r
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showed a mean of 15.1:1 with a standard deviation of 4.3. 
The median of the group was 15.5:1 and the mode was 15:1. 
From these observations the overall trend showed that 
these exemplary schools were reducing the number of 
students per teacher within their classrooms.
Emphases to Maintain Excellence from 1985-1987 
Each principal in the participating schools 
reported on information requested in the fact sheet (see 
Appendix D) sent with the questionnaires to each school. 
One question requested information on what had received 
the greatest attention in school operation to maintain the 
school's level of excellence since 1985. The results of 
the principals' responses showed six major areas of 
emphases (see Table 5). These areas were Academic 
Program; Discipline; Finance and Development; Personnel; 
Philosophy; and Public Relations.
The greatest number of schools reported emphasis 
in the Academic Program. Within this Academic Program, 
the major focus was on Curriculum Revision and Updating. 
The second most popular area of emphasis pertained to 
Personnel, with Inservice Teacher Development and Teacher 
Supervision receiving the highest attention in that area.
But the most pronounced finding from the data 
recorded in Table 5 is the wide variety of emphases spread 
through the schools. This suggests that the
r
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TABLE 5
EMPHASES TO MAINTAIN EXCELLENCE WITHIN 
THE 49 SCHOOLS FROM 198 5-67, BASED 
ON PRINCIPALS' REPORTS
Major Area of 
Empnas is







* On-going Evaluation of 
the Academic Program
5




* Standards and Development 
Cu rr icu.' um:
5
* Update of Program 13
* Changes for the Gifted, the 
Talented, and Less Gifted
3












* Revision of Student Code 
of Conduct
1
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TABLE 5— Continued
Ma]or Area of 
Emphasis





* Development of a Height­
ened Sense of Discipline 






* Increasing Endowments and 
Gifts to the Institution
4




* Building and Renovating 4
Personne1 Staff:
* Inservice Teacher Devel­
opment and Supervision
7
* Peer Support Program 2
* Faculty Selection Process 1
* Reduction of Student/ 
Teacher Ratio
1




* Admission Standards and 
Applicant Screening
2
* Student Recruiting 1
* Spiritual Development 4
* Moral Development 2
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TA2LE 5— Continued
ha;or Area of 
dmpnas is




Personne 1 S facetts • Cor.t. ! :
Cent..
* Physical Development
* Advising and Counselling 1
?h iioscphy P.eview and Affirmation T
Pub 1ic Senera1:
he laticns
* General Public Relations 
Specific:
* building Community Aware­
ness of the "School Family"
* Community Service 1
administration within these schools saw particular needs 
iotaniitt attention that •■•.•ere unique to each schccl. in 
nc instance within the 49 Schools was any one specific 
emphasis reported by more than 40 percent of the schools. 
Surnculum Update of Program and Materials reached the 
closest — m  36.7 percent of schools. The next largest 
sincie specific emphasis over the two years related to 
Inservice Development and Supervision of Teachers, with 
only 14.2 percent of the schools seeing this as tr.e 
feature receiving greatest emphasis in their schools to 
maintain their level of exce 1 ler.ee. Thus between the-
f
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schools the focus of energies toward maintaining 
excellence took a variety of forms with an emphasis on 
curriculum revision holding precidence.
Emphases for Long-Range Planning 
Since 1985
Within the fact sheet returned by the principals, 
a second question focused on the long-range planning that 
the 49 Schools had engaged in since 1985. The emphases of 
their reports is summarized in Table 6. Five schools 
reported actual five-year plans for their school, one of 
these was in the beginning stages of developing a 10-year 
plan, another presented a document including an extended 
perspective of an overall 15-year plan. Only one school 
reported they had not considered long-term planning during 
the two years.
The major areas of emphasis for the long-range 
planning included Academic Program; Administrative 
Planning (Board Level!; Finance and Development;
Personnel; and Public Relations.
One feature regarding emphasis in long-term 
planning that was different from the maintenance of 
excellence was the greater emphasis among the schools on 
financial security and plant development for the future.
I
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TABLE 6
EMPHASES FOR LONG-RANGE PLANNING WITHIN THE 
49 SCHOOLS FOR THE PERIOD 1985-1987, 
BASED ON PRINCIPALS' REPORTS
Major Area of 
Emphasis
Specific Emphasis No. of Schools 
Using Emphasis
Five-Year Plan Enrollment; Curriculum; 






First stages of development: 
Begun separately by Dept. 
Heads, Principal, and 
Trustees for later sharing
A Long-term Perspective to 
Give Direction to the 




* Tocal Program Analysis 
for Overall Program 
Development
* Preparation for 
Accreditation
Curriculum:
* Evaluation and Revision 
Based on Philosophy and 
Goals, Student Needs, and 
Community Needs
* Development of Honors 
Courses
15
* Increased Planning for 
Computer Training and Use
* Cultural Awareness 
Programs
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TABLE 6— Continued
Major Area of 
Emphas is















Cooperative Board Planning 
Across Two Schools for 
Team Development
1
Board Expansion of Membership 1
School Growth 1
Mission Review ]_
r luuncc cino 
Development
Financial Security:
* Focusing on the Budgeting 
Process
1
* Increasing Salaries 5
* Expanding Financial Aid 
Programs
3





ization of a Financial 
Endowment Board, and/or
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TABLE 6— Continued
Major Area of 
Emphasis




* Mew Buildings and Improved 
Facilities
10
Personnel Staff and Students:




* Upgrading of Retreat and 




* Professional Development 7
* Departmental Head Teaching 
Load Reduction to Allow 
for More Supervision and 
Improvement in Instruction
1
* Reduction of Student/ 
Teacher Ratio and Class 
Size
3
* Development of Teacher 
Intern/Apprentice Program
1
* The Teaching "climate" 1
* Faculty Motivation 1
* Provision of Teacher Aides 
to Help Instructors Devote 
More Time to Students
1
Students:
* Spiritual Program and 
Campus Ministry
2
* Student Government 1
K
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T ABLE 6— Continued
Major Area of Specific Emphasis No. of Schools
Emphasis Using Emphasis
Personnel * Student Accomplishment 1
(Cont.) Recognition
* Cultural Exchange “rograms I






* Discipline Enforcement 1














The 49 Schools were representative of the 64 
Schools, as has been demonstrated through geographical 
distribution, school type, ethnic composition, and church 
and organizational affiliation. The enrollment trends 
showed a decline for the majority of schools over the two- 
year period, except for a sudden growth for a small number 
of schools. This sudden growth was responsible for
m
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showing a possible trend of overall growth in enrollment 
for the exemplary private schools as a total group.
The trends showed a definite move towards a 
reduced student/teacher ratio. Approximately 25 percent 
maintained no change even though enrollments had either 
increased or decreased. Overall, the greatest common 
focus of energy was directed toward updating curriculum 
programs and materials. This occurred for almost 40 per­
cent of the schools. Inservice teacher development and 
supervision was the next most common emphasis among the 
schools. But the uniqueness of each school's approach was 
evident in the variety of special emphases reported.
In long-term planning approaches, the schools' 
most common emphasis was again the curriculum evaluation 
and revision with special consideration to the philosophy 
and goals, and the needs of the students and community.
Next in frequency of schools reporting came 
emphasis in building and remodelling of school plant, 
followed closely with attention to financial security, and 
then professional development of the staff.
The exemplary schools demonstrated a continual 
awareness of needs and an attempt to focus their energies 
to meet the demands of these needs. Energies and demands 
require attitudes, procedures, and action to achieve the 
excellence that the vision of exemplary schooling demands. 
Thus chapter 6 presents findings related to strategies for 
school effectiveness based on responses to the Quality
W
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Schools Index for Private Schools as perceived by 
administrators and teachers in the 49 Schools. In these 
findings the reader is directed to follow through the 
sequence to identify which key strategies the faculty of 
the 49 Schools considered their schools used for their 
school effectiveness, and which they considered were 
important for quality schooling.
w
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CH A PTER 6
DATA CONCERNING TEACHER AND ADMINISTRATOR 
PERCEPTIONS OF STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL 
EFFECTIVENESS
Data relating to teacher and administrator 
perceptions of the school-effectiveness strategies 
included within the Quality Schools Index for Private 
Schools (QSIPS) are outlined within this chapter. Because 
the QS IPS was built on the structure of the Illinois 
Quality Schools Index (IQSI), the strategies have been 
analyzed both within the eight categories for school- 
ef fectiveness characteristics that were included in the 
IQSI, as well as an overall analysis that disregarded the 
divisions of the eight categories. The eight categories 
of school-effectiveness characteristics were leadership, 
mission, expectations, time on task, monitoring, basic 
skills, climate, and parent/community participation.
The data were based on questionnaire returns from 
49 exemplary private secondary schools.^ A total of 286 
faculty of an anticipated 384 responded. This represented
■‘■Reliability of response was checked by a Pearson 
r product moment correlation for two items each repeated 
with slightly changed wording. Correlations for Scale A 
results for the two items were 0.68 and 0.69; for 
Scale B they were 0.67 and 0.64. The respective items 
were 20 2,'315 and 701/713.
140
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a return oE 74.5 percent. One incomplete return was 
discarded from the analysis because more than half of the 
questionnaire had been left blank, thus 285 respondents 
v/ere included in the data analysis. Of the 285 
respondents, 95 were administrators, approximately 53 
percent being males. For teachers, 55 percent were 
females and 45 percent males.
Data for years of service within 45 of the 49 
schools indicated an average of 11 years of service within 
the school for each of the 264 faculty in the 45 schools. 
The service data indicated the responses to the 
questionnaire were from people who were familiar with 
their school settings.
The findings related to each of the first five 
questions addressed by the study, as outlined in chapter 4 
The data are presented in the five subsections that 
follow.
Data Relating to the Perceived Use of School-
Effectiveness ^tratogies within the Schools
In this section the mean weighted scores were 
ranked from highest to lowest for Scale A--Extent of use 
within the school (see Table 43, Appendix G). This was 
done, first, for the total instrument, disregarding the 
eight categories for schoo 1-effec**iveness characteristics. 
Second, the top 20 strategies for effectiveness relating 
to use within the schools were identified according to
E
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which of the eight categories of school-effectiveness 
characteristics they represented.
Findings Relating to Extent of 
Use within the School
Question 1
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness ranked, when their extent of use within 
the schools is considered?
Table 7 identifies the top 20 ranked strategies 
for effectiveness when their extent of use within the 
schools was considered, based on the perceptions of the 
responding administrators and teachers within the 49 
Schools. Of these 20 strategies, 10 were particularly 
student oriented (see items 208, 701, 713, 704, 125, 131, 
716, 707, 306, and 112 in Table 7); four were program 
oriented (see items 209, 808, 207, and 702); and six were 
parent oriented (see items 806, 802, 314, 803, 801, end 
313) .
Of the 10 student-oriented strategies, nine were 
focused on attitudes and relationships, and one (item 306) 
was related to discipline. The four program-oriented 
strategies focused on (a) attitude (item 209); (b) breadth 
of the program with student focus (items 808 and 702); and 
(c) curriculum, with focus on school mission or purpose 
(item 207). The six parent-oriented strategies all 
focused on communication between school and parents.
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TADLE 7
TOP 20 STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS RANKED 
QY MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS ON EXTENT OF 
THEIR USE WITHIN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS, AS PERCEIVED !3Y ADMINISTRATORS AND 
























1 2 3 4 c 6
20 S Oeinq proud of the 
school’s and students' 
successes
284 5.4647 0 4 12 10 4 400 1032
701 Showinq the students 
they care about them 
-is people
235 5.3324 2 0 0 15 128 4.8 5 906
209 Qclicvinq that "We are 
an effective school"
234 5.33UO 3 0 2 15 ' 36 505 858
803 Providinq an all-round 
quality educational 
proqram for the bene­
fit of the students
281 5.3024 4 0 2 24 152 460 852
713 Showing a personal 
caring interest in 
each student
284 5.2077 5 0 2 2 4 208 495 750
704 Taking the time f  
listen to student.
284 5.1936 b 0 4 21 203 480 "62
306 Encouraginq parents 
and community members 
to support the school 
finane la 11y
280 5.1892 3 6 36 18 4 435 792
902 Comr.iunicating regular­
ly ■.;ith parents:
• keeping them in­
formed about their 
students' progress
282 5.1595 3 0 4 21 200 540 690
314 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
* u.nexcused absences 278 5.1562 9 0 6 39 172 485 732
125 Addressing the needs 285 5.1298 10.5 0 t 18 240 510 690































1 2 3 4 5 6
131 Oeing ready to help 
students ojtsido of 
class time
285 5.1298 10.5 0 4 39 LOG 555 684
r~or l Providing a curriculum 
that meets the 
school's purpose
284 5.1232 12 0 0 30 196 605 624
702 Developing a total 
school program to 
which the students are 
proud to belong
285 5.1192 13 0 4 3 6 212 505 702
716 Setting a positive 
example for the stu­
dents to follow
284 5.1056 14 0 0 24 216 610 600
303 Encouraging parents to 
communicate openly 
with school personnel
281 5.0889 15 3 2 51 224 445 703
301 Communicating regular­
ly with parents:
* keeping them in­
formed about the 
school program
282 5.0780 16 0 6 42 204 520 6 60
707 Engendering respect 
for school property by 
keeping it attractive­
ly maintained ie.g., 
free of graffiti, free 
of vandalism, free of 
incomplete repairsi
285 5.0736 17 •39 204 420 750
306 Making clear to stu­
dents how they are 
expected to behave
282 5.0638 18 0 4 4 5 236 495 6 4 3
313 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginninq to 
develop a pattern of:
* poor grades 277 5.0577 19 0 2 30 256 525 589
112 Taking care of stu­
dents' needs in a 
professional manner
285 5.0526 20 0 •> 1 248 650 528
r
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Over 83 percent of administrators and teachers 
indicated "very high" or "extremely high" use of the four 
top ranking strategies within their schools— (item 208—  
89%; item 701— 87%; item 209— 86%; and item 808— 83%).
Another important finding showed that five of the 
eight categories for school-effectiveness characteristics 
were represented within the top 20 strategies relating to 
use within the schools— Leadership, Mission, Expectations, 
Climate, and Parent/Community Participation (see Table 8).
TABLE 8
THE TOP 20 STRATEGIES AS RELATED TO THE EIGHT 










125 Addressing the needs of the whole 
child— (i.e., spiritual, moral, 
intellectual, social, physical, aes­
thetic, cultural, etc.)
10.5 5.1298
131 Being ready to help students outside 
of class time
10.5 5.1298




208 Being proud of the school's and stu­
dents' successes
1 5.4647
209 Believing that "We are an effective 
school"
3 5.3380
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T ABLE 8— Continued
Item 
Mo.







314 Communicating promptly to parents 
when a student is beginning to dev­
elop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences 9 5.1582
306 Making clear to students how they 
are expected to behave
IS 5.0633
313 Communicating promptly to parents 
when a student is beginning to dev­
elop a pattern of:
* poor grades 19 5.0577
Time on Task
Mo item included for chis characteristic
Monitoring
Mo item included for this characteristic
Basic Skills
Mo item included for tnis characteristic
Climate
701 Showing the students they care about 
them as people
2 5 . 3324
713 Showing a personal caring interest 
in each student
5 5.2077
704 Taking the time to listen to students 6 5.1936
702 Developing a total school program to 
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716 Setting a positive example for 
students to follow
the 14 5.1056
707 Engendering respect for school prop- 17 5.0736
erty by keeping it attractively 
maintained (e.g., free of graffiti, 
vandalism, and incomplete repairs)
Parent/Community Participation
308 Providing an all-round quality 
educational program for the benefit 
of the students
4 5 . 3024
306 Encouraging parents and community 
members to support the scnool 
f inancially
7 5.1892
802 Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about 
their student's progress
osj 5.1595
303 Encouraging parents to communicate 
openly with school personnel
15 5.0839
801 Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about 
the school program
16 5.0780
The largest component of the top 20 strategies was 
included in the category of school "climate." The second 
largest was focused on communication between the school 
and the home. The emphases of these two components, plus 
the absence of items from categories for time on task,
E
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monitoring, and basic skills, reinforced the finding that 
a people-oriented focus was uppermost for use within the 
school among the key strategies for school effectiveness 
for the 49 exemplary schools.
Data Relating to the Perceived Importance to
Quality Schooling for 5chool-Effectiveness 
Strategies
In this section, ratings for Scale B of the QSIPS 
instrument were analyzed to rank the mean weighted scores 
for each strategy from highest to lowest. Scale B ratings 
were administrator and teacher perceptions of importance 
to quality schooling for each of the school-effectiveness 
strategies (see Table 44, Appendix G). The ranking was 
completed, first, for the total instrument, disregarding 
che eight categories for school-effectiveness 
characteristics. Second, the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness relating to importance to quality schooling 
were identified according to which of the eight categories 
of school-effectiveness characteristics they represented.
Findings Relating to Importance to 
Quality Schooling
Question 2
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness ranked, when their importance to quality 
schooling is considered?
The top 20 strategies for effectiveness were 
ranked (see Table 9) on the basis of administrator and
E
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TAELE 9
TOP 20 STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS 
RANKED BY MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS 
ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING AS PER­
CEIVED UY ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS 





















INI 1 2 3 4 c G
701 Showing the students 
they care about them 
as people
285 5.7157 1 0 o M ° 340 L26G
207 Providing a cuiriculum 
that meets the 
school's purpose
234 5.6302 I g o : :ri -i.,0 1 I 28
125 Addressing the needs 285 5.6210 3 0 2 6 5G 350 1108





713 Showing a personal 
caring interest in 
each stucent
308 Providing an all-round 
guality educational 
program for the bene­
fit of the students
702 Developing a total 
school program to 
whicn the students are 
proud to belong
301 Helping students to 
develop their abili­
ties to their highest 
potential
704 Taking the time to 
listen to students
716 Setting a positive 










209 Believing that "We are 284 5 .5528
an effective school"
208 Leing proud of the 284 5.5176






4 4 4 90 10 38
40 490 1050
48 470 1C C 2
4 4 4 70 10 56 
72 430 1050
I























INI 1 2 3 4 - 6
60 3 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
• completing school 
with demonstrated 
skill in using 
written and spoken 
English
282 5.5035 12 0 4 'J 52 500 990
7 L 4 Scveloping meaningful 
relationships in stu­
dents by teaching them 
to be caring toward 
others
2 8 3 5 . 5000 13 0 0 64 335 960
305 helping students take 
responsibility for 
their actions as they 
learn self-discipline
282 5.4929 14 0 0 "i 5 6 560 9 30
720 dandling behavior 
corrections in a way 
that avoids humilia­
tion
234 5.4894 15 0 0 " 100 445 19CS
'03 Frequently praising 
students foe ;obs well 
done
2 8 5 5.4877 16 0 0 0 84 520 960
3Ub Making clear to stu­
dents how they are 
expected to behave
282 5.4822 17 0 2 6 1 8 540 9 3C
7 2 S Providing an environ­
ment that causes stu­
dents to like to come 
to school
283 5.4305 18 0 0 0 68 565 9 18
719 Handling behavior 
corrections in a way 
that indicates firm 
disapproval of mis­
behavior yet gives 
supportive help to the 
student to master the 
problem
284 5.4788 19 0 0 3 80 525 948
302 Communicating regular­
ly with parents:
* keeping them in­
formed about their 
students' progress
282 5.4787 20 0 0 3 100 470 972
¥
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teacher ratings on how they perceived the strategies were 
important to quality schooling. The findings were based 
on responses from administrators and teachers within the 
49 Schools.
The top 20 strategies considered for their 
importance to quality schooling, showed an even greater 
emphasis for student-oriented emphasis than for the top 20 
strategies perceived to be used within the 49 exemplary 
schools. Student-oriented emphasis for importance to 
quality schooling included 14 strategies (see items 701, 
125, 713, 301, 704, 716, 208, 714, 305, 720, 708, 306,
728, and 719 in Table 9).
The findings for importance to quality schooling 
showed that one strategy (item 603 ) was added to the same 
four program-oriented strategies identified for use in the 
schools. But for the parent/community-oriented emphasis, 
only one strategy (item 802) was included in the top 20 
strategies when consideration was given to importance of 
the strategies for quality schooling.
Of the 14 student-oriented strategies relating to 
importance to quality schooling, nine were focused on 
attitudes and relationships, and five (items 305, 720,
708, 306, and 719) were related to discipline. Of the 
nine emphasizing attitudes and relationships, the six that 
were repeated were:
701 Showing the students they care about them as 
people
E
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125 Addressing the needs of the whole child . . .
713 Shov/ing a personal caring interest in each 
student
704 Taking the time to listen to students
716 Setting a positive example for the students to 
follow
205 3eing proud of the school's and students' 
successes.
The three strategies rated as important that had not been 
included among those perceived to be used within the 
schools were:
301 Helping students to develop their abilities to 
their highest potential
— ranked 7 for importance to quality
schooling but 54 for use in schools (see 
Table 10)
"*05 Helping students take responsibility for their 
actions as they learn self-discipline
— ranked 14 for importance to quality
schooling but 50 for use in schools
714 Developing meaningful relationships in students 
by teaching them to be caring toward others
— ranked 13 for importance to quality
schooling but 46 for use in schools.
The large discrepancy of rank between importance
and use for item 301 was not expected, and is a finding of
educational importance that is worthy of further research
Similarly, items 305 and 714 show considerable variation
in rank, and are two more items worthy of further study.
^-The focus of this dissertation was on the top 
20 strategies. For identifying other strategies with wide
E
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TABLE 10
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN RANKED WEIGHTED SCORES OF 
THE TOP 20 STRATEGIES ON IMPORTANCE (I) TO 
QUALITY SCHOOLING AND THE RATINGS OF THE SANE 
STRATEGIES FOR EXTENT OF THEIR USE (U) WITHIN 
THE SCHOOLS, AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS 
AND TEACHERS IN THE 49 SCHOOLS
I tern 
No.
I tern Rar c 
I U
Dif f . 
I-U
701 Showing the students they care about 
them as people
1X 2 - 1
207 Providing a curriculum that meets the 
school's purpose
2 12 -10
125 Addressing the needs of the whole 
chi Id--(i.e ., spiritual, mo.al, intel­
lectual, social, physical, aesthetic, 
cultural...)
3 1G .5 - 7.5
713 Showing a personal caring interest m  
each student
4 5 - 1
3 C 6 Providing an all-round quality educa­
tional program for the benefit of the 
s tudents
5 4 * 1
702 Developing a total school program to 
which the students are proud to belong
6 13 - 7
301 Helping students to develop their 
abilities to their highest potential
7 54 -47
704 Taking the time to listen to students 8 6 + 2
716 Setting a positive example for the 
students to follow
g 14 - 5
209 Believing that "We are an effective 
schoo1"
10 3 * 7
aif ferences in rank between importance and use in schoo 1 £
and tnat are of particular educational importance , see
Table 46, Appendix C-.
r
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T ABLE 10— Continued
Item 
Mo.




208 Being proud of the school's and stu­
dents' successes
11 1 + 10
603 Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing school with demon­
strated skill in using written 
and spoken English
12 35.5 -23.5
714 Developing meaningful relationships 
in students by teaching them to be 
caring toward others
13 46 -33
305 Helping students take responsibility 
for their actions as they learn self- 
discipline
14 50 -36
720 Handling behavior corrections in a 
way that avoids humiliation
15 21 - 6
7C8 Frequently praising students for 
jobs 11 done
16 22 “ o
306 Making clear to students how they are 
expected to behave
17 18 - 1
728 Providing an environment that causes 
students to like to come to school
13 26.5 - 3.5
719 Handling behavior corrections in a 
way that indicates firm disapproval 
of misbehavior yet gives supportive 
help to the student to master the 
problem
19 41 -22
302 Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about their 
students' progress
20 8 + 12
r
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The five program-oriented strategies were repeats 
in emphasis for all three areas except for the extra item 
(503) included in section (b)--(a) attitude (item 209);
(b) breadth of the program with student focus (items 808, 
702, and 603); and !c) curriculum, with fccus on school 
mission or purpose (item 207).
An unexpected drop in parent/community-empnasis 
for the top 20 strategies showed up with only one item 
being included when consideration for importance to 
quality schooling was considered. Student-oriented 
emphasis had captured most of the change when faculty qave 
consideration to their ratings for importance to quality 
schooling.
The top ranking strategy for importance to quality 
schcoling--"Showing the students they care about them as 
people"— was rated "very highly" or "extremely highly" by 
97.9 percent of all respondents. The second highest 
ranking strategy for importance to quality schooling—  
"Providing a curriculum that meets the school's purpose"-- 
was rated "very highly" or "extremely highly" by 97.2 
percent of all respondents.
Table 11 shows the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness regarding importance to quality schooling as 
they relate to the eight categories for school- 
effectiveness characteristics. Whereas only five 
categories were included within the top 20 strategies 
perceived to be used within the 49 exemplary schools, the
E  - sftav.
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TABLE 11
THE TOP 20 SCHOOL-EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES FOR 
IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING, AS THEY 
RELATE TO THE EIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 
FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS







125 Addressing the needs of the whole 
child— (i.e., spiritual, moral, 




2 0 7 Providing a curriculum that meets 
the school's purpose
2 5.6302
209 Believing that "We are an effective 
school"
10 5 . 5523
2 0 S Being proud of the school's and 
students ' successes
Expectations
11 5 . 5176
301 Helping students to develop their 
abilities to their highest potential
7 5.5744
305 Helping students take responsibility 
for their actions as they learn 
seIf-discip 1ine
14 5 . 4929
306 Making clear to students how they 17 5.4822
are expected to behave 
Tj.me on Task
No item included for this characteristic 
Monitoring
No item included for this characteristic
E











60 3 Providing learning opportunities 
for:
* completing school with demon­




701 Shoving the students they care 
about them as people
1 5.7157
713 Showing a personal caring interest 
in each student
4 5.6161
702 Developing a total school program 
to which the students are proud to 
be long
6 5.5915
704 Taking time to listen to students 8 5.5739
716 Setting a positive example for the 
students to follow
9 5.5649
714 Developing meaningful relationships 
in students by teaching them to be 
caring toward others
13 5.5000
720 Handling behavior corrections in a 
way that avoids humiliation
15 5.4394
708 Frequently praising students for 
jobs well done
16 5.4 3 77
723 Providing an environment that causes 
students to like to come to school
13 5.4805
719 Handling behavior corrections in a 19 5.4733
way that indicates firm disapproval 
of misbehavior yet gives supportive 
help to the student to master the 
crcblem
E
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TABLE 11— Continued







808 Providing an all-round quality 
educational program for the benefit 
of the students
5 5 .6120
802 Communicating regularly with parents •
* keeping them informed about 
their students' progress
20 5.4737
ratings by administrators and teachers for the importance 
to quality schooling showed their perceptions extended one 
category further when importance to quality schooling was 
considered. The extra category was Basic Skills, with 
one strategy focusing on language skills.
Table 11 clearly shows that school climate was 
considered a very important area by teachers and 
administrators in the exemplary schools.
The findings for the top 20 strategies for 
school effectiveness as they related to ratings on 
importance to quality schooling emphasized student- 
oriented strategies regarding attitudes, relationships, 
and discipline more frequently than for program- and 
parent-related emphases.
P
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Data Relating to Schoo1-Effoctiveness Strategies 
for Ratings on Use within Schools Added to 
Ratings on Importance to Quality Schooling
In this section the mean weighted scores
represented the addition of ratings on extent of use
witnin the school to ratings on importance to quality
schooling. The mean weighted scores from combining the
scores on both scales were ranked and the top 20 were
thus identified. The reason for combining these ratings
was to identify the key strategies that were included in a
high use/high importance bracket rather than high use/low
importance, low use/high importance, or low use/low
importance. The purpose of this exercise was to identify
the 20 "high,high" strategies for study within selected
schools. Data for this segment of the study are described
unrier finomgs to question 6 as outlined in chapter 7.
The analysis for identifying the top 20 strategies
for high use/high importance was done for the total 135
items of the QSIPS instrument, disregarding the eight
categories for school-effectiveness characteristics (see
Table 45, Appendix G).
Findings Relating to Ratings of Importance to 
Quality Schooling Added to Ratings for Use 
within the Schools
Question 3
Which 20 key strategies for effectiveness rank 
highest when ratings on their extent of use within the 
school added to ratings on importance to quality 
schooling are considered together, without regard for 
the eight categories of effectiveness cnaracteristics?
IT
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Table 12 identifies the top 20 ranked strategies 
for effectiveness based on their mean weighted scores 
obtained from adding the ratings of extent of use within 
the schools iScale A) to ratings for importance to quality 
schooling (Scale B). The top rankings provided those 
strategies whose mean weighted scores represented high 
use/high importance for those strategies as perceived by 
she administrators and teachers 'who responded from the 49 
Sc .too Is.
As was to be expected, there was considerable 
overlap of these 20 strategies when compared with the top 
20 for Scale A and Scale B. The overlap included 17 of 
the top 20 strategies relating to use in school, and 15 of 
the top 20 relating to importance to duality schooling.
Of these, 12 were common to all three lists— items 701, 
208, 3 0 G , 209, 713, 704, 207, 125, 702, 7 15 , 302, and 306. 
rive others were in the ranking cot use in school, but not 
in the ranking for importance to quality school ir.g--3 06 , 
314, 131, 707, SOI. Three others from the top 20 
strategies for importance to quality schooling made up the 
balance of the 20 top strategies for the ’J+I or high 
use/high importance ranking— 720, 708, and 72S. See 
Table 12 for the data relating to each of the above- 
mentioned items for the high use/high importance ranking.;
m
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TABLE 12
TOP 20 STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS 
RANKED BY MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS 
ON EXTENT OF THEIR USE WITHIN 49 EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS ADDED TO RATINGS 
ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING AS PER­

























1 a 3 4 5
■"Il Showing the students 
'-hoy care about them 
as people
570 5.1491 1 9 0 13 14 9 825 2172
209 Being proud of the 
school's and students' 
successes
569 5.4911 2 0 4 2 7 176 330 2032
900 Providing an all-round 
quality educational 
program for the bene­
fit of the students
562 5 . 4 572 3 ■ 4 30 192 23C 2010
209 Believing that '"We are 
an effective school”
568 5.4454 0 6 13 180 979 19 14
. 13 Showing a personal 
caring interest m  
each student
563 5.1119 5 0 2 27 244 935 1366
'04 Taking m e  time to 
listen to students
568 3.3S39 'j 0 4 2 >3 970 1312
207 Providing a curriculum 
that meets the 
school's purpose
568 5.3707 7 0 0 224 1045 1712
125 Addressing the needs 
of the whole child'­




570 5.3754 3 0 6 24 296 360 1370
702 Developing a total 
school program to 
wmch the students are 
proud to belong
569 5 . 3550 g 0 4 39 243 9 90 1776
710 Setting a positive 
example for the stu­
dents to follow
569 5.3350 10 0 0 30 264 1080 1 0 o 2
302 Communicating regular­
ly with parents:
* keeping them in­
formed aoout tneir 
students' progress
564 5.3191 11 J 4 2 4 200 1010 1662
r




















e 1 y 
Hiuh
iN' 1 2 2 4 5 6
306 Encouraging parents 
and community members 
to support the school 
financially
562 5.2953 12 1 6 51 272 960 1686
31-4 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
* uncxcused absences 559 5.2030 j 2 0 6 54 260 1010 1626
306 Making clear to stj- 
dents how they are 
expected to behave
5 64 5.2730 14 0 6 51 304 1035 1573
'20 Handling behavior 
corrections in a way 
that avoids humilia­
tion
567 5.2680 15 0 4 45 36 4 900 1674
708 Frequently praising 
students for jobs well 
ione
570 5.2666 16 9 2 5 1 296 1075 1578
131 3emg ready to help 
students outside of 
:1aso time
570 5.2649 k / 0 4 4 2 238 1125 1542
707 Engendering respect 
for school property by 
keeping it attractive­
ly maintained (e.g.. 
free of graffiti, free 
of vandalism, free of 
incomplete repairsl
570 5.2649 18 1 2 72 284 900 1662
501 communicating regular­
ly with parents:
* keeping them in­
formed about the 
school program
564 5.2464 19 0 6 48 303 1055 1542
728 Providing an environ­
ment that causes stu­
dents to like to come 
to school
564 5.2411 20 1 4  21 352 1120 1458
r
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Data Relating to jtrategies for Effectiveness as
They Are Represented within the Eight Categories 
for School-Ef£ectiveness Characteristics
Since the research literature supported each 
schcol-effectiveness characteristic iseo Appendix E) , the 
identification of the top strategy for each, schocl- 
effectiveness category would provide what tne 
administrators and teachers of the exemplary private 
schools perceived were the key strategies of educational 
importance to them for these characteris tics. Ranking of 
the mean weighted scores within each category for both use 
in the schools and importance to quality schooling, 
provided the data for the following findings.
Findings Relating to the Top Strategy for School 
Effectiveness within Eacn of the Eight Schocl- 
Effectiveness Characteristics
Question 4
Which key strategy for effectiveness ranks highest 
for each of the eight categories of effectiveness 
characteristics, first, for ratings on extent of use 
within the school, and second, for ratings on 
importance to quality schooling?
Table 13 outlines the top strategy perceived to be 
used within the -49 Schools, for each of the eight 
categories of schcol-effectiveness characteristics. For 
the first category of leadership, two strategies tied for 
toe ranking position, and hence both have been listed.
Table 14 outlines the top strategy lor strategies) 
perceived to be important tc quality schooling by the 
selected faculty cf the 49 Schools, for eacn of the eight
r
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TABLE 13
THE TOP STRATEGY (OR STRATEGIES) FOR EFFECTIVE­
NESS FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATING TO 
EXTENT OF USE WITHIN THE 49 SCHOOLS AS PER­










ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW LEADERSHIP 
QUALITIES BY:
125 Addressing the needs of the whole child—  
(i.e., spiritual, moral, intellectual, 
social, physical, aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
5 .1298
131 3eing ready to help students outside of 5 .1293
class time 
MISSION
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW COMMITMENT 
TO THE SCHOOL’S MISSION (PURPOSE) BY:
203 Being proud of the school's and students' 5.4647
successes
EXPECTATIONS
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS DEMONSTRATE 
THEIR EXPECTATIONS BY:
314 Communicating promptly to parents when a 
student is beginning to develop a pattern 
of:
* unexcused absences 5.1582
r












ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW CONCERN 
FOR TIME ON TASK BY:
405 Starting and ending class periods on time 
MONITORING
TEACHERS PRACTICE PROPER MONITORING 3Y:
4.9574
t G 6 Measuring student progress often 
BASIC SKILLS
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS DEVELOP BASIC 
SKILLS D Y :
4.9647
603 Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing school with demonstrated 




ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS CREATE A POSITIVE 
LEARNING CLIMATE BY:




ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS HELP PARENTS AND 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS SHOW COMMITMENT TO THE 
SCHOOL BY:
308 Providing an all-round quality educational 
program for the benefit of the students
5.3024
r
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TABLE 14
THE TOP STRATEGY (OR STRATEGIES) FOR EFFECTIVE­
NESS FOR EACH OF THE EIGHT CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS AND RELATING TO 
IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING AS PERCEIVED 
BY ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS WITHIN THE 
4 9 SCHOOLS
Mean




ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW LEADERSHIP 
QUALITIES BY:
125 Addressing tne needs of the whole child-- 5.6210
(i.e., spiritual, moral, intellectual, 
social, physical, aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
MISSION
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW COMMITMENT 
TO THE SCHOOL'S MISSION (PURPOSE) BY:
207 Providing a curriculum that meets the 5.6302
school's purpose
EXPECTATIONS
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS DEMONSTRATE 
THEIR EXPECTATIONS BY:
301 Helping students to develop their abilities 5.5744
to their highest potential
TIME ON TASK
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW CONCERN 
FOR TIME ON TASK BY:
402 Devoting high proportions of class time to 5.3450
active learning activities involving teacher/ 
student interaction
r









TEACHERS PRACTICE PROPER MOM ITORIMG BY:
504 Asking frequent questions to see if students 5.3433 
understand the work
505 Using positive reinforcement rather than 5.3438
negative te.g., reward and acceptance,
rather than punishment, rejection, fear of 
failure, etc.)
BASIC SKILLS
ADMIUISTRATORS AMD TEACHERS DEVELOP BASIC 
SKILLS IM STUDENTS BY:
603 Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing schooi with demonstrated I .5035
skill in using written and spoken 
English
CLIMATE
ADMINISTRATORS AMD TEACHERS CREATE A POSITIVE 
LEARN'I MG CLIMATE BY:
701 Showing the students they care about them 5.7157
as people
PARENT .’CO'',MUM ITY PART ICI PAT ION
ADMINISTRATORS AMD TEACHERS HELP PARENTS AND 
COMMUNITY MEMBERS SHOE' COMMITMENT TO THE 
SCHOOL BY:
303 Providing an all-round quality educational 5.6120
program for the benefit of the students
F
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categories of school-effectiveness characteristics.
For category five— monitoring— two strategies tied for 
first ranking and both have been listed.
Comparison of Tables 13 and 14 shows that one item 
was the same for extent of use in school, and for 
importance to quality schooling for each of four 
categories of school-effectiveness characteristics:
1. For the characteristic of Leadership, item
1 2 5 -
Administrators and teachers show leadership qualities 
by:
Addressing the needs of the whole child . . . .
This finding supported reports by Howard (1985) and the 
1985 National Catholic Educational Association study 
directed by Yeager. Item 131— "Being ready to help 
students outside of class time"— tied with item 125 above 
for use within the schools (see Table 27, Appendix F) , 
supported reports by Beatty (1984) and Wayson et al.
(1982). But it ranked in eighth place for importance to 
quality schooling out of the 35 items for that category 
(see Table 35, Appendix F).
2. For the characteristic Basic Skills, item
6 0 3 -
Administrators and teachers develop basic skills in 
students by:
Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing school with demonstrated skill in using 
written and spoken English.
K
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This finding supported reports by Boyer (1983), and two 
studies at the national level (NCEE, 1983; U.S. Department 
of Education, 1986).
3. For the characeristic C 1imate, item 701 —
Administrators and teachers create a positive learning 
climate by:
Showing the students they care about them as people. 
This finding adds to the wide body of support for this 
strategy relating to school effectiveness and 
characteristics of good schools (Beatty, 1984; Corcoran & 
Wilson, 1985; Glasser, 1969; Goodlad, 1984; Hannaway & 
Abramowitz, 1985; Jackson, 1984; Levine, Levine, &
Eubanks, 1984; Lightfoot, 1983; Purkey & Smith, 1985;
Wynne, 1981) .
4. For the characteristic Parent/Community
Participation, item 8 0 8--
Administrators and teachers help parents and community 
members show commitment to the school by:
Providing an all-round quality educational program for 
the benefit of the students.
This finding supported reports by Beatty (1984) and
Hannaway and Abramowitz (1985).
A close study of each of the remaining four
categories revealed the following comparisons. For the
characteristic Mission, regarding use in the schoo.s,
commitment to the school's mission was perceived to be
shown by an attitude of being proud of the successes of
both the school and the students, a strategy that
t
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supported a report within the study of the U.S. Department 
of Education (1986). But, when importance to quality 
schooling was considered, the focus was on the provision 
of a curriculum that met the school's purpose, a finding 
that supported the reports by Howard (1985), the National 
Catholic Educational Association study (1985), and the Phi 
Delta Kappa study (Wayson et al., 1982). It cannot be 
said that curriculum provision was not being met by the 
schools in practice, as the faculty perceived their 
schools. Rather, the attitude of being proud about 
successes rated more highly as a demonstration of 
commitment to the school's mission by the faculty than 
the provision of a purpose-related curriculum, which 
ranked third for use within the schools (see Table 28, 
Append ix F ).
In the third category of school-effectiveness 
characteristics— Expectations— the item ranking top for 
use was a very specific one that involved communicating to 
parents regarding a student's unexcused absence pattern. 
This finding supported the U.S. Department of Education's 
study (1986) report that refers to this strategy. But 
for the perceptions of the faculty regarding importance to 
quality schooling, the strategy that rated number one was
*5 n 1 .
1  u c  l i t  J U l .
Administrators and teachers demonstrate their 
expectations by:
Helping students to develop their abilities to their 
highest potential.
r
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The importance of this strategy added to the number of 
studies that highlight it as a contributor to school 
effectiveness 'Beatty, 1984; Boyer, 1983; Howard, 1955; 
Murphy s, Hallinger, 1985; NCEE, 1983; Wayson et al.,
1982).
For its rating on use within the school, item 301 
ranked 13 for the 24-item category. It was this item that 
ranked 7 on the overall 135 items of the QGIPS for 
importance, but took rank 54 for use within the schools. 
This finding has definite need for further study. Why did 
it rank so high for importance but so far down the list 
for actual practice? The answer to this question was not 
provided by the data available in the present study.
For the fourth category of school-effectiveness
characteristics, the showing of faculty concern for
Time on Task was by "starting and ending class periods on
time" (item 405), provided support for similar findings by
Rutter et al. (1979), Squires, Huitt, and Segars (n.d.),
and Stallings (1981b). This strategy was perceived as the
top ranking strategy used within the school for category
four. But for importance to quality schooling, item 402
ranked first— (see Table 38, Appendix F):
Administrators and teachers show concern for time on 
task by:
Devoting high proportions of class time to active 
learning activities involving teacher/student 
interaction.
This finding supported the work by Stallings (1981a;
r
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1981b) and focused on what Sparks and Sparks (1984) 
identified as "engaged time" or time within the class 
session when the student is actively involved with the 
learning procedure; whereas, strategy 405 concerned 
starting and ending class periods on time and related to 
"allocated time." Allocated time may be 45 minutes per 
class period, but "engaged time" is regularly only part of 
this allocated time— thus, the placing of item 402 at 
rank one fcr importance supported the position taken by 
Sparks and Sparks. For use within the 49 Schools, 
strategy 402 ranked eighth within this 10-item category 
(see Table 30, Appendix F), an indication that the faculty 
perceived its use to be much less than its importance for 
showing concern for time on task when compared with the 
other items.
The last of the eight categories in this 
comparison was Monitoring. The strategy ranking first 
place for use within the school was item 506—
Teachers practice proper monitoring by:
Measuring student progress often.
It supported the findings of a number of studies (Edmonds, 
1979; NCEE, 1983; Rosenshine, 1979; Stallings, 1981b; U.S. 
Department of Education, 1986). But when the faculty of 
the 49 Schools rated their perceptions for importance to 
guality schooling, two items (504 and 505) took equal 
place ahead of the item relating to frequency of measuring 
student progress. The two items were:
r
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Teachers practice proper monitoring by:
Asking frequent questions to see if students 
understand the work
Using positive reinforcement rather than negative 
(e.g., reward and acceptance, rather than punishment, 
rejection, fear of failure, etc.).
The first of these two supported the findings of Mackenzie
(1983), Squires, Huitt, and Segars (n.d.), and the U.S.
Department of Education study (1986). The second
supported findings by several researchers (Jackson, 1984;
McDill, Myers, & Rigsby, 1967; Purkey & Smith, 1985;
Wayson et al., 1982; Wynne, 1981). Whereas strategy
506— "Measuring student progress often"— ranked one on
use, for importance to quality schoolina it ranked sixth
out of the eight items for that category.
The content of the strategy statements for the two 
which ranked first place in importance to quality 
schooling suggested that the teachers perceived that the 
measuring of student progress should give way to the 
importance of the day-to-day interaction of the teachers 
with the students. This observation ties in with the 
finding relating to Time on Task in which strategy 402 
stressed the importance to quality schooling of the 
teacher/student interaction factor. It is important 
educationally to note that although there was a 
displacement of importance for the item relating to 
measuring of student progress often, the displacement was 
relatively small when mean weighted scores were compared
r
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for the ratings on importance to quality schooling-- 
Items 504 and 505 —  5.3433 
Item 506 -- 5.2245
The difference here was very minimal, but the shift in 
educational emphasis between use in the schools and what 
the faculty perceived to be more important, based on the 
ranking of the items, was an educational difference worthy 
of note.
Data Relating to Ranking of Categories of 
School Effectiveness
In this section the data outline the order of 
importance that the faculty of the 49 Schools placed on 
each of the eight characteristics of school effectiveness. 
The ranking was based on the calculation of the means of 
the mean weighted scores for the strategies within each 
category of school-effectiveness characteristics. The 
analysis presents findings for two sets of data, first, 
for perceived use within the 49 Schools, and second, 
for perceived importance to quality schooling.
Findings Showing the Ranked Importance of 
the Eight Categories for School Effec­
tiveness for Their Perceived Use within 
the 49 Schools and for Their Perceived 
Importance to Quality Schooling
Question 5
In what order of importance are the eight 
categories of school-effectiveness characteristics 
ranked?
Table 15 shows the ranked importance of the eight
w
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T A p LE 15
RANKINGS OF THE FIGHT CATEGGPI MS FOR SCHCCL- 
EFFECTI7ENESS CHARACTERISTICS FOP. USE WITHIN 
THE 49 SCHOOLS AMD FOR I ".PORTARCH TO TEAL ITT 
SCHOOLING AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS
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categories of school-effectiveness characteristics as 
perceived by administrators and teachers within the 49 
Schools. The ranks for both use within the schools and 
importance to quality schooling were based on means of the 
mean weighted scores within each category for Scale A 
fCxtent of use within the school) and for Scale E 
'Importance to quality schooling).
The difference in rank displacement was minimal 
for all categories when the results of Scales A and B wore 
ccmoared, except for the category of Sasic Skills which, 
moved from eighth position for use within the scr.cc is 
■Scale A. to second position for importance to quality
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schooling (Scale B). And the characteristic of Climate 
moved into first place for importance to quality schooling.
The top three characteristics for use within the 
schools— Parent/Community Participation, Climate, and 
Mission— remained in the top bracket of four for 
importance to quality schooling, with a slight 
rearrangement of ranking but with the major shift of Basic 
Skills being inserted at second place.
Summary
This chapter has outlined the data for questions 1 
to 5 of the research. It has included ranking of the top 
20 strategies for effectiveness for use within the 49 
Schools, and the top 20 strategies for effectiveness for 
their importance to quality schooling, as pervceived by 
selected administrators and teachers in those schools.
By analyzing high ratings together for both use 
within the schools and consideration for importance to 
quality schooling, the top 20 strategies for effectiveness 
were identified for the purpose of studying these within 
the answer to question 6 of the study. The findings for 
this part of the study are outlined in chapter 7.
The fourth section of this chapter outlined the 
top key strategy (or strategies) for each of the eight 
school-effectiveness characteristics for use within 
the schools and for importance to quality schooling.
The final section gave the overall findings of
K
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perceptions of the administrators and teachers of the 4S 
Sc.ncols by ranking the means of the mean weighted scores 
for use within the schools and importance to quality 
schooling for each of tne eight categories of school 
sffectiveness characteristics--Leadership; Mission; 
expectations; Time on Task; Monitoring; Basic Skills; 
Biimate: and Parent Community Participation.
r
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C HAPTER 7
IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURES FOR THE TOP 20 
STRATEGIES WITHIN SELECTED EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
This chapter outlines how administrators and 
teachers perceived the implementation of 20 top school- 
ef fectiveness strategies within their schools. The top 20 
strategies for this section of the study were those 
identified in chapter 6, Table 12.
The findings are described as case studies. They 
fell now the faculty in each school perceived the 
strategies were implemented within their school. Data 
from student interviews and the 1985 Site Visit Reports 
('Washington, D.C., 1984-35) provided validating data for
the faculty responses.
By applying the predetermined criteria for 
selection of schools and the procedure for clustering the 
top 20 strategies as outlined in chapter 4, the 
researcher selected six schools to visit for interviewing 
the principal, the assistant principal, four teachers who 
had been in the school for three years or more, and four 
senior students who had attended for three years.
179
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The Results of the Clustering of the 
To d 20 Strategies
The top 20 strategies for school effectiveness,
icentified under question 3 in chapter 6, were clustered
into groupings on a rational basis of closely related
emphases according to the content of each strategy
itemized, as described in chapter 4. This procedure
resulted in the eight strategy groupings outlined in Table
16. Means for each of these groupings were obtained for
each of the 49 Schools and applied to the criteria for
selection of schools for interviewing.
The Schools Identified for Interviewing 
Relating to Implementation of the 
Strategy Grouping's)
The six schools, numbered 1 to 6, which met
the selection criteria for each of the strategy groupings
to be studied, are listed below with the strategy
grouping(s) identified by the selection procedure for
interviewing within each school. See Table 16 for
identifying which of the top 20 strategies were included
in the grouping(s) allocated to each school.^"
School 1: Strategy Groupings 1, 6, and 3
School 2 : Strategy Grouping 2
School 3: Strategy Grouping 3
^See Appendix H for the interview procedure and 
outline of questions within each strategy grouping asked 
of each person interviewed.
r
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TA2LE 16
THE 20 TOP RAWK I EG STRATEGIES OF THE QUALITY 
SCHOOLS i::nEE FOR private schools clustered
EY EATICHAL GROUPIEG OF THE ITERS HA,';h e d EY
YEAH WEIGHTED SCCR E3 3AS ED OH’ EAT 13’ Q 3 0 I!
EXTEHT GF USE ADEED TO HATIHGS Oil
IHPGRTAHCE TO <2UALITY SCHOOLIHG AS
PERCEIVED 3Y AEH.IH ISTRATORS A'• o
TEACHERS IH 49 EHEHPLARY PEIYA1 r rL ̂4
5 ECGHDA.RY SCHOOLS
Item .'lean
Ho. V.'eighted Rank I tern
Score
Group 1: Strategies Related tc 
Personal Caring for Students and 
Their Individual Heeds
701 5.54S1 1 Showing the students they eare about
them as people.
712 5.4 119 5 Showing a personal caring interest i:
each student.
704 5.3333 6 Taking time to listen to students.
125 5.3754 3 Addressing the needs of the wncio
child i.e., spiritual, moral,
intellectual, social, physical, 
aes the t ic , cul cura 1 , etc.:.
121 5.2649 17 Eeing ready tc help students outside
of class time.
3roup 2: Strategies Relate:
Faculty Attitudes and Reliefs about 
Their School:
5.4911 2 Eeing proud of the school's and
students' successes.
5.4454 4 Relieving that "He are an affective
scnoc1."
[
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TABLE 16--Cor.tinued
Item Mean
To. Weighted Ear.;: Item
Score
Group 3 : Strategies Delated to 
Quality Procramming:
3 03 5.4572 3 Providing an all-round quality
educational program for the benefit 
of the students.
207 5.3767 7 Providing a curriculum that meets the
school's purpose.
125 5.3754 3 Addressing the needs of the whole
child— :i.e., spiritual, moral, 
intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic,cultural, etc.:.
702 5.3=50 9 Developing a total school program to
Wi-uch the students are proud to 
be 1 era .
Group 4 : Strategy Delated to Faculty 
Example:
715 5.3356 10 Setting a positive example for the
students tc follow.
Group 5 : Strategies Delated to 
SchoolParent Communication:
302 5.3 191 11 Communicating regularly with parents
* Keeping them informed about thei: 
students' grogress.
306 5.29 53 12 Encouraging parents and community
members to support the school 
financially.
314 5.2830 13 Communicating promptly to parents
when a student is beginning tc 
develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences.
w
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16--Continued
Item Mean
He . weighted Rank I tern
Score
Group 5--Continued
5.2464 19 Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about the 
school program.
;rouD 6: Strategies Related
Discipline
206 5.2730 14 Making clear to students how they are
expected to behave.
720 5.2630 15 Handling behavior corrections in a
v:ay that avoids humiliation.
TOC 5.2666 15 Frequently praising students for jobs
v/ell done.
Group 7: Strategy Related to 
Promoting Respect for School Plant 
and Property:
707 5.2649 17 engendering respect for school
property by keeping it attractively 
maintained ;e.g., free of graffiti, 
tree of vandalism, free of incomplete 
repairsi.
Group 5: Strategy Related to Student 
Attitude to School Environment
723 5.24 11 20 Providing an environment that causes
students to like to come to school.
F
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School 4 : Strategy Grouping 4
Schoo1 5 : Strategy Grouping 5
School 6 : Strategy Grouping 7.
School 1 
The School Environment 
School 1 was set in a suburban environment and 
drew its 113 students from a 60-mile radius. As a sc.nool 
for exceptional children, the principal reported in 1934 
that it addressed the needs of "behaviorally, 
psychologically, multiply impaired children" using a team 
approach which "simultaneously addresses psychological, 
emotional, academic, medical, motor and vocational needs 
while providing much needed nurturance and a safe place to 
act on conflict generated from years of deprivation as a 
result of environmental conditions" ('Washington, D.C., 
1984-85). The Site Visit Report of 1985 confirmed the 
report of the principal as a "comprehensive, systematic 
program for helping the multiply disabled." To understand 
how this school environment had provided its help, it was 
necessary to understand the basic philosophy of the 
schoo1.
The Philosophy of the School 
The detailed philosophy of the school focused on 
two major systems of operation. The FUSION (Formulated 
Unification, Synchronization, Integration, and 
Orchestration of Needs Process; system which has
f
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Communication as its central operational mode, and the 
APEX i.Assimilated Personal Enrichment Experiences Therapy) 
system which has Consistency as its central 
operational mode. These two systems 'were outlined in 
summary chart form on the principal’s office wall and 
included the following methodologies for each system.
The FUS ION System
The principal explained that t.ne FUSION system 
functioned within the school environment to facilitate 
management. He stated that each new staff member was 
trained in each aspect of the FUSION system. It was very 
much a part of the operation of the school and its 
effectiveness. It included the components set out below. 
The percentages indicated a proportional contribution of 
the use of each component of the FUST UN system within the 
management process. The components were:
1. Pseudo far.ilial a .mosphere (13%)
2. Nurturance Process (9%)
3. Quality of Relationships (9%)
4. Personnel Recruitment and
Selection Process (9%)
5. Generic Supervisory Frocess (9%'.
6. Organizationa 1 Culture (8%)
7. Leadership (7%)
3. Fluid Infrastructural Boundaries (6%)
9. Conflict Resolution (6%i
r
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10 . Role Diffusion (6%)
11. Process of Meetings 161)
12 . Detail Management (4%)
13 . Information Distribution '3 V-
14 . Public Relations and Protocol (3%)
15 . Cleaning and Organization ( 2%) .
The administrator and faculty integrated the
FUSION system with the APEX system to produce a total 
functional philosophy that enabled the school to meet the 
individual needs of the students in a personal, caring, 
and loving psycho-educational environment.
iiitj APCX 3’/5tc.m
The principal described the APEX system as a 
series of methodologies that the faculty used to 
therapeutically treat the multiply-disabled children who 
made up the school's population. The children included 
those who were physically handicapped, and those who were 
behavioria11y , emotionally, and psychologically disturbed. 
Both the principal and staff members made it clear that 
the educational program was integrated with the therapy 
program, but gave way to the therapy program whenever an 
issue or incident arose that called for therapy. As one 
teacher said, "Unless the child is therapeutically cared 
for, the academic can't happen." Examples of therapeutic 
need commentec on by faculty were pulling hair, hitting 
another child, or a social problem that was troubling the
e:
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chi ld--such as what happened at home that morning.
The methodologies induced within the APEX therapy 
system were also summarized on a chart on the principal's 
office wall. The methodologies included the components 
outlined below. The percentages indicated a proportional 
contribution of the use of each component within the APT:: 
therapy system. This APEX therapy system was perceived as 
the crux of the operational philosophy between staff and 
stuce.ots .
1. Psychodynamic Resolution Process i201:
2. Guided Free Expression Techniques ilol,
3. Token Economy System and Other Dehavicral
Programming ; 151:
4. Unconditional Acceptance Differentiation of
Person from Deed.1 lCi:
3. Family and Community Involvement '71.
6. Traditional Psychotherapy 7 I
1. Affection Therapy 71.'
G. Love, Empathy, Caring, and Sincerity '31
9. Values, Morality, and Interpersonal
Interaction Training 51.
10. Direct Self-Concept Elevation Process '41,
11. Positivism and Optimism Principles '41
12. First Maine Theory n,. .
Table 17 outlines the number of faculty who made 
particular reference to the 12 components of the APEX 
therapy program during the interviev/s, thereby showing the
E
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TrvDLc. x 7
REFERENCE TO COMPONENT OF APEX THERAPY EY 
FACULTY AND STUDENTS EITHER BY DIRECT 
MENTION OR BY EXAMPLE OF WHAT HAPPENS








1_ # Psychodynamic Resolution Process 6 n
2. Guided Free Expression Techniques 2 2
3. Token Economy System and Other 
Behavioral Programming 1
4. Unconditional Acceptance (Differ 
entiation of Person from Deed) 6 -
5 . Family and Community Involvement 4 i
6 . Traditional Psychotherapy - -
7 . Affection Therapy 5 i
3. Love, Empathy, Coring, and 
Sinceri ty 6 2
9 _ Values, Morality, and Interpersonal 
Interaction Training 6 -
10 . Direct Self-Concept Elevation 
Process 4 2
11. Positivism and Optimism Principles 4 -
12 . First Name Theory -
^-Throughout the interview programs in all six 
schools, interviews with adults were one-on-one, but 
interviews with students were conducted in groups of two 
students at a time.
E
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consistency that has been developed within the school in 
the process of making the philosophy a team operation 
understood by the total staff :,family."
How the Administrator and Teachers Perceived 
School 1 Implemented Strategy 
Groupings 1, 6, and 8
Strategy Grouping 1
The strategies from QSIPS investigated within
School 1 for studying strategy grouping 1 were:
701 Showing the students they care about them as 
people
713 Showing a personal caring interes*- in each 
student
704 Taking time to listen to students
125 Addressing the needs of the whole child— (i.e., 
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
131 Being ready to help students outside of class 
time.
The background understanding of the school's 
philosophy and associated methodology, as emphasized by 
the principal, was fundamental to the caring process.
When asked the question— "How do administrators and 
teachers show students they care about them as people?"-- 
tne principal emphasized three specific components of the 
operational philosophy. First, staff showed they cared 
about the students as people in the application of the 
psychodynamic resolution process in which they gave 
support and guided assistance to students to help solve 
personal problems and behavior disorders. Second, care
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was shown by the staff acting as substitute parents.
Third, care was extended by the APEX component of love, 
empathy, caring, and sincerity. Finally, he summed up 
with the comment— "All other aspects of APEX are also 
caring aspects, transmitting authoritative genuine care 
through quality positive relationship building."
The analysis of the interview responses from the 
principal, teachers, and students provided the 23 strategy 
components outlined in Table 18. The principal's 
contribution through the open-ended interview approach 
supported 17 of the 23 components. From one to five 
teachers commented on 22 of the 23 particular components 
that resulted from the analysis. The 1985 Site Visitor 
Reports (Washington, D.C., 1984-85) confirmed 14 of the
strategy components, and student-volunteered comments 
confirmed 10 components.
As a visitor to the school, the researcher 
observed the impact of the positive, caring environment 
within the first two minutes of being inside the school. 
The professional way in which the faculty consistently 
shared themselves with the students in a caring personal 
way was noticeably more positive than in the other 
schools that the researcher had visited. The tabulated 
results of the analysis for School 1 supported what 
really happened in the school, but they omitted the 
"contagious" power of the positive experience while 
it was happening. The site visitors of 19S5
K
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TABLE 13
DATA SHOWING THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY GROUPING 1
Conf irmuti ur
Coin- Mo. Faculty 'V : by--
pon- Description of Contributing Sample Faculty --------------
ent Strategy Components to Component Comments Stu- 1935
No. dents Site
(Adm. I (Tch .1 Vis.
3.
Recognizing APEX is a 
holistic philosophy
Showing a warm caring 





* APEX model is a hol­
istic model
* We care about them
* Support is the key
* All feelings are 
















* We look at each 
child as an individ-'j.
* Whole program is 
.ndividua1ized
* Whole support network -
* All staff get out­
line of each indiv­
idual program
* Point out to another 
staff member wny help 
[to childl was given
* All staff are famil­
iarized with all stu­
dent behavior prescrip­
tions
* Consistency is the 
real thing— No one 
says, "You are a bad 
boy. “
* Consistent in how 
we work together
* Consistency for stu­
dent expectations
* Who they are rather 
than behavior
* Students are amazed 
you don’t hate them
* Separate person 
from deed
* Treat student as 
worthwhile, but be- 
navior not accepted







Description of Contrlbuting 










7. Giving physical 1 
affection
5 * A hug is a positive Y •/
3. Using the psychodynamic I 
resolution process
4 * Guide them through V 
a deep rooted feeling
• Have them confront 
things that are dif­
ficult for them
V
a . Teaching values 1 3 * Sharing, manners—  
learning how to wait 
when someone can 11 
got to you right away
Y
10 . Practicing guided free 
expression
2 • Its OK to feel Y 
angry— but we help 
him come to terms 
with his own feeling
Y
' 1 Being flexible within 1 an open flexible daily 
program of operation
4 * I can bo flexible 
and take time right 
then if he needs it
12 . Acting immediately on 1 
an emotional/behavioral 
issue when it arises
4 * Break a lesson when Y 
a problem arises to 
build instant in 
stuJent i sI
13 . Taking time to listen 
to students and talk 
witr. them
*1 * That’s really what Y 
we are here for
Y
- whenever child 
wants to talk
* Unless child is ther- Y 
apeutically cared for 
academic can’t happen
-
- in small group 
situations
* Assistant runs home 
room while teacher han­
dles group of 2-4
Y
- by casually stim­
ulating a child to talk
* Casual mention of Y 
problem to student—  
capitalize on response
“
- formal complaint 
hear m g
• Formal complaint ap­
proach is in place if
-
needed— first with home 
room teacher, then with 
clinical coordinator, 
finally with principal 
if all steps are needed
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TADLE 16— Continued
Conf irmat ion
Com- Mo. Faculty (V) by—
pan- Description of Contributing Cample Faculty -------------
ont Strategy Components to Component Comments Ctu- 1985
go. dents Cite
' Adm.t iTch.1 Vis.
14. Socialising Informally • A iot of people fake 
students home/into the 
communitv/on camping 
trips
* Walk arm in arm—  
talk about what they 
did at night
improving a child’: 
se 1 f-concept
LS. Using cognitive 
modifiers
17. Rewarding compliance 
to expected behavior 
»ith positive rein­
forcement
13. Role modeling people 
behavior, interaction
* Singing sonqs with 
low function children
* ilrief contact —  react 
with them— opportun­
ities all day long
* I want to have lunch 
with you today
* Whole philosophy is '< 
geared around that 
[caring]— improvement
of self-concept
* Tell why you give a 
hug— have them say it 
- 1-. • to you
* Mice things said 
about them
* Cive tokens [a sys- V 
ten of trading for
time in gym, or toys, 
gar s, clothing, etc., 
from the trade storel
* The way we interact 
with each other as 
staff shows how we 
want them to act
19. Reing substitute 1
parents
10. Involving the family 1
21. Addressing by first name -
22. Doing positive in 1
relationship building
23. Providing nurcurance
* Staff are substitute 
parents to students
* Family involvement
* Use their first name
* Transmitting genuine 
care through quality 
positive relationship 
bui Iding
* Snower, hair, pre­
paring lunch, change 
cloth m e  etc.
E
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reported "teachers retain [ed I a freshness of approach and
cheerfulness in their dealings with students and each
other/' and the researcher's visit confirmed this to be
so. The site visitors also stated,
Failure is not in this staff's vocabulary, nor is 
punishment or anger. They have time out for students 
to gain composure and control. . . . Constant good- 
behavior reinforcement, smiles, hugs, gentle voices 
surround the students in classrooms and hall.
.".'ashington, D.C., 198 4-8 5 ■
These comments strongly supported the findings outlined in
Table IS, and the interviews and visit confirmed their
positive emphasis, except for one thing. One staff member
did indicate that "punishment may be used.” But, the v/av
the principal outlined the functional application of th»
system, punishment has no place in it. If punishment
was used, it would be a rare occurrence.
Analysis of the students' comments revealed that 
17 cf the 31 specific comments related to teachers balding 
tc the students about their feelings and their problem.s-- 
iister.ing to the students and helping them understand 
themselves better. As or.e student commer.ted--"They make 
you care about yourself."
In the process of talking to the students in small 
.•roup situations, or one-on-one, the staff reported that 
they helped the students to verbalize the positive 
concepts they were trying to establish in the student's 
resolution of interaction difficulties. In answer to the 
.tueacior. — ’"dow do administrators and teachers make this
E
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care personal?"— one teacher expressed the approach as 
"Making it concrete for them— have them model back the 
statement that you say and model to them." Another 
teacher gave an example of this— after giving a hug he 
would ask— "Why do you think I gave you a hug?" If the 
child's response did not convey the expected response, the 
teacher would tell why— "Because I wanted you to know I 
care about you a lot"— thereby modeling the positive 
concept that built self-worth and a bonding of the caring 
relationship. Building quality positive relationships was 
the means, according to the principal, for transmitting 
"authoritative genuine care."
Summary
Analysis of the interview data for School 1 for 
the five group 1 strategies from the CSIPS instrument 
resulted in 23 different components summarizing how the 
administrator and teachers perceived they implemented 
those strategies within their school. Of the 23 strategy 
components, nine included validation by both student 
responses and the 1985 site visit reporters. The nine 
were: (a) showing a warm caring approach is fundamental
to the philosophy (component 2); (b) giving physical
affection (component 7); (c) using the psychodynamic
resolution process (component 8); (d) practicing guided
free expression (component 10'; (el taking time to listen 
to students and talk with them— whenever a child wants to
E
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talk; in small group situations; by casually stimulating a 
child to talk; and formal complaint hearing (component 
13); (f) socializing informally (component 14);
(g) improving a child's self-concept (component 15);
(h) rewarding compliance to expected behavior with 
positive reinforcement (component 17); and (i) being 
positive in relationship building (component 22).
The 1985 Site Visit Report (Washington, D.C., 
1984-85) confirmed eight of the remaining 14 strategy 
components and the students confirmed one (not included in 
the eight). The eight were: (a) incorporating needs into
individualized student programs (component 3); (b) using a
staff communication network of meetings, individual 
sharing, and computerized individual programs to be aware of 
each student's individual disorders (component 4);
(c) being consistent (component 5); (d) practicing
unconditional acceptance (separating person from deed) 
(component 6); (e) teaching values (component 9); (f) role
modeling people behavior/interaction (component 18);
(g) being substitute parents (component 19); (h) involving
the family (component 20);
The component confirmed by the students was 
component 12— acting immediately on each emotional or 
behavioral issue when it arises. The remainder were 
confirmed only by the faculty— (a) recognizing APEX is a 
holistic philosophy (component 1); (b) being flexible
within an open flexible daily program of operation
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'component LI); (c) using cognitive modifiers (component 
16); !d) addressing by first name (component 21); and
tel providing nurturance (component 23).
These 23 components showed how the school 
implemented the five QSIPS strategies in strategy grouping
1. They summarized the implementation techniques that one 
faculty member described as "proactive— focused on 
effectiveness." As already stated, the effective, 
positive manner in which the total staff functioned could 
not be caught from a summary description. In this school, 
experience taught new staff how and when to listen, and 
how and when to show genuine care. The three-month on- 
tne-job training program which was part of the hiring 
contract for each prospective staff member prepared each 
worker to operate consistently within the school's caring 
program.
Strategy Grouping 6
The strategies from CSIPS investigated within 
School 1 for strategy grouping 6 were:
306 baking clear to students how they are expected to 
behave
720 Handling behavior corrections in a way that 
avoids humiliation
7G8 Frequently praising students for jobs well done. 
Because the faculty in School 1 were being 
interviewed for more than one strategy grouping, each 
interview continued as one overall session. Questions
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relating to strategy grouping 1 were followed by questions 
relating to strategy grouping 6 and then those for 
strategy grouping 8. There was overlap within the 
interview responses across the different sections of 
questions. For example, consistency in approach for 
caring for the students was mentioned by the principal and 
four of the faculty during the questioning for the first 
strategy grouping, but the word consistency was not used 
by any faculty in responses to the sixth strategy 
grouping, although three faculty did mention it again 
later in the interview. But, the implication of 
consistency was evident from the consistent reports of the 
faculty in the way they approached the various techniques 
for handling discipline. Sometimes the techniques used in 
the disciplinary process were mencicned in giving examples 
of how they showed they cared for individuals as people. 
These exchanges of responses between the different 
strategy groupings within this school were results that 
illustrated the complex interdependent nature of the 
overall operational philosophy at work within the school.
The findings for strategy grouping 6 included 
analysis of the responses within each interview for the 
questions related to the strategy grouping number 6.
Any findings from strategy grouping number 1 that 
related to strategy grouping number 6 are specifically 
designated within the discussion. As the principal
E
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pointed out, every component of the philosophy contributed 
to the effectiveness of the behavior mod ification 
procedures that were practiced within the school.
Responses to interview questions that searched out 
information on items 306, 720, and 708, as stated above, 
resulted in a summary presentation of how discipline was 
implemented within the school. The contributing strategy 
components for implementing discipline within the school 
are outlined under the headings of— the discipline model; 
the basic principles; the goal; and the basic procedures.
The discipline model
The principal was the only person who identified 
the disciplinary system as a particular model. He 
described it as a "social responsibility discipline 
model." He elaborated on this by stating that within the 
framework of this model, students were "taught right and 
wrong ways to respond to the world." This included basic 
values related to "honesty, race discrimination, stealing, 
etc." within the model, the teachinq of responsibility 
was supported with a "token economy system" that was 
unique tc the school, which was used "for conditioning" 
within the positive reinforcement aspect of the model.
One teacher emphasized that the model had been 
developed by the initiative of the administration, based 
on the ideas of many theorists plus the experience of the 
faculty with many students. He also emphasizee that the
E
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model focused on the "whole person, clinically, 
emotionally, and socially." In the practical application 
of the model from cay to day and week to week, "all 
[staff] have input into the process."
The basic principles
From the concepts presented above m  the section 
headed "The Philosophy of the School," two basic 
components that permeated the total operational philosophy 
were given as "communication" and "consistency". These 
two components were continually evident as each faculty 
member responded to the questions asked.
There were five particular principles that oecame 
evident from the responses directly related to the 
questions for strategy grouping 6. These five were:
1. Upholding of basic moral values
(Contributed by— p n n c i p a l )
2. Treating people as people
(contributed by— principal; three teachers)
3. Taking a positive approach
(contributed by--principal; five teachers)
4. Treating each student individually according 
to his or her own personal needs
(contributed by--principal; five teachers;
5. Providing family surrogating from the staff
(contributed by— one teacher).
Reference to Table 13 component number nine
r
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indicates that philosophy principle number one regarding 
values was earlier supported by the principal and three 
teachers. Philosophy principle two— treating people as 
people— was included under Table IS component six, and 
supported by the administrator and five teachers. 
Philosophy principle Lhree— taking a positive approach—  
was only referred to by the administrator and one teacher 
in Table 13 component 22. But, directly relating to the 
questions on discipline, all five teachers and the 
principal reported that they took a positive approach.
The fourth discipline principle— treating each student 
individually--also received full faculty support. But the 
the fifth discipline principle was mentioned by only one 
teacher during questioning relating to discipline. It had 
been included also by the principal in the earlier part of 
m s  interview for strategy grouping 1.
From these findings, the three principles that 
received the greatest attention were, !a) principle 2-- 
treating people as people; lb) principle 3 —  taking a 
positive approach; and (c) principle 4--treating each 
student individually according to his or her own personal 
needs.
The goal
One teacher expressed the goal of the disciplinary 
program as the "positive internalizing of: expected 
behavior" by the students. This was more clearly outlined
E
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by another faculty member as a progressive growth toward 
self-control. He explained that the plan included taking 
students from whatever level of behavior they performed at 
when they came into the school and leading them through 
four progressive stages of growth development. Students 
often began by "physically acting out" their impulses 
through aggression (e.g., hitting, pulling hair, etc.). 
Faculty led them (a) to be able to "understand 
alternatives" that were acceptable behaviors; <b) to being 
able to master "impulse control"; fc) to being able to 
"label feelings"; and finally, id) to being able to "ask 
someone for help" if they recognized their feelings but 
were not sure how they could respond positively to them or 
to the problem that caused them at the time.
The basic procedures
Planning. All six faculty interviewed reported 
concerning the individualized behavior prescriptions for 
each student. Each person interviewed provided different 
aspects of the planning procedure. Analysis of the 
findings provided the following features for planning the 
individualized program:
1. Each student's individualized prescription was 
developed according to his or her specific needs and 
functional level (i.e., lower or higher mental ability)
2. The initial development was based on—
* formalized testing
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* much communication with the family
3. Ongoing development was based on—
* faculty/staff input from day-to-day 
contact and interaction
* frequent regular faculty meeting 
discussions about each student
4. Three types of behavioral objectives for each 




* for tasks and task completion.
The 1985 Site Visit Report (Washington, D.C., 
1984-85) provided confirmation of the systematic manner of 
continual evaluation for input by the staff, including 
monitoring for behaviors, with data entered on each 
student's individual record for "later plotting on graphs 
and charts for easy visibility . . . and for serving as a 
basis for recommendation for a change in program." The 
Site Visit Report also confirmed the regular in-depth 
faculty discussions each week regarding student growth and 
their program needs.
Implementing. Each of the faculty interviewed 
was very consistent in their explanation of procedures.
The examples given to support their procedures were 
evidence that the faculty followed a consistent procedure
E
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for handling compliance and noncompliance of behavioral 
expectations.
The lower functioning students were given more 
behavioral emphasis and fewer cues. A teacher would lead 
a lower-functioning child by the hand or guide him/her 
physically into compliance. Expectations were given "bv 
showing and telling." It was usual to use two cues— e.g., 
"It's time to get your jacket and go to Mass." If the 
child did not respond the teacher would add a second cue—  
e.g., "Mrs. J. will tell you one more time--It's time to 
get your jacket and go to Mass."
Faculty reported that higher-functioning children 
were given more verbal cues and human interaction 
opportunities in talking about their feelings and 
impulses. The purpose of tnis was to help the children 
develop a better understanding of themselves and how they 
could respond to these feelings positively in the future 
when they recognized the same feelings.
The faculty reported that noncompliance was 
sometimes evidenced by physical violence, or no positive 
response. The consistency of reporting concerning the way 
to handle physical violence and straight out noncompliance 
./as particular evidence that the program had been 
analytically planned and developed over years of 
experience with these children.
For physical violence (e.g., hitting, kicking, 
etc.;, there was immediate physical restraint by the
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teacher. If more than one person was needed, a call over 
the intercom, using the code "Behavior!" and giving the 
location, would bring male helpers immediately. The 
immediate restraint was usually called "a two-minute 
restraint" which lasted longer only if needed. The 
students volunteered the same information. One student
reported, "I punched _________ in the eye. Mr. T. jumped
on me and took me to the floor. I was mad. But I 
realized teacher was helping me. Teacher talked to me."
The faculty reported that after the restraint had 
become effective and the child was ready to listen, the 
question would be asked— "Why did we restrain you?" The 
expected answer was always— "Because you don't want me to 
get h"*•*-, and you don't want anyone else to get hurt." As 
the staff pointed out--the purpose was to show the child 
he/she was loved, and this consistent approach to 
aggression was intended to give a positive lift to self- 
worth, self-respect, and respect for others. If the child 
could not give the expected answer, it was modeled for 
the child to repeat after the teacher. The aggression 
was clearly not acceptable behavior.
Where there was straight noncompliance, the 
faculty reported that another positive cue would be given, 
and, if needed, some physical guidance. If this did not 
result in compliance, then the child was given time out. 
Time out meant time out from receiving any forn of 
positive reinforcement. Types of positive reinforcement
E -
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are outlined later in this section of the chapter.
Time out could take one of two forms--"in the
corner" or "in the time out room." "In the corner" 
usually meant being required to sit on a chair provided, and 
Lnink about what had just happened. After two minutes the 
teacher would come to talk with the child, if ready, or 
allow more time if needed, until the child was ready to 
listen and talk with the teacher who was now acting as a 
clinician.
One student stated, "When it's time to listen and 
hear, it's time to learn."
Time cut "in the Blue room," as the students 
called it, or the time-out room (a padded room with 
cameras), was followed with the same procedure as for any 
other time-out procedure. A student was taken to the 
time-out room when it was considered inappropriate to deal 
with him/her in the classroom, or an adjoining quiet room.
Time out was considered a positive experience by
both teachers and students, because it was a time when the 
teacher was helping the student to come to grips with 
his/her problem. It was a time to learn why the time out 
was given, to learn how to meet the difficulty, and to 
internalize several acceptable positive alternative 
behavior patterns that the student could choose. The 
whole process was called "guided free expression" and was 
reported by one staff member as aimed to lead the child to
r
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own his/her own feelings. Children were being helped to 
be responsible for their own actions.
At times the discussion of the surface problem led 
to a deeper rooted problem which one faculty member 
reported could be opened up by the invitation— "Talk about 
what happened this morning." Such could lead to the real 
problem being identified— "Dad said, 'Don't come home 
tonight.'" Then this would be discussed— "What could you 
have done?"--until the child could label his feelings and 
identify some positive alternative behaviors to meet the 
problem.
Sometimes noncompliance was discussed in a peer- 
group setting under the guidance of a teacher. Sometimes 
it would be scheduled as a lesson for particular students 
who were considered ready to cope with this level of 
interaction about their feelings and problems.
Faculty reported that compliance with the expected 
behavior resulted in immediate positive reinforcement.
This was usually by token for the higher functioning 
student— for those over 13 years, the tokens were 
points recorded in the student's own record book— to be 
traded at the end of the day for such things as toys, 
clothing, time in the gym, etc. Receipt of a token would 
be followed by a cognitive modifier— "Why did you get a 
token?"— The teacher would follow-up by helping the 
student internalize the reason for why the positive 
reinforcement was given.
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The token economy system was regarded as a 
secondary reinforcer, because it delayed the receipt of 
the real reward. It also had the added advantage of 
teaching responsibility within the token economic system. 
One teacher indicated that at times a teacher was out of 
tokens and children would share their tokens with the 
teacher for the benefit of students who deserved them. 
Small and large tokens were used within the system. The 
small were for small-point conditioning of behavior and 
the large token for major compliance.
Other positive reinforcers included verbal praise, 
smileys on a chart, and for the lower-functioning 
students, such primary reinforcers as gifts of food.
As the principal reported, "Positive reinforcement and 
praise are cardinal qualities of the behavioral system."
He continued his comment with, "Punishment only eliminates 
undesirable behavior. Positive reinforcement helps the 
child to acquire positive behavior."
As a positive reinforcer, faculty reported that 
praise was given "for everything possible." Students 
confirmed this by such comments as: "Teachers say nice 
comments"; "Happens every day”; "Happens very often"; "If 
they see you learning and making progress they do it"; 
"When (I'm] mopping— teacher says, 'Doing real good!'"
The principal indicated that frequency of praise was as 
often as every 10-12 seconds or as infrequent as every 5- 
10 minutes with an average around every 4-5 minutes. It
E
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would come to students from different people throughout 
the day in "natural spontaneous every-day contact 
situations." Use of praise within the limitations of 
frequency provided by the principal was not confirmed 
within the remaining data of the study. Such v/ould 
require specific observational analysis--but teachers and 
students did confirm that it was given constantly— "All 
the time. It never stops."
Three faculty emphasized that praise was given 
according to the needs of the students. One other 
emphasized that praise was given "abundantly for tasks 
completed, for decrees of accuracy on work, even for a 
good try." Particular mention by the same faculty member 
reinforced the principle of "separating the person from 
tne behavior" by stating, "V.'e don't give hugs for jobs 
well cone, but just because of the person you are."
Thus praise was associated with verbal comments, 
physical contact (hugs, pats on the back', and the token 
system, and was given "by all members of staff from 
carpenters, to secretaries, to the principal.■' It 
occurred at the school as well as in the community in the 
work programs of the more advanced students.
Summary
Discipline in School 1 was reported as a 
positive behavioral response program following a social 
responsibility model of discipline. expectations were
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made clear to students by verbal communication supported 
with modeling and guidance as needed. These expectations 
were followed up with making sure that students who did 
not comply with expectations were helped to comply by 
acting immediately on the student's need by restraint for 
physical aggression, followed by guided free expression. 
Or, time out would be given, with a follow-up of the same 
procedure of guided free expression, to help the students 
understand and accept their own feelings and learn 
positive alternative behaviors that would be acceptable 
when such feelings urged impulsive reactions in them.
The goal of internalizing the positive 
alternatives to help students control their behaviors was 
reported as being supported by a strongly evidenced 
positive reinforcement system. This system included 
verbal and physical forms of praise, and primary and 
secondary reinforcers including the token economy system.
The total program was reported to be need based, 
wholly individualized, and communicated among the faculty 
and staff in weekly computerized behavior prescriptions 
for each student. The positive emphasis throughout, che 
respect for each child as a person, the focus on moral 
values, and the staff acting as surrogate family members, 
precluded any opportunity for the disciplinary measures 
taken within the school to be humiliating in any way to 
the students.
The manner in which the students interacted and
r
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spoke with their teachers demonstrated the effectiveness 
of the faculty's consistent approach of communication and 
caring support. Students learned that they must be 
responsible for what they did. They were rewarded with 
verbal commendation and tangible recognition when they 
behaved correctly. They experienced consequences —  lack of 
reinforcement of any kind— for noncompliance and 
unacceptable behavior of any kind. The time out provided 
time to think and learn about how to handle influences, 
situations, and experiences that led to bad or wrong 
decisions and behavior.
The behavior of the students, who had been in the 
school for some time and experienced the growth process 
that the school's operational philosophy provided, 
demonstrated that the school's approach to discipline 
worked very effectively. Its general principles has 
applicability to any student who has not learned to comply 
with expected behavior.
Strategy Grouping 8
Strategy grouping 8 contained only one strategy 
from QSIPS. It was:
728 Providing an environment that causes students to 
like to come to school.
The purpose of the interview program for this item was to
identify how the faculty of the school went about
providing the kind of environment that they perceived was
K
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the cause of their students having a positive attitude 
abouc the school so they liked to come there.
The findings for this section of the interview in 
School 1 proved to be a complex integration of the 
responses concerning both strategy groupings 1 and 6.
Taole 19 outlines four major components that the faculty 
reported, and several contributing elements within each 
component that helped to describe its different aspects.
The four major components identified from the data 
analysis were: (a) the functional organization of the
total program of the school; (b) the program focus on 
elevating self-concept by meeting student needs and 
developing their psycho-social skills toward independent 
functioning; ic) the commitment of faculty and staff to 
the program, the students, and to each other; and id) the 
interaction of staff and students through a positive, 
loving, caring, and consistent communication approach 
within a family-type environment. Each component was 
strongly supported by the administrator and the four 
teachers who participated in the full interview for this 
strategy grouping. One staff member's interview was cut 
short in this area, and this accounts for the five 
teachers listed for component 1.00 in Table 19. All other 
faculty interviewees provided the results for the data 
recorded for components and elements 1.02-4.06.
By the time the interviewees reached the section 
of the interview relating to strategy grouping S, many
r
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TABLE 19
DATA SHOWING THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY GROUPING 8
Con. Description of
i  Strateqy Component: 
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* How to better 
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1.34 Practice of the
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1.05 Open Door Policy
2.00 Program Focus
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and StaTF
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3.02 * To time
3.0 3 * To hard work
3.04 • To cooperatively
working together
3.05 * To the students
* Because of 
consistent prac­
tice of APEX 
therapy




* They get their 
needs met
* Self-concept is 
the core of exis­
tence
* It is the loving, 
caring, and affec­
tion that is build­
ing the person's 
self-confidence
* Learn skills to 
understand and deal 
with feelings
* Be able to label 
feelings
* Transfer skills to 
action situations
* Philosophy is 
practiced through 
whole school by all 
staff
* Amount of commit­
ment even when 
children are not 
here
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* Team work
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the children
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TABLE 19— Continued
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ers cart
* By the loving and 
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* Environment is 
catchy— overwhe lin­
ing of positivism
* We represent here 
a definite family 
type environment
¥
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commented that answers to these questions were similar to 
the content of earlier responses. Although they were 
encouraged to repeat responses wherever applicable, there 
was a noticeable hesitancy for some to do so. Thus, by 
comparing Table 19 with Table 18, if previous comments 
were applicable also to the analysis of strategy grouping 
8, increased support would be provided for the following 
component elements in Table 19:
2.01 Student needs
2.02 Elevation of self-concept
4.01 Consistency
4.021 Using guided free expression
4.022 Using cognitive modifying statements
4.023 Giving physical affection
4.041 Using unconditional acceptance.
These elements all focused on the student and the 
relationship of each staff member in interacting with him 
or her. Two elements in component four in Table 19 
received greater emphasis within group 8 interview 
proceedings even though there was the hesitancy on the 
part of the interviewees to repeat concepts. Because of 
this, the two elements were considered worthy of special 
none.
The first item contributed to the element of 
communication and is listed in Table 19 as "4.021— Using 
guided free expression." This moved up from being 
mentioned by two faculty to being mentioned by four. The
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second item was the element "4.05 Positivism." The 
analysis for Table 18 showed only one particular mention 
of this element, but as a contributor to students liking 
to come to school, it had moved up to being supported by 
five of the faculty.
Analysis of the students' interview data showed 
that 22 of the 44 student responses were directly related 
to interaction with the teachers and other students. In 
answer to the direct prompt, "Tell me why you think they 
[students] like to come here," students responded with 
such comments as—
Because the teachers give you a lot of support 
Because they have helped you a lot
'Cos they care about the teachers and teachers care 
about them.
Summary
How did the school implement the QSIPS strategy 
number 728— "Providing an environment that causes students 
to like to come to school"? The analysis of the faculty 
reports showed that it was a total involvement of the 
whole faculty in carrying out the functional philosophy of 
the school to meet the individual needs of the students. 
This was done in a positive, warm, loving, and caring 
family-like setting using consistent communication 
techniques that gave students support and helped them 
develop their self-concept as they learned psycho- 
educational skills that would fit them for life.
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Student interviews and analysis of the 1935 Site 
Visit Report (Washington, D.C. 1984-35) supported the 
findings outlined above, as well as the implied premise 
within the statement of strategy 728, that students did 
like to come to the school. One student reported to the 
1985 visitors that "he did not know how he would do 
without being at [this school). . . The students 
interviewed in 1987 gave a spontaneous "Yes! Yes!" about 
liking to come to the school and followed up with the 
comment. "Lots like to come here."
Concluding Summary for School 1
During the interview sessions with faculty and 
students, the researcher became more and more aware of the 
effect of the faculty's consistent positive approach 
toward each individual in the school. Each was addressed 
with the same warmth, interest, and positive expectation. 
The staff followed through with this positivism in their 
consistent application of the methodologies of their 
psycho-educational system of approach for each individual 
student.
The students received personal love and care 
daily. Thus they gave this as the basic reason why they 
liked coming to the school.
The disciplinary approach taught the student how 
to care for himself/herself in relation to other children 
and the teachers. Learning compliance by having time to
r
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think and understand "what I did and why, and what I could 
do, and why," was an important key. It added to the 
positive development of self-worth that each staff 




The coeducational school community of 670 males
and 5 37 females for School 2 was set in a closely
populated inner-suburban part of a large southern city.
Although the housing in close proximity to the school was
neat, and the community appeared to be well cared for,
crime was reported to be prevalent in the area. Yet the
faculty reported in a favorable manner on the moral values
and honesty of the students of their school. This was
noted also by the 1985 Site Visit Report:
The Honor System of the school is based upon mutual 
trust among students and faculty. Membership in the 
. . . [school] community carries with it the 
obligation to abide by the Honor Code. There is an 
Honor Committee comprised of students and faculty.
One of their purposes is to foster the development of 
integrity and to make recommendations on school 
policies concerning rules, regulations, privileges and 
conduct. Students prepared a slide program on 
cheating and presented it to the student body. The 
consensus among the students themselves was that the 
Honor Code is taken very seriously. (Washington,
D.C., 19 84-85):
Philosophy and Mission of the School 
The philosophy of the school was integrated within 
its statement of mission or purpose that was published in
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1983 as a new statement of purpose and philosophy for the 
school. The seven faculty interviewed (1987) were 
consistent about their summary focus of the mission of the 
school, with a primary purpose to prepare the students for 
a college education. Some of the staff reported 
supporting comments that provided evidence of their deeper 
understanding of the philosophy of the school. Some of 
the comments included— "educate the whole child";
"prepare . . . academically, socially, physically, 
spiritually"; "[developing] aesthetic values"; "learning 
how to lose gracefully"; and "in part, weaning . . . away
from materialistic values that some families have."
But belief in the school as a college preparatory 
school was strongly in evidence. One staff member 
volunteered that grade four students were talking about 
the college to which they wanted to apply.
How the Administrators and Teachers Perceived 
School 2 Implemented Strategy Grouping 2
Strategy Grouping 2
The strategies of QSIPS focused on for interviews
with three administrators, four teachers, and four senior
students in School 2 were:
208 Being proud of the school's and students' 
successes.
209 Believing that "We are an effective school."
The findings are presented in Table 20. The
overwhelming observation was the continual reference to
r
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TABLE 20
DATA biiunlHG THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY GROUPING 2
Confirmation
Com. Description of tY) by—
& Strateqy Components No. Faculty Sample Faculty _______________
El. with Contributing Contributing Comments Stu- L9S5
No. Elements lent: Site
( Adm. ; (Teh . ! Vis .
1.00 Communication:
1.10 Of leadership: 2
1.11 * Regarding us.on 1
1.12 • Regarding belief in, 2
and confidence in 
staff, students, and 
school as a wnolc
1.13 * Regarding expec­




1 * Made sure we knew, Y Y
students knew,
community knew, •.-.■hat 
•was going on here
* Constantly say 
they are proud of 
them
* So many meetincrs - v
here....It is all
putting views into 
the pool to fill tiie 
gigantic vision of 
the head
2 • Made us feel
are a positive 
fluonce and we 
the reason for 
dent successes
* The fact they still 
demand excellence of 
students shows their Deliet m  the school
* The [missionj state­
ment was developed by 




1 * Principal would - Y
come into school as­
sembly and tell...how 
well students were do­
ing and urged them on 
to even greater accom­
plishments
* It was always--
“Let's do more— we are 
going to build the 
best and have the 
best." We all bought 
into that idea
4 * We get the mission Y Y
across by the interac­
tion and interdepen­
dence of the staff for 

















'..Adm. I iTch. i
,.i)lo faculty 
Comr.cr.ts
Confirmation ■ y. l-”—








* You have adminis­
trators and faculty 
that have a common 
coal —  they talk about 
it, they agree toge­
ther on tne goal and 
work toward it
* They stop children 
and talk with them 
individually
• We are constantly 
talking in the fac­
ulty lounge about 
students and accom­
plishments
• A negative word 
from faculty member 
... is rare
• Regarding academic 
cna 1 lonqe
* Continuing to de­
mand excellence m  
the classroom
1.30 Oiving Recognition 
to Students ana 
Telling Them How 
Proud They Are of 
Student and School 
Successes
• There is a lot of 
saying of "Thank 
you!" Teachers to 
students, students to 
teachers--round-robm 
congratulations
• Academic awards 
ceremony
• Headmaster's award 
for a student who 
does something that 
nobody knew the stu­
dent had done
1.-1C Receiving Feedback
1.41 * About college accep­
tances
* A student who 
breaks through [aca­
demically!— v/holc fac­
ulty are'really proud 
and happy about it
* Feedback from stu­
dents produces a cos 
itive reaction within 
the faculty
* Hearing from col­
lege acceptances —  
which students got 
into the best schools
* About alumni 
successes
* When students come 
back to school and 
let us know their 
successes
r
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TABLE 20— Cont inued
Confirmation
Com. Description of lY) by—
& Strateqy Components No. Faculty Sam; le Faculty ---------------
El. with Contributing Contributing Comments Stu- L9H5
No. Elements dents Site
(Adm.I(Tch.) Vis.
1.43 * About the school and faculty
1.44 • About community and
alumni attitude toward 
the school
1.45 • About school program
successes—
1.451 - Academic I in­
cluding student 







vices, literary rally, 
music, and others)
* Administrators and 
teachers are required 
to do a follow-up on 
grads the next year to 
obtain comments from 
them about the school 
and the teachers
* By outside feedback 
that the school is of 
significance to the 
comnunlty
* Pride really comes 
...from something that 
happens on a daily 
basis— that the stu­
dents are dcinq a 
terrific ]ob (e.q.,
on the track, etc.I




makes the faculty 
proud— even if succes, 
does not come
* Sports teams, debate 
teams, etc., bring 
back trophies each 
week
2.00 Faculty Attitudes and 3 
involvement
* Seniors thought of 
qoinq to the community 
— donated shorts 
equipment, became 
teacher aides in free 
time in an elementary 
public school
* Proud with community 
service fund raising
* Faculty are extreme- V 
ly cooperative
* People are here con­
stantly— that is what 
makes it successful
* Tremendous amount of 
personal concern
* It is an exciting 
and exhausting place 
to teach
* A dedicated facul­
ty... willing to qive 
lots of time tc stu­
dents--?. 00 a.m. to
11.00 at night
r




i Strateqy Components No. Faculty 
El. with Contnbutmq Contributing 








1. 00 Staff Selection and 
Retention
* Students who demon­
strate personal respon­
sibility
* Are interested m  
learning
* Take a real interest 
in each other
* A student will come 
up and congratulate a 
faculty member who has 
some honor
* They are proud of 
the school —  they gripe, 
but they like the 
echool--and that's good
* Hires good facul­
ty .. .qual if ied and 
understanding of what 
a school like this is 
about
* Because the school 
puts so much emphasis 
bn gettinu qood fac­
ulty members
* No one talking aDOut 
leaving even though new 
head is coming in Ju­
ly-very small turnover
8.00 Professional is- 
TacuTtv
of
* Most teachers could 
earn more money else­
where but...see it is 
more worthwhile to work 
here at 33,000 less
* Sumner academic Y 
improvement— attending 
courses
6 .00 Board Support
* Try to keep current 
in subject areas
* Students and faculty 
are proud of faculty 
because of their pro­
fessionalism
* A very active 
Board...of parents 
and graduates— give 
everything it needs
* Facilities— this 
school spends a lot of 
money on the school
* Facilities— every­
thing from an indoor 
track and six lane pool 
to a debate room
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communication about student and school successes. How the 
staff showed belief in the school as an exemplary school 
and the contributing factors that led them to communicate 
pride in the successes of the students and the school were 
a complex integration of the findings presented in 
Table 20.
The six components for implementation of the 
strategy grouping that were identified from the 
interviews were (a) communication; ib) faculty attitudes 
anc involvement; (c! student attitudes; (d) staff 
selection and retention; le) professionalism of the 
faculty; and (f) Board support. Of these there was strong 
support by both administrators and teachers, as well as 
confirmation evidence by students and the 1985 site 
visitors for communication, faculty attitudes and 
involvement, student attitudes, and professionalism of the 
faculty. Staff selection and retention was strongly 
mentioned by faculty but not students. Site visitors' 
comments supported the employment of qualified staff but 
made no reference to the stability of staff retention.
Within the communication component, 
administrators, teachers, students, and site visitors 
confirmed the success of the late principal's^- positive
^The principal of School 2 had died as a result of 
an automobile accident some 18 months before the interview 
visit, 1987. They had functioned under an acting 
principal for the 18 months, but the influence of the late 
principal’s leadership was what was still uppermost in the 
interviewees' minds regarding their belief in the school
K
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comments about the staff, the students, and the school. 
They knew he believed in them and was proud cf .hem 
because, as one teacher reported, "he did say it a lot." 
And a student commented, "Our old headmaster would 
constantly say he was proud of . . . [the school] and 
students who had succeeded."
The findings supported this pattern of 
communication by the leadership, and a strong bond of 
friendship was reported within the school oy all faculty 
interviewed. This was evidenced by the continual flow of 
commendation whenever a student or group of students were 
successful academically or in extracurricular activities. 
Faculty reported that if any student was successful in 
anything of note, the faculty and scedents shared the 
news. One administrator stated he often received a note 
on. His desk advising him of some student's success.
Pride in the personal academic successes of 
individuals, especially for those who had been having 
difficulty, and then succeeded, was considered very 
important in the minds of the faculty. Students expressed 
sincere appreciation for a teacher who commended them for 
some success. And when a faculty member was not a teacher 
of that particular student it was especially noticed by 
the student and appreciated.
The complex professional and social interaction
and the example he had set in giving recognition for 
success.
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on which the faculty and students reported during the 
interviews was oversimplified by the components and 
related elements as presented in Table 20. But every 
factor included either presented background to the 
development of pride in student successes and belief in 
the exemplary quality of the school, or it demonstrated 
ways in which the administrators and teachers showed the 
students and the community that they believed in the 
mission of the school and in the students themselves. 
Personal individual help from the faculty to students was 
mentioned by the students as a particular way in which the 
faculty showed they believed in the school. They 
commented further that faculty were always attending the 
school functions and games, they were always involved.
Summary
As the faculty and students shared in the 
interviews their deepest personal expressions of their 
beliefs about their school and their students' success, 
the researcher perceived that frequent positive 
communication by the administrator and the faculty was the 
major key to implementing the two strategies under study 
in this school. The analyzed data (Table 20) confirmed 
these impressions.
The findings showed that strategy grouping 2—  
pride in successes of students and the school, and 
belief that the school was exemplary— was established and
r
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demonstrated, first, by the communication of pride, 
confidence, direction, and belief in the staff and 
students by both the leadership and the faculty; and by 
communicating recognition of successes. This was 
supported by receiving feedback from students of how the 
school and the faculty had particularly helped them to be 
successful in college.
Second, the practice of strategy grouping 2 was 
established and demonstrated by the attitudes of personal 
concern and involvement with the students on an individual 
personal basis as well as in group activities.
Third, student attitudes of personal 
responsibility and interest in learning and each other 
contributed to pride and belief in the school.
Fourth, the professionalism of the faculty helped 
the students be successful and proud of their school, 
which, as one teacher said, made the faculty feel good, 
because they must have beer, doing things right.
Finally, staff selection and Board support were 
contributing factors to building pride in success and 
belief that their school was exemplary.
All of the first four summarized above were 
supported by administrators, teachers, students, and 
site visitors, and thus focused attention for being 
the most important aspects of practice for implementing 
strategy grouping 2 within School 2.
E
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School 3 
The School Environment 
School 3 was located in a suburb of a large city 
in the Midwest. The school community comprised 990 young 
ladies who were cared for by over 50 faculty. The school 
was founded in 195 4 and provided education for a 
predominantly white population.
The Philosophy of the School
The opening paragraph of the philosophy of the
school in the application to the EPSRP provided a concise
statement of basic beliefs and principles upon which the
school operated.
At __________ faculty, parents, and students work
together to create the kind of caring environment that 
fosters spiritual growth and intellectual development 
to meet the challenges of a changing society. 'Me 
strive to challenge each student to mature her faith, 
in her life attitudes, and in her pursuit of knowledge 
and understanding. (Washington, D.C., 1984-35)
The remainder of the philosophy statement identified the
promotion of "growth in faith in Jesus' life and message"
and the centrality of religious values to all aspects of
the curriculum--"academic [including theology],
cocurricu1ar, and extracurricular." The philosophy also
encompassed the promotion of "compassion" for others.
The principal expressed the philosophy as a goal for the
girls —  "To be a woman with a heart for others; to be a
wonan for the church and for the world."
r
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IIow the Administrators and Teachers Perceived 
School 3 Implemented Strategy Grouping 3
Strategy Grouping 3
Four strategies from QSIPS were included within 
strategy grouping 3. They were:
803 Providing an all-round quality educational 
program for the benefit of the students.
207 Providing a curriculum that meets the school's 
purpose.
125 Addressing the needs of the whole child— (i.e.,
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.).
702 Developing a total school program to which the 
students are proud to belong.
Table 21 outlines the strategy components that 
tell how the administrators and teachers perceived they 
implemented their quality program within the focus of the 
four strategies for school effectiveness stated above.
Of the 11 strategy components with their 
contributing elements, eight were mentioned by five or six 
of the administrators and teachers interviewed. These 
eight were: (a) integrating the total school program with 
the philosophy of the school; i'o) providing an 
organizational structure (especially for faculty, 
departmental, team, and committee meetingst; ici being 
accountable by constantly evaluating and improving the 
program; (d) engaging in professional inservice; (et 
addressing student needs; (f) encouraging involvement and 
responsibility for service in extracurricular activities;
r
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TABLE 21
DATA SHOWING THE STRATEGY COIIPOtlEIJTS FOR 
IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGY GROUPING 2
Confirmation
C o m . Description of c V) by—
& Strategy Components No. Faculty Sanple Faculty ---------------
El. with Contributing Contributing coir.r.ents Stu- 1985
No. Elements :ents Site
(Adm.I(Tch.1 Vis.
1.00 Integrating Total 2
School Proqram with 
school's philosophy
1.10 * Reviewed at first 1
faculty meeting
1.20 * Develop departmental 2 
goal and individual
goal each year related 
to main school philos­
ophy— submit to prin- 
cipa 1
1.20 • Philosophy explained 1 
to parents 'students tn 
registration day and 
early in the school
year
2.00 Providing an Organ­
izational structure
2.10 • Regular faculty, de- 2 
partmental, team, and 
committee meetings
2.2C * Course review and 2
development controlled 
by department heads
2.30 * On-going curriculum
study group
3 * [AdministratorsI - Y
expect everyone in the
school to uphold the 
philosophy
* i.'e are really commit­
ted to the whole person.
This flows tcom the 
philosophy which is 
lived and practiced
1 * Review our philosophy
every year at first 
faculty meeting
* Every year each de­
partment is to set a 
goal related to phil­
osophy --submitted to 
principal— similarly 
individual goal
* Half hour meeting by 
principal to students 
and parents presenting 
the philosophy of the 
school--why they are 
here, their develop­
ment, and faith
* I [principal] meet 
with eacn freshman 
class within the first 
month
4 * Team of teachers - Y
same subject areai 
Department/Admin. for 
Currie. Review/Faculty 
Meetings / Pnncipa 1
* (Other structural 
procedures for guidance, 
acad. waivers etc.I
4 * Faculty meetings and Y Y
faculty committees are 
held regularly
1 * Dept. Heads must work
with'course development 
and must meet objectives 
and changes
1 * We have an on-going
curriculum study group 
of six members ...from 
many departments
r

















3.00 3eing Accountable by 2 4
Constantly Evaluating 
and improving the 
grograin
2.10 * Checking against the 1
needs of the students
3.20 * Checking against 2
ghilosochy and obcec- 
tivcs
2.2 0 * Checking against 1
state and church's or 
organization's stan­
dards
3.40 * Using student feed- 1
aack
3.50 * Evaluation by peers 2
in education
3.60 * Self-evaluation by
teacher m  classroom
1.00 Providing a Positive 2 
Procram of Teacher 
Evaluation anc super­
vision
* Constant evaluation 
and re-evaluation of 
what v;e are doing
* We do an awful lot of 
evaluating— lookinq at 
what we are doing to see 
if we can do it better
* We never do the same 
thing twice
* We [teachers 1 deter­
mine and several teach­
ing teams that revision 
or addition is needed—  
report to department 
h e j d
* Annual evaluation of 
the curriculum by de­
partments is the most 
important
* Constantly checking 
curriculum for needs" 
of student
* We are always looking 
to meet the needs of 
the students
1 Process m  looking at 
curriculum for improve­
ment and revision--base 
is the philosophy
P.eview by our team ot 
standarus given
* We use instruments Y
for student feedback
2 * Self-evaluation ara Y Y
by external accrediting 
bodies
1 * In class— always
evaluating— see weakness 
and work towards cor­
recting that
2 * Teacher evaluation and Y Y
supervision— an exten­
sive program involving
video taping of classes, 
observation, submitting 
of artifacts and collec­
tions, and ore- and post­
observation meetings 
with teachers (by full 
time teacher supervisorl
w














5 . 70 
6.00
Description of 
Strategy Components r.'o. Faculty 
with Contributing Contributing 
Elements







* Cooperative goal 
setting and evaluation
* "What goals are you 
working toward?'— She 
helps evaluate whetner 
or not we are doing that, 
[f she does not have the 
answer, she says, “Well, 




3 * Tremendous amount of
mcervice— between staff 
and out of school
* There is much more 
professional teacner 
benefit here than in 
outside schools
• Committee for in- 
service
* Active membership in 
professional organi­
sations
* Committee on '".ser­
vice— wo as teachers 
can suggest
* Teachers individually 
are members of other 
professional organisa­
tions— actively— ...and 
try to keep abreast ot 
issues
* Attending msorvice 1 
programs oft campus.
• Charing professional 
growth experiences
* Informal contact 
with peers in other 
schoo Is
* ’.’hole departments some­
times go to mservice
* Professional growth 
attendance is encouraced 
even during school time
* Staff come back and 
share— uur appetite is 
always being whetted
* Exchanges teachers 
have with other schools
* Staff as members of 1 




Providing Administra- 1 
tive ana Peer Support
* Involvement of our 
staff as members of 
review team for other 
schools
* Visit by administra­
tors [of professional 
organizations 1
* Encouragement plus 
freedom plus resources 
produces dedication to 
qua 1 lty
* Support by administra­
tion teachers and stu­
dents— they give all 
they can and you give 
all you can
* Much confidence from 
administration ir. us as 
professionals
r

















■itrategy Components l.'o. Faculty 






Jonments Ctu- 19 35
dents
* Budget provision
• Advance request - 1
procedure
selecting Quality - 4
star i
Addressing Otucent 2 4
:.eeas:
• Focusing on student 1 
as an individual
- Discussing m  fac- 2 
ulty meeting, com­
mittees, and among 
peers, huw to better 
meet student needs
- Helping students 1 
select electives to 
meet their needs
- Providing guidance 1 3 
service
Teacher awareness - 1
* Focusing inservice 1 1
on student needs
* Dept, heads budget, - Y
principal improves it
for inscrvicc and 
materials
* ..'e have money for 
textbooks, etc. —  I have 
never felt a need— it's 
•hero
* Anything needed— out­
line m  uavance what is 
required to meet program 
needs--admin. attitude 
is--if you want to add 
or try, if they can do 
it they will let you Jo 
it and back you 1 0 0 »
* employ good faculty-- Y Y 
willmq to put m  effort
and time involvement, etc.
* Cuality [of t.ne school 
program 1 depends on who 
Sister [principal) hires




in terms of the needs
of the students
* Work with department Y Y
heads ar.d with tneir
faculty -o remember
"Suzio" is an individual
* Everything at that 
faculty meeting was-- 
"llow we can help the 
student"
* Academically there is Y Y
a large numoer of elec­
tives to meet neeus
* Reference to guidance Y Y
department as needed
* Sophomore guidance 
counsellor keeps linos 
of communciatibn open 
with teacher— relates 
problems of family, 
illnesses, etc.
* Aware of physical dis­
abilities, single parent 
homes, death in family, 
out of school for med­
ical needs









£ Strategy Components 












3.30 * Evaluating— students, 2
curriculum, teachers 
in terms of meeting 
student needs
3.40 * Providing opportun- 1
ities for spiritual 
involvement
• Constantly checking 
curriculum cor the needs 
of the student
* Have opportunities for Y 
prayer daily in all of 
our’classes
* Spiritually— four year 
core of curriculum
* Theology Center— a 
real hub of student 
life here— students can 
go for help
* A literqy for 30 girls 
a day by a locai outside 
priest
* Retreats
3.50 * Provicing group 
identity for students
* A spirit week
* A permanent home room 
teacher arid class moder­








9. 10 Ideas accepted
9.20 * Activities are
teacher initiated
- School spirit from 
activity niqht [annual 
fund raising program!
3 * Teachers give wide
opportunity to try 
many different types 
of activities
* Encouragement to be 
involved, actual in­
volvement
1 * Girls' responses and
ideas considered for 
possibility of imple­
menting
* We listen to the stu­
dents here and they have 
great ideas: they run 
the programs; they pro­
duce the programs; they 
have an ownership of the 
extracurricular program
1 * Always starts on the
teacher level— teacher






* Big Sister/Little 
Sister programs




& Strategy Components 








r n  by—
Ctu- 1 :• 3 5 
dents Site
9.4 0 * Community involve- 1
mer.t
9.50 * Parent education 1
13.00 Communicating Openly 2 
ana 1'rccly '
10.10 * Professionally 1
10.20 ♦ Personally
10.20 * With students, par­
ents, alumni, and 
the business community
1 • Alumni contribute and v V
Mother's Clue too
* Many speakers for 
extracurricular pro­
gram-much contact ith 
the community
* Provide programs four 
per year) for parents regarding parent con­
cerns— family life, sui­
cide, anorexia, bulimia
1 * Communication is _ V •:
big factor
* Doors of communication 
are always open
* We talk to each other
2 • We have the privilege - '{
of communicating profes­
sionally— all is taken
as honest
* Cur principal 'u as 
accessible as ry fallow 
teachers
* I can approach admin­
istrators and department 
head and be listened to
2 * Encouraged to speak u p ­
on personal issues as 
well as on academic and 
social problems we see
2 * We are receptive to y y
student and parental 
input
* [Staff carrels on the 
mezzanine floor of the 
library were in full 
view of students 1 
Students are free to 
visit teacher at the 
carrel if and when tne 
student felt a need
* We get feedback from 
alumni, parents, and 
the business area.
* Dome-coming weekends—  
when girls come back, 
special weekends are 
remembered, giving back 
to the school sometimes 
those things that are 
intangible'
I
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TAUl.h 21— Continued
Cunt i nujt ion
Com. D n s c n p t i o n  of !YI h y —
htr.iti'cy C o m p o n o n l s  No. F a c u l t y  Sa m p l e  F a c u l t y  ~ --------— — —
lit. w i t h  Cunt r 1 b ut  inn C o n t n h u f i n n  c o m m e n t  :;tu- l'U.r>
No. C l e m e n t s  Jcii-
I Ailm. ) (Toll .1 7 i
11.GO Modeling Commitment
11.10 * Treating others with 
respect
11.20 * Qemq helpful and 
caring
11.30 * Giving time and 
effort
* Administratively (hero 
is a modolinq of the 
philosophy of the caring 
commitment for the whole 
person— Loth faculty and 
students pick that up
* Commitment to each 
other
* Lived out in their 
professional development 
and quality of teaching
* Teachers are treated 
with a lot of respect 
for a lot of profession­
alism and...professional 
decisions— all the way 
down the line
* The idea of mutual re­
spect— teachers and ad­
ministrators, students 
and teachers— always a 
goal for stuuents to 
respect each other, and 
most are like that
* Care and concern that 
is given to each student 
in each area— academic, 
social, personal, spir­
itual
* There is a concern, an 
esprit de corps among 
the faculty to snare as 
teamwork
* We let no award coming 
to a student or teacher 
go unnoticed
* It takes a lot of 
hours and effort
11.40 * Acting as family
* I sen some tec-hers 
spend hours, HOURS —  I 
mean, this is pure out- 
rig.nt dication— not 
reimbursed
* Involvement till 10:00 
at night
* Willingness to leave 
no stone unturned
* It's like being par- 
ents--this is an impor­
tant aspect cf the whole 
program
* A student commented—  
"This tchccl is like a 
family here."
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(gj communicating openly and freely; and (h) modeling 
commitment (especially by being helpful and caring).
Both students and the 1985 Site Visit Report 
(Washington, D.C., 1984-85) confirmed (see Table 21) the
importance to the school's quality of effectiveness of: 
regular faculty and committee meetings (2.101; constant 
evaluation and improvement (3.00, 3.50); teacher
evaluation and supervision (4.00); inservice (5.00, 5.30)
selecting quality staff (7.00); addressing student needs 
(8.00, 8.10, 8.12, 8.13, 8.40, 8.50); encouraging 
involvement and responsibility for service in 
extracurricular activities (9.00, 9.30, 9.40) ;
communicating openly and freely with each other (10.00, 
10.30); and--within the component of modeling commitment- 
being helpful and caring, giving and effort, and
providing a familv-like atmosphere (11.20, 11.30, 11.4G).
While the interviews proceeded, the interviewer 
sensed a warm, accepting, cooperative, and caring 
relationship among the members of the faculty, and 
between the faculty and the students. This relationship 
was focused on the students as individuals and their 
needs. This relationship was real in the minds of the 
students and could be recognized within one student's 
comment, "I get the feeling I am not a number. All the 
teachers here care about the students. V.'e are their
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number one priority, and that is what makes this a good 
program."
The site visitors of 1985 sensed much the same 
atmosphere permeating the total program of the school.
This can be seen in the following excerpts from their 
report.
The school's atmosphere and morale appear to be very 
positive.
The school is marked by a sense of openness to 
consider new ideas. This appears to permeate the 
administration, tha faculty, and the student body.
There appears to be more of an emphasis on cooperation 
rather than competition.
The instructional program and methodology appear to 
correlate very highly with the needs of the students.
There appears to be a very high degree of personal 
"tuning in" to students by the faculty. . . .
Summary
The findings from the interviews within School 3 
identified 11 strategy components that tell how that 
school has developed their quality program that "benefits 
the students," "meets the school's purpose," "addresses 
student needs," and is a program "to which the students 
are proud to belong." The 11 strategy components focused 
on: integrating the philosophy, providing an 
organizational structure, being accountable, supervising 
and evaluating teachers, engaging in inservice training, 
providing support, selecting quality staff, addressing 
student needs, encouraging involvement and responsibility
r
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fcr service in extracurricular activities, communicating 
openly and freely, and modeling commitment through giving 
respect, help, care, personal effort, and family-like 
attention. Both students and/or site visitors of 1985 
provided validating confirmation for all 11 components, 
and 22 of the 43 elements and sub-elements that 
administrators and teachers perceived contributed to the 
effectiveness and quality of their school program.
During the school visit the researcher found a 
very high respect for the openness of communication 
between the faculty and administration. This openness was 
supported by the motivation of acceptance of professional 
ideas regarding program improvement and development. The 
focus of attention was continuously on how to tetter meec 
student needs. Constant, evaluation of their program 
supported this focus. The administration moved positively 
but carefully towards implementing changes that self-study 
and feasibility studies indicated would strengthen the 
curriculum and school program.
These observations were supported within the data 
analysis of Table 21. Together with the remaining 
components of chat table, they point out how School 2 
implemented the four QSIPS strategies relating to quality 
programming.
E
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School 4 
The School Environment 
School 4, with its 750 girls, shared spacious 
grounds with an adjacent boys’ school. Both schools -were 
associated with the same parent organization and shared 
some facilities, classes, and cocurricular activities, but 
largely operated independently of each other. The school 
was located in a suburban area of a large midwestern 
township and drew its students from a wide area.
The Philosophy of the School 
The philosophy of the school stated that the
schoo1
"aims to create for the school community an atmosphere 
enlivened by the gospel spirit of freedom and 
charity." We hold that students should have the 
opportunity to develop spiritually, academically, 
personally, socially, and aesthetically so that the 
light of faith received in Baptism will illumine their 
lives as they take their rightful places in 
contemporary society. ('Washington, D.C., 1984-85)
The site visitors in 1985 reported that in their view the
stated philosophy of the school was also its operational
philosophy. 'Within its statement of philosophy the school
expressed its goal as:
Striving to provide an environment in which its 
students will further develop informed consciences, 
Christian concepts and values, knowledge and skills 
inherent in liberal arts education, and the ability to 
function as mature individuals secure in their worth. 
(Washington, D.C., 1984-85)
As part of the operational philosophy and an
outworking of this goal, the school has developed an
F  -*■*».
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atmosphere that is integral to the day-to-day functioning 
of the school. The reporter in the Site Visit Report 
(Washington, D.C., 1984-35) illustrated this feature when
ne stated that the school "excells in offering quality 
education in a truly Christian, toving and caring 
community. . . . This Christian and sincere attitude and 
atmosphere is so much a part of the school."
In the 1987 interview, one student’s opening 
remark to the question "What makes this school really 
special?" was--"The spirit of community we have here, 'cos 
everyone here is sc friendly." Another girl responded—  
"It is so different from other schools. I don't want to 
leave. People just came up to me and hugged me, and I 
felt good."
Comments such as these were indicative of the 
presence of role modeling and example within the school. 
How did the school create this positive climate? The data 
that follow indicated the key ways the administrators and 
four teachers perceived that this was done witnin the 
school's community.
How the Administrators and Teachers Perceived 
School 4 Implemented Strategy Grouping 4
Strategy Grouping 4
Strategy grouping 4 was confined to a single 
strategy from the QSIPS instrument. Two administrators, 
four teachers, and four students provided responses to 
the semi-structured interview for this strategy, namely:
r
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716 Setting a positive example for the students to 
fcl low.
In previous data analyses, there has been a 
comparison of the interview data with responses of senior 
students in the 1987 interviews and the 1985 site visitor 
reports. 3ut, although the site visitors reported 
concerning the "respect of the students for the faculty 
and the respect of the faculty for the students," which 
implied the presence of example, there was no further 
reference to modeling or example as such within the Site 
Visit Report. Thus the data analysis has been confined to 
the interviews for 1937.
Table 22 outlines four components showing how the 
administrators and teachers have helped to create the 
positive learning climate of the school through setting a 
positive example. The first component of 13 elements 
included five that were confirmed by the responses of 
students. These five involved direction from 
administrators to teachers, opportunities to share 
spiritual activities, faculty and departmental meetings, 
expectations of the faculty dress code, and tsacher 
evaluation.
Students confirmed nine other ways the school 
helpec staff set a positive example in the school. Each 
of these had also been suggested by one of five of the 
faculty members interviewed. The nine further ways were: 
'.a! providing a tradition of teachers adhering to the
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TABLE 22
DATA SHOWING THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS AND RELATED 
KEY ELEMENTS REPORTED AY TWO OR MORE FACULTY 
FOR IMPLEMENTING STRATEGY GROUPING -1
Confirmation
Com. Description of fY) by—
s. Strateqy Components No. "acuity  I_
El. with Contributing Contributing Students
No. Elements 'Adn.!fTch.”
1.00 School Influence to Uelo Faculty
1.01 Selecting ^ho faculty who show a car­
ing attitude and who are prepared to 
accept and practice the school's 
philosophy
1.02 Administrators and teachers giving 
praise and compliments to faculty
1.03 Administrators making suggestions to 
teachers of what they coulo do, and 
of what they should not be doing
1.04 Providing opportunities for mservice
1.05 Providing opportunities for being 
involved in and sharing spiritual 
activities
1.06 Faculty i.ieetirns and departmental 
meetings with two-way communication
1.07 Providing opportunities for faculty 
to present their concerns
1.08 Administrators keeping faculty 
informed of student health problems 
and how the teacher can help these 
a tudents
1.09 Expecting the faculty to follow the 
faculty cress code
1.10 Annual teacher evaluation with, 
its follow-up conference
1.11 Administrators' professional example 
of positive relationship toward both 
students and staff
1.12 Administrators giving encouragement 
and support to teachers— e.g.," wnen 
depressed or disheartened
1.13 Staff Social Committee's personal and 
social interest
2.00 Professional Ways the Faculty 
dhow a Positive Example
2.01 2ei:.y prepared for classes daily
2.02 Showing serious involvement in 
spiritual experlences— e.g., morning 
prayers, retreats, and religious 
services
F




Cam. Description of 'Yl by—
4 Strategy Components llo. Faculty ---------------
FI. with Contributing Contributing Students
:;o. Elements lAdm.l .’Teh.]
2.03 Dressing professionally - 3 Y
2.04 Showing a professional attitude in
the classroom 1 1
3. CC Personal '.lays the Faculty Show
a Positive Example
3.0 1 Taking time tn listen and talk with 2 4 Y
students to help meet their needs—  
particularly outside of class tine
3.0 2 Cannq about students and eacn other 2 2 Y
3.03 Diving their faith— being Christians 1 3
anywhere, everywhere— including when 
interacting
3.0 3 Showing a positive attitude to life 2 1
3.C4 Encouraging worth in people by doing 1 2
things for them because of who they
are as people— e.g., leaving a 
message or a gift for a student, etc.
3.05 Modeling Christian values to students 1 1
3.06 living support to those who need it - 2
3.07 Showing that their own personal roliq- - 2
lous development is important to them
4.00 Relationships That Contribute to 
Jetting a Positive Jxgnplo
4.01 Doing warm and friendly to each other 1 3  Y
4.32 3einq caring toward each otaer 3 7 Y
4.03 Treating each other with respect 1 1  Y
4.04 Stating expectations clearly but - 2 Y
showing give-and-take
4.05 Teachers helping ana supporting each - 2
other
4.06 Having a good working student.'teacher 1 1
relationship
t
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school's philosophy; ’o', helping to develop a spirit and 
keeping up the norale; (c: providing a variety of 
opportunities in v:hich role modeling can occur— after 
sciiuci, on duty, and in the classroom; d' expecting 
teachers to conduct orderly classes; -e) expecting 
teachers to be prompt, and to be at school at specific 
tirr.es; f; expecting teachers to be prepared; • g; trying 
to provide an atmosphere of Christian community where care 
and concern can be manifested; di; praying for each other 
and family needs in morning and class prayers; ar.d 'i: 
maintaining an openness of communication.
Then asked to tell about how faculty example 
happened day-to-day, one student spontaneously 
volunteered— "I don’t really think about it. It is so 
natural you can just feel it." Later in the interviev; one 
of the two girls expressed her response to faculty example 
oy saying,
The more the teachers are so caring, the more the 
students feel close to then--to hug them. Their 
example inspires and motivates me. All want you to 
work to your potential. It fully makes me -want to do 
the best I can. They wouldn't stress it if it wasn't 
going to be for your best benefit.
Student responses confirmed three professional ways 
the faculty showed a positive example in tne second 
strategy component outlined in Table 22. These related to 
being prepared for classes daily, involvement in spiritual 
experiences activities, and dressing professionally. 
Students and one of five of the six faculty interviewed
E
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confirmed a further five professional ways of setting a 
positive example. These five ways were: (a)
showing you enjoy what you are doing while being serious 
about it at the same time; (b) injecting Christian values 
and tradition into what the teachers are teaching;
(c) continuing to be involved in professional growth 
learning; (d) being accountable to themselves and the 
students; and iei conveying the strong sense that you can 
nave fun, but there is discipline in working when it is 
time to work.
In the third strategy component, relating to 
personal ways the faculty showed a positive example, only 
two were confirmed by the students. These two were very 
closely related, namely— "taking time to listen and talk 
with students to help meet their needs— particularly 
outside of class time"; and, "caring about students and 
each other." Two other personal ways of showing positive 
example were mentioned by two separate faculty and 
confirmed by student responses. These were: (a) being
happy in what you are doing; and (b) using a sense of 
humor.
There was evidence of complex overlapping in what 
•was personal and what was professional. Students tended 
to see what went on in the classroom, committees, and 
faculty meetings as professional, and interaction with 
faculty outside the classroom for the most part as 
personal in influence. But there was no definite
r
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delineation, and to clarify these issues would require 
much further study.
The final strategy component added to the 
complexity of personal and professional example. The 
students' responses confirmed four of the six 
relationships outlined in Table 22 component four—  
relationships that contributed to setting a positive 
example. The four were complementary to each other--
4.01 Being warm and friendly to each other
4.02 Being caring toward each other
4.03 Treating each other with respect
4.04 Stating expectations clearly but showing give- 
and-take .
One further relationship was mentioned by one teacher and 
confirmed by student response— being mutually responsible.
Summary
The findings on how administrators and teachers 
went about "setting a positive example for the students to 
follow" showed 13 ways in which the school influenced the 
faculty to perform this objective, five of which were 
confirmed by the student responses. The student responses 
confirmed a further nine ways in which the faculty set a 
positive example through professional and personal 
influence and relationships. Of the 22 student-confirmed 
ways, analysis of the faculty's responses showed that they 
placed ‘1: hiring and 12; praise and complimenting by 
administrators and peers, above the rest. Next were
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directives from administrators, opportunities for 
inservice, and opportunities for spiritual involvement—  
all with four of the six faculty responding.
For professional example, no item received as many 
as four faculty responding to it, but for personal example 
there were two in this category— Taking time with 
students, and caring about students and each other. These 
two were confirmed by students as being personal ways in 
setting a positive example for the students.
In the final strategy component.- two of the six 
relationships identified in Table 22 received a frequency 
of four responses by faculty and confirmation by student 
responses. These were relationships of warmth and 
friendliness, and being caring toward each other.
The findings demonstrated that the operational 
philosophy of the school was being carried out by the ways 
the staff were setting a positive example for the 
students. The complexity of the persona 1 ■'prof ess ional 
roles of the teachers did not seem to deter from the 
overall impact of the positive influence of faculty 
example on the students. As the interviews proceeded, the 
researcher became aware that faculty role modeling for the 
students was a natural unconscious example, rather than a 
planned program of example. The evidence of the staff 
responses indicated they did not consciously think "I must 
do this to be the right example to the students." And 
students responded that they did not really think about
w
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the faculty being their role models, and yet they 
recognized they were.
Thus the findings showed that by being sincere, 
caring, and professionally competent in their 
relationships with the students at all times, the faculty 
helped the students appreciate and respect them, each 
other, and the principles and values the teachers and 
administrators represented.
School 5 
The School Environment 
School 5 was located on the outer edge 
of the suburban area of a city in the Midwest. This 
school had an enrollment of 708 boys in grades 9-12. The 
parents were very involved within the day-to-day 
operation of the school, with over 20 being present on the 
day of the site visit for interviews. The 1985 Site Visit 
Report (Washington, D.C., 1934-85) confirmed the high
level of involvement of parents in the activities of the 
school--"Some 500 parents volunteer their services or 
are involved in the various programs and events. . . . 
There is not a day . . . when parents are not in evidence 
helping out in some way." This factor contributed to the 
family atmosphere of the environment of the school. One 
student commented, "Here you see parents in the school 
doing things all the time. . . . It is a comfortable 
feeling that parents are here. We nave an enjoyable
w
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relaxed atmosphere around our school." Another student 
was very positive with the comment, "Parents make the 
school here." The principal reinforced the intimacy of 
the parent/faculty relationship when he reported that the 
parents and faculty converse on a first-name basis, even 
though the students address their teachers with the 
respectful title of Mr., Mrs., or Miss.
The Philosophy of the School
The summary statement of the philosophy of the
school included the focus of its stated goals within the
following philosophical framework:
The environment . . .  is one of freedom and trust, 
which encourages discovery, rewards creativity and 
self-initiative and respects the student's need to 
experience responsibility. The student's growth is 
both in terms of an understanding of self and his 
relationship to others, to God, and to society. iiis 
enthusiasm' for research should be accompanied by an 
experiential awareness of values. (Washington, D.C., 
1934-85)
The school motto, "Men for Others," focused the 
operational philosophy of the school. A site visitor of 
the EPSRP in 1985 stated of this school, "Congruence 
between stated goals and day-to-day operation is 
outs tanuing."
How the Administrators and Teachers Perceived 
School 5 Implemented Strategy Grouping 5
Strategy Grouping 5
Strategy grouping 5 included four of the top 29
straoecies from the CSIPS results. These were:
r
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302 Communicating regularly with parents:
* Keeping them informed about their students' 
progress.
306 encouraging parents and community members to 
support the school financially.
314 Communicating promptly to parents when a student 
is beginning to develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences.
801 Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about the school 
program.
These four strategies related to communication for 
three specific aspects of school functioning—  (a) the 
student's progress and attendance; (b) financial support; 
and (c) the school program.
Communicating student progress 
and attendance
Table 23 outlines the findings on how the school
communicated to parents concerning student progress and
attendance.
School 5, like most schools, had a a planned
procedure of regular reporting of both progress and 
attendance. Where the school showed positive
effectiveness was in the prompt communicating about their
child to the parents in a way that showed both the parents
and the student that the school really cared about the
child.
Table 23 outlines seven components of methodology 
for communication with the parents about their child's
r
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TABLE 23
DATA SHOWItiC THE ETRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR 
HCW THE SCHOOL COMMUNICATED TO PARENTS 












r Adm.; cicn. 1
Z o n f irmation 
■Y> by—
Students
FOF. STUDENT PROGRESS —  ACADEMIC
1.00 Regular Scheduled Reporting bv Mail 2 3 Y
1. 10 * Mid-quarter progress reports 2 3 Y
1.11 - To all parents whose child nas 
C- average or below *
T -
1.12 - To parents of high potential stud­
ents ie.g., A»l performing below 
standard (e.g., □- averagcl
i 1 •
1.13 - To parents of students deserving 
positive recognition
i - -
1.20 * End of quart;: (2 » 4) report cards i 2 Y
2.00 Parent/Teacher Conferences 2 4 Y
2.10 * End of first and third quarters—  
includes distributing report cards 
and discussing student progress
T 4 V
2.11 - 5-10 minute conferences with oppor­
tunity to set up further appomt- 
or.t as r.u-eded
1 1
3 . 00 Formal Letter - -
3.10 * From the principal to parents al stu- 
ents performing below expectations
1 - -
3.11 - Below C- average, or with 2 or 1 
more F grades —  student on academic 
probation until end of following 
semester--(to leave school if grades 
not up to C- average by that time)
3 . 2 0 * Acacemic probation reports mailed 
to parents to sign and return, 
confirming their receipt
1 ~
4 . 00 Informal Personal Post Card - 2 -
* Sent to parent via the principal from - 2
a teacher on behalf of a student who 
did well on something special
r
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• Bi-weekly status reports mailed for 
students not performing well
homework Sheets
• Some parents want to sign every 






* Between faculty and parents during 
numerable special social programs 
conducted throughout the year 'e.g. 
banquets, breakfasts, family rel­
igious meetings, honors assemblies, 
fund raising programs, etc.'
COR STUDENT PROGRESS— ATTENDANCE
1.00 Telephone and written
I. 10 * From Dean of Students
directly to parents if serious—  
handled immediately
1.20 * Fron Dean of Students' secretary or
nurse to homo to notify absence if 
student is 'al at school but not in 
class: ibi not at school— check on 
where student is— note required fron 
parent
1.30 * No communication from parent— record­
ed as UNEXCUSED ADSENCE— Conse­
quence is after school detention,cut 
grade to zero for that day's class. 
Family communicated with if manor 
problem.
F
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progress. The principal and teachers conveyed the 
impression that they did not use all procedures for every 
student. It was not necessary. But when it was, teachers 
ana school officers communicated as frequently as they 
considered was necessary to meet the student's need. If 
this was daily, it would be daily, as one teacher 
reported. The principal particularly emphasized that 
there was "much informal communication, and this was just 
as important as the regular monthly information packs, the 
status reports, and the grades, etc."
Immediate action was the policy regarding 
absenteeism. The teacher communicated with the Dean of 
Students' office to initiate the procedure to find out 
where the missing student was. Usually parents phoned 
the school to advise of any absence. But when this did
not happen, the school acted on its set policy to
establish contact with a parent, so that if a student was 
not in class and there was any problem, both school and
parent could work together on it.
The Site Visit Reports of 1935 (Washington, D.C., 
1984-85' did not include details concerning how the 
schools communicated with the parents on student progress 
and attendance. The reporters did emphasize that "phone 
calls and personal contacts with parents" were of "high 
priority," and this was strongly evident in the interviews 
with the students, administrators, and teachers, regarding 
attendance (see Table 23).
r
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The students were well aware of the personal 
approach of teachers for contacting parents over any 
student concern. One student mentioned the importance of 
the parent/teacher conferences and then immediately 
followed with the remark— "If there is any problem, there 
is no hesitation to call up the parents.” Table 23 
substantiates the importance placed on the parent/teacher 
conferences and the mid-quarter progress reports. A 
student commented that the lack of a progress report being 
sent home was also good because it meant "you are doing a 
good j ob ."
Thus the findings demonstrated a constant flow of 
communication from the faculty to the parents. When the 
need was greater, teachers used a direct and personal 
communication approach. Where the need was not so great, 
the formal communication maintained consistent contact, 
and informal visiting at the numerous social gatherings 
throughout the year provided the continuity for keeping up 
the flow of parent/teacher communication on the personal 
level.
Encouraging financial support
Table 24 outlines two basic approaches for 
encouraging financial support for School 5. The first was 
by direct ofricial school contact. The principal and the 
assistant principal communicated the basic details for 
this first strategy component. Only one teacher made
E
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TADLE 2 4
DATA SHOWING THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR HOW 
THE SCHOOL COMMONICATED TO PARENTS AND THE 
COMMUNITY TO ENCOURAGE THE I P. 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Com' irmatior.
Com. Description of tY1 —
4 Strategy Components No. Faculty ---------------
El. with Contributing Contributing Students
Ho. Elements lAdm.HTch.!
1.00 Direct Official School Contact 2 1
1.10 * Requesting donations by letter from: 2 1
1.11 - the President’s Office 1
1.12 - the Development Office 1 1
1.20 * Requesting endowment from the 1
Development Office
1.30 * P.equestinq donations by phonathon—  2 1
organised by Development Office
1.40 * Special seasonal letter request—  1
e.g., Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving
1.50 * Financial report of the school's - 1
finance by mailed letter to faculty 
and parents
2.00 Direct Personal Involvement 2 4
2.10 • Tarcnts involved in planning, organ- 2 1
icing, and communicating to other 
parents, alumni, and community mem- 
oers for various fund-raising programs 
e.g., calendar dr wo, annual auction, 
weekly community fund-raising social, 
etc.)— use functioning committees, 
especially Mothers’ Clut
2.11 - Contact by telephone, letter, and 1 2
personal contact
2.12 - Contact by regular school monthly 2 ■!
information pack
2.13 - Contact by newspaper advertising - 1
2.20 * Fathers communicate with each other 2 1
through their fathers’ club organi­
sation and school monthly informa­
tion pack to maintain all sporting 
faci1itles
2.30 * Students involved b y
2.31 - Assisting in social programs :ban- I
guets etc.) by volunteer help as 
part of fund-raising programs
2.32 - Writing letter to parents from the - 1
home room
2.3 3 - Selling school calendars for the 1 2
’'.others' Club
E -
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reference to four of its elements. Mo student made any 
reference to it at all. These findings indicated that 
direct official school contact for financial outreach was 
conducted quite separately from the majority of teacher or 
student contact and involvement.
But, for the second component (see Table 24), 
teachers, students, and administrators were familiar -with 
people being directly involved with the fund-raising 
programs that parents organized. Teachers and students, 
particularly, were involved with the parents in 
communicating about these programs. This direct 
involvement enabled much informal personal contact. The 
students openly stated that this informal contact 
contributed considerably to the comunication proceedings.
For both strategy components— direct official 
school contact and direct personal involvement —  the 
common methods of encouraging financial support was 
through personal contact by telephone, letter, or informal 
face-to-face interaction. Involvement of as many people 
as possible contributed to the success of each fund­
raising program. As already indicated, the reporter for 
the Site Visit Report of 1985 (Washington D.C., 1934-85:
stated that SCO parents were involved in the school 
program throughout the year. This supported the 
effectiveness of the communication procedures because the 
greatest part of the involvement of parents was with the
K
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program committees for fund-raising projects and the 
implementation of their program decisions.
Communicating about the 
school program
Table 25 outlines the strategy components along 
with interview responses of administrators and teachers 
indicating how the school communicated to parents about 
their school program. The four Open House sessions listed 
as strategy component number two was the most frequently 
mentioned activity. The students were most familiar with 
this approach as well as eighth grade students visiting 
the school, coverage by the media, and special programs 
that community members could attend. Site visitors 
supported six of the twelve strategy components indicated 
oy the faculty, two of these overlapping with student 
confirmation— visits by eighth grade students and special 
community interest programs.
The seven strategy components for regularly 
communicating the school program throughout the year to 
the parents of the school family indicated a very positive 
continuous contact from the school to the parents.
Students often commented about the informal daily contact 
of morning announcements to students who would take the 
comnunication home by word of mouth. Students also 
mentioned the daily presence of the parents in the school 
and the direct exposure to school announcements, and 
informal cnats .v I lI: -.cm m i  i traders and faculty while the
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TAELS 25
DATA CROWING THE STRATEGY COMPONENTS FOR HOW THE 
s c h o ol comm un i c a t e d regularly with parents aboutTHE SCHOOL PROGRAM
Conf irmatior.Com- (Y) by—non- Description or Mo. Faculty Sannle Faculty _______________nnt Strategy Components Contributing Comments Stu- 1935
Ho. dents SiteiAdm.i iTch.j Vis.
FOR RECRUITING AND ORIENTATION
1. Parent information 1packet
2. Cron House
visits to grade schools i
Students visit school 1 for half-dav program
Letters to parishioners
Newspaper, radio adver- 2 
tisements and new? re leases
Hold special programs i for community public tc attend
Community service out­reach programs to com­municate school's nhil- osophy




Freshman parents' mini 1 course night
* Parent information oacket to initial inquirv— letter and
1itcrafcurc
* Students and famlies Y visit Open House— four Sunday sessions
* Printed information aval1able— courses, transportation, etc.
* Tour through school, demonstrations...teach­ers orescnt to answer questions about courses
* Principal and faculty visit grade schools—  students communicate to their parents... letters to take to families
* 350-400 eighth grad- Y ers stay for half a dayto get a taste of our school
* 1,000 letters to nar- ishioners whose chil­dren do not attend Catholic grade schools
* Advertisements m  the Y 
newspaper and on therad ib
* Hold science fair... Y athletics programs... band visits to civic croups (school, oLdfoIks homes, etc.»
* V.'hat the communitv sees builds on our reoutation
* A five week summer plus orogram for 30-50 ooys
* Time and date of en­trance exams communi­cated at Open Houses, and to grade schools
* Orientation night for dads and sons before school starts
* Freshmen oarents go throu. i a mini day tcl- lowmq same schedule as sons — 10 minute classes
T - afcjfv




Description of Strategy components No. Faculty Contributing
(Adm.I(Tch.)
Sample Faculty Comments
Conf irmation iV1 by—
stu- TTis dents Site
V l C ,
FOR COMMUNICATING ABOUT THE REGULAR SCHOOL PROGRAM
1. Monthly parent packet
Various office mailings
Master calendar
Special programs and activities to communi­cate the philosophy
Parent group meetings
informal continuous communication
Informal and formal communication through olanned social func­tions
* The monthly oarent Y packet contains in­formation about the school for the up­coming month
* Parent pack mailing can include church and school calendar, dept, letters, parent semi­nars, special social events. Club announce­ments, etc.
* 2-3 .railings a mcnth from various offices of the school
* Days and times set up on calendar— establish­ed at end of year by the principal— all dates submitted by activity moderators
* Philosophv communi­cated by principal's letter in monthly oack and at mini course' mgnc
* Philosophy also em­bodied m  religious activities information that is sent out
* Parents are he re for 
croup meetings— parent club meetings— one or two times a month
* Parents are always in Y the school dcmg sone-
th mg
* Welcome Dinner for Y 
parents of new students with faculty, staff,and administration
* School Honors Assem- bl les
* International Buffet leach family brings food I
* Pancake Breakfast
* Monthly family mass, and social to follow
* Many more like this
E
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parents worked on their volunteer tasks around the school. 
As one student said, "It is all volunteer help. . . . 
Parents are continuously up here, and are in close contact 
with administrators and teachers."
Students commented more than once that "there's a 
lot of hearsay." They gave the impression that parents 
received communication about the school so frequently that 
no parent could miss what was happening either at the 
school or for the school.
The regular monthly parent packet was the most 
well known and well used means of written communication to 
all families. Every major school officer, committee, 
club, and school or church organization made use of 
this effective, regular communication tool. A close 
second to this in the mind of the faculty (but not 
mentioned by the students or site visitors! v,as the 
annual calendar of the school with all the key functions 
1isted.
Summary
v.’hether the communication -was for informing about 
school progress or attendance, encouragement for financial 
support, or for advising about the school program details, 
the findings showed that personal contact was the most 
important element, and this was used both formally and 
informally on a day-to-day basis. The media used most 
often was the telephone, letter or personal note, and one-
K
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on-one formal conference or informal interaction. 3v 
their responses during the interviews, the faculty and 
administration showec their positive, open, and warm 
involvement with the school/parent communication program 
in their school. They wanted to keep the parents 
informed, especially if they identified a particular need 
of any student.
One teacher stated, "Communication is excellent.
We communicate more than we need to." This comment 
expressed in a few words tne intense coverage of the 
communication program of the school. Because the focus of 
the communication was always about the student or the 
school program, one teacher felt that if there was any 
weakness in the communication it was that parents were 
left unaware of faculty needs. But this idea was not 
expressed by other interviewees.
Overall, the open communication by direct contact 
resulted in a very positive and constant cooperative 
parent-help-program for the school, and the studencs 
appreciated having parents continually in the school. The 
informal interaction at socials and other occasions 
supported the formal interaction by letter, reports, and 
conferences.
School 6 
The School Environment 
School 6 was located in the suburban area of a
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large southeastern city. The secondary school shared its 
attractively kept buildings and property with its 
elementary-school counterpart. Halls, classrooms, and 
environs within the school community itself reflected the 
Christian influence that permeated the school environment. 
It was a coeducational secondary school with an enrollment 
of 270 students— 117 males and 153 females.
Philosophy and Mission of the School
The application of the school to the EPSRP
.'Washington, D.C., 1984-85) outlined the school's
Christian philosophy as "based on the 'Word of God. The
Bible is the integrating, unifying principle for our
entire program. God is at the center of every subject
taught. . . . Every part of the curriculum is interpreted
and applied from a Christ-centered, Biblical perspective."
The statement of the philosophy of the scnool also
included a statement of its educational purpose.
The ultimate purpose of education is to glorify God. 
3efore this can happen, man who is a sinner, must be 
regenerated. He must develop and nurture a Christ- 
like life. He must find and do Go d ’s will. Christ 
must dominate, govern and control whatever the 
student does mentally, physically spiritually or 
socially. We must give him this type of education.
To meet this purpose, the school had four objectives which
focused on 'a: balance of mental, physical, spiritual, and
social development as a Christ-like person; (b) ''wholesome
Christian attitudes, appreciations, and values"; (c)
breadth of understanding of the world "through a Christ-
r
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centered education"; and id) development of a sense of 
responsibility for "continuous spiritual and intellectual 
•growth. "
The 1985 Site Visit Report 'Washington, 3.C., 
1984-85) confirmed that this philosophy was "in harmony" 
with the operational philosophy of the school. The 
administration and faculty had chosen scriptural posters, 
Christian motifs, and pictures for both halls and 
classrooms that added to the decor and operational 
philosophy of the school.
How the Administrators and Teachers Perceived 
School 6 Implemented Strategy Grouping 7
Strategy Grouping 7
Strategy grouping 7 included one strategy from the 
QSIPS instrument. This was:
707 engendering respect for school property by
keeping it attractively maintained e.g., free of 
graffiti, free of vandalism, free of incomplete 
repairs) .
The principal, four teachers, and four students 
responded to the interview program for School 6.
The analysis of their responses is outlined in Table 26, 
and showed six strategy components that indicated how the 
administrator and teachers engendered respect for school 
property.
Of the six components, the single strategy 
component in which all five faculty indicated supporting 
responses was for prompt attention to damages by the
r
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.CO Communication of Diblical Principles L
.10 * In Bible classes 1
.20 * During Chapel exercises 1
.30 * Throuqr.out the whole curriculum 1
2.00 Example
2.10 ♦ Administrators and teachers sup­
porting each other, and showinq 
respect ior each ether
2.20 * Faculty showinq example for cleanli­
ness and tidiness by picking up papers 
m  the hallways
2.30 * Teachers being responsible for the
cleanliness and tidiness of their own 
classrooms
2.30 * ila’ls and bathrooms kept clean fail"
2.30 Attending to Danages Promptly
2.10 * Dreakages—  fixed in 2-3 days or within
a week if it is a major job— mainten­
ance department organises repair
2.20 • Defacincs--flxed quickly (1-2 days)-- 1
maintenance department cleans or" 
paints over defacing if student not 
identified to take care of it
1.00 students tloina Responsible for 
fheir Actions"
1 . 10 For oarage.defacings Dean follows 
leads to identify person ’"esconsible 
for damage 1 it possibiel
• It is the 
values and mor­
als
• The teachers 
live what they 
teach us. You 




* ,* bump m  the 
v:all is fixed 
oy tne next cay
* Seeing graf­
fiti would 
upset me— it 
doesn’t stay 
very lone
* It thev find 
out— called ou 
of class to th 
Dean’s office






Com. Description of r o  bv—
i  strategy Components No. Faculty ---------------
El. with Contributing Contributi.i.j Students
No. Elements '.din.; (Tch.) n  coir.mer.to',
4.20 • Student responsible for damage pays 1 3  ' I
for its repair ■'if identified)
* Sometimes stu­
dent may have to 
pay for repair
:0 * Student receives demerit points for
unacceptable behavior if found out
5.00 Giving P.ecognition
6.00 Giving Students Responsibility
6.10 * Student Council responsibility
i.20
6.30
Care of special classroom equipment 
and management responsibility within 
the classroom
Developing pride of membership within 
a group te.g., band, cnmr, ate.)
6 . - 1 0
..50
Class by class care of cafeteria
halting money for special equipment
* Gets demerits 
and sent to the 
principal if in 
further orobloms
* In chapel they 
announce oirth- 
dnys...it maker, 
the sludent feel 
great
♦ We have a Stu­
dent Council—  
they organize 
special days and 
programs
* Students put 
equipment away
• When you are 
in extracurricu­
lar activities 
it helps to 
build character 
in you--yoa want 
to give your 
best
* Clean tables 
and sweep the 
floor
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school (3.00). Student responses also supported this 
finding.
Four of the five other components were contributed 
by the administrator and two or more teachers— 1.00 
communication of biblical principles; 2.00 example; 4.00 
students being responsible for their actions; and 6.00 
giving students responsibility. Only one teacher 
contributed to strategy component 5.00— giving 
recognition. Student responses supported each strategy 
component that the analysis produced. But students did 
not include each element of the components in their 
responses (see Table 26).
Further analysis of the student responses showed 
that they believed student respect for school property 
came from the caring and helpful attitude of the faculty 
toward the students as well as the other factors that have 
been identified within Table 26. The students spoke of 
the caring and helpful faculty on 12 occasions throughout 
the two interviews.
To the interviewer, the appreciation of the 
students for their teachers appeared genuine. The 
frequent repetition of this factor throughout the 
interviews was accompanied with facial expressions of 
pleasure and sincerity. The students meant what they 
said.
Four of the five faculty had mentioned that the 
school was a caring school. This had been reported in
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the general introductory part of the interview by the 
teachers as being one feature that made the school 
special. But when questions were asked relating to h o w  
the school went about engendering respect for the school, 
school property, the equipment, and amenities, there was 
no mention at all by the staff that their caring and 
helpfulness toward the students as indivicuals contributed 
in any way.
Thus, the finding of faculty care and helpfulness 
to individual students as a contributing strategy 
component should be remembered along with the six in 
Table 26 identified from the administrator and teacher 
responses. The 1985 site visitors confirmed that the 
school was well kept and attractive, but no comments were 
included within the report on ways the faculty was 
developing respect for the school property.
Summary
Components 3.00 and 4.00 in Table 26 were the two 
components that focuced most directly on the ways in which 
the school implemented QSIPS strategy 707— "Engendering 
respect for school property by keeping it attractively 
maintained (e.g., free of graffiti, free of vandalism, 
free of incomplete repairs)."
The remaining four components included (a) 
communication of Biblical principles (l.OGi; (bi example
r
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(2.GO); ’C) giving recognition (5.00j; and (a) giving 
students responsibility : 6 . 00) .
The findings demonstrated that engendering respect 
for school property by these measures was only part of a 
greater strategy. Student responses included strong 
support for a possible strategy component that the faculty 
did not include as a contributor to respect for school 
property— faculty care and helpfulness to the students as 
individuals.
Therefore the overall findings demonstrated that 
respect for school property was part of a larger strategy 
that encompassed respect for:
1. People (the faculty, parents, fellow students, 
and themselves) through:
* care, concern, and helpfulness they show to 
others
* example they live before others
* recognition they give to others
2. Principles, values, and expectations people 
communicate through:
* direct word of mouth
■' example
* participating in sharing responsibilities 
within the school program
* helping a person to be responsible for 
hishei own actions
'35ls>
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3. Environment, plant, equipment, and facilities
through:
* keeping it clean, attractive, and tidy
* repairing damage promptly.
Concluding Summary
The top 20 strategies from the QSIPS instrument 
analysis in chapter o were clustered into eight strategy 
groupings. Using a predetermined selection procedure 
these eight groupings were allocated to six schools to 
determine through interviews how these schools implemented 
the top 20 strategies in the schools as perceived by the 
administrators and teachers interviewed.
The findings for the eight strategy groupings 
demonstrated that strategy components for implementing the 
top 20 strategies for effectiveness were part of a very 
complex interactive environment in each school. 
Communication in a personal, caring, helpful manner, 
taking the time to listen and help students accept 
responsibility for their actions and decisions were among 
the most frequently identified throughout the six schools 
studied. Even for the strategy grouping 3, related to 
quality programming, all the decisions were focused on the 
best interests of the students, and open communication and 
constant appraisal of wnat was happeninq within the total 
school program focused on caring for the students and 
their needs.
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The findings demonstrated that the faculty in each 
school perceived their philosophy was a major influence on 
how they went about implementing the strategies with 
effectiveness within their school. Their professional 
skills and experience were used to shape the total program 
of the school for ecch student's best opportunity for 
growth. The faculty did this by listening to students and 
one another, by being loving, caring, and helpful to each 
student and each other, and by constantly checking and 
evaluating what they were doing against the objectives 
and philosophy of the school and the needs of the 
students.
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CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to provide educators 
with what administrators and teachers in private exemplary 
secondary schools perceived to be key strategies for 
school effectiveness and how they have been implemented 
within selected schools. The study was a response to the 
problem of a lack of educational knowledge and research on 
school effectiveness among the private exemplary schools 
of the United States, and the opportunity of research in 
che exemplary private secondary schools following che 
Exemplary Private Schools Recognition Project (EPSRP) of 
1984-85. Larry Cuban's (1984) statement, "No one knows 
how to grow effective schools. . . . Road signs exist, but 
no maps are yet for sale” ipp, 131-132), provided further 
impetus, even though it was not specifically written 
concerning private schools.
The study did provide a "map" that showed how some 
schools achieved effectiveness within the boundaries of 
the top 20 strategies. The most important exploratory 
aspect of the study was the analysis of interviev; 
responses in selected exemplary schools. That analysis
273
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investigated how the teachers and administrators perceived 
their effectiveness in implementing those strategies 
within their schools.
A brief statement of the procedures with a summary 
of the findings outlines the major aspects of the study. 
These are followed by statements of conclusions and 
recommendations for further study from issues the findings 
generated.
Summary of Methodology 
The Quality Schools Index for Private Schools,
(QS IPS) adapted from the Illinois Quality Schools Index 
(IQSI)(Illinois State Board of Education, 1984), was 
mailed to the 64 schools recognized by the EPSRP in 1985. 
The principal, assistant principal, and four teachers 
(male and female where appropriate) with three or more 
years of experience within the school were invited to 
complete the instrument. It was structured on the eight 
characteristics for school effectiveness —  leadership, 
mission, expectations, time on task, monitoring, basic 
skills, climate, and parent/community participation— found 
m  the IQSI and supported by research on school 
effectiveness.
The instrument included two scales— Scale A, 
extent of use of the strategies within the school; and 
Scale B, importance of the strategies to quality 
schooling. Analysis of the ratings, using mean weighted
K
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scores, provided rank listings of the 135 strategies 
included within the instrument.
The top 20 strategies witn mean weighted scores 
based on high use/high importance were clustered 
rationally by the researcher. The analysis procedure 
identified six schools for visitation and interviewing by 
selecting the school with the highest mean score for the 
strategy grouping that met the criteria of: (a) also being
supported by the 1985 Site Visit Report (Washington, D.C., 
1934-85) and/or the 1987 principal's report; (b) location 
limitation to mainland U.S.A. east of the Rockies- and
(c) willingness to participate.
Qualitative analysis procedures applied to the 
interview responses followed the guidelines of Miles and 
Huberman (1984).- The summary that follows presents the 
major findings for the top 20 strategies and how the 
administrators and teachers in selected schools perceived 
they implemented them.
Summary of Major Findings 
The study proposed to answer six questions. The 
first five involved analysis of the responses to the QSIPS 
instrument, and question 6 of the interview data.
Findings Related to Questions 1-5 
The analysis of responses to the QSIPS instrument 
identified 20 top strategies for school effectiveness for 
each of the following three questions.
r
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Question 1
In what order are the top 20 strategies for 
effectiveness ranked, when their extent of use within 
schools is considered?
The ranks of the top 20 high use strategies were:
1. Being proud of the school's and students' 
successes
2. Showing the students they care about them as 
people
3. Believing that "We are an effective school"
4. Providing an all-round quality educational program 
for the benefit of the students
5. Showing a personal caring interest in each student
6. Taking the time to listen to students
7. Encouraging parents and community members to 
support the school financially
3. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about their students' 
progress
9. Communicating promptly to parents when a student 
is beginning to develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences
10. 5. Addressing the needs of the whole child--(i.e., 
spiritual, moral, inte1leccua1, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
1G.5. Being ready to help students outside of class 
time
12. Providing a curriculum that meets the school's
purpose
13. Developing a total school program to wnicn the
students are proud to belong
14. Setting a positive example for the students to
fo 1 low
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15. Encouraging parents to communicate openly with 
school personnel
15. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about the school program
17. Engendering respect for school property by keeping 
it attractively maintained (e.g., free of 
graffiti, free of vandalism, free of incomplete 
repairs)
18. Making clear to students how they are expected to 
behave
19. Communicating promptly to parents when a student 
is beginning to develop a pattern of:
* poor grades
20. Taking care of students' needs in a professional 
manner.
Question 2
In what order are the top 20 strategies for
effectiveness ranked, when their importance to quality
schooling is considered?
The ranks of the top 20 high importance strategies
were:
1. Showing the students they care about them as 
people
2. Providing a curriculum that meets the school's 
purpose
3. Addressing the needs of the whole child— (i.e., 
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
4. Showing a personal caring interest in each student
5. Providing an all-round educational program for the
benefit of the students
6. Developing a total school program to which the
students are proud to belong
r
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7. Helping students to develop their abilities to 
their highest potential
9. Taking the time to listen to students
9. Setting a positive example for the students to
follow
10. Believing that "We are an effective school"
11. Being proud of the school's and students'
successes
12. Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing school with demonstrated skill in 
using written and spoken English
13. Developing meaningful relationships in students by 
teaching them to be caring toward others
14. Helping students take responsibility for their 
actions as they learn self-discipline
15. Handling behavior corrections in a way that avoids 
humiliation
16. Frequently praising students for jobs well done
17. Making clear to students how they are expected to 
behave
18. Providing an environment that causes students to 
like to come to school
19. Handling behavior corrections m  a way that 
indicates firm disapproval of misbehavior yet 
gives supportive help to the student to master the 
problem
20. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about their students' 
progress.
Question 3
Which 20 key strategies for effectiveness rank highest 
when ratings on their extent of use within the school 
added to ratings on importance to quality schooling 
are considered together, without regard for the eight 
categories of effectiveness characteristics?
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The ranks of the top 20 high use/high importance 
strategies were:
1. Showing the students they care about them as 
people
2. Being proud of the school's and students' 
successes
3. Providing an all-round guality educational program 
for the benefit cf the students
4. Believing that "We are an effective school"
5. Showing a personal caring interest in each student
6. Taking the time to listen to students
7. Providing a curriculum that meets the school's 
purpose
3. Addressing the needs of the whole child— (i.e., 
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
9. Developing a total school program to which the 
students are proud to belong
10. Setting a positive example for the students to 
follow
11. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about their students' 
progress
12. Encouraging parents and community members to 
support the school financially
13. Communicating promptly to parents when a student 
is beginning to develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences
14. Making clear to students how they are expected to 
behave
15. Handling behavior corrections in a way that avoids 
humiliation
16. Frequently praising students for jobs well done
E
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17. Being ready to help students outside of class time
13. engendering respect for school property by keeping
it attractively maintained ie.g., free of graffiti, 
free of vandalism, free of incomplete repairs)
19. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about the school program
20. Providing an environment that causes students to 
like to come to school.
Major Bindings from the Three 
Lists of Top 20 Strategies
1. Of the 20 top-ranking strategies in the above
three croups--high use; high importance; and
high use/high importance— 12 were common to all three
lists. These were the overall top-ranking strategies of
the study. They were:
1. Showing the students they care about them as 
people
2. Being proud of the school's and students' 
successes
3. Providing an all-round quality educational program 
for the benefit of the students
4. Believing that "V.’e are an effective school"
5. Showing a personal caring interest in each student
6. Taking the time to listen to students
7. Providing a curriculum that meets the school's 
purpose
8. Addressing the needs of the whole chi Id--(i.e., 
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
9. Developing a total school program to which the 
students are proud to belong
r
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10. Setting a positive example for the students to 
follow
11. Communicating regularly with parents:
* keeping them informed about their students’ 
progress
12. Making clear to students how they are expected to 
behave.
2. Student-oriented emphasis was the greatest 
emphasis of the top 20 strategies for both high use and 
high importance--10 out of 20 for use. and 14 out of 20 
for importance to quality schooling. Those remaining were 
divided between program emphasis— four for use, five for 
importance— and parent emphasis— six for use, but only one 
for importance. Of the 14 student-oriented strategies for 
importance to quality schooling, nine focused on attitudes 
and relationships and five on discipline.
3. School climate accounted for 10 of the top 20 
strategies listed for high importance to quality schooling.
4. School climate (6) and parent/community 
participation (5) accounted for 11 of the top 20 
strategies listed for high use within exemplary schools.
5. Three strategies included in the top 20 
strategies for importance to quality schooling ranked 
considerably lower for use within the schools. These 
were: (a) helping students to develop their abilities to 
their highest potential (rank 7 on importance was 54 on 
use); (b) helping students take responsibility for their 
actions as they learn self-discipline (rank 14 on
E
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importance was 50 on use); and (c) developing meaningful 
relationships in students by teaching them to be caring 
toward others (rank 13 on importance was 46 on use).
Question 4
Which key strategy for effectiveness ranks highest for 
each of the eight categories of effectiveness 
characteristics, first, for ratings on extent of use 
within the school, and second, for ratings on 
importance to quality schooling?
Four top strategies of high use within the schools
and high importance to quality schooling were the same for
each of four categories of effectiveness characteristics:
1. Leadership
Addressing the needs of the whole chi Id--(i.e., 
spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)
2. 3asic Skills
Providing learning opportunities for:
* completing school with demonstrated skill in using 
written and spoken English
3. Climate
Showing the students they care about them as people
4. Parent/Community Participation
Providing an all-round quality educational program for 
the benefit of the students.
For the remaining four catagories, the strategies
raced as important to quality schooling provided a focus
that appeared to the researcher as more professionally
demanding than for those reported being highly used.




Being proud of the school's and students' successes 
Elign importance to quality schooling—
Providing a curriculum that meets the school's purpose
2. Expectations 
High use—
Communicating promptly to parents when a student is 
beginning to develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences
High importance to quality schooling—
Helping students to develop their abilities to their 
highest potential
3. Time on task 
High use—
Starting and.ending class periods on time
High importance to quality schooling—
Devoting high proportions of class time to active 




Measuring student progress often
High importance to quality schooling—
Asking frequent questions to see if students 
understand the work
Using positive reinforcement rather than negative 
(e.g., reward and acceptance, rather than punishment, 
rejection, fear of failure, etc.).
Just as monitoring had two strategies ranking on a
ST
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par for importance to quality schooling, so leadership had 
two ranking on a par for use within the schools. The 
second strategy for leadership use was— "Being ready to 
help students outside of class time."
Question 5
In what order of importance are the eight categories 
of school-effectiveness characteristics ranked?
The means of the mean weighted scores for each of 
the strategies wichin the QSIPS instrument provided the 
following ranks for the eight characteristics of school 
effectiveness for use within the school, and for 
importance to quality schooling.
The rank order from highest to lowest for use 
within the school was: (a) parent/community participation; 
(fc>) climate; (c) mission; (d) expectations; (ei time on 
task; (f) leadership; (g) monitoring; and !h) basic 
skills.
The rank order from highest to lowest for 
importance to quality schooling was: (a) climate;
(b) basic skills; (c) parent/community participation;
(d) mission; (e) expectations; (f) time on task;
!g; monitoring; and (h) leadership.
The Spearman Rho Rank Correlation Coefficient of
0.44 for the comparison of the two rankings was rather 
low. This low ranking could be the result of the shift 
in positioning of the category "basic skills" from bottom 
rank position in use within the school to second position
r
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in the importance ranking. This finding was not 
anticipated but did support general educational opinion of 
recent years that more attention should be given to the 
basics in children's education.
Finally, in the overall comparison of mean 
ratings the school-effectiveness category of "climate" 
ranked first for importance to quality schooling. And 
interestingly, "climate" received the highest attention in 
the top 20 strategies for importance to quality schooling.
Findings Related to Question 6
Question 6
Hov/ do administrators and teachers in selected schools 
perceive their school has implemented the key strategy 
or group of strategies selected for investigation 
within their school?
School 1
Strategy grouping 1. The findings report how 
the faculty implemented the following group of strategies:
(a) showing the students they care about them as people;
(b) showing a personal caring interest in each student;
(c) taking time to listen to students; (a) addressing the 
needs of the whole child— (i.e., spiritual, moral, 
intellectual, social, physical, aesthetic, cultural,
etc.i ; and (e) being ready to help students outside of 
class time.
The faculty and validating confirmation by both 
students and,or the 1985 Site Visit Report (Washington,
F
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D.C., 1984-85) provided information on how the strategies
were to be implemented within the school.
1. Giving physical affection (e.g., pats on the 
back, touching the arm or shoulder, hugs)
2. Practicing unconditional acceptance 
(separating person from deed)
3. Showing a warm caring approach to students (a 
fundamental feature of the philosophy of the school)
4. Using the psychodynamic process of the school 
(guiding them through deep-rooted feelings and having them 
confront things that are difficult for them)
5. Socializing informally (camping, home visits, 
singing with students at school, walking arm in arm with 
them, having lunch with them)
6. Improving a child's self-concept
7. Incorporating needs into individualized 
student programs
8. Using the staff communication network of 
meetings, individual sharing, and computerized individual 
programs to be aware of each student's individual 
disorders
9. Being consistent
10. Acting immediately on an emotional/behavioral 
issue when it arises
11. Teaching values
12. Taking time to listen to studenLs and to talk 
with then
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13. Rev;araing compliance to expected behavior with 
positive reinforcement i verbal and tangible rewardsi
14. Involving the family
15. Practicing guided free expression 'e.g., it is 
acceptable to feel angry, but the student is helped to 
handle his feelings so there is no outburst of anger)
15. Role modeling people behavior/interaction (how 
the faculty act shows how they want the students to act)
17. 3ei.ng substitute parents
18. Eeing positive in relationship building.
Faculty reported five further ways for
implementation that did not have validating support of 
students or site visitors:
1. Recognizing the philosophy of the school is a 
holistic one
2. Being flexible within an open flexible daily 
program of operation
3. Using cognitive modifiers (e.g., having 
children repeat after the teacher why he/she gave a hug)
4. Addressing students by first name
5. Providing nurturance ie.g., showering, doing 
hair, preparing lunch, changing clothing etc.'.
Strategy grouping 6. The findings outline the 
major ways the faculty implemented the following group of 
strategies: ta) making clear to students how they were 
expected to behave; ib' handling behavior corrections in a
F
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way that avoids humiliation; and (c) frequently praising 
students for jobs well done. The strategy components for 
implementation were:
1. Applying five basic principles to the 
disciplinary procedures— (a) upholding basic moral values; 
Cd) treating people as people; (c) taking a positive 
approach; (d) treating each student individually according 
to his or her own needs; and (ej providing family 
surrogating from the staff
2. Keeping focused on the goal for each student 
to internalize positive expected behavior that led to 
self-control
3. Planning each student's individualized 
training program based on: ta) specific needs and
functional level; (b) formalized testing and family 
communication; (c) daily faculty assessment, interaction, 
ana discussion; and (d) development of weekly objectives 
for compliance, socialization, and, tasks and task
completion
4. Communicating expectations by: ial telling
wnat is expected— repeating it once if needed: (b> showing
what is expected by using gentle but firm guidance, 
thereby leading the child into compliance; (c) giving 
positive redirection commands for minor nonacceptable 
behaviors
5. Providing time out with no reinforcement yet 
giving help so students can internalize alternatives for
F
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improved self-control (i.e., isolation on a chair in the 
corner of a room, or in a separate room where the student 
knows he/she must be quiet, think about the unacceptable 
behavior, and talk with the teacher/clinician when ready 
to listen and talk, so the teacher can help the student 
understand why time out was given, and what positive 
alternatives 'ne/she could choose that would be acceptable 
alternatives for compliance)
6. Providing physical restraint for aggression, 
followed by time out and discussion with the 
teacher/clinician who consistently separates the person 
from behavior by helping the child to understand that 
restraint was employed because "we don't want you to get 
hurt, and we don't want anyone alse to get hurt"
7. Providing positive reinforcement using: (a ) 
verbal praise (commendations "for everything possible");
:b) tangible rewards (e.g., smileys on classwork, tokens 
for later trading, gifts); (c) relationship rewards 
(e.g., smiles, pats on the back or shoulder, hugs).
Consistency and communication permeated the total 
school program for behavior modification.
Strategy grouping 8. Findings for this grouping 
involved only one strategy— providing an environment that 
causes students to like to come to school.
The faculty reported they did this by:
1. Using the functional organization of the school
I
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for: (a) hiring staff who could accept and function as a
ceam member within the school philosophy; {b) providing 
thorough on-the-job training (initially three-months with 
on-going thereafter); (c) communicating in planning, 
programming, and evaluating within daily and weekly 
meetings; (d) consistently practicing the school 
philosophy; and (e) operating an open door policy
2. Providing a program focused on: (a) student 
needs; (b) elevating each student's self-concept; and (c) 
internalizing psycho-social skills for independent use
3. Demonstrating faculty commitment to: (a) time 
for working with students and the total program of the 
school; (b) hard work; (c) cooperatively working together; 
<d) the daily functioning of the school philosophy; and 
'e) the students
4. Interacting between the staff and students 
with: (a) consistency; (b) verbal communication that helps 
students learn how to handle their own problems, and 
physical communication through giving physical affection;
(c) love and care (separating person from deed); (d) 
positivism; and (e) simulated family.
School 2
Strategy grouping 2. Findings for this grouping 
related to the following strategies: (a) being proud of
the school's and students' successes; and (b) believing 
that "We are an effective school."
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The faculty (with validation by students and site 
visitors) reported these strategies were implemented by:
1. Communication: (a) the leader frequently
communicated his vision for the school, his belief in the 
faculty, students, and total school, and his expectations 
for the faculty and the school; (b) the staff discussed, 
evaluated, and reached corporate agreement on goals and 
how to work toward them; they interacted informally with 
students and staff individually; and they demanded 
excellence in the classroom; ic) administrators and 
teachers gave recognition to students by sharing how proud 
they were for student and school successes; faculty- 
received feedback from students about college acceptances, 
from alumni about their successes and their own and 
community attitudes toward the school, ana from day-to-day 
school program successes in academics and extracurricular 
activities
2. Faculty attitudes and involvement: (a) being
cooperative; (b) showing personal concern; (c) giving time 
willingly to students
3. Student attitudes: (a) demonstrating personal 
responsibility; (b) taking real interest in others
4. Staff selection and retention: selecting 
qualified staff who understand of what the school aims to 
do
5. Professionalism of the faculty: keeping up 
with advanced training in their field and profession
F
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6. Board support: providing quality facilities 
and amenities.
Schoo1 3
Strategy grouping 3. The findings report how 
the faculty implemented the following group of strategies: 
la) providing an all-round quality educational program for 
che benefit of the students; (b) providing a curriculum 
that meets the purpose of the school; fc) addressing the 
needs of the whole chi la--(i.e., spiritual, moral, 
intellectual, social, physical, aesthetic, cultural,etc.) ; 
and (d) developing a total school program to which the 
students are proud to belong. The major findings were 
that the faculty:
1. Integrated the total school program with the 
school philosophy by annually reviev/ing the philosophy 
in faculty meetings, communicating it to new parents and 
students on registration day, and submitting written 
departmental and individual goals to the principal
2. Provided an organizational structure for 
regular faculty, departmental, team, and committee 
meetings for course reviewing, and instigating an on-going 
curriculum study group
3. Provided accountability by constantly 
evaluating and improving the program based on stuaent 
needs, philosophy, and objectives, the standards of the 
state and church or organization, student feedback,
r
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feedback from accrediting bodies, and self-evaluation 
v/ithin the classroom
4. Utilized a positive program of teacher 
evaluation and supervision that included goal setting and 
appraisal with cooperative assistance from the supervisor
5. Engaged in professional inservice by providing 
ideas to their school committee for inservice; having 
active membership in professional organizations; attending 
off-campus inservice programs and sharing with faculty on 
return; engaging in informal peer interaction; 
participating as team members for accrediting bodies; and 
inviting guest professionals to talk to the staff
5. Received administrative and peer support, 
including personal, professional, and budgeting support, as 
well as procedures to ask for special program requests
7. Recognized that the administration hired 
quality staff
8. Addressed student needs by focusing cn each 
student as an individual and how to help them (e.g., 
through program offerings, guidance, and teacher awareness 
of personal disabilities and background circumstances); 
focusing inservice on student needs; evaluating students, 
curriculum, and teachers in terms of meeting student 
needs; providing opportunities for spiritual involvement; 
and providing group identity for students
9. Encouraged involvement and resnonsibi1ity for 
service in extracurricular activities by accepting ideas
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from students and teachers by including community service 
programs, and providing opportunities for community 
involvement in the school program and parent education
10. Communicated openly and freely both 
personally and professionally with students, parents, 
alumni, and the business community
11. Modeled commitment by treating others with 
respect, being helpful and caring, giving time and effort, 
and acting as a family.
School 4
Strategy grouping 4. The findings outline the 
ways the faculty implemented the strategy--setting a 
positive example for the students to follow. The findings 
showed four factors that contributed tc the faculty 
setting a positive example:
1. The school's influence helped by:
.a) selecting the faculty who showed a caring attitude and 
who were prepared to accept and practice the school 
philosophy; (b) giving praise and compliments to faculty; 
(cl administrators making suggestions to teachers of what 
they could be doing or should not be doing; (d) providing 
opportunities for —  inservice, involvement in spiritual 
activities, presenting concerns; (el encouraging two-way 
communication between faculty and administrators; (f) 
keeping the faculty informed of student-health problems;
\c, expecting the faculty to follow the faculty dress
r
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code; (h) providing annual teacher evaluation with a 
follow-up conference; (i) being positive in administrative 
example; <j) providing personal/emotional support and 
social interest
2. Professionalism of the faculty was 
demonstrated by: (a) being prepared for classes daily; :b )
showing serious involvement in spiritual exercises; ;c> 
dressing professionally; and id) shewing a professional 
attitude in the classroom
3. Personal actions of the faculty included:
(a) taking time to listen and talk with students to help 
meet their needs; (b) caring about students and each 
other; (c) living thair faith; (d) showing a positive 
attitude to life; (e) encouraging worth in people by doing 
something for them because of the "person" they are—  
"their worth to you"; ff) modeling Christian values; ;g; 
giving support to those needing it; (h) showing their own 
personal religious development is important to them
4. Relationships included: (a) being warm and 
friendly to each other; *b) being caring toward each 
other; 'c) treating each other with respect; (d) stating 
expectations clearly and showing give-and-take; >;e) 
teachers helping and supporting each other; and (f) having 
a good working student/teacher relationship.
The findings showed that these ways that 
contributed to teacher example were not structurally 
and formally planned just for that purpose. Rather, they
I
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were present in the school's natural development of cheir 
daily operational philosophy and personnel interaction.
School 5
Strategy grouping 5. The findings outline the 
major ways showing how the faculty implemented the 
following four strategies: (a) communicating regularly 
with parents— keeping them informed about their students' 
progress; (b) communicating promptly to parents when a 
student is beginning to develop a pattern of unexcused 
absences; (c) encouraging parents and community members to 
support the school financially; and (d) communicating 
regularly with parents— keeping them informed about the 
school program.
findings showed that communication to parents for 
academic progress and attendance was by:
1. Telephone for immediate needs such as 
unexcused absences or any other issue considered important 
by the teacher or administrator
2. Mail for regular scheduled reporting of 
academic progress reports
3. Parent/teacher conferences for student
progress
4. Formal letter and academic probations for 
students performing below expectations
5. Informal personal post card from the teacher
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mailed via the principal's desk to a student who did well 
on something special
6. Mailing bi-weekly status reports for students 
not performing well
7. Homework sheets signed by parents
8. Informal social contact during special school 
programs.
Findings regarding communicating to parents for 
financial support were by:
1. Direct official school contact by mail
at different times— requesting donations, endowment, and 
supplying the financial statement of the school
2. Direct contact during a phonathcn project of 
the Development Office
3. Direct personal involvement in parent planned 
and implemented fund-raising programs for which organizers 
used communication avenues of telephone, letter, personal 
contact, the school's monthly information packet, 
newspaper advertising, student participation in the 
programs, and student letters to parents.
Findings regarding communication to parents about 
the school program were:
1. For recruiting and orientation—
(a) availability of a school information packet; (b) four 
Sunday open house programs; (c) visits by the principal 
and faculty to grade schools— letters to take to parents;
(d ) visit of grade 8 students to the school for a
r
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half~day program; »<=>} letters to parishioners; 'f'l 
newspaper and radio advertising and news releases; (g) 
special school programs open to the public; (h) community 
service outreach programs to publicize the school 
philosophy; (i) summer program for sixth and seventh 
graders; (jj entrance exam schedules; (k) orientation 
night program; ana (1) freshman parents’ mini course night
2. For the regular school program— (a) mailing 
the monthly parent information packet; (b) various office 
mailings; (c) the school's master calendar; (d) special 
programs and parent group meetings; (e) informal day-to- 
day continuous communication; and (f) informal and formal 
communication through planned social functions.
School 6
Strategy grouping 7. The findings outline ways the 
faculty implemented the following strategy--engendering 
respect for school property by keeping it attractively 
maintained (e.g.* free of graffiti, free of vandalism, 
free of incomplete repairs).
The major finding for this strategy came not from 
the faculty and administrator interviews, but from the 
student interviews. To the students, the greatest 
influence in helping them to be respectful to school 
uI. O L)i." Ly Wa5 l. i i £ £ .L £ y £r*ci 1 p £ VI1 ric G c to
as individuals. This factor, although mentioned by the 
faculty as a general characteristic of the school, was not
F
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reported directly as a contributing means for engendering 
respect in the students for school property.
The following were the overall findings:
1. The respect students developed for people by: 
(a) the way faculty, parents, and fellow students showed 
care, concern, and helpfulness to others; (b) the example 
faculty lived before others; and (c) the recognition 
faculty gave to others
2. Communicating principles, values, and 
expectations by: (a) direct word of mouth; (b) example;
ici participating in sharing responsibilities witnin the 
scnool program; and (dj helping a person to be responsible 
for his/her own actions
3. Keeping a high standard of attractiveness for 
the environment, school plant, equipment, and facilities 
by: (a) keeping it clean, attractive, and tidy; and <b) 
repairing damage promptly.
Conclusions
The study was exploratory within a narrow field of 
educational endeavor. It included 49 exemplary private 
secondary schools with 235 faculty to establish the top 20 
strategies for effectiveness. Six schools and 60 
interviewees provided the base for how administrators and 
teachers perceived they implemented the strategies within 
tne.-.r schools. Therefore, generalization could be 
utilized for private or even public secondary schools for
r
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whom the findings are applicable where administrators and 
teachers are searching for ways to improve their school 
effectiveness.
Thus the following conclusions must be considered 
within this context of the 49 schools, and the six schools 
that were visited for interview data.
Conclusions from Identifying the Top 20 
Strategies for School Effectiveness
1. Because the greater proportion of strategies 
for school effectiveness among the top 20 strategies were 
student oriented--
Therefore, schools wishing to follow the example 
of the exemplary private schools of this study will 
consider giving priority to care of the student within the 
program above care of the program within the school
* Personal conclusion: Exemplary schools
place students above the school program, using academic 
programs, social interaction, physical activities, and 
spiritual opportunities as the media for growth, just as 
the gardener prizes the growing plant above the soil but 
uses the cultivation methods, the fertilizer, the water, 
and tender loving care to make that plant grow
2. Because 10 of the top 20 high importance 
strategies for school effectiveness focused on creating a 
positive learning climate, and because climate rated top 
school effectiveness characteristic for importance to 
quality schooling--
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Therefore, the example of the schools of this 
study emphasizes priority on creating a positive learning 
climate over emphasis on the other seven characteristics 
* Personal conclusion: Creating a positive 
learning climate was highest in importance among the eight 
school-effectiveness characteristics. Yet this does not 
mean a school faculty can disregard any of the remaining 
characteristics. Rather, the complexity of the school as 
a learning environment requires an integration of the 
eight characteristics with special consideration for the 
positive learning climate as a key contributor to student 
growth
3. Because the top 20 strategies for use and 
importance include: leadership strategies that focus on 
student needs and giving help; mission strategies that 
focus on attitudes and purpose; expectation strategies 
that focus on communication, student self-discipline, and 
potential; climate strategies that focus on 
teacher/student interaction, example, and student 
attitudes; parent/community participation strategies that 
focus on parent commitment through communication and 
quality programming; and a basic skills strategy that 
expects language mastery—
Therefore, balance of an overall quality program 
requires recognition of the innate complexity of 
interdependence of the strategies for school effectiveness 
within and between the overall structure of each of the
f
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eight school effectiveness characteristics
* Personal conclusion: If the mission of the 
school is focused on student growth for a stated purpose, 
both the overall quality program for student benefit and 
the more detailed curriculum that is focused on the 
purpose of the school must be harmoniously synchronized 
with the interaction of teacher and student within the 
positive learning climate if the school is to be an 
effective school
4. Because each of the top 20 strategies is 
either a direct communication strategy or is dependent on 
communication for its effective implementation—
Therefore, positive and open communication is a 
key contributing tool for school effectiveness
* Personal conclusion: Administrators and 
teachers are to be the initiators of open communication 
between each other, between the themselves and the 
students, and between themselves and the parents.
5. Because the strategy— helping students to 
develop their abilities to their highest potential--ranked 
7 on importance but 54 on use, and the strategy—  
communicating promptly to parents when a student is 
beginning to develop a pattern of unexcused absences—  
ranked 9 on use and 37 on importance—
Therefore, faculty saw that the schools placed 
more emphasis on checking and communicating absenteeism 
than on helping students develop their abilities to their
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highest potential, and hence priorities should be reversed 
while not losing the relative importance of communicating 
to parents on the absenteeism
* Personal conclusion: The more important 
strategies for school effectiveness can be lost sight of 
when the pressure of establishing school climate and 
carrying out school procedures and policies takes over the 
priorities
6. Because the school effectiveness 
characteristic of basic skills ranked eighth for use in 
the schools, and second for importance to quality 
schoo1ing—
Therefore, faculty perceived there was a wide 
discrepancy between importance and practice in using basic 
skills strategies in the exemplary schools
* Personal conclusion: Whereas exemplary 
schools generally showed above the national average on 
standardized test scores and S.A.T. scores, strategies 
that focused on improving basic skills were not in high 
use in these schools. Reasons for this could be because 
students were above average in ability so that teachers 
spent more effort on the challenges of course content, 
and/or the busy program of the exemplary private school 
(often from 7.00 a.m. to 10.00 p.m.) squeezed out the time 
opportunity for attention to strategies directed to 
improving the basic skills.
r
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Conclusions from Identifying !'ow Administrators 
and Teachers Perceived They Implemented the
Top 20 Strategies within Selected Schools
From the interviews with administrators, teachers, 
and students in the six selected exemplary schools, the 
researcher drew 14 key conclusions on how the faculty 
implemented the major strategies. These conclusions are 
that the administrators and faculty:
1. Selected staff that were willing to accept 
the school philosophy and were thoroughly trainable in 
its purpose
2. Were thoroughly trained and were engaged in 
continuous professional improvement
3. Were loving, caring, respectful, helpful, 
and positive in relationship building
4. Provided a positive professional example in 
the classroom and lived what they believed
5. Communicated openly and freely with each 
other, the students, and the parents using face-to-face 
interaction, written communication, the telephone, and 
group discussions— both formal and informal
6. Vie re consistent in applying the philosophy, 
the standards, the values, and the official procedures and 
methodologies of the school
7. Constantly evaluated the programs in 
relation to the philosophy, the purpose, and the needs of 
the students
F
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8. Made each communication and each decision 
in consideration of the needs of the students and the 
philosophy and purpose of the school
9. Treated each student as an individual
10. Took time to listen and talk with students, 
and helped them to understand positive alternatives 
for solving personal and behavioral frustrations, 
conflict, and individual problems
11. Gave positive reinforcement and recognition 
for compliance and success; let people know they believed 
in them
12. Provided opportunities to students for growth 
in responsibility
13. Acted on emotional/behavioral issues 
immediately by giving positive redirection or time out if 
needed followed by positive help in listening to the 
student and helping him/her to internalize positive 
alternatives for acceptable compliance
14. Maintained an attractive, well-kept 
environment.
Overall Conclusions from the Study
After reviewing the study the results indicate 
three major contributions to help administrators and 
faculty in private secondary schools develop their school- 
imprcvement programs. First., tne study has contributed 
comparative data from faculty of exemplary private
r
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secondary schools on key school-effectiveness strategies. 
Second, the study has provided a tool, in the QSIPS, for 
helping a school to identify its own priorities for school 
improvement. And third, the study has identified key 
procedures for implementing major strategies within the 
school.
What the study has not done is to provide 
normative data relative to each effectivness strategy and 
the procedures for implementation. This was outside the 
purpose of the study. 3ut the study did demonstrate the 
complexity of interaction that is found within an 
exemplary school as strategies are implemented.
'"he following are the basic overall conclusions 
that the researcher has drawn from the study.
The most important conclusion was that exemplary 
schools paid more attention to the student as an 
individual than to the program they provided. This made 
the total program in each school focus on individual 
student growth.
The second basic conclusion was that exemplary 
school effectiveness depended strongly on every faculty 
member knowing and practicing the school philosophy as 
they made program decisions (a) to meet the purpose of the 
school; and (b) to provide for the best interests of the 
students.
The third basic conclusion was that each member of 
the staff from principal to janitor accepted ideas and
r
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professional interaction through open two-way 
communication. This provided the key to implementing the 
strategies for school effectiveness.
Fourth, the study demonstrated three basic 
priorities: (a) caring for the student as a person; ib)
providing a purpose-oriented curriculum; and (c) 
addressing the needs of the whole child. To Lhe 
researcher, this implied that the total program in 
exemplary schools included academic, social, physical, and 
spiritual aspects that were student oriented.
Fifth, exemplary schools helped develop parental 
ownership in the school program by their daily/weekly 
presence in the school., contributing personally to the 
success of the total school program.
Finally, the schools had a purpose, knew what it 
was, and worked to achieve it through a united effort.
Recommendations from the Study
The purpose of this study was to identify key 
strategies for school effectiveness and how selected 
exemplary private secondary schools implemented them. And 
in addition to contribute to school-improvement planning 
by administrators and faculty in private schools.
The following recommendations are made for 
administrators and teachers who plan to engage in schuoi- 
improvement programs within their schools.
1. Identify the -weaknesses and strengths within
F
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Che school by using the Quality Schools Index (QSIPS) or 
an equivalent instrument to provide a strategy- 
effectiveness profile for the school by comparing ratings 
on practice with ratings on importance to quality 
schooling
2. Establish a continuous school-improvement 
program that includes priorities for improvement based on 
faculty feedback and corroborative discussion, student 
needs, and the school philosophy and purpose
3. Select staff who are willing to accept the 
school philosophy, and vho can be thoroughly trained in 
the school philosophy and purpose
4. Be thoroughly trained in the school philosophy 
and purpose, and maintain continuous professional 
improvement
5. Show the students that the administrators and 
teachers care for them as people within an atmosphere of 
love, respect, and help by taking time to listen and talk 
with them personally
6. Communicate openly and freely with each other
7. Provide an organizational structure within the 
school chat facilitates open discussion, evaluation, and 
planning for curriculum and schoo1-program improvement 
based on student needs and the school philosophy and 
purpose
3. 3e consistent
9. Provide a positive professional example, with
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each person living what the school stands for and what he 
or she individually believes
10. Give positive recognition and reinforcement 
to students when they comply with expectations and 
experience success
11. Help studerg.s develop ownership by giving them 
responsibility and accepting their ideas
12. Act on emotional/behavioral issues immediately 
by giving positive redirection and time out if needed, 
followed by listening to the student and helping him/her 
to internalize acceptable alternatives as resources to aid 
in self-ccntrol and compliance
13. Maintain an attractive, well-kept environment.
Recommendations for Further Study
1. To identify strategy components on how 
exemplary schools implement the remaining 115 strategies 
of the Quality Schools Index for Private Schools
2. To compare school-effectiveness-strategy 
profiles between public and private exemplary schools
3. To identify differences between administrator 
and teacher perceptions and practice for strategies of 
school effectiveness in both private and public exemplary 
schools
4. To identify the variations in priorities for
use of school-effectiveness strategies by comparing the
perceptions and practices of administrators and teachers
L
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in schools of high excellence and schools of low or 
limited excellence
5. To analyze teacher education programs and 
certification requirements in relation to practices of 
school effectiveness in exemplary schools
6. To determine the influence that accreditation 
has had on school effectiveness characteristics and 
strategies for effectiveness in exemplary schools
7. To examine school-effectiveness practice in 
exemplary schools which perceive that they effectively 
help students to develop their abilities to their highest 
potential, to determine: (a) if the difference between 
importance and practice as reported in the present study 
is common to exemplary schools; (b) what schools excell in 
the practice of this strategy; and (c) how they go about 
helping the students actually develop their abilities to 
their highest potential
8. To identify strategy-implementation procedures 
to reduce the use-importance variance for the two 
effectiveness strategies—  (a) helping the students take 
responsibility for their actions as they learn self- 
discipline, and (b) developing meaningful relationships in 
students by teaching them to be caring towards others
9. To determine why the exemplary schools ranked 
leadership on the bottom of the list of the eight school-
ef fectiveness characteristics in the QS1PS for importance 
to quality schooling; and to determine whether the claims
r
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of the school-effectiveness literature for stronq 
leadership is in fact a hidden quality that permeates the 
results of all sections of the QSIPS instrument and 
similar instruments
10. To determine ethnic influences that contribute 
to school effectiveness among schools with differing 
ethnic enrollments
11. To determine by structured ethnographic 
oDservational study what variations there are, if any, 
between how administrators and teachers perceive they 
implement strategies for school effectiveness and what 
actually happens
12. To investigate and analyze the complex 
relationships that are present between administrator/ 
teacher/student interaction, the stated and operational 
mission and philosophy of the school, the planned 
curriculum within the total school program, and the 
operational curriculum
13. To investigate how the results of this study 
can be effectively applied to a wide variety of private 
schools in ways that will complement the unique philosophy 
and mission of each
14. To identify ways in which the results of this 
study are applicable to school improvement in the public 
sector.
L
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'■.'AMES OF THE 60 SCHOOLS RECOGNIZED
IN THE E X E M PLARY PRIVATE SCHOOL
RECOGNITION PROJECT, 1983-1984
Albuquerque Academy, Albuquerque, MM.
Allentown Central Catholic High School, Allentown, PA. 
Baldwin School, 3ryn Mawr, PA.
Bellarmine Preparatory School, Tacoma, WA.
Eeth Jacob High School of Denver, Denver, CO.
3ishop Amat Memorial High School, West Covina, CA. 
Bishop Foley High School, Madison Heights, MI.
Bishop Loughlin Memorial High School, Brooklyn, NY.
The Brearley School, New York, NY.
The Bryn Mawr School, Baltimore, MD.
Cardinal Ritter College Prep High School,
St. Louis, MO .
Carolina Friends School, Durham, MC.
Cathedral High School, Springfield, MA.
Christian Brothers Academy, Lincroft, NJ.
Crossroads School, Santa Monica, CA.
The Culver Academies, Culver, IN.
Deerfield Academy, Deerfield, MA.
Delbarton School, Morristown, NJ.
DeMatha Catholic High School, Hyattsville, MD.
Father Flanagan High School, Omaha, NE.
Fenwick High School, Oak Park, IL.
The Fieldston School, Riverdale, NY.
Fordham Preparatory School, Bronx, MY.
Gilman School, Baltimore, MD.
Grand Rapids Christian High School, Grand Rapids, MI. 
Groton School, Groton, MA.
Groves Learning Center, St. Louis Park, MM.
Heathwood Hall Episcopal School, Columbia, SC.
Holy Cross High School, San Antonio, TX.
Holyoke Street School, Holyoke, MA.
Interlochen Arts Academy, Interlochen, MI.
John F. Kennedy High School, Somers, NY.
Judge Memorial Catholic High School,
Salt Lake City, 'JT.
Lutheran High School North, St. Louis, MO.
Luther High School South, Chicago, IL.
Marquette University High School, Milwaukee, WI. 
Martin Luther High School, Greendale, W I .
Mercy High School, Farmington Hills, MI.
Mercy Vocational High School, Philadelphia, PA.
Moreau High School, Hayward, CA.
Mt. Carmel High School, Chicago, IL.
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Nazareth Academy, Rochester, N Y .
The Pari-: School of Baltimore, Brooklandvil le, MD. 
Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, NH.
Pius XI High School, Milwaukee, WI.
Princeton Child Development Institute, Princeton, 
Rehoboth Christian High, P.ehoboth, MM.
St. Agnes Academy, Houston, TX.
St. Elizabeth High School, Oakland, CA.
St. Francis Prep School, Fresh Meadows, NY.
St. Ignatius College Preparatory School,
San Francisco, CA.
St. Mary's Academy, Portland, OR.
St. Paul's School, Concord, NH.
St. Teresa's Academy, Kansas City, MO.
St. Xavier High School, Louisville, KY.
St. Xavier High School, Cincinnati, OH.
Shanley High School, Fargo, ND.
Valley Christian High School, Cerritos, CA. 
Watkinson School, Hartford, C T .
'Nest Catholic High School for Boys, Philadelphia, 
(Beatty 1934, ?p. 14-15)
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UAMES OF THE 64 SCHOOLS RECOGNIZED
I>I TIIE EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SCHOOL
R ECOGNITION PROJECT, 1984-1985
Academy of Our Lady, Chicago, IL.
Andrews Academy, Berrien Springs, MI.
Aquinas High School, New York, NY.
Arlington Baptist High School, Baltimore, MD.
Brandon Hall School, Dunwoody, GA.
Brother Rice High School, Chicago, IL.
Calvert Hall College, Towson, MD.
Carmel High School for Girls, Mundelein, IL.
Colegio San Ignacio de Loyola, Rio Piedras, PC. 
Concordia Lutheran High School, Fort Wayne, IN.
Dade Christian Schools, Hialeah, FL.
De La Salle Institute, Chicago, IL.
De Smet Jesuit High School, St. Louis, MO.
Divine Savior Holy Angels High School, Milwaukee, WI. 
Elizabeth Seton High School, Bladensburg, MD.
Green Fields Country Day School, Tucson, A Z .
Greenhill School, Dallas, TX.
Hales Franciscan High School, Chicago, JL.
Holy Names Academy, Seattle, WA.
Holy Names High Scnooi, Oakland, CA.
Horace Mann School, New York, NY.
Incarnate Word Academy, Corpus Christi, TX.
Iolani School, Honolulu, HI.
Isidore Newman School, New Orleans, LA.
Kalamazoo Christian High School, Kalamazoo, MI.
La Reine High School, Suitland, MD.
La Salle College High School, Wyndmoor, PA. 
Lighthouse School, Chelmsford, MA.
Magnificat High School, Rocky River, OH.
Marian Catholic High School, Chicago Heights, IL. 
Marist High School, Eugene, OR.
Memphis Catholic High School, Memphis, TN.
Mercy High School, Baltimore, MD.
Milwaukee Lutheran High School, Milwaukee, W I . 
Missouri Military Academy, Mexico, MO.
Monsignor Kelly High School, 3eaumont, TX.
Morris Catholic High School, Denville, N J .
Mount St. Mary Academy, Plainfield-Watchung, NJ. 
Norfolk Academy, Norfolk, VA.
Notre Dame Catholic High School, Fairfield, CT.
Notre Dame High School, Chicago, IL.
Notre Dame Preparatory School, Towson, MD.
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Notre Dame de Sion, Kansas City, MO.
O'Gorman High School, Sioux Falls, SD.
Pella Christian High School, Pella, IA.
Pine Crest Preparatory School, Fort Lauderdale, FL. 
Polytechnic School, Pasadena, CA.
Presentation High School, Berkeley, CA.
Punahou School, Honolulu, HI.
Regina High School, Hinneapolis, MM.
Regis High School, Mew York, MY.
Regis Jesuit High School, Denver, CO.
Springside School, Philadelphia, PA.
St. Ignatius Jesuit High School, Cleveland, OH.
St. Joseph's High School, South Bend, IN.
St. Joseph’s Preparatory School, Philadelphia, PA. 
St. Mary's College High School, Berkeley, CA.
St. Thomas Aquinas High School, Fort Lauderdale, FL. 
Thayer Academy, Braintree, M A .
The Nichols School, Buffalo, NY.
The Ursuline School, New Rochelle, NY.
Walsh Jesuit High School, Stow, Oil.
Westlake School for Girls, Los Angeles, CA.
Yeshiva High School, Atlanta, GA.
(Howard 1985, pp. 16-17)
I
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NAMES OF TIIE 60 SCHOOLS RECOGNIZED
IN TIIE EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SCHOOL
RECOG N I T I O N  PROJECT, 198 5-1986
Akiba Academy of Dallas, Dallas, TX. 
Ancillae-Assumpta Academy, Wyncote, ?A.
Ascension Catholic, Melbourne, FL.
Benchmark School, Media, PA.
Central Institute for the Deaf, St. Louis Park, MO. 
Christ the King, Atlanta, GA.
Dickinson Area Catholic School, Iron Mountain, MI. 
Elm Grove Lutheran School, Elm Grove, WI.
Epstein Hebrew Academy, St. Louis. MC.
Hanahauoli School, Honolulu, HI.
Hebrew Academy of Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, GA.
Holland Christian Middle School, Holland, MI.
Holland Hall, Tulsa, OK.
Holy Cross Lutheran School, Fort Wayne, IN.
Holy Cross School, Deerfield, IL.
Holy Family School, st. Louis Park, MM.
Immaculate Conception, Grand Prairie, TX.
Northwest Lutheran School, Milwaukee, WI.
Our Lady of Fatima School, Lafayette, LA.
Our Lady of Lourdes, West Islip, NY.
Pacific Union College Elementary School, Angwin, CA. 
Pines Montessori School, Kingv/ood, TX.
Rabbi Alexander S. Gross Greater Miami Hebrew 
Academy, Miami Beach, FL.
Rowland Hall-St. Mark's School, Salt Lake City, UT. 
Saint Anthony's School, Fresno, CA.
Saint Barbara, Massillon, OH.
Saint Bernadette School, Drexel Hill, PA.
Saint Cecelia's Cathedral Elementary, Omaha, NE. 
Saint David's Elementary School, Richmond, CA.
Saint Francis School, New Haven, C T .
Saint Matthias, Chicago, IL.
Saint Michael Catholic School, Crowley, LA.
Saint Rita School, Rockville, MD.
Sidwell Friends Lower School, Washington, P.C.
St. Agatha, Columbus, OH.
St. Elizabeth School, Rockville, HD.
St. Ignatius Loyola, New York, NY.
St. Joan of Arc, Lisle, IL.
St John Lutheran School, Rochester, MI.
St. John Lutheran School, Seward, NE.
St. Lorenz Lutheran School, Gaylord, MI.
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St. Katherine's/St. Mark's School, Bettendorf, 
St. Mark Catholic School, Indianapolis, IM.
St. Martin's Episcopal School, Metairie, LA. 
St. Mary Cathedral School, Gaylord, MI.
St. Mary Cueen of the Universe, Salina, XS.
St. Mary School, Cincinnati, OH.
Sc. Monica, Creve Coeur, MO.
St. Patrick School, Corpus Christi, TX.
St. Paul Lutheran School, Fort Wayne, i n .
St. Peter Elementary School, Mew Brunswick, MJ 
St. Peter Prince of Apostles, San Antonio, TX. 
St. Pius X/St. St. Leo School, Omaha, ME.
St. Rose of Lima, Miami Shores, FL.
St. Viator, Las Vegas, NV.
Sts. Peter and Paul, Bronx, MY.
The Calhoun School, New York, MY.
The King's Academy, West Palm Beach, FL.
The Miquon School, Miquon, PA.
The Stanley Clark School, South Bend, IN.
IA.
I
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EXCERPTS FROM EPSRP SITE VISIT REPORTS'1 
1984-1985
Selected Samples o£ Individual 
Student/Teacher Comments
Regarding Morale
There is great comraderie among the students, 
i Teacher)
’••."nen I left teaching at that other school and came
co _________ six years ago, I thought I had died and
gone to heaven. Six years later I still feel that 
way. (Teacher)




The teachers really care about you here. (Student'
We have an easy relationship with our faculty. We 
can talk with them about anything. (Student)
Student Confidence
Students who graduated from _________  do not have
academic problems when they go to the best Colleges 
or Universities in the States. (Student'
If I could do it all over, I'd still take my high 
school years here again. (Student)
■̂The Site Visit Reports for the EPSRP, 1984-1985, 
were mace available by the Council for American Private 
Education, 1625 Eye Street, MW., Washington, C.C. 20006, 
or. the condition that anonymity be preserved to respect 
confidentiality. Thus no name appears for any school, 
principal, teacher, or site visitor.
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Opportunities to Reach Students 
by Open Door Policy
I firmly believe there are appropriate ways of 
expressing disagreement with our authority systems 
and students should be encouraged to do that 
because it is an important interpersonal skill that 
they will need as adults. (Teacher)
Development of Student Maturity
This school is a great place to grow up in. 
iStudent)
If you can't say something good about someone, 
don't say anything. (Student)
Acceptance of Rules
Dressing nice takes a little extra discipline, but 
you feel good - you're dressed for the occasion, 
l Student)
Orientation for Service
A lot of people give service. We're into helping 
people. (Student)
Selected Samples of Site Visitor 




__________ is an example of the long shadow which a
principal casts across a school wall. While the 
philosophy, goals, and objectives of the school are 
rooted in church teachings, their expression, 
articulation, and implementation are very much the 
function of this man's personal convictions and 
innovative leadership. His vision is comprehensive 
rather than myopic, dynamic rather than static. He 
is of that breed of admmistrtor who is willing to 
throw himself into the furrow of the school's needs 
regardless of the risk or cost to his professional 
future.
I
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The principal, Dr. _________ , is the "key-mover" at
the school and provides an exceptional model for 
the faculty an her encouragement to pursue 
excellence. Her effectiveness as an educational 
leader has brought a distinctive strength to the 
school.
The President keeps his Trustees well informed.
Vision.
He has a clear idea of how he perceives the 
school's past and where he wants it to go.
Principal as facilitator.
He has been able to get others excited about his 
vision for the school, including us!
Instructional leadership.
I was most impressed with the ongoing re-evaluation 
of curriculum. Although traditional in structure, 
the school has not hesitated to scrap programs 
which didn't work or introduce new ones. . . . Much 
of tne credit for this admirable attitude to change
and improvement goes to F a t h e r _________ , whose
energy and ability to listen to others is most 
impress ive.
Philosophy— Commitment and Practice
_________  School has a brief and clear statement of
philosophy but more to the point the school lives 
it. . . . For example, the students and the faculty 
identified respect for others as a hallmark of 
their school; they showed it in caring, attention 
to one another, listening to others conversations, 
and accepting one and all even in this highly 
diversified community.
_________  appears to be outstanding in its
commitment to instilling the Christian beliefs and 
values that are at the heart of its philosophy.
The key ingredient is the staff's commitment to 
serve as ministers to the students and to be models 
of persons who bring Christ’s message to others.
One is overwhelmed by the singleness of purpose 
voiced by this staff. At the same time, their
r
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message does not speak of regimentation or 
rigidity, but rather a common focus expressed in 
many unique personalities.
The students of _________ accept them [the school's
philosophy, goals, and values], reflect them, and 
verbalize them! The students are proud of this 
philosophy and related goals and feel that this is 
the key reason they are at this school. There is 
no favoritism to athletes, musicians, etc. These 
students love their school and openly state this
fact. They want or chose to be at _________ . The
alumni want to come back and it is all part of the 
"family” feeling. We were impressed!
Religious values are exceedingly evident throughout 
every program of the school.
We saw evidence of the school developing Christian 
values in the way teachers were modeling Christian 
virtues such as, love, joy, patience, kindness. We 
saw students responding in the same way.
What was most distinctive about _________  High
School was the extent to which the students 
themselves accepted and even felt ownership for the 
school's stated purpose and philosophy, and then 
demonstrated that they lived it out in a variety of 
ways. 'We read and heard that the basic mission of
_________  High School was to "share Christian love
with students, and to teach them to teach others." 
We actually observed this happening all day long.
It was reflected in the way students created each 
other, their teachers, and their administrator. I 
have never before seen such genuine care and 
concern between and among students, student qroups, 
and their teachers. This school has a clear focus 
above and beyond the excellent academic and 
activity programs— its spiritual commitment to the 
students, and by the students.
The commitment to the Cacholic educational 
document, "To Teach as Jesus Did," appears to be a 
real and moving force within the design of the 
curriculum, in che administrative tone, in the 
counselling roles, in the pupi1-teacher 
relationships, and, above all, in the manner in 
which people respect and relate to each other 
within the school family.
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_________ High School, feels great responsibility
for the moral judgment and ethics it teachers [sic] 
its students. In order for a school to be 
successful in this crucial area, it must have a 
well developed philosophy of education and basis of 
existence. Its faculty is the most important k e y  
to the implementation of those values and 
standards. It is for this reason that the teachers 
are very carefully selected. Their personal 
philosophy and that of the teacher training 
institutions they attend must be in keeping with
the stated pniiosophy and oojectives of _________
High. Constant examination and re-examination of 
these goals and this philosophy are made at all 
levels of the school and its faculty.
The school is exemplary in maintaining its 
excellent academic program, living out its 
philosophy and Catholic tradition, and meeting the 
challenge of the technological age and the
challenge of the soci-economic [sic] level of the
student enrollment.
It is obvious from the deportment of the students 
and staff that the philosophy of this school has
permeated the entire fiber o f ________ High
School. . . . tp.a most exemplary aspect of the 
school was that the students demonstrated their 
Christian philosophy.
Dedication to the school's goals is seen in special 
tutoring sessions, supervision of and participation 
in extra-curricular activities, student social 
events in faculty homes, and their ready 
availability via telephone during non-teaching 
hours.
Prior to the opening of school the entire faculty 
reviews the stated philosophy and objectives to be 
sure the desired needs of the school are being met.
Commitment and community are key concepts at
_________ , not only in the ideal realm but in the
practical. Students by their own testimony share 
deepiy the commitment of the faculty to the 
school's stated mission.
Order and School Climate
The climate of "order through expectations" that 
pervades the school seemed to have a direct link
r
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with the students' awareness of their social and 
moral responsibilities for each other.
Among the students we find a high sense of being 
enabled by the faculty. There seems to be an 
emphasis on the young ladies becoming leaders.
There appears to be more of an emphasis on 
cooperation rather than competition. The students 
seem to have a high sense of self confidence and we 
get the impression that this comes from deliberate 
efforts to promote positive thinking and a sense of 
w'nat is possible from the faculty.
The school's climate is one or teen-age interests 
with its normal pressures and concerns handled in 
an apparent tension-free way that the young women 
want and handle well. The administration is not "a 
sit in the office" outfit, but one that is out 
there where the youngsters are - calling them by 
name, answering their questions, asking their 
concerns.
There were no attempts at put-downs but rather very 
positive kinds of approaches to student motivation.
There is a strong sense of discipline within the 
school, yet, there is a beautiful sense of creative 
play between faculty and students— one of the 
characteristics which frequently sets off the 
unique school from other good schools.
There is strong evidence of self-discipline among 
the students.
Students are involved in all aspects of the school.
Mutual trust between faculty, students, and 
administration was indicated in discussions and 
encounters.
This school is a very special one. It has the 
right balance. It has the right tone. It has the 
right sense of itself.
Students spoke of the care and attention they 
received from faculty, and faculty always addressed 
students with their first names. Students 
addressed each other in the same manner. And 
Smiles. Everybody smiled. From the first minute I 
opened the door to the moment I left, I saw nothing 
but cheerfulness and warmth. The level of 
discussion in the classroom and conversation 
everywhere else was touched by the same warmth and
F
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gentleness evident in that very common _________
[school] smile.
The atmosphere and morale are extremely positive, 
friendly and caring. Everyone seems to be happy, 
to know everyone else, to be respectful of others
and property, to be proud of __________ . . . .  I
heard no negatives all day. There is a definite 
Christian atmosphere of care and concern for each 
other.
One is impressed with the ser.se of caring for the 
"whole" child. While students cannot escape the 
seriousness with which academic goals are pursued, 
-either can they escape the concern shown for their 
physical welfare, for the development of their 
social skills and graces, and that all of these are 
looked upon as "means to the end" of developing 
Christian characters and commitments.
A new "no jeans" dress is being adopted and 
stuaents accept this and support the change. There
is no doubt that t h e __________ philosophy is what we
saw. The staff and student support was exemplary.
We v/ere present at a celebration for the 
secretaries. The celebration was realy [sic] a 
prayer service composed and directed by lay 
teachers. It was a beautiful expression of love 
and gratitude for the services rendered by the 
secretaries. Religious and lay staff shared this 
moment of prayer together.
The model which the staff sets is an example to the 
student body.
It was obvious to us that the faculty are aware of 
what is happening across all departments and are 
mutually helpful in nurturing each other.
Communication among all constituents is excellent. 
The daily SPIRIT bulletin and calendar, the 
Principally Sews bulletin of the principal, the 
Parent Pack, Pioneer school newspaper, letters from 
the President and publications from the Development 
Office keep one informed. Phone calls and personal 
contacts with parents and students are of high 
priority.
_________  fulfills its vision of being a community
of learning and living its faith.
r
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We sensed a deep respect for each student by their 
peers. . . . They are appreciative of the 
uniqueness of one another, and the atmosphere of 
respect, caring and understanding is a given in all 
the classes we observed.
A day in this school can easily encourage and 
inspire teachers to a new commitment to helping 
children. It is a shame that the lessons from this 
school are not more wide spread across the country. 
The school should be videotaped in operation so 
that others could see the faces of the kids and the 
enthusiasm of the staff.
Expectations and Academics
There was a real sense in the building that there 
are strong expectations for students and faculty 
alike.
Everyone teaches, everyone counsels, everyone 
cares— and the result of their caring is self- 
evident.
It is clear that the faculty at _________  has
enormous input into the school's instructional 
program.
__________ optimizes modular opportunities so as to
tailor a curriculum for student needs.
Excellence in its highest form is pursued with 
vigor as evidence by their motto "More than 
Academic Excellence''.
Writing is stressed in all curriculum areas. It is 
a goal of the school to have its graduates able to 
write well and in proper form. The teaching mode 
is both lecture and seminar discussion. The staff 
is also highly motivated and must be very capable 
of keeping ahead of the talented students. There 
are frequent spiritual demands and discussions but 
both within an academic atmosphere. A strong 
academic program demands a strong staff. Both were 
very evident.
It is refreshing to listen to everyone describe the 
growth of their confidence and sense of 
responsibility as well as their rising grade point 
averages.
i
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The teachers have high expectations of their 
students. Yet each student is helped in developing 
their own goals.
The Administration . . . holds that the curriculum 
is broad enough to allow each girl to do "well and 
deep enough to carry her as far as her time and 
talent will allow." No one challenges that 
statement at
Parental and Community Involvement 
and School Involvement in 
the Community
These reviewers have never seen a school where 
parental involvement seeps down into every corner 
of the enterprise.
The most obvious invitation for parent•involvement 
comes in the form of an open door policy at the 
school. The parents expressed pride in being able 
to reach administrators, teachers, and other staff 
members with ease. Furthermore, these sane parents 
felt that they '.’“>-e listened to and appreciated 
even at those times when they were voicing 
complaints.
The broader community receives benefits through the 
marching band, choir, and small musical groups.
The school building is the center of many community 
activities.
The Institute for Civic Involvement not only 
teaches municipal and political involvement with 
government and public agencies, but places the 
students out in the community in genuine and 
practical learning experiences.
Parents participate in curriculum development and 
assessment; a parent committee aided in the 
preparation of the school's self-study prior to its 
re-accreditation last year.
Financial Security
There is no debt. The new building project of 
5200,000 is paid for before building begins. The 
endowment has received ever 5500,000 this oast 
year.
r
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The financial structure of the school is . . . 
excellent as each of the buildings is endowed so 
that no repairs have to come out of the operational 
budget.
For the past three years the school has operated or.
a balanced budget. _________ is currently involved
in a capital fundraising campaign to retire the one 
million dollar debt on the new building.
The school operates a balanced budget with sound 
financial management. Departmental budgets are 
tightly controlled, and over the past two years, a 
sound accounting system has been put in place. The 
bugeting process begins in March, with a proposed 
budget presented to the Board by May 1. The 
proposal is then submitted to the Diocese by June 30, 
with a final budget approved one month after the 
opening of a new term.
Survival is no longer a question, and planning now 
concerns itself with assuring that the school 
flourishes into the 1990s and beyond.
r
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QUALITY SCHOOLS I INDEX FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Adapted from the Illinois 
Quality Schools Index 
by Hedley J. Eager 
Andrews University 
1987
START HERE— (Mark the appropriate blanks with
an X, or number as needed.)
This questionnaire is being 
answered by—
 Principal  Male  Female
How many years a member of staff in
this school?_____
Total years as principal of this 
school_____
 Asst. Principal  Male  Female
How many years a member of staff in 
this school?_____
 Teacher • Male  Female
How many years a member of staff in 
this school?_____
Name of School:
Please read the next two pages and 
then answer each item of the eLgnt 
school effectiveness categories. 
Your responses will be -.aatii 
confidentially and kept i.-.:-.y-.ous. 
Thank you.
t.-i-irnl if “ liirar ion 3 •» ! i an
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QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEX 
FOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
Exemplary schools provide quality educational 
programs. How they do this needs special attention for 
other schools to benefit from their example.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to give you 
an opportunity to share your perceptions of each strategy 
itemized.
Each response will contribute equally in identifying the 
importance of each strategy as it relates to your 
effective school program and those in other exemplary 
schools.
on completion that each item has two responses, and then 
return the completed survey to the Principal.
Please respond to EACH item as you perceive it by:
1. Rating its extent of use within your school
2. Rating its importance to quality schooling 
Sample answer:
t m - a  i.-. • " h o o i  : « * c  n a p o e n . *  p c c ^ n n  J r  » T w e o  
. t  p e o p le  , ) la n  and c a u s e  t n i r q s  t o  hap pe n * u s u a l If *.:uw 
\ an • r e r i e t i e .  c r e a t i v e  p e rs o n  w i t h  a a y n u « ic .  e l . * o s t  
. - ' a r i t e a t i c  p e r s o n a l i t y -  a le a d e r  se es  a n««*U. assum es 
r a s p o n s i o i l i t y .  and ta s e s  a c tm .. '. .  *  le a d e r  d e c id e s  w n a t
• m i  need  t o  oe done  and  hoe  t o  do  t n e * .  The-  * la u d e r
L E A O E M Itt* a s *  i«  scmooc
SCALE A t SCALE • :  
IMPORTAMCC TO
q u a l it y  scnoc
• v s e a t i t o n l i  
a  
* . is * s ic e  
s r q e n u e s  t n e  u o r * .  d i r e c t s  i t .  a n d  i n s p i r e s  t t n e r s  t o  
• s i p .
s a te  tn e  u s te n t  t o  
• A ic r .  / o u r  t c n o o l  
USES sa cn  s t r o te q y  
i t e a i t e d  o y  c i r c 1 in q  
t r ie  a p p r o p r ia te  n u * -  
M r  * c o lu o n
Sate t.ve IMPORTANCE
to  q u a l i t y  s r n o o t . n q  
:J  e a c n  t s n t o q y  
i t e is ix e d  o y  c i r c u s  
tn e  a p p r o p r ia te  n u n -  
o e r  f r o *  a c u lu n n
L C A O e R S H X ^  q u a l x t x k s  z i m  t h e
a o h i n i s t r a t o r s  a n o  t e a c h c r s  s h o w
S C H O O L  9 V  t
C o M u n ic a t ta q  a  c l e a r l y  a r t i c u l a t e d  s ta te m e n t  o f  tn e  
t c n o o i 's  p o a lo e a p A y  t o  e v e ry o n o  la  t n *  s c h o o l f a e i l y  
Providing
p n ilo e o o a y 7 r e e m o n  t o c l a r i f y  tn e  s c f to o i ’ s a c u i t y  I n p u t o f  s n a re d  v a lu e s .
TTgg
Your professional judgement is highly valued.
Thank you for your participation. Please check
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QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEXFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
LEADERSHIP
Few things :n scnoo I ;ust happen. A pets.-n jr J - n u n  
of people plan and cause ctiisqs to Happen. 'c s u j U /  tm-. 
is an energetic, creative person with a iyr.uir.ic. ulmcst 
charismatic personality. A leader sees a need. Jasu..'e3 
responsibility, and takes action. A leader Choices w.-.ar 
tasks need to oe done and now to do them. Then a Leader 




Rate the extent to 
which your school 
USES eacn strategy 
itemized by circling 
the appropriate num­





Rate t.-.e IMPORTANCE 
to quality scnoo I m g  
of eacn str-itt-ty 
itemized ov circli..r 
tne appropriate u s -  
oer from a cola.—  
below. / / / / / / ^ /_
AOMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW LEAOERSHIP QUALITIES XM THE SCHOOL BY s
CODE ITEMS
1. Cosaunicating a clearly articulated statement oe the school's philosophy to everyone in the school family.
2. Providing on-going revision to clarify the school's 
philosophy using faculty input of shared values.
3. Clearly articulating the school's mission (purpose).
4. Setting up activities which clearly support the 
school's mission.
5. Teaching religious principles for Christian living ^trcudhcufc the wh'iic '•urriculum.
S. Working together to achieve consensus in establishinga school behavior/discipline code.
7. Encouraging mutual faculty support by having eachstaff member be responsible at all times throughout the whole school in requiring all students to behave.
3. Providing opportunities for students to develop
leadership skills.
9. Teachinq students to learn the value of prayer.
i.0. Involving faculty and students in times of snaringpersonal prayer together.
11. Enabling faculty and students to share with each other . o personal experiences of their own relationship with God.
12. Taking cars of students’ needs in a professional aannar.
13. Motivating and inspiring others.
14. Showing concern for self-growth and for the growth of others, both staff and students.
15. Administrators moving constantly throughout the school:
* to observe what is going on.
* to offer supportive assistanca where appropriate.
II 213
3 4 IS




a 1 2| 3 4 s ;s1 116 1
t
1 l• i •
3 4 5 6 1
, 1 I i3 I 4 i 5 ! 6 1
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Sate the extent to 
w h i c h  your school 
USES each strategy 
itemized -y -ircling 
the appropriate num­






to quality schcolint 
s i each strategy 
itemized by circling 
the appropriate num­
ber from a column 
oeio“ /  / / / / / £ /
ftOMINISTRATORS AIMO TEACHERS SHOW LEAOERSHIP QUALITIES IIM THE SCHOOL. BY :
CODE ITEMS
16. fostering positive character development:
• by beinq role models Cor students.
• by managing school activities with order and discipline.
• by handling behavior corrections in a way that upholds the school goals.
17. conferring regularly with each other.
18. Keeping an open two-way communication flow toaaincain optiaus insight Cor eating daily decisions.
19. Givinq loyal support, encouragement, and help to others when trying new ideas.
20. Establishing an efficient financial management operation.
21. Organizing a development office to encompass lonq-terml 0 i . i 2development, including generating finance to meet 1projected needs as part of the development program.
22. Addressina the needs of the whole child—(i.e. spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, aesthetic, cultural, etc.).
23. working together to achieve consensus in curriculum planning to meet the school's purpose.
24. Having clear understanding of their roles in the adainiscratiofi of the school.
25. Using instructional ties wisely.
26. Ssiag highly motivated.
27. Finishing tasks that are started.
28. Being ready to help students outside of class time.
29. Giving positive reinforcement for students' achievement and learning.
30. Working together to improve instructiona' practice.
31. Believing in their own ability and that of others.
32. Providing guidance/counselling opportunities.
31 4 5 16
01 11 2
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A quality scnool -us a sense of ntsiion. It sets its 
own eduzational goals wr.icn become tnj focus of tne 
instructional program. Per iud ical ly ituuer-.t performance 
is measured aqamsc c u r r i c u l u m  oojoc-.ives to determine 
. f students are learning. 7h« community, tne scnool 
scatf, and students all generally understand wnat the 
scnool is trying to do because its mission and goals are 
clearly stated and visible. They all believe tne goals 
can be reacned and work together so reach tnese goals.
Pate tne extent to 
wnicn your scnool 
USES each strategy 
itemized by circling 
the appropriate num­





Bate t.nu IMPORTANCE 
to quality ocr.oo;..-.: 
of each strati ;y 
itemized by circling 
tne appropriate num­
ber from a column 
below.
AOMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS SHOW COMMITMENT TO THE S C H O O L ‘ S MISSION (PURPOSE) BY :
CODE ITEMS






Setting school policies which facilitate the scnool's^O 
purpose. j
I
Clearly explaining the school's policies to students.0 
staff, parents, and community.
IProviding a curriculum that aeets the school's purpose.
Being proud of the school's and students' successes. |0 
Believing that “We are an effective school.*
213
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QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEXFOR F»R IVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
EXPECTATIONS
In a quality school, both staff and students are expected to do tneic best work in everything they do. This affects the learning climate of the school. Teachers have confidence m  their ability to teach and m  tne students' ability to learn, when nigh expecta­tions are evident, a l l  members of the school system <r.ow what is expected of them. Administrators know wnat parents, teacners. and students expect them to do. Teachers know what they are expected to teach. Students know what they are expected to learn. Parents know wnat is expected of them and their children.
SCALE A: 
USE IN SCHOOL
Rate tne extent to 
w m c n  your scnool 
USES eacn strategy 
itemized jy circling 
the appropriate num­
ber from a column below. /J




Rate tne IMPORTANCE 
to quality scncol.r.q 
of eacn strategy 
itemized by circling 
the appropriate num- 
bee from a go lux
COOE ITEMS
4 IS I
0!1j 2 3 4 15-6!
1. Holpinq students to develop their abilities to theirhighest potential.
2. Letting students know that high achievement is 
expected of them.
3. Setting high standards for themselves and others.
4. Assisting students establish values that lead thus to success (e.g. hard work, responsibility, etc.).
5. Helpinq students take responsibility for their actionsus they learn self-discipline.
6 . Making clear to students how they are expected to behave.
7. Making clear to students exactly what they are expected to do in their classwork activities.
3. Believing that students will do their best.
9. Rewarding good student work through:
* verbal commendation.
• displaying it where it can be seen by many.
* publicizing accomplishments (e.g. in school or local newspaper, or over the local radio or t .v .i .
10. Communicating promptly to parents when a student is
beginning to develop a pattern of:
• problem behavior in discipline.
* poor grades.
• unexcused absences.
11. Letting students know they are expected to succeed with high achievement.
12. Seeking opportunities to increase professional 
knowledge and skill.
13. Believing that students can succeed.
14. Requiring students to behave.
0 1 2
0 1,2
3 4 5 6 
3 4 5 6
2 3 4 5 61
2 3 415 61
I
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Race the extent tj 
which yaur scnool 
USES eacn strategy 
itemized uy circling 
cne appropriate nu:.-.- 
ser from a column 
Oelow.
SCALE 3: 
IMPORTANCE TO 1 
QUALITY SCHOOLING
Race cne IMPORTANCE
cu quality scnujl.rv: 
of -.j. n .crjc . .. 
itemized cy c.. 
cr.e unpropriacr._-- 
cer rrom a co.u-r. 
be I aw.
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS DEMONSTRATE THEIR EXPECTATIONS OV
COPE ITEMS
0 112
3! 4 I S 16
IS. Tryinq new teaching methods and materials when students are not learning.
IS. Stressing the Importance of educational achievement to parents and students.
17. Sncouraqinq parents to support the educational process at home and at school.
IS. Performing all tasks to the best of their professional u ■* 3 abilities.
19. Developing in students an inner awareness that faculty are united in expectations for:
* discipline.
* daily academic performance.
r
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QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEXFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
T H U S  ON TASK
m e  pncise time on task aescriies times juri.no tne 
scnool day when teacners and scudencs are ou s y in 
successful teaching and learning activities. Time tnat 
ran be used for academic learning is cut down oy 
n o n m s c r u c t  isna1 activities sucn as making announce­
ments, collecting luncn money, taking attendance, taking 
part m  recess, study nail, and nonacademic classes. 
Spending more time on teaching and learning raises the 
1 ike 1 m o o d  that students will learn.
SCALE A: 
ass IN S C H O O L
Rate tne extent co 
w m c n  your scnool 
' USES eacn strategy 
itemized by circling 
' tne appropriate num- 





Rate the IMPORTANCE 
to guality scnculi'J 
of eacn scrat-iy 
itemized by circlmc 
tne lppropr:ate nu.-.- 
ier from a cul-.-r. 
eiov. , , , , , .
o/V/











Encouraging teachers and students to use time wisely 
and well.
Oevoting high proportions of class tiae to active 
learning activities involving teacher/student 
interaction.
Minimizing the number of interruptions allowed during 
academic learning periods.


















Starting and ending class periods on time. jOll
Planning systematic lessons for learning activities, lot I
j I












2|3'4 5 6 | 407 j
Believing that more time spent on academic tasks will 
help students to learn more.





Using only a seal 1 part of class time for nonacademic j 0 
tasks.
2 13 14 S 6 I 409
19. Using a variety of teaching styles and techniques. i I0| ti 2 314 5 6 I 410 I
I
2| 31 4!Sio
i ! i :
1 ! ' i '2 3141 S J 6 :
3! 41 5 16 I
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QUALITY SCHOOLS I N D E XFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTEitiSriC:
MONITORING
•loni coring means observing and cseekinq iiuient prog­ress. In quality scnools, monitoring occurs often to u k i  sure students are Learning what is oeing taugnt. Teachers monitor oy ooservmg student oehavior. c u Llmg on students in class. sending students to tne chalkboard. giving tests, checking r.onework, and otner evaluative activities. Parents monitor oy overseeing homework, checking test scores, asking tneir children about scnool. and talking often with teachers. Moni­toring is most meaningful and relevant wnen it occur: frequently and provides immediate feedback. In this way, teachers, students, and parents know whether or not students are reaching educational goals.
SCALE A: 
USB IN SCHOOL
'■ Rate the extent to 
1 w.hicn your scnool 
! USES eacn strategy 
I itemized oy circling 
I the appropriate num- 






to quality acrsoo . i.-.q 
of eacn strategy
itemized Oy circli.-.n 
tne appropriate num­
ber from a column 
below.
&////M
TEACHERS PRACTICE PROPER MONITORING BY :
iCOOE ITEMS
1. Measuring what they teach.
2. Using teat scores to maka diagnostic decisions about 
student learning.
3. Using a variety of appropriate measuring techniques 
(e.g.. teacher-made or standardized tests, question- 
answer discussions, one-on-one discussions, etc.).
4. Asking frequent questions to see if students 
understand the work.
S. Using positive reinforcement rathor than negative
(e.g. reward and acceptance, rather than punishment, 
rejection, fear of failure, etc.).
6 . Measuring student progress often.
7. Providing immediate test results to students.
Deciding which concepts and skills a student has 
mastered and which ones require more teaching.
3 [4 5
0 1 2  3 14 ,5
2 3 4 5
0,11213 4





0 >1'2 3 '4 ‘S {6 j 505
0'112 '3 4 .5 ,6 ' 506







2i 31 4! Si 6
21 3' 41 5
> I
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QUALITY SCHOOLS XfSiOEXFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
BASIC SKILLS
Recent social and technological trends have made i» 
necessary for tne traaieional concept ot' basic sail Is to 
include note m a n  the familiar tnree S's. The oasic 
curriculum needs to include lanquaqe arts .particulacly 
reading;, mathematics, written and oral communication, 
social studies. science, and c o m p u t e r  science. 
Therefore, teaching Basic skills means preparing 
students to be life-cime learners.
I SCALE A:
! USE IN SCHOOLIi
!;Race tne extent to 
| w m c n  your school 
1 USES each strategy 
itemized by circling 
! tne appropriate num­






to quality schooling 
of each strategy 
icemized oy circling 
tne appropriate num­
ber from a column
ADMINISTRATORS AND i dwCHERL DEVELOP BASIC SKILLS IN STUDENTS 
S V  :
CODE ITEMS
1. Sharing Uie responsibility of teaching basics in all ! 
areas of the curriculum.
2. Providing learning opportunities for:
* expressing ideas ia a clear, organized manner.
* completing school with demonstrated skill in using 
written and spoken English.
* developing good organizational skills.
* developing higher levels of thinking ability.
* using listening skills for acquiring new ideas.
* applying basic skills and processes to problem 
solving.
* practicing responsible citizenship at school and 
in the community.
* performing basic arithmetical operations.
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q u a l i t v  s c h o o l s  i n d e xFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
CLIMATE SCALE A: OSB IN SCHOOL
The environment that the school creates tor learning is i called climate. C l i m a t e  includes factors whichinfluence now people relate to each otner and how they Rate the extent to:ec their work done. It also includes ;itiycieul which your school
facilities, such as buildings and work surroundings. {USES eacn strategy The climate of the school in vnich students succeed ; •e»miz»d -v circling provide* a structured learning environment with a strong ‘emphasis on achievement. Decision making is clear and I appropriate numconsistert. People know wnat is expected of them and a,c Erora a column
perform their duties. In general, the atmosphere of the ^q u a l i t y  s c h o o l  r e f l e c t s  c o o o e r a t i o n ,  trust, positiveneas. and orderliness.
ADMINISTRATORS m NO TEACHERS GREAT 




Race m e  IMPORTANCE j
to quality scr.ca I i.-.r | 
or eac:; stra-ocy , 
itemnea oy circl.r.. 
m e  appropriate num­




/ / /  /  /  /
2 ! 3 I 4 i 5 i 6
I I
1 2 i3 4 S 16








Shoving the students they care about them as people.
Developing a total school prograe to which the students are proud to belonq.
Insisting on orderliness throughout the school.
Taking the time to listen to students.
Asking thougnt-provokmg questions which stimulate students’ creativity and critical cninking.
Disciplining the student’s behavior, rather than the student.
Engendering respect for school property by keeping it attractively maintained (e.g. free of graffiti, tree of vandalise, free of incomplete repairs).
frequently praising students for jobs well done.
frequently expressing appreciation to colleagues for jobs well done.
Showing eutual respect for others in spit* of what they do.
Working in unity as a teas toward school goals, to help students eeet expectations.
Giving students visible eeans of identity with the school (e.g. school syebols, ceremonies, dress codes, etc.) .
j | I 1 , ;
Showing a personal carinq interest in each studene. , 0 1 2 3  4 SIS
Developing eeaningCul relationships in students by teaching thee to be caring toward others.
Making learning relevant to the lives of the students.! 0 1|2:3 4 5 6
Setting < positive exaeple for the students to follow.|0 5 4 5:6,,
Showing that they clearly understand expectations and * 5,6
goals of the school and community.
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QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEXFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
SCALE A: 
USE IN SCHOOL
Race ctte e x t e n t  to 
wm.cn your scnool 
USES eacn strategy 
itemized oy circling 
the appropriate num­





to quality schaolizq 
o £ eacn atrac-ay 
itemized ay circlmq 
tne appropriate .-.am­
ber from a ctla.cn
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS CREATE A POSITIVC LEARNING CLIMATE BY:
CODE ITEMS
LB. Handlinq behavior corrections promptly.
19. Handling behavior corrections in a way that indicates firm disapproval of misbehavior yet qives supportive help to the student to master the problee.
20. Handling behavior corrections in a way that avoids huailiation.
21. Eaphaaizinq student achievement £or all curriculum areas.
22. Showing they enjoy their work at this school.
23. Showing strong leadership qualities.
24. Helping students see the relationship between what has iC:ii2already been learned and the lesson to £ollow. I
25. Believing in students' ability to learn.
26. Creating organized settings for all learning activities.
27. Maintaining high morale.
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QUALITY SCHOOLS IlMOEXFOR PRIVATE SCHOOLS
CHARACTERISTIC:
PARENT/COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Parents and community members are tne foundation of quality schools. Their active participation in tne school's operation and in student's learninq is shown ay their efforts to establish i positive home environment, to iceep informed about and involved in scnool goals ana proqrams. and to be supportive of tne scnool. Parents and community have hiqn expectations for administrators, staff, and students. They realize that education will be more meaningful if everyona cares about, and works together for students. How the school encourages and supports this participation is important to ics effectiveness for the school and its students.
SCALE A: 
USE IN SCHOOL
Rate the extent to 
I which your scnool 
| USES eacn strateqy 
! itemized oy circling 
I tne appropriate nun* 





Rate the IMPORTANCEto quality icnooli.-.u j of eacn strat-cy , itemized oy circling . the appropriate Jber from i column below.




i 808 1,2 3 4
I 809 L, 21 3
1. Communicating regularly with parents:
• keeping them informed about the school proqrams.
* keeping them informed about their students' 
programs.
2. Encouraging parents to communicate openly with school 
personnel.
3. Maintaining a program that seets the needs of those |0 1 1 12 ! 3
parents seeking the unique educational purpose for 
their children that the school offers.
4. Encouraging parents am they accept responsibility for 
helping students to learn.
5. Encouraging parents and community members to support 
the school financially.
S. Inviting parents and community members to participate 0 - 1 2  3 ! a : 5 s
in the school volunteer proqrams (e.g., through 
P.T.A., community education groups, tutoring programs, 
special volunteer groups, etc.).
7. Providing an all-round quality educational proqram for :0 L -2 ■ 3 !4 15 jCthe benefit of the students.
8 . Encouraqinq parents to talk to their children about school.
9. Keeping all members of the school community informed ;0|i 2 13
about school goals.
luaiitv ScHoo!= Index tor 3 r 1 jI'.j icnoula . 3 5 d ev el o pe d  tron an 
. m e n s  1 ve review ot e t f e 1 / e 5 c n o 0 i 1 n j literature .and tne Illinois 
Dua li t y  S cnools Index, Illinois jtate Soars ot E ducation, E3IC 
Ooc-.sent roduc t 1 on Service, ED .15 I 493, 1934.
r
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APPENDIX D
LETTERS TO PRINCIPALS OF THE SIXTY-FOUR 
EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS
F
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COUNCIL FOR AM ERICAN 
PRIVATE EDUCATION
K \*‘ SlriM 't. N \V .W .is lm m ttm . I) f JOiHKt
December 8, 1986
Dear Principal:
CAPE has been asked to write to each of the 64 schools 
recognized in the 1984-85 School Recognition Program to encourage 
their participation in a research project on strategies for school 
effectiveness conducted by Mr. Hedley Eager of Andrews University 
in Michigan. You will receive within the next week a survey 
questionnaire from Mr. Eager which involves approximately 25 to 
30 minutes from six members of your faculty (4 teachers, the 
principal and assistant principal). It is expected that these 
questionnaires will be completed and returned to Mr. Eager during 
January of 1987. Subsequently a small number of schools will be 
asked to submit to interviews on how they implement one or more 
key strategies for school effectiveness.
The results of this research will be widely shared. Thank 
you for giving sympathetic attention to your school's 
participation.
With best wishes for the holiday season.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Derrien Springs, MI 491G4
Dear Principe 1:
Please find enclosed six copies of the Quality Schools 
Index for Private Schools, and one fact sheet, to be 
completed and returned in the enclosed stamped and 
addressed envelope.
Mr Robert Smith of the Council for American Private 
Education, has already communicated to you concerning 
this follow-up research on the 64 private secondary 
exemplary schools or the 19b5 Recognition Project."
We invite your assistance as follows:
1. The Quality Schools Index is to be completed by—
* The Principal
* The Assistant Principal
* Four teachers with three or more years 
experience in your schoo1
* hale and female teachers should participate 
according to the proportion of male female 
teachers on ''our staff
2. Please complete the fact sheet about your school.
3. Return the fact sheet and completed Quality 
Schools Index questionnaires in tne large stamped 
addressed envelope provided.
We would like to send you a copy of the results of the 
survey done in your school. To help us do this please
Return the fact sheet and completed questionnaires as 
early as possible--
We thank you for your assistance and wish you a very happy 
new year.
Eefore J anuary 25.
r
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QUALITY SCHOOLS RESEARCH FACT SHEET 1987
Name of School:_____________________________
Postal Address:
Race of High School Principal:________________________
Enrolment for 1986-87 :_____ * of males ______ s of females





LIBRARY & OTHER MEDIA STAFF
COUNSELLORS
VOLUNTEERS
'..'hat is the student teacher ratio in 1936-87?_____________________
Has there been any basic change in the ethnic composition of 
the student body since 1934-85?
_____ (yes/no) If yes, indicate what change has taken place.
Has there been any basic change in the ethnic composition of 
tne faculty and staff since 1984-05:
_____ ;yes,no) If yes, indicate what change has taken place.
SINCE THE 1984-1985 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SCHOOL RECOGNITION 
PROJECT ANNOUNCED THE EXEMPLARY STATUS FOR YOUR SCHOOL:
1. In school operation, what has received the greatest
attention to maintain the school’s level of excellence
2. In long-term planning, what particular steps (if any) 
nas your school taken to become an even better school? 
Summarize briefly, and continue answer on the reverse 
side of sheet as needed.
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APPENDIX E
SUPPORTING REFERENCES RELATING TO THE EIGHT 
CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS 
ADDRESSED BY THE ILLINOIS QUALITY SCHOOLS 
INDEX AND THE QUALITY SCHOOLS INDEX FOR 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
349
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S'JPPCF.TILG ."LEEr.LLCES P.LLAT I.i-3 1’C TEE LIGHT
::;a k a c t c i<i s t i c s c f sciiucl e f f e c t i v l h e s s
ALDKE3SCD 3Y TIiil ILLIZCIS h'JALITY SCCCGLS
i:;d z x a ;.d t h e c j a l i t y  s c h o o l s  i:;d l x  f c c
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
The einht rharacter istics of school effect: iv*»r.c.is 
ac.iressec c\ the 111 ir.ois Quality Schools Ir.ce:: and the 
.'.uality Schools Index for Private Schools are: Leadership?
Jission; Expectations; Tine on Task; J.onitonno; Sasic 
Sxil Is; Cli.r.ace; anc Parent." Ccnnun icy Participation.
Set out delovj are suppcrtin:; references for each, 
of these characteristics of effectiveness for schools and 
school inn.
See the bibl ioyrapby for full details of th-s 
follow in... references.
Characteristic of leadership— Austin .4 ho I o venxa.:, 1323;
Posset et al., 1932; .ever, 1322; Cohen, 1933; Corcoran 
ail son, 1935; he Jevoise, 1934 ; Lcnoncs, 19“?; Jachsor.,
13 9 4; Lirhtfoot, 1933; Joyce, Showers, Salter., i l-oaton, 
13-5- Leitbvccd S, '.ortaenery, 1333; Levine, 1935 ; h ' n  : n a 1 
Ce.th.ol ic Education Association, 1 32 5 : Pavitch, 132-:
■cv.sr., licssert, i Sv.yer, 1-3 32 ; Stew s ".an.natt, 1322; 
d..ucaticr. Ccnmssio.n of the States, 1393; C.S. .'enartnent 
of Ih.ucaticr, 1335; Jayson et al., 13-2.
r
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Characteristic of mission— Austin & Uolowenazak, 1935; 
Boyer, 1983; Comer, 1980; Corcoran & Wilson, 1985; Joyce 
et al. , 1985; Levine, 1985; Murphy & Ballinger, 1985; 
Wational Catholic Education Association, 1985; Raywid,
1983; Stov; u Mannatt, 19S2.
Characteristic of expectations— Austin & Holowenazak,
1935; Eossert et al., 1982; Cohen, 1983; Donovan s,
Xacaus, 1985; Edmonds, 1999; Jackson, 1984; Levine,
Levine, & Eubanks, 1984; Lipsitz, 198 3 ; McDill, Myers, s, 
Rigsby, 1967; Mackenzie, 1983; Madaus et al., 1979;
Murphy i Ballinger, 1985; Ravitch, 1984; Rutter et al., 
1979; Stow & Mannatt, 1982; Education Commission of one 
States, 1983; U.S. Department of Education, 1986.
Characteristic of time on task— Berliner, 1935; 3ossert 
et al., 1982; Conen, 1983; Donovan 4 Madaus, 1985;
Goodiad, 1984; Mackenzie, 1983; Madaus et al., 1979; 
Rutter, 1983; Rutter et al., 1979; Stallings, 1980; 
Education Commission of the States, 1983.
Characteristic of monitoring— Berliner, 1985; Bossert et 
al., 1932; De Bevoise, 1984; Edmonds, 1979; Jackson, 1334; 
Mackenzie, 1983; Rowan et al., 1982; Stow & Mannatt,
1932; Education Commission of the States, 1983; U.S. 
Education Department, 1936.
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Characteristic of basic ski 1ls--3ossert et al., 1982; 
3oyer, 1984; Edmonds, 1979; Jackson, 1934; Mackenzie,
1983; Murphy & Hallinger, 1985; NCEE, 1983; Ravitch, 1984; 
Rowan et al., 1982; Education Commission of the States, 
1983; U.S. Department of Education, 1986.
Characteristic of climate— Beatty, 1984; Berliner, 1985; 
Bossert et al., 1982; Cohen, 1983; Edmonds, 1979; Howard, 
1985; Jackson, 1984; Joyce et al., 1985; Mackenzie, 1983; 
Madaus et al., 1979; Murphy & Hallinger, 1985; National 
Catholic Education Association, 1985; Raywia, 1983; Rowan 
et al., 1982 ; Rutter et al., 1979; Squires et al., n. d .; 
Stow & Mannatt, 1982; U.S. Department of Education, 1986.
Characteristic of parent/community participation--3eatty, 
1984; Boyer, 1933 ; Comer, 1930; Corcoran & 'Wilson, 1985; 
iiannaway s. Abrarr.owitz, 1985; Murnane, 1931; Purkey s. 
Smith, 198 5 ; 'Wynne, 19 80.
fc'
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APPENDIX F
RANKED MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES IN EACH OF THE EIGHT 
CATEGORIES FOR SCHOOL-EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTER­
ISTICS FOR RATINGS OF THE SCHCOL-EFFECTIVENESS 
STRATEGIES FOR USE WITHIN THE 49 SCHOOLS, AND 
FOR IMPORANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING, AS PER­
CEIVED eY ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS 
WITHIN THOSE SCHOOLS




LEADERSHIP: MEAN USIGHTED SCORES tC?, RATINGS CH 
EXTENT OF USE Cr SCHOCL-ilFFECTIVEMECS STRATEGIES 
V. 171! IN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
AS PERCEIVED DY ADMINISTRATORS -\ND 
TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Szt-
of Mean Nod- Very rer.-
ttem He- Height- Rank :.onc Some or- :Ij. 7Ni High oly





I..’ THE SCHOOL P.Y:
125 Addressing the needs 235 5 ..253 i 0 4 13 2-10 510 590





121 Lemq ready tc hole 225 5 . 1295 1 J 4 19 120 535 •12.4
ctvuentn outside cf
class tire
112 Taking care of stu- 285 V.052G 3 1 2 12 248 550 32"
fonts' needs in a 
professional ;n;nner
1j 2 Clearly articulating 221 5.0313 I 0 2 2 220 5 20 594
the school's -issic:’ 
purpose1
122 living ositive rein- 235 4 . 24 3'; 3 j  41 27 2 5. - I'.








125 Providing ’uicanco 264 4.3210 7 ) 5 "5 224 520 264




* by bemci role .tod- 29S 4 . 9157 4 2 3 24 322 235 462
els for students
1j 1 Communicating a 234 4.9049 ? 0 3 50 243 555 522
clearly articulated 
statement of the 
school's philosophy 




* by handling uehav- 235 4 . 287'’ 1C J 4 60 276 5 2 2 493
lor corrections in
a '.’ay that upholds 
t.-.e icp.cc 1 jeula
r







of Mean Mod- Very ren-
F.e- Weight- F.anl; None Some er- High High ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
(::) 1 2 3 4 5 6
120 Finishing tasks that 
are started
2S5 4.8526 11
134 Delievmq in their own 235 4 .3491
ability and that of 
others
173 Using instructional 235 4.S350
time wisely
123 Establishing an effi- 281 4.3227 
cient financial 
management operation
285 4.3140114 Showmq concern for 
self-growth and for 
the qrowth of others, 
both staff and 
students
129 3einq highly motivated 233 4.9127
104 Setting up activities 280 4.7892
which clearly support 
the schoo 1's"mission
124 Organizing a develop- 231 4.7630
nent office to ercom- 
pass long-term devel­
opment, including gen­
erating finance to 
meet projected needs 
as part of the 
development program
127 having clear under­
standing of their 
roles m  the admini­
stration of the school
4.691.
135 Teaching religious 259 4.6563
principles for chnst- 
lan living throughout 
the whole curriculum
108 Providing opportun- 285 4.6491
ities for students to 
develop leadership 
ski1 Is
113 Motivating and inspir- 283 4.5395
ing others
122 Giving loyal support, 282 4.6360
encouragement, and 
help to others when 
trying new ideas
126 Working together to 235 4.6175
achieve consensus in 
curriculum planning to 
meet the school's 
purpose










33 336 540 372
42 230 710 3-18
30 324 630 342
45 292 525 430
72 296 650 450
45 332 605 278
54 332 535 414
37 20U 380 642
3 2 6 332 455 432
20 72 264 445 402
14 96 336 465 414
4 75 384 550 300
12 84 356 475 384
14 87 320 570 324
16 114 336 510 330
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V o r y  i'om-
fle- v.’eigftt- sank l.or.e Gcr.e o:* iiiqh c lv
pon - QKi a to lii~n
305 jCorL3c
■r:i : :  2  •!
116 Administrators moving 
cor.atar.tly throughout 
the school:
• to offer 201 4.6946 2u 2 38 102 224 465 372
isti3tar.ce v:hero
approprlata
109 Teaching students to 252 4.4761 27 3 40 72 2.’6 335 242
learn the value of
prayer
121 '.'.eepmg an open two- 235 4 . 4491 22 1 16 153 102 490 300
•■•’ay’communication flow 
to maintain optimum 
insight for making 
daily decisions
102 Providing on-going 232 4 . 4432 29 3 32 126 320 445 2 30
revision to clarify 
the school's philos- 
apny using faculty 
input of shared values
137 Encouraging mutual 262 4.4113 20 3 22 132 364 450 27G
faculty support by 
having each staff’ sor- 
-■«.r so responsible at 
all times throughout 
t.-.o ■•••hole school m  
roquirir.n all students 
to sohave
132 '..orbing tcnotnor to 2C5 4 . 3 894 3 1 u  16 129 292 5 10 204
improve instructional 
tract ice
106 '..'orbing together to 233 4 . 3074 22 : 30 123 3 1 4 445 222
achieve consensus m  
establishing a schcol 
aenavior. discipline 
code
115 Administrators novmg 
constantly throughout 
the schco.:
• to observe what is 284 4.0800 33 2 44 193 356 345 216
going on
110 Involving faculty and 252 3.9801 34 5 72 129 292 325 180
students m  times of
sharing personal 
a;aver together
111 Enabling faculty and 256 3.6601 35 6 86 201 283 2G0 96
SLudents to share with
each other personal 
experiences’ of their 
own relationship with 
dod
r




m i s s i o n: m ean -..T.icnTED s co r es for eatings on 
e::t e :;t of use of s c h o o l-effect i v e n e s s s t r a t­
egies wit h in *19 exemplary private 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED NY 
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS 
I!! THOSE SCHOOLS
NO. SNt-
cf Mean Mod- Very rom-
Re- '.’eight- Rank None Sona or- High liujfi oly
spon- od ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------











MENT TO THE SCHOOL'S 
MISSION !PURPOSE) BY:
Bemq proud of the 
acnool'a and students' 
successes
294 5.4647
Believinq that "We are 294 5.3300
an effective school”
Providing a curriculum 284 5.1232
-..-.at meets the 
schoo i's purpose
Setting school poli­
cies which facilitate 
the school's purpose




sysLe.mat -.ca 1 ly ex­






Clearly explaining tne 264 




plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to parents 283
Systematically ex­





9 4 12 104 400 1032
9 2 15 126 505 353
0 9 30 196 G05 624
2 48 220 645 486
3 12 54 260 275 474
29 66 244 615 402
18 6 C 32 2 25 5 3 79
9 24 495
* to students 203 4.4062 412
204 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to community 278 3.9569 10 4 68 177 220 375 156
r
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•IX 1'LCTATICTiS : XZAII ’.'L ICIITLT
•jr. of jjj jf JJr.: j l -l 
jjil.s . . 4 ;-.::::;:rLA-’V 
SCHOOLS AS .’’..’CZtVLJ 1*Y 
a::d i:: :i:o
" srrVixr
::o. r . y . t -
j; near. Joi: - Vorv rent-
I cor. I tor Ao- i J C - ...ir./. J e t ; c  S e r o .irrti :ri7*i e 1 •/
r.’o . soon- -.-a a *_ '• • 11 ̂ ;iacs Senroc --------- ----------- ------
. » w
ib?::.vrcR3 a.*!d 
:\ca.:?.s 2 c : \ c : > s ~ 7 i . v : z
ilR EXPECTATIONS EY :
! 1 4 Communicating prompt 1'/ 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences 273 5.1582 1 0 5 29 172 405 732
:06 dakmq clear to stu- 232 5.0G38 2 j 4 45 236 -'.95 fit,2
uents how they are 
expected to oonave
213 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is be.inninq to 
develop a pattern of:
* pocr graces 277 5.2377 3 j 2 10 256 525 532
11.. Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern at:
* oroble.m ber.avicr 232 5 .32-12 ! 1 2 ■ . -52 215 tJe
m  discipline
4.02': 5 : •' 2 111 5 ‘ ‘  510
can succeed
guinnc students 4.2572 523
20 3 setting high standards 231 4 .9395 7 3 J 51 26C 6 15 46 2
for themselves and 
others
207 y.akmg clear to stu- 231 4.2217 '2 1 . 35 292 665 299
-ents exactly what 
they are expected to 
uo in thoir classvnrk 
activities
304 Assisting students 221 4.3110 9 j 3 43 263 650 414
establish values that 
lead them to success 
■e . q., hard work, 
responsibility, etc.
221 7r.couraqinc parents 283 4 .9045 10 0 4 51 220 555 528
to suuport’tiie educa­
tional process at home 
ana at school
2C5 helping students take 252 4.9007 11 0 5 60 260 600 462
responsibility for 
t.-.eir actions as they 
learn se 1 f —aisci;: 1 m e
[











or- Mig'a high civ
ate : 11 -j P.
102 Lotting students know 233 4.3333 12 0 0 34 304 550 ’-74
mat  high achievement 
as expected of them
3Ci helping students to 283 4.3657 13 0 0 12 2S0 695 360
develop their abili­
ties to their highest 
potential
3C9 Rewarding good student 
•.:ork through:
* verbal 232 4.3652 14 3 1 27 2S8 665 384
commendation
222 Performing all tasks 23 3 4 . 3551 15 2 0 42 3 16 620 396
to the best of their
professional abilities
320 Stressing the inpor- 232 4.7372 . a  1 2 66 316 545 420
tance of educational 
achievement to par­
ents and students
324 Developing in students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty are 
united in expectations 
f or:
* daily academic 233 4.6713 17 j 4 J7 324 295 312
performance
215 letting students know 282 4 .b295 13 3 2 54 348 530 2 C C
tncy are expected to
succeed with hign 
achievement
311 Rewarding good student 
•work through:
* publicising accom- 230 4.5214 19 1 44 120 272 355 474
p1ishments te.g.,
in school or local 
newspaper, or over 
the local radio or T . V. 1
308 Relieving that stu- 282 4.5u00 20 3 6 111 428 490 234
dents will do their 
best
223 Developing in students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty are 
united m  expectations 
tor:
* discipline 284 4.5000 20 J o 144 344 490 294



























1 2 3 4 5 6
310 Rewarding good student 
work through.
* displaying it 
where it can be 
seen by many
282 4.3794 23 2 26 156 328 375 348
319 Trying new teaching 
methods and materials 
when students are not 
learning
282 4.1418 24 0 20 174 444 440 90
r
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TABLE 30
TIME ON TASK: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS
OtJ EXTENT OF USE OF SCHOOL-EFFECTIVENESS STRAT­
EGIES WITHIN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS 
AND TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Rank Mod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Or- None Some er- High Hiqh ely
No. spon- ed der ate High
ses Scores ____________________________________
(N) I 2 3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS SHOW CONCERN 
FOR TIME CN TASK BY:
405 Starting and endinq 
class periods on time
282
10? Having class materials 232 




409 Using only a small




404 Minimizing disruptive 283 4.8445 
activity in the class­
room or hallways
406 Planning systematic 283 4.8162
lessons for learning 
activities
-clievmg that more 
time spent on academic 
tasks will help stu­
dents to learn more
401 Encouraging teachers 285 4.7649 
and students to use
time wisely and well
402 Devoting high propor- 282 4.7624 





410 Using a variety of 283 4.5653
teaching styles and 
techniques




1 0 2 48 252 580 516
2 '1 2 30 292 620 444
3 1 6 42 248 675 378
4 1 5 66 244 610 444
5 0 42 312 065 342
1 4 84 228 615 426
7 0 4 63 332 575 384
0 93 26d 025 357
4 111 376 495 306
10 2 14 132 296 445 396
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TABLE 31
MONITORING: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS
ON EXTENT OF USE OF SCHOOL-EFFECTIVENESS STRAT­
EGIES WITHIN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS AND 




of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High Hicn ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ____________________________________
(N) 1 2  3 4 5 6
TEACHERS PRACTICE 
PROPER MONITORING BY:
506 Measurmq student 284 4.9647
progress often
504 Asking frequent ques- 284 4.9366 
ncns to see if stu­
dents understand the
work
501 Measuring what they 282 4.7907
teach








505 Using positive rein- 284 4.6373
forcement rather than
neqative (e.q., reward 
and acceptance, rather 
than punishment, 
rejection, fear of 
railuve, etc.I
508 Deciding which con- 2?j 4.5759
cepto arid skills a 
student has mastered 
and wnich ones require 
more teaching




507 Providing immediate 282 4.3049
te ;t results to
students
1 0 4 36 244 C 70 456
2 1 2 24 288 625 462
3 1 0 6 3 300 515 3 7 2
4 1 9 87 280 545 420
5 C 8 96 356 485 372
6 0 6 96 348 605 240
7 2 16 132 320 525 252
0 10 126 500 410 168
r
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TABLE 32
BASIC SKILLS: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS
ON EXTENT OF USE OF SCHOOL - EFFECTIVENESS STRAT­
EGIES WITHIN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS 
AND TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. E:<t-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ____________________________________
(N) 1 2  3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS DEVELOP BASIC 
SKILLS IN STUDENTS BY:
603 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* completing school 281 4.9395 
with demonstrated
skill in using 
written and spoken 
English
609 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* performing basic ’’S 4.9208
arithmetical oper­
ations
608 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* practicing respon- 281 4.7750 
sible citizenship
at school and in 
the community
610 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* learning the value 282 4.7517 
of work
0 10 39 252 565 522
0 4 54 280 490 540
3 1 8 69 296 530 438
4 0 10 43 340 570 372
602 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* expressing ideas 
in a clear, organ­
ized manner
605 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
• developing higher 282 
levels of thinking 
abilltv
604 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* developing good 
orgarnzationa1 
ski1 Is





5 0 4 51 364 585 336
6 0 8 111 376 470 318
0 12 90 392 515 276
applying uasic 
skills and pro­
cesses to problem 
solving
280 4.5285 0 4 37 412 555 210
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1 2 3 4 5 6
606 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* using listening 
skills for acquir 
ing new ideas
281 4.5124 9 0 12 90 416 480 270
601 Sharing the responsi- 277 
bility of teaching 
basics in all areas of 
the curriculum
4.4259 10 0 18 138 392 390 288
Y
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TABLE 3 3
CLIMATE: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES ON EXTENT OF USE 
OF SCHOOL - EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES FOR 49 
EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PER­










Mean Mod- Very rem-




TEACHERS CREATE A 
POSITIVE LEARNING 
CLIMATE BY:
701 Showing tne students 
they care about them 
as people
713 Showing a personal 
caring interest in 
each student
704 Taking the time to 
listen to students
702 Developing a total 
school program to 
which the students are 
proud to belong
716 Setting a positive 294
example for the stu­
dents to follow
707 Engendering respect 283
for school property by 
keeping it attractive­
ly maintained le.g., 
free of graffiti, free 











708 Frequently praising 285 
students for ]obs well 
done
712 Giving students visi­
ble means of identity 
with the school (e.g., 
school symbols, cere­
monies, cress codes, 
etc.)
728 Providing an environ- 281 
ment that causes stu­









721 Emphasizing student 283 4.9893
achievement for all 
curriculum areas
718 Handling behavior 284 4.9366
corrections promptly
1 0 0 15 128 485 906
2 0 2 24 208 495 750
3 0 4 21 208 480 762
4 0 4 36 212 505 702
5 0 0 24 216 610 600
6 1 2 69 204 420 750
7 0 ■! 39 264 455 566
9 0 2 51 212 555 618
9 0 8 93 164 410 744
10 1 4 21 284 555 540
11 0 6 48 212 600 546
12 0 2 61 272 555 522
I
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TABLE 3 3— Continued
Mo. Ext—
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High Hiqh ely
Mo. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
IN) 1 2 3 4 5 6
"’19 Handling behavior 284 4 .9225 13 0 10 51 296 435 606corrections m  a way 
that indicates firm 
disapproval of mis­
behavior yet gives 
supportive help to the 
student to master tha 
problem
714 Developing meaningful 284 4.9119 14 0 6 48 296 505 540
relationships in stu­
dents by teaching them
to be caring toward 
others
725 Delieving in students' 284 4.8978 15 0 4 30 332 545 480
ability to learn
717 Showing that they 232 4.3368 16 0 0 51 296 645 372
clearly understand 
expectations and goals 
of the school and 
community
703 Insisting on ordarli- 284 4.8274 17 0 8 75 268 540 480
ness throughout the 
school
722 Showing they enjoy 283 4.8197 18 0 6 63 304 565 426
their work at this
school
706 Disciplining the stu- 284 4.8133 19 0 6 60 316 535 450
dent's behavior 
rather than the 
student
723 Showing strong lead- 281 4.7933 20 3 4 69 304 550 420
ership qualities
726 Creating organized 281 4.7756 21 0 0 72 312 580 373
settings for all
learning activities
727 Maintaining hiqh 283 4.6996 22 0 12 93 276 565 384
■norale
710 Showing mutual respect 283 4.6289 23 0 8 87 356 535 324
for others in spite of 
what they do
705 Asking thought- 285 4.607C 24 0 4 90 360 595 264
provoking questions 
which stimulate stu­
dents' creativity and 
critical thinking
709 Frequently expressing 284 4.5774 25 1 24 117 284 460 414
appreciation to col­
leagues for jobs well 
done
715 Making learning rele- 283 4.5689 26 0 4 99 376 550 264
vant to the lives of
the students
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1 2 3 4 5 6
711 working in unity as a 
team toward school 
goals, to help 
students meet expecta­
tions
234 4.5563 27 1 6 108 336 585 258
724 Helping students see 
the relationship be­
tween what has already 
been learned and the 
lesson to follow
283 4.5547 28 0 4 78 416 605 186
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TABLE 3 4
PAKENT/COKMUN ITY PARTICIPATION : MEAN WEIGHTED 
SCORES FOR RATINGS ON EXTENT OF USE OF SCHOOL- 
EEFKCTIVKNESIi STRATEGIES WITHIN 4‘> l’"iEMPT.AR Y 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS ,\S PERCEIVED 
UY ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS 
IN THOSE SCHOOLS
NO. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
iLcm Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- Hiqh High ely
Mo. spon- ed ate Hiqh
ses Scores ------------------------------------
!NI 1 2  3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS HELP PARENTS 
AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS 
SHOW COMMITMENT TO THE 
SCHOOL BY:
608 Pi.ovidi.nq an all-rou.iS 281 5 . 3024 1 0 2 24 152 460 352
quality educational 
program tor the bene­
fit of the students
306 Encouraging parents 280 5.1892 2 0 6 36 184 435 792
and community members 




• keeping them in- 282 5.1595 3 0 4 21 200 540 690
formed about their
students' progress
903 Encouraging parents to 281 5.0889 4 0 2 51 224 445 708
communicate openly
with school personnel
30 1 Communicating regular­
ly with parents:
• keeping them in- 282 5.0780 5 0 6 42 204 520 6 6C
formed about the
school progra-
904 Maintaining a program 280 5.0000 6 U 6 60 192 560 582
that meets the needs
of those parents seek­
ing the unique educa­
tional purpose for 
their children that 
the school offers
310 Keeping all members of 282 4.7624 7 0 14 72 268 575 414the school community 
informed about school 
qoa 1 s
309 Encouraging parents to 279 4.6200 8 1 12 117 320 395 444
talk to their children 
about school
307 Invitinq parents and 278 4.6079 9 2 30 138 224 335 552
community members to 
participate m  the 
school volunteer pro­
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Mo. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Iwen Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
Mo. soon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
IN) 1 2  3 4 5 6
305 Encouraging parents as 200 4.5535 10 0 14 105 356 470 330
they accept responsi­
bility tor helping 
students to learn
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TABLE 3 5
LEADERSHIP: MEAN WEIGHTED GCOHEG full HAT t N' ;G IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY HCIIOOLINn |'r,R GCHOUL- 
HPTECTIVENKSL STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AO PEKOE IVKD 





of Mean Mod- Very cen-
Ro- Weight- Rank None Some et- High High ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------





IN THE SCHOOL BY:
Addressing the needs 
















Taking care of stu­
dents' needs in a 
professional manner









* by handling behav- 285 
lor corrections in
a way that upholds 
the school goals
Being ready to help 








114 Showing concern for 285 5.3684
self-growth and for 
the growth of others, 
both staff and 
students
135 Providing guidance/ 285 5.3543
counselling opportun­
ities
224 Organizing a develop- 295 5.3473
ment office to encom­
pass long-term devel­
opment, including gen­
erating finance to 
meet pro]ected needs 





2 0 0 3 64 600 888
3 0 0 5 56 615 876
4 0 0 12 68 580 882
104 330 900
6 0 0 6 120 500 918
7 0 0 4 138 335 388
8 0 0 3 108 570 858
9 0 0 3 96 545 786
10 0 0 12 116 570 828
11 1 6 12 136 445 924
I
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of Mean Mnri- Very rem-
P.e- Weight- Bank None 3ome er- High Nigh ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
IN) 1 2  3 4 5 6
101 Communicating a
clearly articulated 
statement of the 
school's philosophy 
to everyone in the 
school family
103 Clearly articulating 
the school's mission
purpose)
104 Setting up activities 








134 Believing in their own 284 5.2676 16 0 3 12 12b 660 696
iDLlity and that of 
others
123 Establishing aneffi- 28 4 5.2640 17 J 4 15 144 uOC 7 1 2
cient financial 
management operation
126 Working together to 285 5.2561 19 0 0 15 140 635 708
achieve consensus in
curriculum planning to 
meet the school's 
purpose
a 13 Motivating- and inspir- 2 8 3 ;.24V3 19 3 0 1 . 120 705 443
m g  others
116 Administrators moving 
constantly throughout 
the school:
* to offer 
assistance where 
approprlate
133 Working together to 
improve instructional 
practice
120 Conferring regularly 
with each other
127 Having clear under­
standing of their 
roles in the admini­
stration of the school
130 Finishing tasks that .1.5 S.IS'M 24 0 2 12 164 665 636
are started
121 Keeping an open two- 285 5.1824 25 0 0 15 148 720 394
way communication flow
to’maintain optimum 
insight for making 
daily decisions
282 5 . 2 4 1 i 2 U 0 4 13 144 530 732
'83 5.2261 21 0 0 3 156 660 654
285 5.2245 22 0 0 13 116 725 630
283 5.1978 23 0 0 21 160 630 660
285 5.3438 12 0 2 9 124 560 328
283 5.3130 13 0 6 143 525 922
273 5.2974 j 0 3 142 565 756
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TABLE 35— Continued
No. Ext-
of Mean Hod- Very rcm-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores -------------------------------------
(N) 1 2  3 - 1 5 6
107 Encouraging mutual 283 5.14i3 26 0 2 33 160 630 630
faculty support by 
having each staff mem­
ber be responsible at 
all times throughout 
the whole school in 
requiring all students 
to behave
103 Providing opportun- 293 5.1373 27 0 2 27 168 645 612
lties for students to 
fcvcloD leadership
ski 11s'
122 Giving loyal support, 283 5.1378 27 0 0 12 188 690 564
encouragement, and 
nelp to others when 
trying new ideas
106 Working together to 284 5.0528 29 0 0 30 216 655 534
achieve consensus in 
establishing a school 
behavior/discipline 
code
102 Providing on-going 282 4.9751 30 1 2 39 263 335 558
r°vi siot. to clarify 
the school's philos­
ophy using faculty 
input of shared values
115 Administrators mcvinq 
constantly throughout 
■he school:




ian living throughout 
the whole curriculum
109 Teaching students to 
learn the value of 
prayer
110 Involving faculty and 
students in times of 
sharing personal 
prayer together
111 Enabling faculty and 
students to share with 
each other personal 
experiences of their 
own relationship with 
God
283 4.9646 31 0
230 4 .3464 32 '.9
276 4.5434 33 26
276 4.2463 34 25
276 3.9456 35 27
6 42 232 615 510
14 42 122 470 684
22 63 152 445 546
30 87 244 450 336
48 123 284 355 252
r
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TADLE 36
MISSION: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS OH 
IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR SCHOOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES IN 45 EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED 


























2 3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS SHOW COMMIT­
MENT TO THE SCHOOL'S 
MISSION (PURPOSE) BY:
2U 7 Providing a curriculum 
that meets the 
school's purpose
284 5.6302 1 0 0 3 28 440 1128
3AO Oalicii.i, that "We are 
an effective school"
284 5.5528 2 0 4 3 44 470 1056
COo Being proud of tne 
school's and students' 
successes
284 5.5176 3 0 0 15 72 430 1050
205 Setting school poli­
cies which facilitate 
the school's purpose
282 S.4073 4 0 0 6 72 625 822




283 5.3592 5 0 2 9 SO £ * ■- 9 0 0
206 Clearly explaining the 
school s policies to 
students, staff, par­
ents, an..' cewmunity
2“3 5.2791 6 0 0 12 124 650 708
201 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to staff 284 5.2429 n 0 2 24 144 575 744
203 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
• to parents 283 5.1625 8 0 2 10 JUU 590 654
202 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
♦ to students 283 5.1201 9 0 4 15 216 590 624
204 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to community 281 4.8647 10 1 4 5 7 284 535 486
r
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TABLE 3 7
EXPECTATIONS: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES OF IMPORTANCE 
TO QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR 3CHOOL-EFFECTIVENES3 
STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS 
AND TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Hod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Sank None Some er- High Hiqh ely
'io. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------




•01 Helping students to 
develop their abili­
ties to their highest 
potential
292 5.5744 ' ) 0 0 44 490 1038
■OS Helping students take 
responsibility for 
their actions as they 
learn self-discipline
232 5.4929 2 0 •3 3 56 560 930
306 Making clear to stu­
dents how they are 
expected to behave
282 5.4822 2 0 2 6 68 540 930
322 Performing all tasks 
to the lest of their 
profoc onal abilities
283 5.4628 A 0 6 34 520 926
304 Assist.ng students 
establish values that 
lead them to success 
e.g., hard worn, 
responsibility, etc.l
280 5.4571 ' j 2 9 76 535 906
307 Making diear to stu­
dents exactly what 
they are expected to jo in thc-tr classwcr1-. 
activities
282 5.4397 *3 18 33 ,0 388
314 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absence 291 5.4163 7 0 0 5 88 525 854
321 Encouiaqing parents 
to support the educa­
tional process at home 
and at school
284 5.3943 S 0 2 o 132 46 5 924
3 18 Requiring students to 
benave
281 5.3879 9 0 0 18 88 550 858
317 Believing that stu­
dents can succeed
281 5.3807 10 0 0 3 i28 535 846
30 j jetting hign standards 2 8 \ 5.3701 U 0 0 12 38 605 804for themselves and
others
r
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TABLE 3 7— Continued
No. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Vecy rem-
Item Item He- Height- Rank None Some er- High High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores  —
IN') 1 2 3 4 5 6
312 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
• problem behavior 282 5.3617 12 0 0 13 100 560 334
in discipline
313 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
• poor grades 281 5.3451 13 2 2 9 104 545 840
309 Rewarding good student 
work through:
• verbal 281 5.3274 14 0 0 3 128 610 756
commendation
324 Developing in students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty are 
united m  expectations for:
• daily academic 283 5.3250 15 0 0 12 38 675 732
performance
3C2 Letting students know 282 5.297£ 16 ) 0 13 132 570 774
that high achievement 
is expected of them
323 Develop.r.g in students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty arc 
united in expectations 
for:
• discipline 283 5.2791 .7 1 2 12 112 660 708




319 Tryinq new teaching 282 5.1560 19 0 2 18 164 670 600
methods and materials
when students are not 
learning
308 Believing that stu- 282 5.1241 20 3 2 42 172 605 624
dents will do their 
test
320 Stressing the impor- 284 5 .0950 2.1 1 10 20 140 660 606tance of educational
achievement to par­
ents and students
315 Letting students know 280 5.0000 22 1 6 42 212 575 564
they are expected to 
succeed with high 
achievement
r























!N) 1 2 T 4 5 6




in school or local 
newspaper, or over 
the local radio or 
T.V. )
282 4.9609 23 0 12 45 224 560 558
310 Rewarding good student 
work through:
* displaying it 
where it can be 
seen by many
282 4.9078 24 1 4 51 2 76 330 522
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TABLE 3 5
TIME ON TASK: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS 
ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR SCHOOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED 
BY ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS 
IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Moa- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- Hiqh High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
IN) 1 2  3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS SHOW CONCERN 
FCR TIME ON TASK BY:
402 Devoting high propor- 284 5.3450 L 0 2 15 68 665 768





407 Having class materials 285 6.3403 2 3 0 12 100 630 780
ready (on hand) before
class begins
404 Minimizing disruptive 285 5.3263 3 1 0 12 80 675 750
activity in the class­
room or hallways
40! Encouraginq teachers 286 * noon 4 7 0 21 132 565 792
ana students to use 
time wisely and well
410 (Jsinq a variety of 233 5.2544 5 0 0 6 144 666 672
teaching styles and 
techniques
406 Planning systematic 285 5.2526 6 0 4 12 140 615 726
Lessons for learning 
activities
405 Starting and ending 235 3.2456 7 1 2  3: 100 615 744
class periods on time




409 Using only a small 283 5.1166 9 2 10 27 136 625 648
part of class time for 
nonacademic tasks
408 Believing that more 284 5.0352 10 1 6 63 148 600 612
time spent ori academic
tasks will help stu­
dents to learn more
F
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TABLE 39
MONITORING: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES ON IMPORTANCE TO 
QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR SCHOOL - EFFECTIVENESS 
STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY 
SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS




of Mean Mou- Very rem-
Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High el';
= pon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
iN> 1 2  3 4 5 6
TEACHERS PRACTICE 
PROPER MONITORING BY:
504 Asking frequent ques­
tions to see if stu­
dents understand the
405 I'sina positive rein­
forcement rather than 
neqative (e.g., reward 
and acceptance, ratner 
than punishment, 
rejection, fear of 
failure, etc.i
5AC Deciding which con­
cepts and skills a 
student has mastered 
and which ones require 
more teaching
501 Measuring what they 
teach








506 Measuring student 
progress often
307 Providing immediate 
test results to 
students
302 Using test scores to 
make diagnostic deci­
sions about student 
learning
F
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285 5.3438 1 3 9 9 116 600 798
285 5.3438 L 3 0 15 120 550 828
284 5 .2676 3 0 2 12 100 "HO 672
282 5.2553 4 0 2 21 96 686 6TR
283 5.2367 5 3 0 15 116 '.5 636
285 0.2245 5 3 2 33 100 670 634
284 5.1373 7 0 4 30 140 685 600
282 4.9042 9 1 5 48 220 650 456
379
TABLE 4 0
BASIC SKILLS: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS 
ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR SCIIOOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY PRI­
VATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY ADMIN­
ISTRATORS AND TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- nigh High ely




TEACHERS DEVELOP BASIC 
SKILLS IN STUDENTS BY:
603 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* completing school 282 5.3035 1 0 4 6 52 oOG 990
with demonstrated
skill in using 
written and spoken 
English
605 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* developing higher 283 5.4301 2 0 0 12 112 455 960
levels of thinking
ability
603 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* practicing reopen- ">83 5 . 3790 3 0 2 13 112 490 900
sible citizenship
at school and in 
the community
610 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* learning the value 282 5.3652 4 9 0 15 108 550 840
of work
602 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* expressing ideas 283 4 . 3 5 6 8 5 0 4 6 120 540 846
m  a clear, organ­
ized manner
509 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* performing basic 279 5.3189 6 0 4 15 128 515 822
arithmetical oper­
ations
607 Providing learning 
opportunities for:




606 Providing learning 
opportun.ties for:
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TADL.E 40--Continued

















IN) 1 2 3 4 5 6
504 Providing learning 
opportunities fcr:
* developing good 
organizations 1 
skills
283 5 .2826 9 0 4 12 132 535 752
501 Sharing the responsi- 
bilityot teaching 
basics m  all areas of 
the curriculum
278 5 .2410 io a ■3 24 148 565 720
r~
r
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TAP.LE 4 I
CLIMATE: MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FCP. RATINGS OF 
IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY SCHOOLING FOR SCIICOL- 
EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES IN 49 EXEMPLARY 
PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS PERCEIVED BY 
ADMINISTRATORS AND TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Item Item Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
(N) 1 2 3 4 5 6
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS CREATE A 
POSITIVE LEARNING 
CLIMATE BY:
7Q1 Showing the students 285 5.7157 I 0 0 3 20 340 1266
tr.ey care about them 
as people
713 Showing a personal 284 5.ui6I 2 3 0 3 36 440 1116
caring interest in
each student
702 Developing a total 284 5.5915 3 0 0 3 36 475 1074
school program to 
which the students are 
proud to belong
704 Taking the time to 284 5.5739 4 0 0 3 40 490 1050
listen to students
716 Setting a positive 285 5.5649 5 0 0 6 48 470 1062
example for the stu­
dents to follow
714 Developing meaningful 284 5.5000 6 0 0 2 64 335 960
relationships m  stu­
dents by teaching them
to be caring toward 
others
720 Handling behavior 284 5.4894 7 0 0 6 100 445 1008
corrections in a way 
that avoids humilia­
tion
708 Freguently praising 285 5.4877 8 0 0 0 34 520 960
students for jobs well 
done
728 Providing an environ- 283 5.4e03 9 0 0 0 68 565 918
ment that causes stu­
dents to like to come 
to school
719 Handling behavior 284 5.4788 10 0 0 3 80 525 948
corrections in a way 
that indicates firm 
disapproval of mis­
behavior yet gives 
supportive help to thejluuci'iL LO .Heater the 
problem
725 Delieving in students' 284 5.4612 11 0 0 3 112 470 966
ability to learn
r
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High High <*ly 
High
707 Engendering respect 29 5 5.4561 12 0 0 2 80 860 712
for school property by 
keeping it attractive­
ly maintained (e.g., 
free of graffiti, free 
of vandalism, free of 
incomplete repairsi
727 Maintaining high 234 5.4507 12 0 3 6 84 54G 31B
morale
709 Frequently expressing 285 5.4245 14 7 0 3 100 555 888
appreciation to col­
leagues for jobs well 
done
718 Handling behavior 284 5.4225 15 2 0 2 88 585 964
corrections promptly
705 Asking thought- 285 5.4210 16 0 0 9 34 570 832
provoking questions 
wnich stimulate stu­
dents' creativity and 
critical thinking
721 Emphasizing student 282 5.4204 17 ) 0 o lOu 540 888
achievement fcr all 
curriculum areas
'06 disciplining the stu- 294 5.4154 13 3 2 5 108 570 352
iont's behavior 
rather than the 
student
'22 Showing the/ onioy 283 5.3710 19 0 0 : 36 635 780
tneir work it this 
school
711 .■jerking m  unity as a 285 5 . 354 3 20 3 1 16 535 3 1b
team toward school 
goals, to help 
students meet expecta­
tions
723 Showing strong lead- 281 5.3416 21 3 0 9 54 670 738
ersnip qualities
715 Making learning rele- 283 5 . 3190 22 0 17. 128 585 790
vant to the lives of 
“he students
' 1 7  Showing that t h e y  2 3 3  5 . 3 0 0 3  2 2  3 2 1 2  1 1 2  6 3 0  744
clearly understand 
expectations and goals 
of the school and 
community
71G Showing mutual respect 284 5.2852 24 0 0 12 140 605 744
for others in spite of 
wnat they do
703 Insisting on orderli- 284 5.2500 25 0 4 24 132 575 756
ness throughout the 
schoo1
r
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■Ml 1 2 3 4 - 6
7 2 4 He'-.inc students see 
t..e relationship be­
tween wliat has alreaay 
been learned and the 
lesson to fellow
;33 5 . 2 - 1 3 8 2 6  7 0 ■i ’ 2 4 715 6 2 6
' 2 6 treating organized 
settings for all 
learning activities
231 5 . 2 0 5 3 2 7  7 * i s 2 590 6 9 6
i
Giving students visi- 
ole means of identity 
with the school ie.g., 
school symbols, cere­
monies, dress codes, 
ate. j
2 S 4 5 . 1 1 9 7 2 8  2 43 164 520 7 0 8
r
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TABLE 4 2
PARENT/COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION: MEAN WEIGHTED 
SCORES FOR RATINGS ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY 
SCHOOLING FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES 
IN 49 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS 





of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Re- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
IN) 1 2  3 4 5 6
I tem
ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS HELP PARENTS 
AND COMMUNITY MEMBERS 
SIIUW COMMITMENT TO THE 
SCHOOL BY:
308 Providinq an all-round 281 
quality educational 
program for the bene­







• keeping them in­




* keeping them in­
formed about the 
school program
306 Cncouraqmq parents 
and community members 
to support the school 
financially
303 Encouraging parents to 281 5.3772 
communicate openly
with school personnel
810 Keeping all members of 282 5.3120
the school community 
informed about school 
goals
304 Maintaining a program 280 5.3035 
that meets the needs
of those parents seek­
ing the unique educa­
tional purpose for 
their children that 
the school offers
809 Encouraging parents to 281 5.2315
talk to their children 
about school
3u5 Encouraging parents as 281 5.2028
they accept responsi­
bility for helping 
students to learn
1 1 2 6 40 370 1158
2 0 0 3 100 470 972
3 0 0 6 104 535 882
4 1 0 IS 88 525 894
5 0 0 12 124 505 870
6 0 0 18 124 570 786
7 n 2 18 132 535 798
8 0 4 18 164 540 744
0 0 15 188 575 684
t
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of Mean Mod- Very rem-
Re- '..'eight- Rank Mcr.e Some er- High High ely
sp.-i- ed ate High
ses Scores ____________________________________
I N )  1 2  2  4  5  6
307 Inviting parents and 231 5.1IGJ 10 1 2 31 160 530 684
community members to 
participate in the 
school volunteer pro­
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APPENDIX G
1. RANKED MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR THE OVERALL 
135 SCHOCL-EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES WITHOUT 
REGARD FOR THE EIGHT CATEGORIES OF SCHOOL-
EFFECTIVENESS CHARACTERISTICS
2. TABLES SHOWING DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RANKINGS
ON USE OF STRATEGIES WITHIN THE 4 9 SCHOOLS 
AND THE RANKINGS ON IMPORTANCE TO QUALITY 
SCHOOLING AS PERCEIVED BY THE ADMINIS­
TRATORS AND TEACHERS WITHIN THOSE SCHOOLS
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
TABLE 4 3
RANKED MEAN WEIGHTED SCORES FOR RATINGS ON EXTENT 
OF USE OF SCHOOL-EFFECTIVENESS STRATEGIES WITH IN 
45 EXEMPLARY PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS AS 
PERCEIVED DY ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS IN THOSE SCHOOLS
No. Ext-
of Mean Mod- Very rera-
Iter Item R.-- Weight- Rank None Some er- High High ely
No. spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ____________________________________
IN) 1 2  3 4 5 6
208 3eing proud of the 284 5.4647 1 0 4 12 104 400 1032
school's and students'
successes
701 Showing the students 285 5.3824 2 0 0 15 128 485 906
they care about them
as people
209 Believing that “We are 284 5.3380 3 3 2 1" 136 505 358
an effective school"
308 Providing an all-round 231 5.3024 4 0 2 24 152 460 852
guality educational 
program for the bene­
fit of the students
713 Showing a personal 284 5.2077 5 0 2 24 208 495 750
caring interest in 
each student
704 Taking the time to 224 5.1936 6 0 4 21 208 480 '62
listen to students
306 Encouraging parents 280 5.1092 7 1 € 36 184 435 792
and community members 




* keeping them m -  282 5.1595 3 3 4 21 200 540 690
formed about their
students' progress
3 14 Communicating promptly 
to parents when a stu- 
aent is beginning to 
uevelop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences 278 5. 1582 9 0 6 39 ' 72 485 732
125 Addressing the needs 285 5.1298 10.5 0 4 18 240 510 690





131 Being ready to help 285 5.1298 10.5 0 4 39 180 555 684
students outside of 
class time
207 Providing a curriculum 284 5.1232 12 0 0 30 196 605 624
that meets the 
school's purpose
702 Developing a total 285 5.1192 13 0 4 36 212 505 702
school program to
w mc h  the students are 
proud to belong
r
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TA3LE 43--Continu-v:
l*o, uxt-
■3f Mean Mod- Very rem-
i<o- V.'eiqht- Henk hone 5oin»? or- Hich High ely
spon- jd ate nigh
ses Scores ■ - — —  -
1 2 3 4 6
.7- ’.Mr.'-: a nosLfciv>' 234 5.1054 14 3 3 24 216 6t0 600
'xaT:.-Le for the •stu- 
;• 'DM' - O f o 1 lew
"r.couraqmn parents to 29L 5 *0839 26 '} 2 51 224 446 708
roi.imun ica to open ly 
wicr. school personnel
! 3nni;niCa t mg ragul ar- 
ly with parents:
• <n‘!pinq them in- 282 S.0780 16 0 6 42 204 520 660
formed about the
scnool program
7r.aor.cier ing respect 295 5 . )7 3 6 17 1 2 69 204 420 750
;:r school property by 
<eopmq it attractive­
ly maintained (o.q.,
of graffiti, £rco 
if versa 1 ism, free cf 
. hcumnleto repairs)
V.-.inc; clear to stu- 292 5 .063C LB J 4 45 236 494 u4U
.> ht.: ..ow tncy are 
•xp'-ct-"* : to : enavo
:n icat1nq prompt ly 
•:ar-nt:; wnon a atu- 
:<*ot .o n-'”: l nr. i nq to 
I a pattern "'t:
* * i': ' r sras-'s 277 6.0577 *. * ' 2 ;0 2^6 52c -R8
7a-:ir': car^ ~ i  stu- 235 5.0526 20 j 2 12 2*13 65C 525
.-.■nto* r.e<'i':s ;n a
“ rc: ess icr.a i tanner
n̂ r.av lor 30 3 5.0459 2 1 ] 4 39 264 *6-: Or: 4
r r - c- i jns m  a way 
T.at avoids riu.rilia- 
“ .on
rrequontly praising 2S5 5.0456 22 0 2 51 212 555 618
:tu lor.ts for ^ocs well 
:ono
Mvins ituaonts visi- 282 5.0313 2 3 0 5 93 164 4 10 '44
means of luer.city 
..Mtr. tne school ie.g.,
. envoi symoois, ccre- "cr.iys, cross cocos,
'l'-arly articulating 283 5.03L9 24 ' 2 4 2 22b 5 5-.' S^4
school’s mission 
purpose 1
Lo.r.r.'un teat lno prompt iv 
• c parents wr.en a stu- 
!••!*.t is h*3gihnih’ to 
v* lop a v it torn o c :
* ■ r' 'p i ■: m nrT.uVior 2 K 2  5.3249 35 < 3 -U1 2C2 7 15 «< 0
. r. :isci*'lino
r
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TAGt-f\ 4 3--'2onM 0Uj_c
\o . Ext-
of Moan Moc- Very min-
i<o- ̂oiqht- :<an< :.’onc Some er- iUqh l l i j n  ** i yspon- od ate Itiqh
1o r. ::corr»sit, > 1 2  2 4
: r . /i . :r.q an orviror.- 2b 1 5.0UUU 2 6 .5 1 4 21 2 84 t = S 540,,-nt -rat causes stu- i«?ut ; to li .*?<■* to c o m e  to tcr.sc I
‘*ta;r.ta:n:nq a program 2 80 5.0000 26. 5 6 6 60 132 560 582trot c*3*' t s the noecs sf * i'.qs*-' parents seor.- .r. ; * :.> unique «cuoa- ; oji.j 1 ourposo for 
; r i Idr^n thj*:o.-.rol offers
I : - v i r . q tan uru- 2C2 4 .9892 23. 5 0 9 42 260 5*5 510. *■:: : in ricee*
stuiicnr 2hJ 4.'Uj'9 3 . H . 6 >j •„ 4-2 212 *j00 :4tj;cr: :**y*3mor»t for ail
. o u i u r n  a r e a s
,'tt.r.t school poll* 252 4 . 9680 20 0 2 4 8 220 6 4 5  4867 ;-»r .v::ic:r facilitate -♦••• -rr-oci's purpose
if .m Gtuaont 254 4 . 9647 2 1 0 4 36 244 67<* 4C6
* r • r i: ton
_'r_-;:tlno and endirc 232 4.957 4 32 ; 2 45 2 5 2 530 ”16:-nricar» on ti*r.e
. ►**;u l r; r:students to 2 3 i 4.35 72 5 3 ) 2 3? 256 520 0 55
..ay**
: oou:-.!'/1 t in- 2 -4.9438 24 j 49 2'2 9 6̂  ~(;4eat for at u- . 1 and
_ ", i i h t -.. r.d ardr. 251 -i. 311: 25.5 3 '1 2 6 0 o 13 462: jf - Iv̂ s are
: r : ;.«q learn m u:rr.c r tun 11 ;es f or :
• • ■ .v.r le 11 no scr.ooi 251 4.3395 35.5 ) 10 39 252 565 522
•itr. jrnor.atratocin j:um 
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r
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285 5.4245 - “ 3 3 10C 555 j3S
. _ir. • v17p.lv roi’vatec 264 5.4 2 2 5 3 2.5 0 0 6 10 4 5 30 9 .0
.̂ r.v 1 : : . i  cer.av lor 
vrr-jti.ons prompt ly
234 5.4225 : 2 .5 0 } i 2 ,’j :sc ; 0  4
: a  1 .n't thouqnt- 
vrtvoxmc it^st ions 
. p . . c r .  i f . n u l a t e  : t u -  
. p.t.t' *rnat;vi ty and
2 6  .' 5 . 4 2 1 0 3-1 . 3 9 3 4 ; i \J 2
" r.. : r  p.jiC 1.1 m e  s t u d e n t  
v.t. •■‘vorrent for all
2 3 3 5 . 4 2 C 4 3 5 3 0  •; : c  0 i 4  ; i ti 0
at .-rma ncsitivo 
■rr.aracter f^vrdoc.Tent:
• by uemq role T.od- 
els for students
2 BS 5.4175 ib -3 0 4 L2C f 0 0 U C
- - '1 Tcrrunicatmq pror.pt ly 
•0 wrests wrier: a s'.’j- 
.• • ■ is c e q m n m j  to 
:* -’lop a pattern of:
* ur.excusod absences 281 5.4163 37 0 0 15 83 S 2 5 3 0 4
- ’ . iccipl inir.q the stu- .►•r.t' behavior 
rat.vor tr.an t.ne 
5 tuoont
284 5.4154 3 8 J 2 -j 1 3 3 t 70 3 ~ 2
:: : ;trtrur.icatme regular­
ly >. : t p parents:
282 5.4146 3 9 0 C 6 104 5 3 ; 3h 2
i ; i• rc': ran
r
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TAGIX 4*J— Continue'
'io,ji !4ean Med- Vorv rcn-Ko- '.’eianc- Hank N’ono Zsztr.n .»r- til'::' *»lysoon- ea jtc tiiqhscs Ccoros --------------------------
-t5 !• 'Mr.'; school poll- 2 & 2 5 5072 40 ) 0 6 7 2  0 2 5  422
'I'M .;n;cn tact 1 itati*
.ichoo i ' s purpose
11 :• i’oiiennq positive
cojraci :r development:
* y hnnu I : rui bchuv- 2C 5 S.4035 41 ) 0 > 108 5 2r- 373.or 'jorr 'Ctions ini wiiv that upholds aC.’inci coals
;'c i'r.o'ouraq inn parents 292 2.4007 42 I 0 15 RH 525 IDl.re : o:nfr.un i ty morrfcorc 
’ tj Maport ci 10 scnool 
: ..in*i i I t y
1 i I **:.iq ready to '.elp 235 a. 4000 43 1 0 3 103 570 853tridents outside of :.: r> c time
210 Pract.utng fair ana 283 3.3992 44 0 2 )  -SO -35 R22î y’ctr/o governing in; dccision-rak mq •rococures
:21 --our iqinc parents r - 4 5.3942 45 i 2 0 1)2 »G . l24
. support the euuca- M j.m ’ "rotors at honeana at icroci
.•1. ‘■?,;u:r:nc students to 291 5 . 2377 46 ‘ \ H 33 toe a.:<»nave
*1" ..'.lievina that Stu- 231 5.3SG7 4 7 3 1 3  120 555 346: -r.ts car. succeed
: : rtviamq learning or tuni t :es f or :
* -racticmc rospcn- 2°.3 -. 2 780 48 0 2 19 112 DO 300: ib le c 11 i 2(?nsm:jat school ur.ci in the commur. i ty
2 3 ;cura mg parents to 291 5 . 3772 49 ; 0 12 124 505 “'0;trt,Li meat a upcnly 
.it:- icr.ool personnel
'12 :rowing they •-njoy 293 5 . 3710 50 0 0 3 35 5 35 7H6t.teir ..or<. at th.s
-at t m e  r. iqh standards 231 5 . 270 1 51 0 0 12 58 *30 5 904fcr -.terse Ives ar.c
.having concern for 295 5 . J6c4 52 ‘ 0 3  96 445 '44. 1 f-crowtr. ana for :.y.',cn ud.ers,..;tn staff and tu.ier.ts
.pr for:
* learning the value 232 5 . 3 5 32 -3 j j 15 133 : : 0  540
if wcr.%
r
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7ADL£ 4 4— Continued
Uo. &xt-
of Mean Mod- Very rem-
i tow Wolqht- Rank Mono fomo or- Ilinh Hiqh ely
:?;cn- e*.i ate iliqh
'■i»s J c o r e s ------------ - ----------------------
;;) 1 2 3 4 5 *
512 ""rr!::;;ra t in a prompt iy 
r •? parents when a stv- :«r.t 13 beqmninq to -.ovolop a nattorn of:
* problem leiuvior 232 5. 3617 54 0 0 iS ICQ 500 234
m  discip I m e
. 2  : rev i-'i mq learning opportunities for:
* oppressing ideas 25 3 5.356E 55 0 4 8 L20 540 546in a clear, organ­ised manner
L3r i’rn'Mrimq f»i;i jance/ 256 5 . 3543 5 6 .5 0 0 12 116 57Q 828t-.urso 11 in*', acportun- . t i r' 3
'..or<inq m  unity a:: a 2 85 5 . 3543 50 .5 0 0 •* 5^6 -11*tô n toward school jtals, to no Ip 
s t u : or. 13 ir.ee t o /.pec t a - 
1 1 0ns
124 .n-ir.mim 1 uevelcp- 285 5.3473 58 1 6 12 12c 445 '424
■’-ir.t -iff ico to oncotn- 
;. a a lo n q - t  devel- 
tnmor.t, including gen­
erating finance to 
~o**t •'rojecteci needs 
j.i part of the . *•/•.-lormor.t program
:12 Tir.munitatinq promptly 
- . parents wnor. a stu- 
.-‘r.t is beginning to 
:,.yoloo a outturn of:
* poor grades 20 2 5 . 242 1 5 0 2 2 i 104 245 340
; . 2 v/ct m q  r.iqh cropoi- 284 5.3450 60 i 2 15 68 665 '68
• tons of class time to
active learning activ- 
.t i-!a Lnvolvmq 
taacr.er student 
interaction
I'll 2omir.un icat ire a 285 5 . 3438 62 0 2 3 124 560 82H
clearly articulated 
statement of the 
;c;v:<* I ’ s ph 1 losophy 
to evoryonn in tne 
-oncoL family
5 34 Aa-:mq frequent ques- 285 5 . 3423 62 3 0 3 116 600 '*8tiots to see if stu- ier.ts understand the 
/or •:
.sing positive rein- 285 5 . 3438 62 0 0 15 L20 560
■•jiUiment racĥ i. than 
ieqative e.g., reward 
»n: acceptance, rather
*■' ̂*ct icô “fGar'of
r
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•; 1 • }h: — i.ank hone 
1 *d dome er- ate
7c rv r-'h- 
•iiah M1-7:: ely 
[• 1 :n
- ;
r2 3 i/.cwinn s t r a n 7 I •.•rsnm dualities
“ ini.ui.zinc: disruptivr activity 1.. 'he cla.-::. roor. or nailwavs
6 4
4C7 iiavmq class materials 2̂ 5 5 . 2403 65ready (on hand) jei’oro class be<3 ms
20rs Pewardinq 7000 student vor< enrouar.:
• versa 1 2 i 1 3 .2 2 7: 4t!ronn’op.ci a t 1 o r. 6 1''
’50
224 lopincj m  otUvitT,'*.;
ar. m n o r  iwar^np’ ** that faculty jru anted in •■'xtocta*,:jrs for:
• :aiiy icju^iLC f ormanco 25 *7 = 722
:* :v: a m~ loarmno 
1 p r.r> rtun:' 1 o s fcr :
* "yriore.mo uusic ar r:.M I or- r
-it 1 jns
. . 2 : l •. a r I y a r t: c u 1 a t: n ;cno .:c:\cc 1 ' a i ss :or. r '.rt-cso 1
‘25 “r'cna loacnrv* r»? le­
vant to the lives of the students
1 4
'“0
2 r:.v id me learning :r ocrtunit 10s tor:
• applying oasic 2 2 2 5.2!ckills ane pro­cesses to problt-r jo 1v inq
310 Keepmq all s.orroers of *122 the school concur.ity informed about school 
70a i s
i'.4 va ir.tair.mo 1 program 250 mat meets tne needs of those parents seed­ing the uni-yoe educa­tional purpose for their chi 1 aren that the jcriooi offers
550
Showing tnat tr.oy clearly arvĵ rstand expectations ana seals ii tne school j.ic ccm.rur. 1 ty
. . 2 "jo
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TATil.il 4 4— Cent ir*u»
:;o. I'x ri­
ot Mean Mod- Very rrm-Itou: P.i.»— W o i ^ n t -  Fank Mor.c* er- I I I  e h  o l y
:ncn- eu a-o !liahses -cores I
40 1 r.ncou rag i nq teachers -Co 0.2982 "'G 0 0 21 i32 5o5 792
;rv! students to use
* :nc wise Iy and well
392 students know 282 5 .2978 77 0 0 13 132 570 774
that high achievement 
. ̂  expected of them
1G J P'ttinq up activities 279 5 .2974 79 0 0 ' )  140 565 756
• r. ich clearly support 
m e  school’s mission
•jG». .'rcvicinq learnmq 
nportunitios for:
* ijsmq listenin',* 282 5 .2943 79 0 2 12 128 595 756
skills tor dC'iu i r-
m q  new ideas
’10 -hewing mutual respect 284 5.2852 30 J 0 12 140 605 74 I
fcr others in spite of 
what they do
•C* Providing learning 
-nportunities for:
* i-vciopinq good 283 5.2826 9L 0 4 12 132 565 762
inanizcticnal
s..ills
11' c r. ,-r m e  positive
;r:r -r ..cv*-- loomont:
* sy managing school 295 5.230' 92 0 1 15 12k 03C ’32
setivitics wtla
jrder and 
d : .-.cip I m e
20’. llearly explaining th*' 28 3 5 .2791 3 3 . 5 0 0 12 1 24 *j50 708
scr.ool*s policies to 
s *r s sen ts ,' staf £, par­
ents, and community
12 3 o ■*•«*•. lop m e  m  students 
i.n mn^r jsuroness 
t..-t faculty are 
mite- ^xpoccations
: - r :
* -isc ip L ir.<; 23 3 5.2791 33 . 5 0 2 12 112 G60 7qh
154 iev m g  ir. their own 284 5.2676 85.5 0 ) 12 125 460 4 ->4
aciiity and that of
t.k 2'.*c idmg wmch con- 234 5 . 2676 85 . 5 0 2 12 100 710 672rents and skills a student has mastered 
a n d  wnicn ones require -ore teaching
2 2 2 Pctasl isnmc an effi- 284 5. 2G40 37 0 4 15 14** 5 00 7 32f inane ia 1 - :r. -l -n. -t ape ration
r
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iin 2 3 4 5 •=
L26 Working together to 2S5 5.2561 23 0 0 15 140 6 3 5 708
achieve consensus in 
curriculum planning to 
meet the school's 
purpose
501 Measuring what they 232 5.2333 39
teach
410 Using a variety of 233 5.2544 30
teaching styles and 
techniques
406 Planning systematic 255 3.2326 31
lessons fcr learning 
activities
'03 Insisting on orderii- 234 3.2500 >2
ness throughout the ^rhnn1





405 Starting and ending 
class periods on time
724 Helping students see 282 
the relationship be­
tween what has already 
been learned and the 
lessen to to 1 low
20 1 systematically ex­
plaining the school’s 
mission with clarity:
* to staff
116 Administrators moving 
constantly throuqhouc 
the school :
* to offer 
assistance where 
appropriate
601 Sharing the responsi- 278 5.2410
oility of teaching 
oasics in all areas of 
the curriculum
503 Using a variety of 23 3 5.2367 39
appropriate measuring 
techniques ( e . g . ,  
teacher-made or stan­




509 encouraging parents to 281 5.2313 130














2 4 12 2
12 120
3 3 10 0
12 4
756
o 4 3 
744
4 2 6
24 144 575 744




































' . i i q h Ili-or. g i •/ 
High
■!») : 2 3 A 5
Icnferrmq regularly 235 5 . 2245 102 . 5 0 IS 1 16 725 nlO
with each other
heasurinq student 285 5.2245 102.5 0 2 33 100 570 t84
progress often
Minimizing the number 234 5 .2213 1-4 1 3 2 1 1 22 q45 -.74
of interruptions 
illowed during aca- 
ronic learning periods
Creatine organised 291 5.2055 105 0 2 24 152 550 656
settings fur ali 
learning activities
Encouraging parents as 231 5.2228 106 3 3 15 108 575 654
they accept responsi­
bility for helomq 
students to learn
Having clear under- 283 5.1573 107 0 2 21 ICO 630 660
standing of their 
roles in the admini­
stration of the school
Seeking opportunities 282 5 . 1550 I'.IS 0 0 24 164 605 672
to increase profes­
sional knowledge and 
skill
Finishing tasks that 285 5 . 1854 10 ) 0 2 12 164 235 b 2 6ire start eg




:aily dec is ions
Cystematically ex­
plaining tne school’s 
mission with clarity:
* to parents" 283 5.1C25 111 0 2 15 200 550 654
Crying new teaching 282 5.iS6u 112 3 2 13 164 670 600
methods and materials 
when students are not 
learning
Encouraging mutual 283 5.1413 113 C 2 33 160 630 630
faculty support by 
having each"staff mem­
ber be responsible at 
all times throughout 
the whole school in 
requiring all students 
to behave
Providing opportun- 283 5.1373 114.5 0 2 27 168 645 612
tries for students to 
develop leadership 
ski 11s
Giving loyal support, 283 5.1378 114.5 0 0 12 188 690 564
encouragement, and 
help to others when 
frying new ideas
r
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‘■ '.c a n
..eight-
bccres






r n r -
o ly
t! i gn
;NJ 1 2  3 5 G
= 07 Providing namedlace 
test results to 
students
234 5.L 3 7 3 1 L c J 4 3 0 14 0 400
308 bol i«vinc Mi*t istu- 2 3 2 2 .1 2 •; i 117 ■: 2 4* 17 2 •iub 4 24
dents will do tr.eir
best
102 Systematically e x ­
p l a i n i n g  t h e  school's 
mission with clarity:
* to students 233 3.1201 113 ) 4 15 216 5 00 124
712 diving students visi- 284 3.1107 1 19 2 2 43 164 530 708
bio means of identity 
with the scnool (e.g., 
school symbols, cere­
monies, dress codes, 
etc. ]
499 'Jung only a small 23 2 5 . 1 156 12C 2 1 2 27 1 25 625 648
part of class time for 
nonacademic t u 3rlS
107 Inviting parents and 281 5.1103 121 1 2 31 168 320 634
community members to 
participate ir. the 
school volunteer pro­






220 Stressing the irpor- 284 5.0950 122 1 10 10 140 56C 606
lance of educational 
achievement to par­
ents and st ider.ts
106 Working together to 284 5.0529 123 0 0 20 216 655 534
achieve consensus in 
establishing a school 
behavior,1 disc ipiine 
code
408 Believing that more 284 5.2332 124 1 6 63 143 600 612
time spent on academic 
tasks will r.eij stu­
dents to learn"more
215 Letting students know 280 5.0000 125 1 6 42 212 575 364
they are expected to 
succeed with high 
achievement
102 Providing on-going 282 4.9751 126 t 2 39 268 535 558
revision to clarify 
the school's philos­
ophy using faculty 
input of shared values


























■ N) 1 2 3 4 5 6
115 Administrators movinq 
constantly throughout 
the school:
* to observe what is 
going on
503 4.9646 127 0 6 4 2 232 •315 510
311 Rewarding good student 
work through:
s publicizing accom- 
olishments (e.g., 
in school or local 
newspaper, or over 
the local radio or 
7. V. t
202 4.9609 123 0 12 4 5 224 560 553
310 Rewarding good student 
work through:
• displaying it 
where it can be 
seen by many
232 4.9078 129 1 4 51 276 530 522
50 5 Using test scores to 
make diagnostic deci­
sions about stucent 
learning
232 4.9042 130 1 8 4 3 220 4 50 456
:c4 Systematically ex- 
plain’ng the school's 
t.ission with clarity:
* to community .31 4.3647 131 1 4 5 7 284 5 • 5 486
10 5 Teaching religious 
principles for Christ­
ian living throughout 
the wnolo curriculum
260 4.8464 132 19 14 4 2 12 3 470 684
109 Teacmncr students to 
learn the value of 
prayer
276 1.5434 13 2 2 6 2 2 4 3 152 44 5 546
110 Involving faculty and 
students in times of 
sharing personal 
prayer together
2 76 4.2463 134 25 30 37 244 450 .336
111 Enabling faculty and 
students to share with 
each other personal 
experiences of their 
own relationship with 
Sod
276 3.9456 135 27 48 123 284 355 252
r
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TABLE 4 5
RANKED MEAN WEIGHTED 3CCF.ES FCP. RATINCS Gil 
STRATEGIES FOR 3GHCOL EFFECT IVEHEGS FCR EXTENT 
OF THE IK USE WITH III THE 40 SCHOOLS ADDED TO 
RATINGS ON IMPORTANCE TO OUALITY SCHCGLING 
AS PERCEIVED 3Y ADMINISTRATORS AND 











Mean Nod- Very rem-
’.’oiqht- Rank None Some or- High High elv
ed ate ill
Scores ------------------------------------
L 2 3 4 5 6
'01 Showing the students 570 5.5491 1 0 J 13 143 325 2172
they care about them 
as people
203 Being proud of the 363 5.4911 2 1 4 27 176 3 3C2C32
acnocl’s and students' 
successes
308 Providing an all-round 562 5.4572 3 I 4 30 192 330 2010
quality educational 
program for the bene­
fit "of the students
209 Believing that "We are 168 t.4454 4 1 6 'A i80 975 i914
an effective school"
713 Showing a personal 56d 5.4119 3 0 2 27 244 933 1S56
caring interest in 
each student
04 Taking the time to 363 5.333E 0 1 4 24 243 970 1812
listen to students
207 Providing a curriculum 563 5.2767 7 3 J 22 224 1045 1752
that teeto the 
scnool's purpose
225 Addressing the needs 570 5.3754 8 3 6 24 296 960 1978





702 Developing a total 569 5.2550 9 0 4 39 248 990 1776
school program to 
which th students are 
proud to belong
716 Setting a positive 569 5.3356 10 0 0 30 264 1080 1662




* keeping them in- 564 5.3191 11 0 4 24 300 1010 1CC2
formed about their
students' progress
306 Encouraging parents 562 5.2953 12 1 6  51 272 960 1686
and cor. mumty members 
to support the school 
i ir.ar.cia 1 1 y
2 14 lommunicatmg promptly 
to parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
* unexcused absences 359 5.2930 13 0 6 54 260 1010 1626
F
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TABLE 4 5— Continued
in-:::'. ::o. I tem
::o. ::*t-
of Mean Mc g - Very r'-m-P.e- ..eight- Rank Nano Seme er- High High sly
span- ed ate High
sea Scores  L_
5 6
206 Nuking clear to stu­
dents how tney are 
excected to behave
;64 5.2730 •j 1 1 204 1035 1573
720 Handling behavior
corrections in a way 
that avoids humilia­
tion
567 5.268C 4 45 264 3 0 0 1674
703 frequently praising 570 
students for jobs well 
done
5.2666 16 51 296 lu 75 1572
131 Being ready to help 
students outside of 
class time
5 . 2s4 9 42 228 1125 154?
707 Engendering respect 570 
for school property by 
keeping it attractive­
ly iiiaintained <e.g., 
free of graffiti, tree 
cf vandalism, free of 
incomplete repairs)
3 01 Communicating regular­
ly with oarents:
5.2649 1 R 72 234 3 8 0 16G2
• keeping them, in­
formed about the 
school proqram
Providing an environ­
ment that causes stu­






6 4". 208 1055 1542
4 21 352 11*0 1458
112 Taking care of stu­
dents’ needs in a 
professional manner
). 2407 24 316 123C 1410
303 Encouraging parents to 562 
communicate openly 
with school personnel
503 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
5.2230 3 2 6 3 348 950 1578
* completing school 
with demonstrated 
skill in using 
written and spoken 
Eng 1ish
201 Helping students to 
develop their abili­
ties to their highest 
potential
714 developing meaningful 568 
relationships in stu­
dents by teaching them 





21 Emphasizing student 
achievement far all 
curriculum areas
566 5.2019
0 14 45 204 1065 1512
24 J 0 42 324 1135 1398
25 0 6 51 360 1140 1500
26 Q 6 54 312 .140 1434
r




of Mean Mod- Very
Ext­
rem­






I! iqn •liqfi ely
i l l  ; h
1 3 4 S 6
3 13 Communicating promptly 
tc parents when a stu­
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
• poor grades
'19 handling behavior
corrections in a way 
that indicates firm 
disapproval of mis­
behavior yet gives 
supportive help to the 
student to master the 
problem
132 Giving positive rein­
forcement for stu­
dents' achievement and 
learning
305 Helping students take 
respons.oility for 
their ac .ions as they 
learn self-discipline
211 Commi nicating promptly 
to parents when a icu- 
dent is beginning to 
develop a pattern of:
• problem behavior 
m  discipline
205 Setting school poli­
cies which facilitate 
tr.e school's purpose
217 Believing that stu­
dents can succeed
204 Assisting students
establish values that 
lead them to success 
e.g., hard work, 
responsibility, etc.)
307 Making clear to stu­
dents exactly what 
they are expected to 




725 Believing in students' 
ability to learn
103 Clearly articulating 
the school’s mission 
i purpose t
218 Requiring students to 
behave
358 5.2025 27 2
560 5 .2007 26 ■’
5'0 5.2000 29 0
564 5.1963 30 7
564 5.1932 21 0
564 5.1079 32 J
563 5.1847 2 3 2
561 5.1836 34 0
563 5.1811 35 J
568 5 . 1795 36. 5 0
568 5.1795 36.5 0
566 5.1749 38 0
562 5.1725 39 0
4 39 2 60 1070 14 20
10 34 276 960 1554
0 C1 226 1135 1392
0 62 316 1160 1292
2 66 252 1073 14 34
2 54 292 127Q 1308
9 45 288 1130 1256
2 57 344 1155 1320
0 54 380 1205 1278
2 54 360 1140 1386
t 33 444 1015 1446
6 48 284 1074 1416
2 75 344 1070 1416
r
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TAE •15— Eon ir.'-ou
Vo. LXt-
zi Mean Mou- Very rom-* tai" I tem Re­ We L^ht- RanK N’cno Some or- iuin Eli :h olvMO . spon­ Qrl a te Highses Scores
• M 2 4 - 6
Fostering positive 
character development:
* by beinq role mod- 670 
els for students
522 Performing all tasks 
to the best of their 
orofossiona1 abilities
5 6 6
553 Setting nigh standards 562 
far themselves and 
others
304 maintaining a program 
that meets the needs 
of those parents seek­
ing the unique educa­
tional purpose for 
their children that 
the school offers
521 encouraging parents 
to support tne educa­




* by handling behav­
ior corrections in 
a way that upholds 
the school goals
560
12c Using instructional 
time wise 1v
570
155 Providing guidance. 559
counselling opportun­
ities
504 Asking frequent ques- 569 
tions to see if stu­
dents understanc the 
work
407 having class materials 567 
ready ion hand) before 
class begins






statement of the 
school's philosophy 
























•.4 2 lOci 1380 
4u0 1140 j. 2 2 2
•5 3 243 1220 1266
324 1095 1380
90 352 1920 1452
o 5 284 1090 13 8 6
26 360 1295 1218
57 340 1190 1392
33 4C4 1223 1260
42 392 1250 1224
63 320 1210 1296
69 372 !i: 13 60
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TABLE 45— Continued
Item
: s o .
1 tem
:Jo. Ext-
of Moan Mod- Very res-
i\G- './eight- Rank "one Gome er- iUqh high ely
spon- ed ate High
ses Scores ------------------------------------
i Ml 1 2 3 4 5 6
G09 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* performing basic 557 5.1201
arithmetical oper­
ations




405 Starting and ending 567 5.1022 
class periods on tine
5 09 rewarding good student 
..'crk through:
56 3 5.0959





129 Being highly motivated 567 3.1131 53
706 Disciplining the stu- 563 5.1144 54
dent's behavior 





- — ™ 4̂ ^  ^  n' . 'J la l l tC t lU M
'22 Showing they er.goy 
t.neir work at this 
school
506 Measuring student 
progress often
114 Showinc concern for 
self-growth and for 
the growth of others, 
ooth staff and 
students
202 Letting students kne<> 
tnat high achievement 
is expected of them
404 Minimizing disruptive 563 2.0362 
activity in the class­
room or'hallways
603 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* practicing respon- 564 5.0780 
sible citizenship
at school and in 
the community
712 Giving students visi- 566 5.0759 
ble means of identity 














69 403 1005 1362
51 436 1125 1278 
424 1105 1302
10
54 412 12’5 ’224
81 352 1193 1260
30 416 1272 1140
66 400 120C 1212
6 9 244 1340 1140
75 392 1195 1236
72 426 1120 1243
73 324 12e5 1194
87 403 1020 1333
10 141 328 940 1452
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hcan Hod- Vorv rem-'.'eight- Sank .ione Some er- High High ely
ed ate High
Scores ------------------------------------
727 '■iaintainir.g higil 567 5.0753 65 0 12 99 360 1105 1302
norale
717 2howing that they 565 5.0690 66 1 2 53 408 '276 1116
clearly understand 
expectations and goals 
of the s. suoI ar.J 
community
723 showing strong load- 562 5 .067-3 67 3 4 70 3SE 1220 1153
irship qualities
124 organizing a develop- 566 5.0600 68 3 30 35 336 825 i566
ment office to encom­
pass long-term devel­
opment, including gen­
erating finance to 
meet projected needs 
as part of the 
development program
610 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* learning the value 564 5.0535 69 J 10 63 443 1120 1212
of work
134 relieving m  their own 569 5.0579 70 9 2 54 405 1370 iu44
ability and that of 
otners
402 Cevctmg high propor- 566 5.0547 71 3 2 103 336 1290 1125





123 Establishing an effi- 565 5.0495 72 5 20 .0 456 1125 1212
cient financial 
management operation
602 Providing learning 
opportunities for:
* expressing ideas 566 5.9459 73 0 3 57 484 1125 1182
in a clear, organ­
ized manner
104 Setting up activities 559 5.0429 74 0 6 63 480 1100 1170
vr.ich clearly support 
the school's missicr.
510 Keeping all memoers of 564 5.0372 75 3 14 90 392 1145 1200
the school community 
informed about school goals
406 Planning systematic 568 5.3352 76 0 6 54 452 1290 1068
lessons for iearninq 
activities
,01 encouraging teachers 570 5.3315 77 0 4 74 464 1140 1176
and students to use 
time wisely and well
301 "easurmg wnat they 3 54 5 . 0230 78 1 2 34 396 ’300 1C5C
teach
F
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TAnhC 45— Continue :
I ten ;.'o. I tom
.10.




i.ank .\oru-- Jomo ■ »r-> 
ace
iliqh Uiqf. 0 1 v 
High
nT 1 2 3 4 I *3
130 Finishing tasks that 570 5.021C 79 0 4 45 500 1305 1000are started
703 Insisting on orderll- 563 5.0176 30 0 12 39 4 10 1115 1236
ness throughout the 
school
7C5 Asking thought- 570 5.0140 31 0 4 39 444 1165 1146
provoking questions 
wmch stimulate stu­
dents' creativity and 
critical thinking
201 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to staff 567 5.0017 32.5 1 22 30 33S 1190 1146
709 Frequently expressing 569 5.0017 32.5 I 24 120 384 1C15 1302
appreciation to col­
leagues for jobs well 
done
206 Clearly explaining the 567 5.0000 34 ' 10 73 453 1205 1036
school's policies to 
students, staff, par­
ents, and community
324 Developing in students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty are 
unitea in expectations 
foi :
• daily academic 566 4 . 3982 35 3 4 3'' 4 12 1 270 1044
performance
726 Cr-Mtinn organised 562 4.3923 36 3 2 96 464 1170 1074
settings for all 
learning activities
305 Using positive rein- 569 4.9912 37 3 3 111 476 1045 1200
forcement rather than 
negative te.g., reward 
and acceptance, rather 
than punishment, 
rejection, fear of 
failure, etc.)








409 Using only a small 561 4.9875 89 3 16 69 384 1300 1026
part of class time for 
nonacademic tasks
r
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TABLE 45— Continued
?Io. Ext­or Mean Mod­ Vo rv rem­I ten I torn Re­ ..'-iihr.- Rank Hcne Some er­ Hinh High al’/no. spon­ ed ateses Scores
cn 1 2 3 *• •3
505 Providing learning opportunities for:
• developing higher 558 4.9635levels of thinking ebi1lty
'10 Showing mutual respect 567 4.9576for others m  spite of vnat they do
569 4.9560
565 4.9451
715 Making learning rele- 566 4.9434vant to the lives of the students
32C Stressing the impor- 566 4.9416tance of educational acnievemer.t to par­ents ana stueents
126 ..'orking together to ;70 4 .9 266achieve consensus m  curriculum planning to meet the school's purpose
909 Encouraging parents to 560 4.9267talk to their children about school
408 Believing that more 566 time spent on academic tasks will help stu­dents to learn more
90
9 2- j. in umcy as ateam toward school tea's, to help students meet expecta­tions
127 having clear under­standing of their roles in the admini­stration of the school
113 Motivating and inspir- 566 4.9434 94.5ing others
93
94 . 5
508 Deciding which con­cepts and skills a student has mastered and which ones require more teaching
507 Providing learning opportunitres for:















45 u 12 C5 10 2 6 
460 1205 1032
16 125 424 935 111
10 147 376 1215 103o
.08 448 1315
99 548 1105 1008
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TABLE -15— Continued
:;o. L'xt-of Mean Moc- Verv rem-
; t e r . 1 tom ?.e- ./eight- Har»i; Nonc Seme or­ .inn iii/.h civ
y . o . spon- edScores
ate High
1 2  2 - 1 5  6
5C4 providing learning 
opportunities for:
• developing good 
organisational 
skills
410 'Jsmq a variety of 
teaching styles and 
techniques
120 Conferring regularly 
•vith each other
72-1 helping students see 
the"relationship be­
tween what has already 
seen learned and the 
lesson to follow
10a Providing opportun­
ities for studc-nts to 
develop leadership 
ski 1 Is




123 developing m  students 
an inner awareness 
that faculty are 
united in expectations 
for:
- discipline
122 Giving loyal support, 
encourage tent, and 
nelp to others when 
trying new ideas
305 encouraging parents as 
they accept responsi­
bility for helping 
students to learn






506 Providing learning 
opportunities for:




















9 16 102 524 1103 1038
0 4 117 520 1136 978
0 16 132 452 1235 960
0 4 37 540 1320 622
0 16 123 504 1110 1026
3 14 13 3 429 1090 109'.
1 9 156 4 56 1150 1002
12 36 544 1155 948
0 14 120 544 1045 1014
42 120 428 1045 ,.104
0 14 i02 544 1075 1026
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:io.
of Mean Mod- W r y
I ton I ten So- /.'eight- Uank "one gone or- High High
::c. spon- ed ate
305 Ccoros ------------------------------
(M) 1 2 3 4 =
207 Invitmq parents and 133 4.6604 1 13 3 3 1 lb') 391 963
community members to 
participate m  the 
school volunteer pro­






691 Sharing the respensi- 55= 4.3341 114 J lul 340 995
bility of teaching 
oasics m  all areas of 
tno curriculum
315 Letting students know 962 4 .3191 lit 1 3 1 26 560 1153
-hey are expected to 
tuccccd 'dith sign 
achievement
121 Seeping an open two- 570 4 . 3157 116 1 lo 1413 436 1210
..•ay communication flow 
to maintain optimum 
insight for naking 
daily decisions
■fi" 3alieving that stu- 564 4 . 3 120 1 17 ) 9 1=3 900 1C95
lento will do the-ir 
oast
203 Systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
lussica with clarity:
* to parents =64 4.2109 113 ) 26 136 =32 1035
133 ..orking together to 568 4. 3063 119 J i6 130 540 1170
improve instructional 
practice
316 Seeking opportunities 564 4.2031 120 0 13 186 500 1045
to increase profes­
sional knowledge and 
ski 11
107 encouraging mutual 565 4 .7769 121 9 24 165 524 1U80
faculty support by 
having each staff mem­
ber be responsible at 
ill times throughout 
the whole school in 
requiring all students 
to behave
202 systematically ex­
plaining the school's 
mission with clarity:
* to students 566 4.7632 122 0 28 123 623 1035
105 reaching religious 539 4.7=51 123 22 34 114 392 915
principles for Christ­
ian living throughout 
the wnole curriculum
r














TA2LE: 4 5 - - C o n t m u e d
I tem 
' l o .
I tem
■ lo. F.xt-
or .'lojn Mcu— Very rorr.-
P.e- .-.’eiqnt- l.ank :.ono Some or- High High ely
spon- ed ate iiiohses C o o l e r . ____________________________________
2 Li .".owardinq good student 
work through:
* publicizing accom- 262 4.74i5 124 I 20 li-5 406 912 1022
plishnents - e . g . ,
in school or local 
newspaper, or over 
the local radio cr 
T.V. )
207 Providing immediate 266 4.7226 125 .0 14 12t 640 1035 763test results to 
students
102 Providing on-going 26-'. '.7092 126 L 24 1C2 269 920 1C3
revision to clarify 
the school’s philos­
ophy using faculty 
input of shared values
106 '.orbing together to 5C7 4.6307 127 2 20 163 600 1100 756
achieve consensus in 
ostanlishmg a school 
behavior discipline 
code
202 Using test scores to 563 4.6714 128 2 24 190 240 1172 708mane diagnostic deci­
sions aDOUt student 
learning
213 Iryir.q new teaching 504 4 . 6429 129 0 22 192 408 1 1 10 030
-.othods and materials 
„.-.en JtuaontS are not 
learning
210 Cewarding good student 
work through:
* displaying it 244 4.u436 1 20 2 20 .13 7 604 205 370
wr.ere It can be
seen by many
112 lininistrators moving 
constantly throughout 
the school:
* to observe what is 507 4.5255 131 2 50 240 588 960 726
going on
109 Teaching students to 220 4.5113 132 29 62 135 428 540 388
learn the value of 
prayer
204 Cystematica1ly ex­
plaining the school’s 
mission wi*h clarity:
* to community 559 4.4132 123 5 72 234 604 310 642
r
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1 2 3 4 5 6
'.10 Involving faculty and 
students in times of 
sharing personal 
prayer toqether
523 4 .1193 134 30 102 216 536 775 516
111 Enabling facultv and 
students to share with 
each other personal 
experiences of their 
own relationship v/ith 
Ood
532 3 .3082 135 33 134 324 572 615 34 5
F
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TABLE 46
DISCREPANCY BETWEEN RANKED WEIGHTED SCORES OF 
RATINGS FOR EXTENT OF USE (U) OF STRATEGIES 
FOR SCHOOL EFFECTIVENESS, AND RATINGS ON 
THEIR IMPORTANCE (I) TO QUALITY SCHOOLING 
AS PERCEIVED 3Y ADMINISTRATORS AND 
TEACHERS IN THE 4 5 SCHOOLS
Item Rank Diff. Item Rank Diff
No. I U I-U No. I U I-U
701 2 - 1 301 39 16 -23
207 2 12 -10 205 40 30 + 10
125 3 10 .5 _ *7 ̂ 5 119 41 52
713 4 5 - 1 306 42 7 + 35
808 5 4 * 1 131 43 10 .5 + 32.5
702 6 13 - 7 210 44 56 -12
301 7 54 -47 321 45 49 - 4
704 3 6 + 2 318 46 33 + 13
716 ■i 14 - 5 317 47 28 .5 + 18.5
2G9 10 3 + 7 608 43 76. 5 -28.5
208 11 1 + 10 303 49 15 + 34
603 12 35 .5 -23 .2 722 50 66 -16
714 13 46 -33 303 51 35 .5 + 15.5
305 14 50 -36 114 52 69 -17
720 15 21 - 6 610 53 83 -30
708 16 22 - 6 312 54 25 + 29
306 17 18 - 1 602 55 35 -30
728 13 26 .5 - 8 .5 135 56 .5 40 + 16.5
719 19 41 -22 711 3 6 .5 107 -50.5
5 b 2 20 8 + 12 124 58 78 -20
322 21 58 -37 313 59 19 + 40
725 22 51 -29 402 60 90 .5 -20 . 5
304 23 47 -24 101 62 4 8 + 14
132 24 .5 34 - 9. 5 504 62 33 + 24
707 24 .5 17 + 7. 5 50 5 62 94 -32
727 26 37 -61 723 64 72 - 8
128 27 63 -36 407 65 42 + 23
307 28 43 -15 309 66 5 5 + 11
6 05 29 110 -31 404 67 61 + 6
112 30 20 + 10 324 68 89 -21
709 31 102 -71 609 69 44 + 25
129 32 .5 71 -38 .5 103 70 .5 24 + 46 . 5
715 32.. 5 37 - 5 .5 715 70 .5 104 -33.5
705 34 100 -6 6 607 72 .5 112 -39 . 5
721 35 28. 5 + 6 .5 810 72 .5 a c .5 - 3
117 3 5 45 - 9 304 74 26 .5 + 47.5
314 37 9 + 28 717 75 62 + 13
706 33 70 -32 401 76 79 - 3















302 77 53 ♦ 24 805 106 109 - 3
104 78 74 ♦ 4 127 107 88 + 19
606 79 114 -35 316 108 124.5 -16.5
710 80 96 -16 130 109 59 + 50
604 81 111 -30 121 110 120 -10
118 82 38 + 44 203 111 119 - 8
206 83.5 86 - 2.5 319 112 131 -19
323 83.5 115. 5 -32 107 113 124.5 -11.5
134 85.5 60 + 25.5 108 114. 5 92 ► 22.5
508 85.5 103 -17.5 122 114. 5 95 + 19 .5
123 87 64 + 23 507 116 130 -14
126 88 98 -10 308 117 115.5 + 1.5
501 89 73 + 16 202 118 126 8
410 90 105 -15 712 119 23 + 96
406 91 67 + 24 409 120 57 + 63
703 92 65 + 27 807 121 99 + 22
113 93 93 0 320 122 75 + 47
405 94 32 + 62 106 123 129 - 6
724 95 108 -13 408 124 68 + 56
201 96 82 + 14 315 125 90 + 35
116 97 117 -20 102 126 121 ► 5
601 98 123 -25 115 127 132 - 5
503 99 84 + 15 311 128 113 + 15
309 100 97 + 3 310 129 128 + 1
133 101 127 -26 502 130 122 + 8
120 102.5 101 + 1.5 204 131 134 - 3
506 102.5 31 + 71.5 105 132 91 + 41
403 104 106 - 2 109 133 118 + 15
726 105 76. 5 +28.5 110 134 133 + 1
111 135 135 0
Although there was a Spearman Rank Correlation 
Coefficient of 0.736 for the mean weighted scores when 
Scale A (Extent of use within school) and Scale B 
(Importance to quality schooling) were compared, within 
the table above, there are a number of strategies that 
show a wide displacement of rank between importance and
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use within the exemplary schools studied. The reader may 
note the educational importance of the following items in 
the findings of perceptions of high importance to quality 
schooling, but considerably lower use or practice within 
the exemplary schools overall.
TABLE 47
STRATEGIES THAT RANK HIGHER ON IMPORTANCE TO 
QUALITY SCHOOLING AND LOWER ON USE IN SCHOOL 
AND SHOWING A RANK DISPLACEMENT OF ONE THIRD 
OR MORE OF THE POSSIBLE RANGE 










301 7 54 -47 Helping students to develop their 
abilities to their highest potential
727 26 87 -61 Maintaining high morale
505 29 110 -81 Providing learning opportunities for:
* developing higher levels of 
thinking ability
709 31 102 -71 Frequently expressing appreciation 
to colleagues for jobs well done
705 34 100 - 6 6 Asking thought-provoking questions 
which stimulate students' creativity 
and critical thinking
711 56.5 107 -50.5 Working in unity as a team toward 
school goals^ to help students meet 
expectations
On the opposite viewpoint, there were a number 
of strategies which faculty perceived were used within
F
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their schools but which ranked lower on importance than on 
the ranking for use v/ithin the school (see Table 48).
TABLE 4 8
STRATEGIES THAT RANK HIGHER ON USE V/ITHIN 
THE SCHOOL AND LOWER ON IMPORTANCE TO 
QUALITY SCHOOLING AND SHOWING A RANK 
DISPLACEMENT OF ONE THIRD OR 
MORE OF THE POSSIBLE RANGE 
(I.E., OVER 45 RANKING POINTS)
Rank Item
Item Rank Dis-
No. I U place­
ment
103 70.5 24 -40.5 Clearly articulating the school's
mission (purpose)
804 74 26.5 +47.5 Maintaining a program that meets
the needs of those parents seeking 
the unique educational purpose for 
their children that the school 
offers
405 94 32 +62 Starting and er-ding class periods on
time
506 102.5 31 +71.5 Measuring student progress often
130 109 33 +50 Finishing tasks that are started
712 119 23 +96 Giving students visible means of
identity with the school (e.g., 
school symbols, ceremonies, dress 
codes, etc.)
409 120 57 +63 Using only a small part of class
time for non academic tasks
320 122 75 +47 Stressing the importance of
educational achievement to parents 
and students
408 124 68 +56 Believing that more time spent on
academi- tasks will help students 
to learn more
F
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THE S E M I - S T R U C T U R E D  INTERVIEW
The research design of the study included a semi­
structured interview procedure. The interviews were 
designed to obtain data on how the administrators and 
teachers in selected private exemplary secondary schools 
perceived that they ...iplemented selected strategies for 
school effectiveness within their school. The interview 
was intended to stimulate responses on the basis of open- 
ended prompts in the form of questions or request 
statements. The intention for keeping the open-ended 
response was to eliminate as much bias as possible from 
the procedure, and to encourage the interviewee to feel 
quite free to give his/her own perceptions without being 
limited by too much specificity in the prompt. But, there 
.•/as to be sufficient direction within the question or 
request statement that would stimulate responses that 
would provide the data needed to answer the research 
question being studied--
How do administrators and teachers in selected schools 
perceive their school has implemented the key strategy 
or group of strategies selected for investigation 
within their school?
The Interview Procedure 
The interview began with a brief opportunity for 
both the interviewer and interviewee to become acquainted
426
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and feel comfortable in each other's presence. Because 
the interview time in each school was limited to a regular 
class period length of time to fit in with the school's 
daily schedule, the interviewer began each interview with 
an open-ended lead request— "Tell me what makes your 
school reaiiy special."
This was the opening prompt for each interview.
The interviewer recorded full detailed notes of everything 
the interviewee volunteered in response, including many 
comments verbatim. To encourage the respondent to provide 
all the possible responses, the interviewer included such 
prompts as, "Is there anything else you can add about 
that?"
when the interviewee indicated he or she was ready 
for the next question or prompt, the interviewer continued 
with the next item from the semi-structured interview 
response sheet.
Each interview ended with an expression of 
appreciation to the administrator, teacher, or student 
for his/her participation in the interview and the overall 
study.
Analysis of the interviews for each strategy 
grouping followed the procedures described in chapter 
four of this study.
A sample page showing layout to allow for 
notetaking by the interviewer is provided in Table 49.
The interview prompts as questions and request
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TABLE 49
A ONE PAGE SAMPLE OF THE INTERVIEW 
OUTLINE WORKSHEET
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statements for each of the strategy groupings 1 to 8 are 
set out below.
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 1
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. How do administrators and teachers show 
students they care about them as people?
3. How do administrators and teachers make this 
care personal?
4. How do administrators and teachers go about 
taking time to listen to students?
5. Caring for students can include addressing the 
needs of the whole child— (spiritual, moral, social, 
physical, aesthetic, cultural! —
How is this done here within the context of
caring?
6. How do administrators anu teachers go about 
helping students outside of class time--and what kind of 
help?
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 2
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. What is the mission or purpose of the school?
3. Visitors to this school have said there is 
"pride in all segments of the school community"--
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
What kind of school successes make 
administrators and teachers proud of their school?
4. As you see administrators and teachers each
■•lay—
..'hat do they do and say that tells you they 
are proud of school successes?
5. What kind of student successes make 
administrators and teachers proud of their school?
6. How do administrators and teachers show they 
are "proud about student successes"?
7. Administrators and teachers of this school 
believe that this school is "an effective school"—
How wculd you say this has come about?
3. As you see administrators and teachers each
day--
What do they do and say that tells you they 
believe in the school's effectiveness?
9. Tell about the faculty attitudes & commitment 
to the mission (purpose) of the school?
10. Tell about administrators' and teachers belief 
in the school--especiallv of how this belief is put into 
action for the students’ benefit.
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 3
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. What do administrators and teachers do to make
r
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sure the school program is "an all-round quality program 
to benefit the students"?
3. How does the school go about making sure the 
curriculum meets the school's purpose?
4. In developing the school's program—
What procedures are followed to make sure
needs "of the whole child" are addressed and met 
'spiritual, moral, intellectual, social, physical, 
aesthetic, cultural, etc.)?
5. What do you do as a school to develop a "total 
school program to which the students are proud to belong?
6. What procedures does the school follow to make 
sure the scnool's academic curriculum is a quality 
curriculum?
7. Gesicies the academic curriculum, wnat 
procedures does the school follow to make sure its extra 
curricular program is a quality program?
Tne Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 4
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. rell about teacher/student student/teacher 
relationships.
3. Tell about faculty example that students can
f o 1 ] ow—
4. How does it happen on a day-to-day basis?
r
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5. In what other ways do teachers set a positive 
example or role model?
6. What does the school do to help make sure the 
faculty will provide positive role models?
7. How does the school encourage or motivate 
faculty in being positive role models?
3. Tell about special areas of teacher 
example that the school expects positive role modeling to
O C U - 1 J .  .
9. How does the school facilitate these positive 
role modeling behaviors?
10. How do students respond to faculty example—  
socially, spiritually, emotionally, physically, 
intellectually, etc.?
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 5
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. Tell about school/parent communication-
How and when it happens.
How it is kept effective.
3. How are parents informed about:
a. Student progress?
b. Unexcused absences?
c. The school program?
4. How regular is schoolparent communication?
r
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5. Hew is this regularity estaolished and 
controlled?
6. How does the school go about encouraging 
financial support—
a. by parents?
b. by community members?
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 6
1. TELL--
What makes this school really special?
2. Tell about discipline in your school.
3. How was the behavior code established?
4. lew do administrators and teachers go about
making behavior expectations clear to students?
5. How are behavior corrections handled in ways
that avoid humiliation?
6. Tell about praise given to students for jobs 
w e 11 done--
a. How is praise given?
b. How often?
c. Under what circumstances?
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 7
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. Tell about the aspects of the school that
contribute to the develoDment of resoect in the students.
F
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3. How does the school develop respect for school 
property?
4. How do the students contribute to the care of 
the scnool, the equipment, and amenities?
5. How does the school handle—
a. vandalism?
b. graffiti?
c. repairs to equipment and buildings?
6. How does che school use beauty, care of 
grounds, and maintenance to engender respect for school 
property?
7. What other aspects of the school and its 
environment are used to engender respect for the school 
and school property7
3. How are they used for this purpose?
9. Are there any other ways the school engenders 
respect for school property?
10. What do you perceive are the benefits to 
students and the school, of engendering respect for school 
property?
The Interview Prompts for Strategy Grouping 8
1. TELL—
What makes this school really special?
2. What proportion of the students at this school 
would you say like to come here?
3. Tell me why they like to come here.
E
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4. Is there anything else about the school and 
its envircnment that makes students like to come here?
5. How have administrators and teachers gone 
about providing such an environment?
6. Tell about how the planning took place.
7. Tell about how the plans have been implemented 
to create the desired environment that you have here.
8. What aspects of the environment have the 
greatest influence on student attitudes and their positive 
relationship to the school environment?
9. Tell how the faculty and staff have made the 
most use of the environment they have provided.
10. What makes students most want to come to school
r
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